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Prologue: A Way In 

This study is about prejudices: the kinds of prejudices that foreclose dialogue and 

the kinds that enable it to take place. 1 am using prejudices inGadamer's (1 9Wl998) 

sense of pre-judgments and fore-understandings. Gadarner (1975/1998) maintains that we 

can never entirely get away from ourselves, that even as we gain a new understanding at 

the expense of an outdated or inaccurate one, the newer knowledge is itself steeped in 

prejudice, awaiting to be opened up and disclosed to us at the next opportunity. As 

Maxine Greene (1986) says, aii of our sights are partial. This study is about horizons 

gradually and partialiy disclosed: my own as well as those of the six Fint Nations 

educators who I convened with. The horizons opened up through a tma in what 

Gadamer (1975/1998) c d s  the linguisticality of understanding. The trust was focused on 

the question of what it means to be a First Nations educator. 

Dialogue is intenvoven into the substance of this thesis from beginning to end: 

from conversation to post-conversation to interpretive conversations to conversations on 

my wding. It has been essential in establishing the authenticity of this thesis; my other 

research question, this one for mysell; is: How can I as a non-Native educational 

researcher approach First Nations educators authenticaiiy? For example, Janice Shcoe 

remarked that she does not want her voice to be misinterpreted as a contemporary noble 

savage voice. Upon reading the fifth chapter, which compiles the educaton' words into 

four tonalities of voices, she detected the potential of being identified primarily with an 

atfirming voice, and the possibility of an atfirmiog voice thrown into a box Francis (1992) 

cails the myth of the noble savage. Janice Sirncoe then told me about her quietly raging 

voice, an aspect of which is anger at society's stereotyping. She added, shuttling corn one 



box to another: neither do 1 want to be perceived as an ignoble savage. Because hers is 

not my experience, I didn't and couldn't entirely see what she saw until she told me. Then 

1 saw. 

The best thing that could corne out of this thesis, she and I agreed, is if the boxes 

could be thrown away aitogether. The boxes correspond in part to the unconscious 

prejudices we bring; those are the ones, says Gadamer (197511998), that we especiaily 

need to question. The unsethg part about any cross-cultural midy is that? to import 

Paul de Man's (19831197 1) thesis, through insights we are blinded by new prejudices. 

How do we know which prejudices to question? How do we recognize them? One 

powerful answer is through nsking dialogue with one another; the form such a dialogue 

might take is elaborated on throughout this thesis. The rernarkable fact is that even 

though Ianice Simcoe's perspective is not diredy within my reaim, through dialogue a 

shadow of an outline of an understanding began to take shape, and when that shape was 

formed, I understood in my own terms what she meant and what that felt Like. Added to 

the iingusticaiïty of understanding that occurs in diaiogue, then, is the expenential aspect, 

which consists in applying knowledge and questions to our own selves. 

To assist the reader in understanding my purpose in this cross-cultural smdy as 

weIl as to reassure Fint Nations readers, in as plain a language as 1 can muster: the 

afnrming voice is not a contemporary noble savage voice. The resistant and ironic voices 

are not contemporary manifestations of an ignoble savage. The bridging voice is not a 

cornplacent assidative voice. My purpose is instead to broaden horizons, cultivate 

understanding behaviours, k e n  attentively and be afkted and involved. This is the 

fiame of mhd that shapes this study and that 1 am hoping the reader will b ~ g  as weii. 



The f h t  chapter focuses on the how of doing research in a particular context. It 

represents a revision of my original research proposa1 and documents the decisions 1 made 

in choosing a methodologicai approach that suited my ethical purpose. Chapter two 

stands back from the particular research situation and presents a theoretical h e w o r k  

and argument for the place of ethical reasoning in research. in chapter three, I draw on 

those theoreticai insights so as to be able to write 'about' Fim Nations identity. Chapter 

four is an elaboration of my emergent interpretive process. Chapter five is organized as a 

cornrnunity of First Nations voices, and presents the four modalities of voice that 1 hear in 

the conversations: afnrming, resistant, ironic and bridging. The educators' voices are 

predominant in this fifth chapter, both in terms of the space their words occupy and their 

metaphon that helped to organize and present the knowledge. The organiration 

nevertheless represents my own interpretation. 

A Note on Terminolow 

1 adhere to two positions on terminology. One conclusion 1 have reached is that a 

word's acceptability depends on the context in which it is used: for what purpose, 

addressed to whom, spoken by whom ( se :  Garver, 1998). For example, the word, 

Indian, carries a nationdistic meanhg affhning the sunival of ùidian people when Ortiz 

( 198 1) uses it, whereas for Clifton, the same word is provisionai. Clifton's ( 1990) thesis is 

that the contemporary Indian is a fiont manufactured by modem Indians for the purpose of 

e x t r a h g  public funds; oniy rarely does it authenticaiiy correspond with tribal identity. 

Whereas tribal once cacried &om anthropology the meaning of pre-literate or primitive 

culture, its accurate meaning is the distinctive tribe to which an individuai belongs; its 

meaning has been reap pro pnated by indigenous peo ples. Tribal connect s with traditions 



or (a word First Nations people oflen prefer) teachings, and is also associated with 

self-determhation and resistance to colonization. Indigenous carries simiiar meanings to 

tribal, but in a global context: the teachings that speaks across nations to ail indigenous 

peoples as weii as the experiences of oppression that bind them together in the airn of 

iiberation. 

1 am using the word 'First Nations' in an inclusive sense, which is the meaning that 

it had prior to the legai redefinition of Canada's indigenous peoples as First Nations, Inuit 

or Metis (Conversation, Janice Simcoe; Conversation, Nelia Nelson). First Nations is aiso 

the horizon that 1 carried into this study; it is the word that has surrounded me in my own 

relationships with Native people and it has become integral to rny way of speaking. Like 

Janice Simcoe, who chose not to convert to the more politicdy correct 'Aboriginal', 1 

believe that words become our own by the way in which we use them; this is also 

Bakhtin's (198 1) view. As long as we are responsible in using those words and do not set 

out to deiiberately exclude any group, we should not be swayed by fashion. Each 

individual speaks from his or her own perspective; diversity of usage flows fiom that 

multiplicity. Many Native people use more than one word to iden* who they are. 

Reclamation of terminology is becomuig more complete; the way in which words Like 

Indian, Native, Aboriginal, First Nations, hdigenous, Native American and tribal circulate 

within Native communities and among Native scholars suggests to me that Native 

speakers have Liberated them into movement, fieeing them from a constncting context 

until such t h e  when meanhgs become consensudy dehed and mutuaily respected. 

My second position on terminology is that some words may be inappropriate in 

particula. contexts ifthey undermine another person's usage. For example, out of respect 



for Lyn Daniels, one of the educators, whenever 1 am elaborating on her conversation, 1 

foUow her usage of Aboriginal. It is respecâul to signal awareness of an individuai's 

distinctive tribal nation, such as by putting it in brackets beside the person's name. The 

rubncs of Native and First Nations 1 reserved for general statements, First Nations when I 

am speaking of Canada, Native when 1 am wanting to include Native Arnencan and Fint 

Nations peoples. The same appties to my use of the te- non-Native, which is roughly 

synonymous with adjectives iike Western. If a more specific appellation of identity, such 

as British, German or Canadiaq was appropnate in a specific context, then 1 used it. 

Non-Native is not meant to be derogatory. It is also embedded within my own 

self-reflexive research question. 

Textual Conventions 

Underlined words within the text indicate emphasis; 1 have modified authors' 

published writings to reflect this practice. Any words that I or another author ironicaily 

deflect emphasis frorn are in apostrophes. I see this irony as an aspect of voice central to 

cross-cultural qualitative research. 

AU selections from the conversations are in italics. with the exception of single 

words or short phrases that are incorporated within the body of the text. The reason for 

the italics is to emphasize that they are spoken words or continuations of conversations. It 

is also my way of respeafully acknowledging the source, rather than merging the 

educators' words into the corpus of 'my' text ('my' being an example of an ironic use of the 

apostrophe since 1 do not see this text as solely mine). 

When 1 cite £kom a conversation, it appears as: (Conversation, Frank Conibear). 

When the reader encounters the foilowing: (Conversation, Frank Conibear, Reflective 



comnmtary), this means that the educator has "augmented" (Terry Johnson, ED-B 33 1 

lectures, University of Victoria) my comment note to a particuiar line or my chapter 

writing; the augmentation is a written comment that the educator wrote in the margins. 

For any words in a language other than EngIish, 1 used italics. 



Chapter 1: Methodological Deliberations 

Introduction 

Two research questions are the focus of my inquiry. One broadly identifies my 

focus and is addressed to educators who are First Nations: What does it mean to be a 

First Nations educator in contemporary Canadian society? The other question is an 

ethical one. It pertains to the kinds of reflections I will engage in while researching with 

First Nations people. As a non-Native researcher, how can I conduct research 

authentically with First Nations people? I use the word "authentic" to descnbe an 

intercomected constellation of ideas and expenences, where many of the ideas are drawn 

fiorn Gadarner and Taylor, whose works 1 closely examine in this thesis. This web of 

concepts converges on a relationship I posit as between rnyself, i.e., the self, and the 

broader human cornrnunity. 

For a people whose "plight" has been their "transparency" (DeIona, 1969, p. 9), 

the question of how I approach my topic involves making deliberated choices. 1 do not 

see rny non-Native identity as an irnpedirnent to dialogue. 1 am more interesteci in 

exploring how respect and research are, can, or should be comected. My study therefore 

contributes to cross-cultural research while also addressing a penînent question within 

First Nations education and scholarship. 1 am also hoping that the study wiU help to 

create a welcoming space for cross-cultural education: a space within which we can feel a 

sense of belonging and ease in when we visit there. 



m a r i n g  for Research 

Deloria (1969), a Standing Rock Sioux scholar, identified the concern Native 

people have with being made the objects of academic research. Tongue-in-cheek, in what 

has become a landmark essay, he remarked: "One of the finest things about being an 

hdian is that people are always interested in you and your 'plight'. Our foremost piight is 

our transparency. People cm teil just by looking at us what we want, what should be 

done to help us, how we feel, and what a 'real' Indian is redy like . . . Because people can 

see nght through us, it becomes impossible to tell tmth from fiction or fact from 

mythology" (p. 9). The main purpose of this chapter is to address scholarly orientation, 

for only in marking out a research path of what Archibald (1993) calls "mutual respect" (p. 

191) can I hope to create a study that is convincing for both Native and non-Native 

inteilectual and education communities. This kind of approach is timely and sigruficant. 

Native scholars have long been calling for more sensitive research approachs towards 

native people (see: Archibald, 1 993; Clutesi, 1994/ 1967; Delona, 1969, 199 1 b, 1997; 

Graveline, 1998; Johnston, 1990; O'Meara, 1996; Unoa 199 1) as have non-Native 

scholars (see: LaFramboise & Plake, 1983; Lutz, 1990; Swann, 1983, 1994; Te Hemepe, 

1993) while some indigenous academics have argued that cross-cultural research problems 

rnay be insuperable (Deloria, 19%; Tuhiwai Smith, 1999). 

This chapter traces my research path of how 1 chose salient questions and designed 

the study. I defend those methodological choices by e x p l o ~ g  roads not taken: 

approaches that initially presented themselves as logical choices within First Nations 

educational research. In chapter two, 1 explore Garver's (1 998) distinction between 

logical and ethical arguments (see the section in chapter two entitied: "Phronesis in a P i  



Nations Context of Cross-Cultural Research"). In retrospect, 1 recognke that a rationale 

k e  Garver's (1998) underlies the research decisions descnbed in this first chapter. 1 then 

elaborate on how through this process, 1 arrived at a methodological approach, one that 

depends on notions like: 'anothet (human equality between researc her and participant), 

authenticity, hemeneutics, fusion of horizons3 and conversation. Approach or 

methodology is then rnelded with the research questions, and a guiding framework for the 

study is set out. 

Eisenhart and Howe (1992) connect choice of research design with ethics, which 

they subsume under the heading of "intemal value constraints": "they [intemal value 

constraints] concem the way in which research is conducted vis-a-vis research subjects, 

not with the (extemal) value of results . . . Although intemal value constraints, or researcn 

ethics, can be distinguished from more conventionai issues of research credibihy, they are 

nonetheless crucial to evaluating the legitimacy of reseatch designs and procedures, and 

thus we believe to the validity of a research midy" (p. 667). In midies involving Native 

people, the boundaries the researcher draws between her/himseif and the participants 

signal the researcher's ethicai views (see: Haig-Brown, 1990; Te H e ~ e p e ,  1993). 

Knowing where to draw these lines is compounded in a 'post-positivistic', 

qualitative context where the separation between nibject and object is fluid and open to 

definition (see: Demin, 1997; Lather, 1993). We need to distinguish the positivistic 

empirical tradition, which has deeply Uifluenced educational research, from the 

philosophical tradition within which Freire (1985) writes. For Freire (1985), nibject and 

object are inextrîcabiy co~ected: "If it is m e  that coosciousness is impossible without 

the world that constitutes it, it is equdy tnie that this world is impossible ifthe world 



itselfin constituting consciousness does not become an object of its critical reflection" (p. 

69). Given that an object of study is necessary for "constituting consciousness" (Freire, 

1985, p. 69), the question becornes in what way can or should we come to know about the 

world? Both Hampton (1993), a Chickasaw scholar, and Gadarner (197511998) Say that 

inquiry begins with an interest. 

LeCornpte (1 993) points to a post-modem fascination with the Other, where Other 

means people, usuaily groups, who society has silenced or dise&anchised. She suspects 

that "researchers seek out the silenced because their perspectives often are counter- 

hegemonic" (LeCompte, 1993, p. 1 1). LeCompte questions the ethics of such a research 

stance. The disempowered's voiceIessness makes them vulnerable to being 

misappropnated in the sense Deloria ( 1969) identified, however benign the researcher's 

intentions. As long as the ûther is perceived as disempowered, the researcher caas 

himherseif in between one of two roles: philanthropist or mercenary. LeCompte ( 1993) 

clarifies what she tb&~ the researcher's responsibility should be: "etMç4 rpsewch on the 

disempowered, whether in a social activin or a scholarly tradition, obliges researchers to 

consider how infonnants will participate in the disclosure of their situations and secrets, as 

weli as how researchers \yill participate in the fùture life and destiny of the people they 

study . . . Narning something may make it r d .  . . However, if the naming is done by an 

outsider - even a sympathetic researcher - the appellation may not feel entirely authentic to 

the individuai or group to which it is affixeci" (Lecompte, 1993, p. 11). What counts as 

authentic research? This is a query I intend to address. 

I want to question the assumption that the participant, who may happen to belong 

to a group that society systematicaüy marginalizes, should be approached as 



disempowered. Does not that benign homogenizing M e r  entrench the label? 1 will also 

suggest that the langage of othering is inappropnate to particdar research situations such 

as rny own. I will be arguing for a presumption of equality between researcher and 

participant, who 1 see as Linked by choice in a common web of humamess. This means 

seeing both participant and researcher as teacherAemer, leamerlteacher (Aoki, 1989; 

PorteIli, 1991) and as human beings or acton. Arendt (1958) argues that human action 

defines who we are: 

With word and deed we insert ourselves into the human worid, and this 

insertion is like a second birth, in which we confirm and take upon our- 

selves the naked fact of our original physicai appearance. This insertion 

. . . may be stimulated by the presence of others whose Company we may 

wish to join, but is never conditioned by them; its impulse spnngs from 

the beginning which came into the world when we were born and to which 

we respond by beginning something new on our own initiative (p. 177). 

The fh part of this chapter addresses how to create mutual respect. The second pan 

focuses on gathering knowledge within this ethical fiamework. 1 borrow the word 

'gathering' from Ianice Simcoe (Conversation, Ianice Simcoe). 

Convergence on a Ouestion of S i d c a n c e  

The Prior Ouestion 

Does the research question precede and direct a choice of method? Or does the 

method frame the research question? For Eisenhart and Howe (1992), whose view 

represents a standard approach, the research question cornes first: "Research studies qua 

arguments have questionable validity when methodological preferences . . . rather than 



research questions, drive the study design" (p. 658). Chambers (1989) initiaiiy foUowed 

the standard approach, grappiing to h d  a suitable question then chooshg a methodology 

to address that question. However in her experience, upon finding a method, a question 

emerged. Chambers (1989) explains that the "method orients the researcher to the 

problem in a certain way and decides how she will choose to view, to question, to 

examine, and to share her findings" (p. 3). 

Both of these approaches, Chambers' as weii as Eisenhart and Howe's, figured in 

the way 1 formulated my question and method. Convergence more accurately descnbes 

the process. An "ideal of authenticity" (Taylor, l992a) guided my efforts within a 

hmework that 1 now recognize as phronesis or an ethics of understanding (see: chapter 

two). Particularly in my choice of method, my purpose was to not contravene my 

expenences of Living and teaching in a First Nations community, an experience of what 

Gadamer ( l9WI 998) mils a "fusion of horizons" (p. 306). Nor did 1 wish to jeopardize 

the relationships I had formed there and that continue to influence me in significant ways. 

The way in which I converged on question and method is germane to understanding how I 

structured my snidy. 1 aarted with an ethnographic approach; ethnographic methods have 

been and continue to be influentid in educationd research. 

The query 1 began with was: What do First Nations families perceive as their 

literacy needs? Auerbach (1989, 1995), who advocates a multiple literacies approach to 

f d y  literacy, a s  within the post-modem tradition identifieci by Lecompte. Auerbach 

emphasizes the need for ethnographic studies to confirm the multiple literacies occurring 

in the homes of families who f d  outside of the mainstream heracy model. Because 1 was 



interested in literacy fiom the point of view of First Nations participants, foilowing 

Auerbach's suggestion, 1 looked into ethnography. 

The roots of educational ethnography lie in anthropology (Wilson, 1975). Delona 

(1 969) articulates a consensus of Native opinion when he says that anthropology is the 

bane of Fint Nations people (see: Hayden-Taylor, 1996; King's (1993) "One Good Story, 

That One" on the "coyote tracks" left by the anthropologists (p. 10); Westernan's poem 

entitled "Here Corne the Anthros" (cited in Demin, 1997, p. 214)). Deloria's (1969) main 

objection to anthropologists' presence in Native cornrnunities is that while Native people 

allowed and invariably welcomed anthropologists into their villages, the motion was not 

reciprocated. Anthropologias have not helped native people in retum. Instead, they have 

reduced Native people to objects of midy, misrepresented them in their publications, 

creattd an image that did not correspond to reality and to add insult to injury, govenunent 

policies were cunnnicted on this false picture. Delona ( 1969) rhetorically asks: 

"Acadernic fieedom certaidy does not Knply that one group of people have to become 

chessmen for another group of people. Why should Indian communities be subjected to 

prying non-Indians any more than other communities?" (p. 99). 

Biolsi & Zimrnerman (1997), CO-editors of Indians and Anthropolonists: Vine 

Deloria Jr. and the Critique of Anthro~ology, belong to a generation of anthropologias 

who are attempting to de-colonize anthropology's approach in hght of Deloria's 1969 

critique. By de-colonking, 1 mean divesting anthropology of its presurnption that valuable 

knowledge is gained by extracthg information fkom another culture. Valuable for whom, 

ask Maori scholar Tuhiwai Smith (1999) and Hawaüan writer Trask (1993). Biolsi and 

Zirnmerman (1997) are fia& about anthropology's colonial record: 



The history by which uidian people were made primitive Othen, conceptudy 

and materially, nibject to economic exploitation, poiitical colonization, and 

scientific scrutiny - in a word their disemoowerment - is the same history by 

which generally elite white intellectuals became authorked to study the primitive 

as professional anthropologists in the academy, in a word, their privile~e. 

(Biolsi & Zimmerman, 1997, p. 13; their emphasis) 

De-colonking methodologies ask ethical questions in advance: "Whose research is it? 

Who owns it? Whose interests does it serve? Who will benefit fkom it? Who has 

designed its questions and h e d  its scope? Who wiil carry it out? Who will write it up? 

How will its resdts be disserninated?" (Tuhiwai Smith, 1 999, p. 10). 

Ethnography, despite its roots in anthropology, ernphasizes understanding culture 

in context. It held out the promise of accurate representation from a participants' point of 

view. Upon examining ethnography's main connnicts of participant observation, 

uiformant, and researcher as "the primary research instrument" (Dobbert, 1982, p. 6), the 

intractable question became: Whose voice is speaking?. A participant observer is "a 

trained recorder" (Dobbert, p. 102) who investigates the actions and beliefs of another 

culture based on "a number of categones of human behavior" (Wolcott, 1975, p. 1 13). A 

phenomenological assumption underlying participant observation is that the researcher 

engages in a "lived expenence" (Van Manen, 199711990) somewhat like the participant's, 

however because this experience happens at a distance, the observations become 

objective. Culture is mediated through the researcher's eyes who (after Malinowski) 

clairns to reproduce reality through the participant's eyes but who we now are reaswed 

(after CWord Geertt) is perceiving the object through hidher own cultural lenses. This 



contradictory stance is evident in the following excerpt fiom Wilson (1977): "The 

participant observer . . . considers the interpretations of his subjects to have first 

importance . . . By t a h g  the role of his subjects he recreates in his own imagination and 

experience the thoughts and feelings which are in the rninds of those he studies" (Severyn 

Bruyn (1 966) cited approvùigly in Wilson (1 977), p. 250). 

Participant observation continues to be a valid and fundamental method of research 

(se: Cliffor& 1988; Geertz, 1983; Phillips, 1983) despite recognition of its limitations in 

studying another culture (see: Harrison, 1993; Owubu, 1978 on the Mead vs. Lowie 

debate). Phillips (1983) conducted a study on patterns of classroom response among the 

Native children of the Warm Springs reservation ushg participant observation. As 

rasons for choosing this method, she cited the proven wonh of Malinowski's research 

expenences, the anthropologicai tniism of "direct untarnpering observation of human 

interaction" (Phillips, 1983, p. 14) and her desire to approximate "face-to-face interaction" 

(Philiips, 1983, p. 20). Geertz (1988) is one of the most persuasive advocates of "being 

there" or participant observation: 

The ability of anthropologists to get us to take what they say senously has 

less to do with either a facnial look or an air of conceptuai elegance than it 

has with their capacity to convince us that what they say is a result of their 

having actuaily penetrated (or, ifyou prefer, been penetrated by) another 

form of Me, of ha- one way or another, mily k e n  there.' And that, 

persuading us that this offstage miracle has occwred, is where the writing 

cornes in. (p. 5) 



Participant observation, or immersion in another's culture, originated as a radical 

alternative to decontextualized knowledge about so-calleci pre-literate cultures, the kind of 

knowledge Levy-Bd(1926) relied on in his book, The Native Mind where he cdled 

information about native cultures fiom books and not fiom field expenences. While the 

field expenence raised the profile of 'pre-iiterate' cultures, it still confined native people ro 

being objects of study. Participant observation, as it was practiced by anthropologists k e  

Boas, rested on constnicts of native culture that privileged ritualistic over daily life in 

purportedly accurate representations (see: Cannizzo, 1983). The degree to which later 

ethnographic research relies on cultural immersion as a valid undertaking is show by 

Mahowski's continued popularity (see, for example: ClSord, 1988; Geew 1988, and 

Phillips, 1983). Wolcott (1975) offered the following advice to would-be ethnographers: 

''A deceptively simple test for judging the adequacy of an ethnographic account is to ask 

whether a person reading it could subsequentiy behave appropriately as a member of the 

society or social group about which he has been reading, or, more modestly, whether he 

can anticipate and interpret what occurs in the group as appropriately as its own members 

cm" (p. 1 12). This comment is precariously close to condoning non-Natives as "going 

Native" (Lecompte, 1993, p. 21) or acting as "shamans" of Native culture (Rose, 1992, p. 

482). The use of infonnanis shares participant obsemation's dubious ethical validity in a 

First Nations context. 

The term informant connotes as weil as enacts an instrumentai use of language. In 

ethnography, the informant is a person who provides the researcher with inside 

information, and acts as a luik or mediator with the culture being studied: "Key 

i n f o m t s  are strategically piaced penonsw Pobbert, 1982, p. 1 15). The roots of using 



informants again lie io anthro pology . For example, in the early 1 900ts, George Hunt, 

Franz Boas' Kwakiutl field assistant and key informant, accelerated the appropriation of 

Native artifacts, ofien providing not only the items themselves but in accordance with 

Boast strict d e s ,  contextualized documentation, which required Hunt to seek out his own 

informants for the tales, songs and rights and uses of objects (Jacknis, 199 1, p. 190). 

Unacknowledged idormants iike Hunt shaped Boas' research, research that has in tum 

ùiformed our own understanding of pre-Contm native coastai culture (see: Kew & 

Goddard's (1 954) often-used resource, Indian Art and Culture of the Northwest Coast; it 

has enjoyed six reprintings, the latest one being in 1993). Cannizo (1983) raises the 

question of how motivation - the informant's and the researcher's - skews the hdings and 

casts suspicion on the validity of the data gathered; she cites, for example, the ofien 

turbulent relationship between Boas and Hunt: Boas' manipulation of Hunt, and Hunt's 

hancial dependence on his work as informant. 

In current research, the informant continues to be a constnict that exists for the 

sole purpose of the snidy: an extension or arm of the researcher extending into the 

community. Spradley's (1979) guidelines for how to establish trust with informants for the 

purpose of obtaining accurate information is typical of ethnographie procedure and is 

often cited as a credible source for methodological procedures ( s e :  Ladson-Billings' 

(1 998) study on creating a theory of culturaily relevant pedagogy). 

Taylor (1992a) points out that "social science explanation", in whose mold 

ethnography fashions itself, "has generally shied away fiom invoking mord ideals and has 

tended to have recourse to supposedly harder and more down to earth factors," most 

iùndamentdy, the use of "instrumental reason" @p. 19-20). By instrumental reason 



Taylor (1992a) means "the kind of rationality we draw on when we calculate the most 

economical application of means to a given end" (p. 5). hstmmental reason has 

obfiscated "the importance of authenticity as a moral ideal" (Taylor, 1 p. 19). The 

use of informants signifies an instrumental rather than authentic way of approaching 

Native people. CWord (1 983), one of the theonsts to inaugurate interpretive 

ethnography, continues to rely on traditional ethnographic constructs, yet he hints that the 

word informant is and was always inappropnate in an indigenous context: 

"anthropologists will increasingly have to share their texts and sometimes their title pages, 

with those indigenous collaborators for whom the term informants is no longer adequate, 

if it ever was" (p. 51; his ernphasis). 

Goetz and LeCornpte (1 984) emphasize the influence the natural science model 

has had on social science research. Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, a cornmonplace of 

empincal research, States that the a a  of rneasuring or obsewing affects the action of what 

is being observed or measured. Goetz and LeCompte (1 984) lament the "misapplication" 

(p. 57) of this natural science model to the social sciences. The researcher's place in the 

midy is relegated to a methodologicai hurdle whereas instead, they argue, it should be 

viewed as a theoretical probiem. In cross-cultural situations, they note, participant 

observation carries "sociocultural belief systems as implicit cornparison fiameworks", 

resulting in a third theory of hurnan behavior composed fiorn "the interactive impact of the 

fint two" belief systems, nameiy, the observed and the observer's (Goetz & LeCompte, 

1984, p. 57). Phillips' (1983) educational ethnographic snidy in a Native community is a 

case in point. When some Indian adults expressed concem over her emphasis on the 

cultural doifferences between Natives and Anglos (Whites), arguing with her that "only by 



stressing the similanties between hglos and Indians would it be possible to get dong 

with them and improve relationships between the two groups", she persisted in her 

research design (Phillips, 1983, p. 18). Her theoretical teason, which seems to be a 

reasonable one, was that ody by examining the dserences in behaviour could differences 

in classroom performance be understood (Phiiiips, 1983, p. 19). A more fundamental 

belief, however, Uiformed her decision, as she discloses in the foilowing passage: "Some 

readers may be willing to assume such cultural ciifferences (between Natives and Anglos]. 

However, it is not clear how much Indian culture remains d e r  generation of efforts on the 

p a n  of Anglos to eradicate that culture and assimilate the Indians into the mainaream 

culture" (p. 16; emphasis added; compare this naternent with Janice Simcoe's who said: 

"How cmrld we get so cmght up in the institution thar we were attrnding thut it even 

wouid occur ro us lhat it was stmiger thart mr teachings" (Conversation, Janice Simcoe; 

her emphasis). PhiUips' allegedly "untampered" (p. 14) participant observation is 

infiuenced by her expectation that differences may be less prounounced. She is looking 

for Merences whereas the Native people know there are differences and want to work 

towards a better reiationship, a goal that would require a more social activia approach 

(see: Lecompte, 1 993 on social activist approaches). 

While ethnography recognizes that the researcher is part of the study as a 

participant, the etic (outside) and emic (inside) perspectives are in constant tension. This 

tension defines an ethnographic study: "These tensions in point of view - between 

outsider and insider and between groups of insiders - keep the weful researcher f?om 

lapsing into subjectivity"; the goal of modem ethnographic research is "to view behavior 

simultaneously nom ail perspectives" (Wilson, 1 9 77, p. 259). interpetive ethnograp hy 



questions the possibility of attauiing this omniscience while grapp h g  with the sarne 

tensions in its own admittedly partial perspectives, perspectives which, in a post-modem 

context of a fail fiom innocence (Geertz, 1983), Denzin (1997) predicts will focus 

increasingly on social criticism. The question of whether ethnography may be applied 

consciousabiy in cross-cultural research is still being sorted out. 

Re~resentation of Others 

At this point in the study, a question arose of my own obvious bias towards and 

for Native people and how to account for it in my research design. 1 felt it was important 

not to bracket the infiuence of rny expenences within a First Nation community, and allow - 

these expenences to guide the way in which 1 was approaching my topic. This created 

what appeared to be a dilemma. My firm belief is that First Nations people should speak 

for themselves rather than others speaking on their behalf 1 had reiterated this point in 

community school meetings. Some local teachers and tacher aides who felt voiceless 

within a context that seemed to favor non-First Nations teachers or non-First Nations 

approaches to leaniing sornetimes urged me to speak. In speaking my own mind, 1 was 

perceived - and perceived rnyself - to be speaking simultaneously on my own behalf and 

theirs. The predicament that 1 had begun to reflect on while stiii teaching and that directly 

confionted me in research was: How could 1, as a non-Native, speak from a Firn Nations 

point of view, which is tantamount to saying, how couid 1 speak as 31 were First Nations? 

The issue of misappropriation of voice is cded the representation problem. Sensitive 

scholan concemed about voice rnisrepresentation have begun to address this question (on 

Fûst Nations voice see: Lutz, 1990; Te Hemepe, 1993; for a broader theoreticai 

discussion see: Aicoff, 199 1; LeCompte, 1993; PorteIli, 199 1). The question that later 



intrigueci me even more was: How did another culture's perspective become such an 

integrai part of me? 

Alcoff (l99l), who writes fiom a post-modem, femînist perspective, asks: "1s the 

discursive praaice of speaking for othen ever a valid practice, and, if so, what are the 

criteria for validity? In particular, is it ever valid to speak for others who are unlike me or 

who are l e s  privileged than me?" (p. 7). The presurnption of difference is predicated on 

one's location in society, in particular, social, econornic, politicai, class or cultural 

Merences, and is absolute or ineradicable in that an individual is more or less bom into it. 

The stance taken towards location, however, detesmines how research is conducted; 

stance can also diverge fiom where a person origindy started out in society. Alcoff 

(1 99 1 ) explores the epistemological implications of adopting various stances: a siding 

with (for a non-Native penon this is a "privileged location" and therefore could be 

"discursively dangerous"), an "uncritical" following of the Other's lead, a movhg over and 

getting out of the way (which could mean abandoning or forfeiting one's own beliefs), or 

deconnnicting one's own privileged discourse (Alcoff, 199 1, pp. 7-8). Alcoff ( 199 1 ) 

concurs with Spivak's (1988) a "speaking tom: "We should stnve to create wherever 

possible the conditions for dialogue and the practice of speaking with and to rather than 

speaking for others" (p. 23). She does not elaborate on what that dialogue would look 

like, but Like Lecompte (1993), identifies empowerment ofthe disempowered as a valid 

'excuse' for engaging with the ûther. In doing so, she precariously slips into post-modern 

discourse's fascination with the disempowered, fahg to realize the contradiction implicit 

in moving back and forth between a 'speaking with' and a 'speaking for'. 



Like AlcofS Giroux (1993) advocates a speaking with rather than for Others. He 

envisions educators as "border crossers," who in traversing into the Other's temtory, 

attempt to "understand otherness on its own terms" (p. 370). There are two problerns 

with Giroux's argument as a mode1 for cross-cultural didogue. One is the presumption 

that otherness can be understood on its own terms. Whiie Giroux concedes that educators 

cannot speak - the Othen, he says that they cm deepen their understanding and speak to 

or about experiences of racism, sexism or class discriminations. For example, as a teacher 

in a Firn Nations community, even though 1 have not experienced colonialisrn, 1 could 

speak to the effects of residential school. 1 can also "interrogate" and "revise" my own 

hegemonic " nanative" and speak " self-reflectively " (Giroux, 1993, p. 3 69). Underlying 

Giroux's argument is the assumption of a vicariously lived through experience. Giroux's 

border crosser assumes disempowerment in order to generate an understanding. Giroux's 

argument, however, does raise the pertinent question of what understanding is, and the 

relationship between self-understanding and understanding of another, a question that I 

wiil take up in discussing Gadamer's notion of 'fusion of horizons'. 

The second problem is that Giroux's (1 993) argument inadvertently homogenizes 

'the ûther'. U&e ethnography, which attempts to understand culturai paxticulars or 

"local knowledge" (Geere 1983), post-modernists tend to lump the disempowered with 

the disenfianchised, colonized, impoverished and marpinalized. These groups share one 

characteristic that makes them interesthg to post-modeniists: their ditference and 

therefore exclusion f?om dominant culture. Taylor (1992b) in Multidturaiism and The 

Potitics of D5erence1 argues that in the politics of clifference, a society that Giroux 

supports, the goal is to maimain and chensh distincmess. The prenimption that all cultures 



or locations are of equal worth and therefore deserve equai say is condescending, Taylor 

asserts. In the absence of genuine cross-cultural expenence, in which one's claim is 

supported by a transfomative change in horizon (a term fiom Gadamer that 1 will explain 

shortly), arguments based on the inherent superiority of the ûther are suspect. 

As LeCompte ( 1993) so perceptively says, and Deloria ( 1969) before her, the 

tantaiizing ease with which the voiceless can be 'given' voice is dangerous. Moreover, 

any academic who takes up the cause of the Other is placed in the predicament of arguhg 

6om a position of power, dominance and safety since academic discourse belongs to the 

titerate class that Olson (1 996, 1998), among others, hm identified as hegemonic. Thus 

Gore (1 992), a feminist post-rnodemist scholar, criticizes Giroux for neglecting to 

deconstruct his own discoune of empowerment, deconstruction being for the 

post-modernist the only possible logicai and ethical grounding of arguments. As the kind 

of poa-modem deconstnictionist Gore would likely laud, Kamboureli (2000) details, in a 

manner parallel to my own, her own struggles with the representation question: "As 1 

went about leanllng and unleamkg, so my 'ethnic project' kept being written and 

unwritten continuously " (p. 3). S he concludes: 

being responsible, in my understanding, means negotiating our position in 

relation both to the knowledge we have and to the knowledge we lack. 

It means practising 'negative pedagogy', 'inhabithg . . . that space where 

knowledge becomes the obstacle to knowing' (Johnson 1982, 166 and 182) . . . 

Negative pedagogy redefines the object of knowledge as nothing other than 

the process leading towards ignorance" (p. 25). 



A post-modemist problematizes a 'neutrd use of language by chaiienging its 

contradictions, rupturing and decentering it, placing it within the broader context of a 

discourse that is created through relations of power. Foucault's insights hto power 

relations Uiform post-modern discourse. Power is not a commodity, a thing that can be 

exchanged or granted. The operation of power is a "net-like organisation. And not only 

do Uidividuals circulate between its threads; they are always in the position of 

simultaneously undergoing and exercising this power. They are not only its inert or 

consenting target. They are always also the elements of its articulation" (Foucault cited in 

Gore, 1992, p. 58). Gore ( 1993) criticizes emancipatory enterprises that seek to ernpower 

disenfianchised groups or individuals; Foucault's argument "refutes the idea that one cm 

give power to (cm empower) another" (Gore, 1992, p. 58). 

Foucault's analysis of discourse is usefil in de-cemering anthropoiogy's coloniaiism 

as well in questioning any unsituated emancipatory discourse that claKns to empower the 

Other. The language of empowering and disempowering are implicit, however, in the use 

of the term, 'the ûther'; there is no escaping the question of who is speakùig as long as the 

researcher retains the language of Othering. Upon examining "the rhetoric oiothering", 

Riggins (1997) found that the tem's modem use onginated with an interdisciplinary group 

of scholars who shared an interest in postmodemism and cultural studies. The word Other 

"as a category of speculative thought can be traced at Ieast as far back in t h e  as Plato, 

who used it to represent the relationship between an observer (the Self) and an observed 

(the Other)" (Riggins, 1997, p. 3). Post-Reformation uses of the word exia in the 

context of a disjunction between subject and object, observer and observed, self and Other 

(on this disjunction see: Olson, 1996; Taylor, 1989). 



Gadamer stresses that "the fundamental relation of language and world does not 

mean that the world becomes the object of language. Rather, the object of knowledge and 

of statements is aiready enclosed within the world horizon of language. The linguistic 

nature of the human expenence of the world does not include making the world into an 

object" (Gadamer 1967 cited in Bleicher, 1980, p. 1 16). Refen-hg to Fira Nations people 

coilectively as Other reifies them as an object of study. 

Focusing on the ethics of writing and researching as a non-Native broadened the 

context of my inquiry such that like Chambers ( 1989), I became preoccupied with 

deciding "how I ought to conduct myseifin the presence of the other", a question that was 

inseparable fiom my vision "of how I ought to live" (Chambers, 1989, p. 162). 

Phenomenology is an approach that says human experience can be known directly; the 

researcher apprehends that reality by bracketing hisher own presuppositions. The 

experience of being human is prior to language (Van Mane% 1990, p. 13), whereas for 

Gadamer, language constitutes being; there is no reality separate from language. 

Phenomenology shares with ethnography and positivism the presupposition that there is a 

redity extemal to the researcher or self that can be described. Two questions that a 

phenomenological approach could not anmer were: how can I as a non-Native person 

directiy expenence being NativdNative 'being', if we accept that language and identity are 

intertwined? Related to that question was: How can 1 bracket myseifas a researcher and 

as a knowing subject? More fimdamentdy, do 1 w a ~ t  to? The ethicd question of whose 

voice would be speaking in my shidy was central. 1 concluded that the ody lived 

experience that I couid describe in my writing was my owq these are questions that I 

return to in chapter four, in reflecting on the interpretive process. 



Constmct of Another 

My construct of 'another' posits equality between researcher and participant as 

human beings. It enacts a relationship that is reciprocal rather than berarchicai, and 

emphasizes comrnonality dong with Werence: "Only equality prepares us to accept 

dserence in terms other than hierarchy and subordination; on the other hand, without 

ciifference there is no equality - oniy sameness" (Ponelli, 1991, p. 43). The researcher is 

fundamentally and inescapably a person speaicing with another person, as Mishler (1986) 

has shown. The interaction patterns of research interviews disclose the formation of a 

human relationship (Mishler, 1986). Todorov (1 984) writes: "ûthers are aiso "rs :  

subjects just as I am, whom only my point of view - according to which ail of them are 

there and 1 alone am in here - separates and authenticaliy distinguishes From myself' - 

(Todorov, 1984, p. 3; his emphasis). The constnict of another cornes into play within 

both phases of research: interaction and interpretation. 

Interaction takes place in a place of potential agreement and mutual respect, in this 

study, in a conversation; potentiai because to presume respect without having granted it 

or been granted it, is presumptuous, erasing individuality. The purpose of conversation is 

to reach an understanding through language. Unlike an interview, which is based on the 

participant's informed consent to the extraction of information and thus is predicated on a 

'voluntary inequaliw, conversation is dialogicai; the outcorne is unknown and depends 

upon the human interaction that occun during dialogue. The construct of another aiso 

assumes that 1 have something 1 can share with you, the interlocutor, that you might h d  

usefui, provocative or self-transforming, while you offer me a similar challenge. The 

relationship is based on an openness and willingness to reach understanding. The issue of 



who speaks first is subordinated to the attitude that precedes and is canied into the 

conversation. The h e w o r k  of 'another' ailows me, as a nonoNative researcher, to 

interact with a First Nations person on an equal plane; equal Ui our humanness and 

capacity for understanding one another through language. The only exception is the 

deference and humility that should accompany speaking with an elder. An elder's wisdom 

and expenence have granteci them a perspective on human life that is worthy of being 

respected Eorn those who are younger and stili traveiing. Ruth Cook, herseif an elder, 

qualifies that statement in tum by saying the responsibility is reciprocal: the elder has to 

walk their talk (Conversation, Ruth Cook). 

Speaking with one another allows each convenant to bring forward hidher own 

"horizon", a word that Gadamer uses to describe an interiocutor's "histoncity" or 

" fore-meanings and prejudices" (Gadamer cited in Bleicher, 1 980, p. 1 09). 1 am thrown 

back upon an attitude of humility that I learned while Living and teachg in a Fim Nations 

community. 1 am not speaking for a Native belief; rather 1 am speaking for my own beliefs 

that were and continue ro be transformed as a r e d t  of my expenences with Native 

people. Gadamer (1 987) comments on this didogical process: 

Discussion bears f i t  when a common language is found. Then 

the participants part Iiom one another as changed beings. The 

individuai perspectives with which they entered upon the discussion 

have ben transfomed, and so they are transformeci themselves. 

This, then, is a kind of progress - not the progress proper to 

research in regard to which one cannot fd behind but a progress 

that always must be renewed in the effort of our living. (p. 336) 



As Daisy Sewid-Smith, a Kwagiulth teacher and scholar, remarked: Too much 

head-knowledge and too little wisdom makes a penon forget who he/she is. She was 

speaking of Native midents who lave their communities to attend institutions of higher 

leaming and often return disengageci fiorn their cornmmities (Daisy Sewid-Smith, 

Personai communication, March 2, 1999). My position is similar to those Native students, 

even though 1 am not Native. Because 1 am rnanied into a Native community and have 

engaged as a participating member in the daily life and struggles of that community, 1 feel 

a responsibiiity to give back my knowledge as a s e ~ c e  to the Native cornmunity: my own 

community and by connection, any Native community. The knowledge 1 leam with and 

through speaking with First Nations educators is not mine to hoard; it is mine to share. 

What uses the knowledge will be put to once the study is over is a question that needs to 

be asked, and I corne back to it in the conclusion of this thesis for the purpose of research 

is to give it away. Authenticity has become one Litmus test for this study's vaiidity: 

authenticity towards myselfas researcher as weîi as in my conduct with First Nations 

educators. Authenticity is a word that 1 borrow from Taylor (1992a). 

An Ideal of Authenticity 

Authenticity is an ideal, a potentiality, a goal. Taylor ( l992a) says "authenticity 

points us toward a more self-responsible form of Me. It dows us to iive (potentially) a 

m e r  and more diierentiated Me, because more M y  appropriated as our own" (p. 74). 

The ethic of authenticity is "relatively new and pecuiiar to modem culture" (p. 26); its 

roots cm be traced to Rousseau at the end of the eighteenth century. It builds on a 

Romantic period version of individualism tbat claimed human beings are endowed with a 

moral sense, an intuitive feeling for what is right and wrong. Defined in opposition to a 



rational view of morality as a caldation of consequences, the ideal of authenticity is to 

hear the voice within. As the ideal for morality becarne displaced fiom a nom extemai to 

the selfto being in touch with oneself, the definition of being human changed. To be fuily 

human rneant to act rightly, which was only possible by Estenhg to the voice within. 

Rousseau articulated the notion of "self-determinhg fieedom": "the idea that I am fiee 

when 1 decide for myselfwhat concems me, rather than being shaped by extemal 

infiuences" (p. 27). Herder put forward the idea that each of us has an original way of 

being human. if 1 am not tme to mye& 1 miss out on the point of Life: "1 miss what being 

human is for &' (p. 29; his emphasis). Taylor argues that Rousseau's and Herder's moral 

ideais have becorne part of modem consciousness, the attempt to define oneself through 

self-articulation (p. 29). 

Two dangers may impede the realization of this potentid: feeling "Ioa" or 

disengaged with oneself because of society's pressure to outwardly codon,  or taking an 

"innrumentai stance" towards oneself and thus losing the capacity to listen ro one's imer 

voice (Taylor, 1992% p. 29). The ideal of authenticity states that "not oniy should I not fit 

my life to the demands of externai conformity; i cant even find the mode1 to live by 

outside myself 1 can find it only within" (p. 29). Kant articulated the notion that to be 

human is to realize one's potentiai. ln the ethics of authenticity, the oniy potentiality 1 cm 

realize is my own. Taylor defines the ethics of authenticity as a "work of retrieval": of 

identifving and articulating the ideai of authenticity, and of criticising practices tiom the 

standpoint of their own motivating ideal (p. 72). 

The quest for an approach that 1 can carry into my relations with First Nations 

people is why authenticity as a moral ideal is relevant to this research inquiry. The 



sigruficance of authenticity in contemporary Abonginal education and culture can be seen 

in the process of reinstating ancestral languages and traditions to their proper place in First 

Nations cornrnunities, dong with people's will to create change in politicai, economic and 

educational structures. Regroundhg Aboriginal identity in traditional teachings and 

separating that identity from the extemal forces of colonization, residential school 

experiences, addiction, incarceration, mainstream schooling, and bureaucratic structures is 

a process that continues (see: Fournier & Crey, 1997; Lutz, 1 990, 199 1 ; Maracle, 1993; 

Wiebe & Johnson, 1998). Authenticity is the pivot on which the goals of First Nations 

education tum. It communicates the importance of: a) accurate representation of the 

distinctiveness of tribal cultures to Native and non-Native audiences and b) the re-fiarning 

of cumculum in a cultural framework that will simultaneously help First Nations students 

find a place of belonging in public schooling while opening a space of understanding for 

non-Native students, teachers, administrators and parents (Neila Nelson, Personal 

communication, February 2, 1999; Lyn Daniels, Personal communication, January 29, 

1999). The ideal of authenticity, then, is not sirnply for Native people to become more 

fully themselves as Native peopidpersons, but is also for everyone. In achieving a more 

complete realization of how another person lives and thinks, the potential exists for any 

individual to become more completely hurnan. The ideal of authenticity extends to 

researchers, who are part of that human community. 

Cross-Cultural Research: Gadamer's Hermeneutics 

Gadamer (1 987) emphasizes that hermeneutics is not just a theory; it is aiso praxix 

"From the most ancient t h e s  right d o m  to our days? hermeneutics quite clearly has 

claimeci that its reflection upon the possibilities, rules and means of interpretation is 



immediately useful and advantageous for the practice of interpretation" (Gadamer, 1987, 

p. 328). Centrai to hermeneutic understanding is appropriation. I WU introduce 

Gadamer's hermeneutics here, and elaborate M e r  in chapter two on Gadamer's notion of 

apptied understanding, hcluding to what degree his use of the word 'appropriation' fits a 

First Nations perspective. Gadamer (1986) uses the word appropriation when explaining 

how an adult l ems  a foreign language or a child lems  to speak. Leamhg happens by 

appropriation, "a kind of preschematization of possible expenence and its fist acquisition. 

Growing into a language is a mode of gaining knowledge of the world" (Gadamer, 1996, 

p. 180). Because language contains world knowledge, and "the world itseif is 

communicatively experienced", it is aiready contextuaiized or "handed dom"  (Gadamer, 

1996, p. 18 1). 

Gadamer holds that pre-judgrnent or prejudices are required for understanding. 

Horizons provide a aarting point for how we make sense of the world (Smith, 1990, 

p. 10). Prejudice is superficially like bias. Whereas bias is an entity that needs to be 

controlled or expunged, horizons create understanding. Unexamined prejudices acquire 

legitimacy by becoming the objects of dialogical thought (Gadamer, 1998/1975; 

19911193 1). The prejudices we bring with us to a situation or a text constitute the 

horizon of a particular present "for they represent that beyond which it is impossible to 

see" (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 306). It would be a mistake to think that horizons are 

static and comprise "a fixed set of opinions and valuations" (Gadamer, 1998/197S, p. 

306). Rather, the present horizon is continually being formed because it is conaantly 

being tested and chalienged by other horizons: those ofother people, those we find in 

texts, those of traditions. Understanding is a continual "fusion of these horizons 



supposedly existing by themselves" (Gadamer, lW8/19X, p.306). Lf there is no such 

thing as a distinct horizon, Gadarner asks, how can we speak of a fusion of horizons? Isnt 

there oniy one horizon, the one that is continualiy being constructed? Gadamer conceives 

of thought as a perpetual conversation with oneself. "Historical consciousness" in the 

present continuaîiy "recombines" what it has "foregrounded" in order to "become one with 

itselfagain in the unity of the histoncal horizon that it thus acquires" (Gadamer, 

1998i1975, p. 306). The horizon is transformed or moved dong whiie retaining its 

conneaion with pas experiences. For the researcher, "the hermeneutic task consists not 

in covering up this tension [between horizons] by attempting a naive assimilation of the 

two but in consciously bringing it out" (Gadamer, lW8/ 1975, p. 306). Hermeneutics 

potentidly apply to cross-culturai midies because two dflerent horizons are meeting. For 

example, Lutz (1 99 1) bnngs to his conversations with Native authors his Geman 

background. He is continually disclosing and revising his understanding of his own culture 

and of Native people. 

Gadarner (1 986) claims that "dialogue lets us be certain of possible assent, even in 

the wreckage of agreement, in misunderstanding and in the farnous admission of 

ignorance" (Gadarner, 1986, p. 180). Because hermeneutics has to do with the "universe 

of the reasonable", the possibility of reaching an agreement can never be denied; the 

universe of the reasonabie is concerned with "anything and e v e w n g  about which human 

beings can seek to reach agreement" (Gadamer, 1986, p. 180). This agreement requires 

an attitude of being open to the possibiiity of agreement (Taylor, 1992b), which occurs 

through the act of questionhg whose tme purpose is "to make things indeterminate" 

(Gadamer, 1 998/l97S, p. 375). 



lndeterminancy does not mean relativism. Questions must be real; the question 

must be one to which the asker does not lcnow the answer. Real questions "always bring 

out the undetermined possibilities" by openhg us to "possibilities of meanuig"; thus "what 

is meaningful passes into one's own thinking on the subject" (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 

375). An "inauthentic" question is one that is "outdated and empty", that has no personal 

relevance (Gadamer, 1 W8/ 1975, p. 375). Through questions we discover something 

important, as Eilen White, a Salish elder, explains: 

I always think about education. What is education? What is knowledge 

gathering? 1s it one and the m e ?  Everythùig we do to make Our minds work, 

to reaiize, to heu. to reaiize, to visuaike, what we are about to be Ieaming [pause] 

that is education! Indian education is the sarne, with a Little bit further - the way 

we look at it, my cousins, my sisters, mysell; talk about it, cousins like Nora 

George, for instance, we taik a lot, Auntie Rose James from Kuper Island. 1 ask 

them a lot of questions. They know me very well; so they answer me: 

"Everythmg you leam, you should question it." Ifsomebody - you hear, or you 

feel, or you sense an answer . . . you should never disregard it. There might be a 

very very, shali we Say, helpfùi [pause] leaming fYom it. (Elien White in 

conversation with JO-AM Archibalci, 1993, pp. 15 1-2) 

Hermeneutics' potential as an hterpretive fiamework for cross-cultural study has 

been pointed out by several theorists: Chambers, 1987, 1989; Gd, Borg & Gall 

1996/1963; LeCompte, 1993; Smith, 1990; Taylor, 1 W2b. Smith (1 990) remarks: 

"Hermeneutics is able to shake loose d o p t i c  notions of tradition to show how ail 

traditions open up onto a broader world which cm be engaged from within the laquage 



of one's own sphere" (p. 13). Chambers (1987) approaches it £tom the angle of the 

tension between horizons: "in cross-cuitural discourse, there is real possibility for 

misunderstanding, and thus real possibiiity for hermeneutics" (p. 28). Taylor (1992b) 

draws on Gadamer, arguing that "the peremptory demand for favorable judgments of 

worth is paradoxicically . . . homogenizing," for these judgments, in the absence of the kind 

of transformation that occurs with a "fusion of horizons", can ody be based on one's 

existing horizons (p. 7 1). in chapter two, 1 wiii clarify what aspect of cross-cultural 

understanding with Fira Nations people a fusion of horizons cm account for. 

Gadamer's fusion of horizons is a theoretical concept that ailows me to 

acknowledge the horizon 1 brought with me when 1 started teaching in a First Nations 

community. It aiso acknowledges the transformative experience 1 undenvent as a result of 

living in a Native village; no other experience in my life has infiuenced and changed me so 

profoundly, personaliy and professiondy. adopted the community's mores within a 

framework of difference and agreement. 1 did not 'tum Native' yet the sensitivity (Le. 

hermeneutic opemess) 1 felt towards a Fira Nations point of view created a space for 

leaming. 1 will eiaborate on that space in my second chapter. Reflections on this 

transformative experience have created the boundaries within which my inqujr moves. A 

deeper engagement with First Nations issues in education resulted in convergence on a 

question of significance within rny own horizon. The research questions did not emerge 

fiom methodoiogy, nor were they entirely dictated by research interest. In their 

linguisticaiity, they disclosed converging horizons that I have been discovering through 

writing this thesis. 



Research Question: What Does It Mean to Be a First Nations Educator? 

Many FKa Nations educators are actively engaged in d e m g  contemporary 

education throughprmis. Most are aware of their leadership role in Unparthg authentic 

and accurate knowledge to the schooi community: studems, teachers, administrators, and 

parents as well as to Canadian society as a whole: universities. media politicians. 

businesses, the public. The evidence is manifold of what Freire (1970) calls "speaking the 

word": "a human act implying reflection and action"; critical awareness and prmis 

(Freire, 1970, p. 369). The 'cultural fiaming' of language and curriculum is being actively 

pursued through partnerships between Native communities, eiders, First Nations 

educators, curriculum experts, non-Native teachers, ~Ministry of Education representatives 

and schools. There are nurnerous recent examples. 

The British Columbia Teachers' Federation PCTF] First Nations Education Task 

Force ( 1999) recentiy published a Policv Discussion Guide that puts fonvard "Aboriginal 

Education Teacher Awareness and Cornmitment Principles"; they comprise "a beginning 

point for an extended dialogue that includes teachers and Abonginal communities, and to 

iden* . . . how to change teaching practice in ways that wdl assia the learning and 

success of Aboriginal students" PCTF Task Force on First Nations Education, 1999, [p. 

41). The B.C. Ministry of Education's (1998) Shared Learninns: i n t emt in~  Aboriginal 

Content K-10 focuses on authentic, accurate presentation of Aboriginal people within the 

eisting structure of the IRP's btegrated Resource Packages]; as such, it is neither a 

resource nor a supplement to existing programs. It deliven the W ' s  through culturaliy 

h e d  eyes and tries to create a "bridge" between First Nations cornmunities and the 

wider Canadian society (Neiia Nelson, Personal communication, February 2, 1999). Neila 



Nelson designed a template for a culturally fkmed cuniculum with Karin Clark (Nella 

Nelson & Karh Clark, 1997). The Planning Guide and Framework for Development of 

Aboriginal Learning Resources (BC Ministry of Educatioq 1998) continues these bndging 

projects. As a direct result of recommendations of the Sullivan Commission on 

Education, the Aboriginal Education Initiative Branch was created in 1995 to foster 

Aboriginal education. Its mandate is to irnprove the success rates of Aboriginal students 

(Britta Gundersen-Bryden, Abonginai Education Initiative Branch, Personal 

communication, January 25, 1999) and has been involved in curriculum design and liaison 

work between governrnents, schools, educators and First Nations cornmunities. 

The coliaborations in cumculum design between Native and non-Native educaton 

would be heralded by LeCompte as a putting into practice of "double-description and 

double consciousness" (Lecompte, 1993, p. 17). She explains that "double description in 

collaborative research involves the development of double consciousness. It is not enough 

to see, and not even enough to understand. Collaboration requires the consciousness, or 

embrace, of the 'other' in ways that change researchers and those they midy so that their 

deainies are inexuicably linked and shared" (LeCompte, 1993, p. 17). Access to more 

than one perspective is iike having "two pairs of eyes", says Urion (199 l) ,  a Metis scholar 

citing Archibald (1990): it "assumes a context in which there is unity and wholeness to be 

discovered or r m e d ;  people involved in the discoune may disagree in their statements 

. . . but the discourse is one of dixovering the proper ties of the u-g context and thus 

corne to unity" (Urion, 199 1, pp. 4-5). This description echoes Gadamer's fusion of 

horizons. Culturaily fiameci curriculum seeks to build that unity or agreement. 



What the Question Asks 

The question of What does it mean to be a First Nations educator?' is intended: 

a) for First Nations educators, that is, educators whose identity is First Nations. The 

question of what constitutes First Nations identity was aiso a topic within the 

conversations ( se :  Appendiv A). My focus is on how an educator's identity as a First 

Nations person has shaped and is continuhg to inform his or her praxis; b) to ask First 

Nations educators what it means for them to be involved in First Nations education in a 

contemporary context. To s p e c e  the research question any further would be to preclude 

a conversation whose precise questions and meanings were as yet "indeterminate" 

(Gadarner, l998Il975, p. 3 75) and depended on individual educators' interpretations and 

perspectives. Appendk A contains the list of prompts that 1 carried into the conversations 

and that guided but did not dictate the course of the conversations; c) to focus on 

educators. By educators 1 mean not only teachers, but anyone who is involved in 

promoting the goals of First Nations education: administrators, curriculum designers, 

Abonginai education miniary staff, elders and authors and/or teachers. Elders are centrai 

because they are the primary teachers of First Nati0r.s culture. in the words of Doug 

Cardinal, a Metis architect, " o u  elders are our books" (Cardinal cited in Eigenbrod, 

1995, p. 93; see also Stiegeibauer (1996) on the role of elders in education). 

Native authors have been influentid in indirectly insmicting through their books 

and classroom visits what being Native in contemporas, society means. Lyn Daniels 

tumed to Native authors' wrîtings and literary cnticism to guide the evaluation of literary 

resources for the Shared Leamuips cornmittee (Lyn Daniels, Aboriginal Education 

Initiative staff, Personal communication, Jaouary 29, 1999). The comection between 



literature and education is rooted in the lhk between culture and education, which 

includes but is not confined to oral storyteliing and traditions as vehicles for learning and 

teaching (see: Archibald, 1 993; Wdson, 1999a; Wdsoq 1999b). 

Selcetin? Participants 

The focus of the study is on First Nations educators that occupy various positions 

within Fint Nations education. Given rhat contemporary prmir in First Nations education 

is being enacted through a network of efforts at multiple leveis within the educational 

system, it makes sense to choose participants fiom different places within education. 1 

propose the following: 

a First Nations educator who is or has recently been involved in cumculum design; 

a First Nations educator who is or has recentiy been involved in evaluation of First 

Nation resources; 

a First Nations educator who is involved in the coordination of First Nations 

Education programs and services; 

a First Nations educator who is involved in the Ministry of Abonginal Education or in 

a government-sponsored initiative; 

an elder who is actively involved in Fim Nations education; 

an expenenced Fint Nations teacher (more than five years experience); 

a novice Fint Nations teacher (less than two years experience); 

a Fim Nations adrninistrator or p~c ipa l ,  preferably of a band or tribal school; 

a Fira Nations author who publishes children's books and/or youog addt 

fictiodnon-fiction, and who has been or is active in education 



Educators frorn various levels within the education system were represented: elementary, 

secondary, college andor University, adult education. 

As 1 expected, individuals overlapped categories and spoke f?om comected 

locations, such as an educator who is teacher, author and generating policy directions. 

This effectively d i d e d  the number of participants required. My primary purpose was to 

represent a range of perspectives as welI as recognize the connections across positions. 1 

proposed speaking with five to nine participants, with a balance of male and female 

representation drawn fiom the Vancouver Island area and coastal BC among educators 

that 1 know, know of or that may be referred by other First Nations educators. A further 

cntenon that I added was selecting educators frorn different nations. 

Seven educators participated; one withdrew because of unease with her 

conversation and the fear of being misinterpreted, which is a valid concem and one that 1 

sought to aileviate with al1 the educators (see: chapter four on consultation and 

collaboration). Of the six educators, one is male; I did seek to obtain a gender balance but 

wodd have needed more time to achieve it. The educators represented aii but one of the 

categones above. A novice teacher 1 was planning to ask had moved away. The 

educators did not uiclude an adrninistrator of a school, but five of the six educaton hold 

or have held administrative positions in organizations. Several educators are authors or 

noryteiien. Frank Conibear has published poetry, and has chosen a narrative format for 

parts of his Masters thesis. Janice Shcoe writes stories and Lyn Daniels enjoys telling 

stories. NeUa Nelson descnbed her teaching approach as based on storytehg 

(Conversation, Nelia Nelson). Two of the educators are elders. 



While in the interests of a study's ethical integrity, participants are usudy offered 

anonymity, this practice was chaiienged in this study for the foilowing reason that is 

conneaed to the vaiidity of the research process. Withlli First Nations traditions, it is 

respectfûl to acknowledge the person whose words are being quoted. Acknowledgment is 

predicated on preserving the speaker's exact words and intent or teaching. 1 asked the 

educators to read the transcnpts of the oral conversations and revise them in the ways that 

they wished to; 1 also involved many of them in reading my thesis chapters. I respected 

anyone's request for confidentiatity; one educator opted to use a different name, but she 

chose the name herse@ Maggie. The educator who withdrew had a pseudonym. 

The question of whether the tapes of the oral conversations should be destroyed 

&er a certain period of time, or whether as Ponelli (199 1) points out, the spoken word 

should be preserved as a sign of its equal valuation with the printed word (i.e., the 

transcnpt), is a matter I handed over to the educators to decide. Porteîli (1 99 1) 

comrnents: "Oral sources are oral sources. Scholars are willing to admit that the actual 

document is the recorded tape; but almost ail go on to work on the transcnpts, and it is 

only transcripts that are pubiished. Occasionally, tapes are actually destroyed: a symboiic 

case of the destruction of the spoken word" (p. 46; his emphasis). Because of the high 

esteem in which Native people hold oral sources, the educaton may envision another use 

of the tapes beyond destroyhg hem, for example, rnaking them available in a cultural or 

local library ( s e :  Wdson, 1999b). 1 retumed the tapes to the educators at the end of the 

study. To me, this act also symboikes that the words are on loan. We take especially 

good care of things that we realize belong to othen or corne from a special place. 



Conversations 

The length, eequency and location of the conversations between researcher and 

participant were rnatters 1 negotiated individudy with each educator. The main criteria 

for judging length and frequency was a sense of completeness. Conversations lasted sUay 

to ninety minutes and took place between Febmary and March 2000, with 

post-conversations occurring in March and Apd, 2000. I explained verbaily or in person 

and in writing the purpose of the study and the place of the conversation in establishing a 

space of trust and equality. Smith (1990) cornrnents on the importance of tmst to a 

hermeneutic conversation: "When one is engaged in a good conversation, there is a 

certain quality of self-forgetfuiness as one gives oneself over to the conversation itself, so 

that the tmth that is realised in the conversation is never the possession of any one of the 

speakers . . . but rather is something that di concemed redise they share in together. 

This is a point well stated by Thomas Menon: " I f 1  give you my truth but do not receive 

your truth in retum, then there cm be no tmth between us"" (Smith, 1990, p. 18). This 

notion of reciprocity agrees wirh an Aboriginal epistemology (see: DeIoria, 1969, 199 1 a, 

1997; Hampton, 1995; OrMeara & West, 1996). The iistener is expected to take away 

something of significance and deepen his or her understanding (Archibald, 1993). It is 

respectful protocol to recognize an elder's imparted wisdom with a gift such as tobacco or 

a traditional food; this should be given as the conversation is initiateci, 1 learned. in 

making an inadvertent mistake, 1 received a teaching as to the reason for this practice. 

Here is a portion of my conversation with elder and educator, Ruth Cook: 

Ruth: I guess yau've h d  a Zectute on protocols, have you? 1 don? lnmv if they 

toidyou this bit you ahvays bnng a ZMe pi. 



Teresa: Yes, I did bring one. 

Ruth: Ym Rnow why ? Becanse it proves cmd soiidzpes that you are a wibzess to 

these words, 

Teresa: I didn't knaw whether to give it rzght away or afterwmds. I brought you 

a jar of salmon. I'm sure you probably have jmred suimon. 

Ruth: Yes but we never ~ccnz it dom. My hrsband loves to eat jurred salmo~z. 

(Conversation, Ruth Cook) 

While the protocol of a @ will be honoured with elders, the sharing of knowledge is itself 

a gift. Within a hermeneutic conversation, the sharing is not deferred until f ier  the 

conversation is over but is embedded within the dialogic nature of the conversation. 

The purpose of the study is not to evaluate the effect of a particular method on 

participants. Nevertheless 1 wili use the hemeneutic conversation consistently because by 

doing so, 1 can puil out threads across the educators' words (se: chapter four on the 

interpretive process). Generaîiy, it has been found that open-ended interviews often tuni 

into conversations (Robertson, 1988; Seidman, 1991) and that an open-ended inquiry is 

more effective in asking Fim Nations people the meaning of their experiences (see: 

Hampton, 1995). Within the research commmity, Fint Nations scholars and writers are 

calling for methods based on mutual respect as a timely departure fiom how they as First 

Nations people have traditionally been treated as objects of study or observation (see: 

Archibald 1993; Deloria, 1969; O'Meara, 1986; Te Hemepe, 1993). 

The conversations were tape-recorded. 1 practiced with one person before 

initiating conversations with participants. With most of the educators, 1 engaged in a 

prelllninary, idormal conversation to establish ma; sometimes such a context had been 



established prior to the study. We talked Uifomally for a few minutes with the tape 

recorder on to ease into the conversation; the tape recorder is an obtmsive presence, at 

Ieast initially, and cm artificially constrain dialogue ( s e :  Cameroq 1987). 1 followed 

Lutz's (1 99 1) practice. Each educator received a word-by-word transcnpt of the whole 

conversation for examination before indicating hermis consent to its authenticity and 

accuracy. They made revisions and clarifications. I asked the educators in their revisions 

to assist in "smooth[ing] the transition f?om conversation to written texts" (Lutz, 1991, p. 

IO). The option existed to contextualize unspoken details of the conversation that are 

relevant yet absent corn the written transcnpt, for exarnple, intonation, pausing and body 

language (se: Mishler, 1986; Portefi, 199 1 ; Te Hennepe, 1993). Any matters of  a 

confidentid or private nature that arose during the conversation rernained confidentid and 

were not part of the selections that the educator and 1 picked out for inclusion in the 

thesis, unless the educator requested that those sections remain; in that case, no specific 

individuals were named. 

1 asked each educator if he or she wanted to engage in a postîonversation. Its 

purpose was to reflect on the research process raise any m e r  questions as well as 

explore issues in greater depth. This remained an option throughout the midy and will 

remain an option after 1 complete the study. For LeCompte (1 993), one of the main 

ethicd issues facing researchers is longevity of relationship between researcher and 

participant (p. 16). The conversation shouid not corne to an arbitmy close with the end 

of the conversations or the end of the study. 

Appendix B cornains a transcript excerpt fiom one of the three sources 1 consulted 

when looking for guidance as to what the conversations rnight look like: Te Hennepe's 



(1993) conversations with NITEP mative Indian Teacher Education Program] snidents at 

the University of British Columbia (The other two sources were: Lutz (1 99 1) and 

Robertson (1988)). The researcher's conuibutions to the dialogue range Born extended 

replies to open-ended questions to specific questions to simple agreement or 

disagreement. This range of responses on the part of researcher and participant is to be 

expected as part of the dialogical nature of the hermeneutic conversation and is 

representative of what happened in my conversations with the First Nations educators 

(see: Appendix D). 

Corroboration b~ Witten Sources 

The argument that oral sources cannot stand alone but need to be extraneously 

supported by documentary evidence (questionnaire responses; written artifacts; journais) is 

being questioned in current research on orality (see: Cruikshank, 1 99 1 ; PorteIli, 199 1 ; 

Yow, 1994). This requirement ais0 undermines the authority and authenticity of First 

Nations traditions (see: Dyc, 1997; King, 1 990; Wilson, 1999b). The contemporary 

reaiity is that oraiity and fiteracy interfuse (see: Poneiii, 199 1; King, 1990; Wilson, 

1999b). 

I asked educators if they wanted me to read any written materials that would help 

me reach a deeper understanding of their d e s .  From NeUa Nelson, 1 read some recent 

intemal publications of the First Nations Education School District, as well as a newspaper 

article. Ianice Simcoe showed me the section in the Carnosun College calendar that 

defines Fint Nations identity, as well as suggesting a £ih for me to watch, The Gods 

Mua Be Cr-; in ~ m ,  1 provided Janice with excerpts fYom the writing of Cook-Lynn, 

Deloria, and Clifion, and she later responded by lending me Janet Campbell Haie's (1987) 



The Im~nsonment of Cecelia Ca~hire. f asked Lyn Daniels i f 1  could use excerpts fiom a 

paper she had recently w&en for a Children's Literature class, and she agreed. I also 

provided her with excerpts from Paula GUM Men's writings. Frank read me a nory from 

his thesis but since it is a part of his thesis, and yet to be submitted, it would be 

disrespectful to include any written portion of it in mine. 1 was aiso open to including 

artifacts the educators may want to share that are symbolic of identity; Janice Simcoe 

talked about the significance of wearing jewellery, and Nella Nelson and 1 discussed how 

she had infused the Fust Nations Education resource room with a sense of identity and 

beionging. If an educator was open to sharing their leaming not only through the 

conversation but also through writing, we would have explored that option, but the 

conversations and coUaborative process alone involved a significant commitment of tirne. 

Self-reflexive Research Question: 

As a nomNative educational researcher, how can 1 conduct 

research authentically in a First Nations context? 

Writ in~ as Research 

One way to ensure the study's vaiidity or authenticity is for me to reflect on my 

expenences and 'fusions of horizons' as the study unfolds. Smith (1990) argues that any 

hemeneutic study should provide a report of the researcher's own transformations 

undergone in the process of the inquiry (p. 18). Gadamer (1987) agrees that "it becomes 

more important to trace the interests guiding us with respect to a given subject rnatter than 

sirnply to interpret the evident content of a statement" (p. 332). The way in which that 

understanding cornes about is by reco-g that every "aatement is an answer to a 



question; the only way to understand a statement is to get hold of the question" (Gadamer, 

1987, p. 332). 1 kept two reflective j o u d s .  Both generated self understanding and 

helped me to pose genuine questions to myselfas weil as to the educators. One journal 

focused on my impressions and thoughts in informai meetings with the educators, while 

the other one was more of a wresthg with or writing through issues and questions (see: 

chapter four on the interpretive process for some jomal entries). A journal's contents, 

Smith (1990) suggests, act as evidence of the researchets thoughâulness, i,ttentiveness to 

language, and transfomative experiences. In my experience, writing is a form of energy 

that moves thought dong and is a way of knowing and understanding. Girow: (1978) 

c d s  writing a mode ofpraris, of thought in action: 

Epistemologicaily, wriîing must be viewed as a diaiectical process 

rather than as instmmental SEL As an instnunental skiIl, writing is 

limited to a static concern with . . . argument, exposition, narration, and 

grammar usage . . . A dialecticid approach . . . means considering writing 

in its broadest relationship to the learning and communicating process. 

In this case, leaming how to write . . . would mean leaming how to think. 

Writing in this case is an epiaemology, a mode of learning. (p. 295) 

For Sartre writing was inseparable fiom thought: "The only point to my life was witing 

. . . 1 would wnte out what I had been thinking about beforehand, but the essentid 

moment was that of writllig itself' (Sartre cited in Van Manen, l9W/lWO, p. 126). 

Authenticity in research approach means writing becomes a conversation with 

oneself, a way of engaging more deeply with the subject matter. My research question to 

myseif supports a process of authentically conducteci research. In chapter two, 1 have 



made it an object of reflection in its own right. By authentic 1 mean acting appropriately 

with another person (a First Nations person) as weU as 'with' oneseif ( s e :  Gadamer, 

199811975; 199 VI93 1). 

Interpretation 

Margaret Robertson (1988), who also used a hermeneutic method in her study of 

nurses' dt ing ,  says that the act of wntuig a thesis or dissertation is "a distillation of 

understanding as weli as communication of its meaning" (p. 100). Interpretation is 

dynamic and recursive (Robertson, 1988) and in order to be authentic, cannot be reserved 

for the end of the study but needs to inform it throughout. The researcher's written 

records of fusions of horizons document ongoing interpretation, as do the conversations 

where we (researcher and participantleducator) c l e  disagreements and seek a deeper 

understanding of the subject matter. The distillation of meaning involves becomuig 

amined to connections and clifFerences. Gadamer ( 19751 1998) explains: "our task is to 

extend in concentric circles the unity of the understood meaning. The harmony of al1 the 

detds with the whole is the critenon of correct understanding" (p. 260). The shape 

interpretation took was emergent (see: chapter four) as weiî as guided by theory (see: 

chapter two). in the fourth chapter, I describe four aspects of the interpretive process that 

were disclosed over time: consultation and collaboration, puiiing out comecting threads, 

fusions of horizon (researcher's as weli as the educators') and authenticity in writing as 

representation. 

Limitations of the Studv 

Every study, no matter what the paradigm or mode of research, has Limitations. 

When 1 designeci this study, 1 could foresee oniy one major Wtation: the difnculty of 



capturing the spoken word. Te Hemepe ( 1 993) niggests that CO-collaboration by 

researcher and participant in revising the transcripts cm help to re-infuse the conversation 

with what Olson (1996) calls its locutionary force. Fiatness would have been a 

significant hurdle in transcribing oral stories. The way in which Johnny Moses recounts 

stories has b e n  captured on video; it would be dinicult to comrnunicate on page the 

richness of his voice changes, facial expressions, gestures and ways of involving his 

audience. Similady, Beti~ Brant's (1 994) prose 'sounds' ditferent on paper than it does 

when she read it aloud; her reading is punctuated by laughter and embellished by anecdotal 

asides. This Limitation tumed out to be a minor one, though, in that Our focus - myself and 

the educators' - was on working through the substance of the argument. 

Sorne of the limitations of conversations that 1 have noticed are cornmon to much 

research: poor voice quality on tape, missed or rescheduled appointments, tragic events in 

the educator's or researcher's lives that make it diflicult to sustain a reflective mode. 

hother  factor is the time required for collaborative research. A conversation may only 

take an hour, but fiom the educator's point of view, collaboration involves a significant 

Ume cornmitment: reading and further smoothing over a lengthy transcript, wading 

through selections of the researcher's writing, conversiûg M e r  on questions raised in the 

transcnpt as well discussing the researcher's writing, reading about the researcher's 

interpretive process and responding to the researcher's invitation to comment on select ed 

themes, helping to select pieces for inclusion in the final document. Educaton who are in 

demanding positions f?equently do not have that kind of time to spare, yet many made 

time or gave whatever tirne they could spare. I discovered that the p a t e r  the mutual 

involvement, the ncher and more rneaningfid the process and the deeper the 



interpretations became. It is dificuit for me to imagine what rny thesis would look like in 

the absence of that collaboration. 1 am genuinely thankfùi for the educators' involvement, 

t h e  and energy. Whatever arnount of time tbey were able to give was a great gift. 

Derrida's fùndamental disagreement with Gadamer is that not d conversations or 

arguments can or should end in agreement (Micherelder & Palmer, 1989). A researcher 

may reach a point where hdshe decides that Gadamer's approach is more successfid with 

certain individuals or situations than others. 1 have concluded that educators who reflect 

on their own identity or who, because of the position they occupy, are conscious or aware 

of their identity as First Nations and its impact on othen, are fluent in articulating 

connections between identity and prmis. Educators who are secure in their identity and 

have had the benefit of the long view experience provides, such as an elder, can also speak 

with great ease. A dEerent approach may be appropriate for those educators who are 

ambiguous about or questioning the role of identity in praxis, or who see themselves 

primarily as educators and not as Fint Nations educators. Such questions on the link 

between identity and pedagogy can be provocative in a context where that comection 

goes largely unquestioned. Yet from a methodological point of view, that disagreement 

may be better explored using another tack than conversation, particularly in a context 

where most of the educators share the more widely accepted view, which is that identity 

and prmis are inextricable. The hermeneutic conversation is predicated on Thomas 

Menon's previously quoted adage: "If1 give you my tmth but do not receive your truth in 

retum, then there can be no tmth between us"" (Smith, 1990, p. 18). 



Chapter 11: Phronesis or the Ethics of Understanding 

Introduction 

The focus of this chapter is on creating a dialogical space of cross-cultural 

understanding, one that engages with First Nations thought and prmrS but that some may 

find could in principle be extended to other spaces, cross-cultural or othervise. 

One of the main criticisms of logical positivisrn, or the application of a natural 

sciences model in the human sciences, is its inhumanness. It operates by an instrumental 

rationality where human beings become means to ends in man-made projects (Taylor, 

1973, l992a). Bernstein (1 983) argues that the real enemy of phrotlesis (ethics) is not 

techne (instrumental rationality), but domination. However, domination and an 

instrumental rationality have histoncally worked hand in hand. This tmth is particulariy 

visible in colonialism (see: Said, 1978). Tesch (1 990) claims that from the inception of 

Education, tension developed between those scholars who believed educational research 

should model itseifon the objective sciences and those who thought the cornplexity of 

human consciousness needed to be understood within its own fiamework. While the 

logical positivists dominated, having a ready framework at hand in the sciences to emulate 

(Tesch, 1990), there is now a strong movement to recuperate an understanding of social 

science research as a human science (Ricoeur, 197 1) or an intersubjective undertaking 

(Mishier, 1986; Rorty, 1998) and even to argue that the natural and hurnan sciences share 

ethical and humanistic concems (Bernstein, 1983). Dissatisfaction with existing modes of 

Western knowledge can incite researchers to seek out roads not taken: ideas Iost, passed 

over, or unrecognized but that potentidy carry new meaning in contemporary settings. 

One such idea is phronestr. 



The idea ofphronesis has a particular resonance for me. One of the more 

signiflcant tlsions of horizon I experienced while re-reading this chapter was a sense of 

being lifted and seeing my own academic/personal beliefs in a broader perspective, 

precisely in the way that Gadamer (1975/1998) descnbes it: "To acquire a horizon means 

that one l e m s  to look bevond what is close at hand - not in order to look away fiom it 

but to see it better, within a larger whole and in tmer proporiion" (p. 305; emphasis 

added). Throughout this thesis, 1 have been wondering about the place of my own 

identity: how does it fit, how could 1 begin to articulate how it has influenced the study, 

and even more importantly, what is it and how do I know whether or how I am passing it 

on to my children. I shelved the matter because 1 was leary of occluding a focus on the 

educators and Nning my gaze too fa. inward. 1 now see one of the funaions of this 

chapter as a theoretical autobiography. 

Re-reading the chapter after a long interval was like stepping away fiom a tapestry, 

from the threads and intricate details, to see the whole picture. The picture constîtuted my 

identity or a significant aspect of it. I could perceive myself and the cultural community 

within which I belonged. That community is made up not so much of individual persons 

as of cryaaiiizing ideas. The ideas center around a web of human interrelationships and 

the place of human bonds in creating and sustaining relationships. I recognize those ideas 

as the philosophicd framework that brought me to this study, to an interest in Native 

people, to Bella Bella, to my personal and professional relationships and Eendships. Like 

Lyn Daniels for whom the personal intertwines with the politicai, for me the personal 

intenects with the academic. 1 have recuperated and gathered ideas tiom largely Western 

authors, and engaged them in dialogue with the words and teachings of First Nations 



people and writers. From the rearns of words I've read fiom Western authors, 1 have 

salvaged a comrnunity: a cornmunity that for me is no longer silent, unobtnisive, 

inarticulate. It is because of being Wed above myselfto see where I stand and where 1 

corne from, that 1 can speak with assurance from what 1 will c d  an alongside space. Nella 

Nelson says that "ifs because ym ktow who ym are thut vou c m  bridge" (Conversation 

Nella Nelson). 

Recent research on de-colonizing methodologies in First Nations discourse has 

corne Eom one of two locations. Both standpoints evidence a conscious rnovement 

towards self-articulated and humanizing structures, which is one meaning of de-colonizing 

(se :  chapter one, page 13 on decolonking methodologies). One standpoint originates 

with Native intellechiais engaged in what Freire (1994/1970) calls "decodification" (p. 

372): a cntical awareness of colonialization, its past and continuing effects. The other 

standpoint is fkom non-Native scholars attempting to re-configure a field primarily 

dominated by an attitude of "they cannot represent themselves; they must be represented" 

(Marx cited in Said, 1978, p. xii). 

Native people cm rightfuly accuse scholarship and titerature of unjustified 

encroachrnent (see: Deloria, 1969, i 99 1 b, 1997; Tuhiwai Smith, 1999). To assume that 

the space is open for occupation or "passing through" (Cook-Lynn, 1996, p. 38) is a 

sensitive point. The epistemologicai structure of post-contact Western society has 

counted these incursions as knowledge, and continues to do so, albeit in a beleaguered 

environment. Native people are speaking about the corrosive effects on themselves and 

their communities of being objects of domination and oppression in colonial systems (see: 

Adams, 1995; Aif'ked, 1999; Todd, 1992). Post-modem disenchantment with 



metaphysical tmths (Aoki 2000; Krupat, 1992; Rorty, 1982, 1998) and Foucaultian 

impulses to deconstruct the productions of knowledge, speak to a humanistic desire to 

divest the world, acadernic and otherwise, of its colonial trappings. 

The two discourses, Wte two continental plates, overlap and fiequently collide. 

The territory is contested because both kinds of scholars assume they should be jostling 

for the sarne crowded space, thus the metaphors used among First Nations witers of 

clearing a space for themselves (Bmchac, 1992) or requesting non-Native writers to 

"move over" (Lee Maracle, 1989 cited in Aicoff, 199 1 ; see also: Maracle, 1992). (This is 

not only a metaphor; the issue of First Nations representation in academia, for example, is 

a very real one; [see: Adams, 1995; Cook-Lynn, 1996; GUM Allen 1998 1). Lee Maracle 

(1992) speaks of the arduous task a non-Native writer faces in navigating this 'cornmon' 

temtory: 

If you conjure a character based on your in-fort stereotypes and trash 

my world, that's bad writing - racist literature and I will take you on for it. 

If1 tell you a story and you write it down and collect the royal coinage 

fiom this a o v ,  that's steaiing - appropriation of culture. But if you imagine 

a character who is from my world, attempting to deconstmct the attitudes 

of yours, while you may not be nealuig, you stU lave yourself open to 

critickm unless you do it well. (p. 15) 

Maracle (1992) then goes on to elaborate criteria in her MetidSaiish writets world for 

'doing it weQ, such as the speaker (author) achieving "oneness with the iiaener" and 

"empowering the listener" to create and inhabit a "dreamspace" (p. 1 5),  a lens of liberation 

through which to re-imagine the world. She asserts that "these are my culture's standards" 



but "until they becorne standards dongside of -un, colonialisrn in Literature wili prevail" 

(p. 15; emphasis added). 

Adopted as a neologism and metaphor, "dongside" points to a location in 

proxhity to, even adjacent with, but distinct fiom Maracle's such that we as nomNative 

researchers and writers can imagine a space that does not parasitically hover over or cling 

to an already occupied territory but develops its own autonomous yet related voice. 

Wendy Rose (Hopi) (1992) articulat2s an idea like Maracle's: "A non-native poet cannot 

produce an Indian perspective on Coyote or Hawk, cannot see Coyote or Hawk in an 

Indian way, and cannot produce a poem expressing Indian spintuality" (p. 4 16; her 

emphasis); the many cannotfs denote the intangible yet felt boundaries. She goes on to Say 

"what can be produced is another perspective, another view, another spintual expression"; 

for Rose, a perspective "of integrity and intent" wrestles with the question of "how this 

[research or writing] is done and, to some extent, why it is done" (Rose, 1992, p. 4 16). 

Gadarner ( 1975/ 1998) expresses a similar thought: "it is enough to Say that we 

understand in a difFerent way if we understand at di" (p. 297). A question that has not 

been asked loudly or persistently enough yet is: what could criticism or scholarship in an 

dongside space look iike? My purpose in this chapter is to look at Ariaotie's notion of 

phroneszs andGadamer's (1975/1998) ethics of understanding so as to re-conceptualise the 

place of ethics or what Fûst Nations people cal1 values in cross-cultural research, here 

with First Nations people. 

Flyvbjerg (1 993) remarks on how Aristotle, in his discussion of the intellechial 

vimies, focuses on three: epzsteme. techne and phonesis. W e  "the tems episreme and 

techne are stiii found in cunent language, for instance in the words epistemology and 



epistemic, technology and technical . . 

"the 'virtues' stiil with us in words and 

. phronesis has no direct modem counterpart"; 

in deeds are the ones centrai to scientSc and 

instrumental rationaiityN(p. 1 2) whereas phrunesis, the vimie related to ethics and praxis, 

is "the lost virtue" (Flyvbjerg, 1993, p. 13). SinceGadamer's (1 9 W I  998) incorporation 

ofphrotesis into his hemeneutic philosophy, attention has been accming to this word 

tiom several quarten: philosophy (Bernstein, 1983; Taylor, 1985), scientific ethics 

(Flyvbjerg, 1993), literary criticism (Haney, 1999; Schwarze, 1999), and cumculum 

theory (Atkins, 1988). Although the word phronesis has only intermittently made its way 

into social science vocabulary, words like 'moral' and 'ethical' are being brandished in 

social science vocabulary (see: Brantlinger, 1999; Greene, 1 994; Stotsky, 1 992; Taylor, 

1989, 1992a). Bakhtin's (198 1) The Didosical Imagination, a work of literary criticism, 

bas been transplanted into the human sciences and widely diffused as philosophical support 

for arguments grounded in such phromsis-like concepts as dialogical understanding and 

the intersubjective creation of meaning. Following a path that has been described to me as 

conveying a vision analogous to a First Nations perspective (Janice Simcoe, Personai 

communication, November, 1999), but which clearly cornes fiom my own standpoint (see 

above, pages 48-49), my goal is to anive at a substantive notion of an alongside space of 

dialogical understanding. 

Aristotle's Exdanation of Phrunesis 

Of the three modes of knowledge Aristotle identifies - scientific (episreme), 

technicai (techie), and practical lphronesis) - phronesis is the one concemed with human 

flairs. Aristotie defines phronesis by comparing it with the other inteiiectual vimies. 

Whereas epzsteme is concemed with knowledge about which we cannot deliberate, in that 



its tniths are unchanging, phronesis operates in the area of variable reason, concemed 

"with things human and things about which it is possible to deiiberate" (Aristotie, trans. 

1980, p. 146). The 'object' of deliberation for phronesis is human action. Arendt (1958) 

devotes a chapter in The Human Condition to action and its role in what she calls the web 

of relationships and enacted stories. She observes that the space of appearances that 

acnialires the web of relationships has both a tangible and intangible aspect. Its tangibility 

consists in the fact of its reality: being shared with and confimed by others who are aiso 

inhabiting a cornmon space. Its intangible quality cornes from its impermanence; once the 

purpose of people coming together has been actualized and everyone leaves, the space, as 

it were, disappears. Both An'stotle and Sullivan (1  989) have noticed this paradoxical 

quality ofphrunesis. Udike episteme, which has as its object veriiiable tniths, and unlike 

techne, which culminates in a product, phmiesis is concemed with changing human 

relations. This represents a Western understanding of action. From the conversations 1 

have had with Fim Nations educators, the experiences 1 have iived and witnessed in a 

Native community, and the words of First Nations scholars such as Deloria ( 1985, 1 99 1 a, 

199 1 b), First Nations people have been more successful in creating this web of human 

actiom or behaviours in their communities and approach to Living. 

Jua as there are two parts of the sou1 (rational and kational), says Aristotie, the 

rational part can be divided into two kinds of subject matter, one invariable and one 

variable. Aristotle caiis the invariable one "scientifid' and the variable, "cdculative" (p. 

i 38). Scientific reason is concerned with discovering etemal tmths or what Sullivan 

(1 989) c d s  verifiable or provable facts: "exact knowledge" (Sullivan, 1989, p. 128). The 



test of logicd coherence is correspondence between fact and empirical reality (Sullivan, 

1989). 

Phronesis is contrasteci with episteme, but compared with techne or calculative 

reason. Techne has acquired a perjorative modem rneaning because of the way in which 

ends subordinated to means have infiltrated many aspects of modem life (see: Arendt, 

1958; Taylor, 1992a), but Aristotle understood techne as concemed with things that corne 

uito being. He gives the example of art or the act of making something. While abstract 

tmths c m o t  be directly used, teche is applied knowledge. It represents a fusion of 

difTerent theories whose melding in concrete situations is dictated by pragrnatics rather 

than propelled by theoretical knowledge (Sullivan, 1989). Sullivan's (1 989) example is the 

knowledge a mechanic uses while fixing a car. Again, these distinctions are foreign to an 

Aboriginal episternology in which philosophical tmths are embedded in language and 

action (DeIoria, 199 1 a; Conversation, Frank Conibear). 

Sullivan (1  989) focuses on three different ways of knowing: episteme, techne and 

phronesis (p. 128). Bruner (1 986) identifies two ways of knowing: logical and narrative, 

as does Frye ( 1976) who contrasts logicd with mythicd modes of thought. Phrmesis has 

by and large been Ieft out of the equation in Western philosophy. It has not received the 

same kind of attention that the 0 t h  two have, even if its presence is implicit, whereas in 

First Nations thought, values and teachings have always been central (Delon4 199 1 a; 

Johnson, 1994; Nuu-chah-nulth Community Health SeNices, 1995). Gallagher ( 1 992) 

argues that phronesis hs been subsumed under techne. Sullivan (1 989) maintains that 

while episteme is exact knowledge, and techne is knowledge applied, phronesis is 

knowiedge of how to set dong in the intersubjective human world. Put in this way, the 



connection between phronesis and pedagogy as a human science is immediately apparent. 

Aristotie, in asking upon what grounds phronesis can be called knowledge, 

connects choice with deliberate desire: "both the reasoning must be tnie and the desire 

right, ifthe choice is to be good" (p. 138). Choice cannot exist without reason; intellect 

cannot exkt without a moral orientation. hcreasingly researchers are becorning aware of 

the deiiberations implicit in their choices - choices of subject matter, of methodology, of 

the wcys in which participants are approached, of how interpretations are formed, of how 

worldview shapes interpretations, of how to represent self and others in writing. (The 

most recent issue of Universitv Mairs contains an article on ethics and scientific research 

that wams of the dangers to researchers in negiecting ethics within study design; see: 

Lougheed, 2000). Greene ( 1996) has called for the infusion of ethicai ends into the human 

sciences: "1 want to beiieve that my own seeking and the seeking, the becoming of many 

persons I know have fundarnentally to do with orienting us to some conception, perhaps a 

common conception, of the good and the right. The very consciousness of possibility, 1 

am suggesting, is linked to some sense of what ought to be - or to what we ought to make 

happen in this world" (pp. 3 1-32). The Heiitsuk have a saying, "what goes around cornes 

around." It articulates the ünk we in Western society often do not acknowledge between 

how we act and speak, and what transpires in the human world as a result of those actions. 

Again, this is a fundamental teaching in an Abonginai worldview (DeIoria, 199 la; 

Conversation, Ruth Cook). 

Aristotie aates that "what afEmation and negation are in thinking, pursuit and 

avoidance are in desire" (p. 138). Since moral virtue is concerned with making choices, 

"and choice is deliberate desire", or an orienting to one way rather than to another, 



phronesis is the fusion of tnie reasoning with nght desires (Aristotle, 1 98O/l9îSY p. 138). 

Aristotle argues that choice and reason go hand in hand: "the origin of action - its 

efncient, not its fuial cause - is choice, and that of choice is desire and reasoning with a 

view to an end. This is why choice cannot exist either without reason and intellect 

without a moral state" (Aristotle, 198011925, p. 139). The tangible resuit of our choices 

are human actions. 

Like techne, phronesis is an applied knowledge but whereas a craftsman starts 

with an idea, the kind of reasoning that is actualized in phronesis cannot be determined in 

advance. It is situationai. Aristotle argues that phrmesis has an end, which is good 

action, but the end is embedded in the means; it cannot be conceived as extemal to the 

situation. We can see how this kind of knowledge is precarious for situations cannot be 

predicted in advance, though they rnay share cornmonalities upon reflection. Phrmesis 

describes both the kind of knowledge that we should practice in the ways we interact with 

one another as well as the one that unawares cornes into play and can be usurped by 

episteme or techm. Thus, fkom an Abonginal point of view, a Western modem 

worldview subordinates human values to knowledge and domination. 

Frank Conibear talks about how being a good human being is paramount to a First 

Nations person who wants to foilow the elders' teachings (Conversation, Frank Conibear). 

Whereas in a Westem context, we are preoccupied with the precariousness ofphromsis, 

in a First Nations context, 'phroned or knowing how to conduct oneselfis supported by 

traditional and tribal knowledge, which is the teachings of the elders. Trust supplants 

doubt. Coming eom a Western perspective, understanding phronesis is the first step: an 

intimation of a broader spiritual universe guiding intersubjective understanding. 



Gadamer's Theow of Understanding as Ap~lied Understanding 

From Aristotle to Gadamer, we take a giant leap, for Gadarner weaves phrotlesis 

into his own theory of human understanding, and in doing so, adapts its meaning. AU of 

Gadamer's centml ideas reiterate in multivariate ways a fundamentai point: dl 

understanding is applied understanding. The ambiguity surroundulg the titie of Gadamer's 

well-known work, Truth and Method, was in part deliberate. Ln an UiteMew, Gadamer 

(1992) confirmed that while "some would say that the book discussed the method for 

hding truth, others said that 1 claimed that there was no rnethod for finding truth" (p. 64). 

The title plays with and on the modem association of tmth with method, where method is 

usuaily equated with the empirical method. Gadamer ( 197Y 1998) criticises empiricism at 

severai junctures, arguing not so much that the natural science method, which the human 

sciences adopted, is in itself wrong or even rnisapplied but that a fundamental question has 

been avoided: "The question I have asked seeks to discover and bnng into consciousness 

something which that methodological dispute serves only to conceal and neglect, 

somethuig that does not so much confine or limit modem science as precede it and make it 

possible" (p. ~ x ) ;  Mishler (1986) rnakes a similar argument. The book's title discloses 

one of the main threads of Gadamer's work: that truth is created between persons or, 

what he counts as an equivalent relationship, between an interpreter and a text. Method, 

an ethical means of arriving at tmth, is inextricable fiom the act of understanding. 

The 'and' that separates tmth and method seems to me to be more a concession to 

the approximate nature of language, separating entities that are actudy engaged 

transactively. Truth and Method aates in prose what is in fact a metaphorical relationship: 

tnith is method, method is truth. The foiiowing discussion draws on Gadarner's 



explanation of the hermeneutic relevance of Aristotle (Gadamer, 1 998/l 975, pp. 3 12-324) 

as well as Tmth and Method as a whole to develop this metaphorical relationship. 

How does Gadamer conceive of truth? Truth is a contested word and wken used 

in a contemporary context, usually irnplies no more than tmth for me (Rorty, 1998). Yet 

that is precisely the sense in which Gadamer develops the notion of tmth. Tmth is always 

for me in the sense that 1 am the one who appropriates a tmth. Understanding is an 

applied kind of knowledge. Gadamer identifies the three traditional prongs of 

hermeneutics as understanding (subtiittas Ïnteiligeiidi), in t erpret ation (su btilitar 

t!xplicandi) and application (strbtilitar appiicandi). The German romantic philosophers 

like Dilthey intuited that understanding and interpretation are intertwined. Lnterpretation 

does not follow upon but is embedded in understanding: "understanding is always 

interpretation, and hence interpretation is the explicit form of understanding" (Gadamer, 

1998/1975, p. 307). In the melding of understanding with interpretation, application was 

excluded. The premise upon which Truth and Method rests is that "application is an 

element of understanding itseif" (Gadamer, l998/1975, p. k i ) .  Gadamer arrives at this 

conclusion by way of his theory of historical effect. 

Each of us is historicdy situated. From Hegel, Gadamer ( 197Y 19%) extracts the 

notion that "life is experienced oniy in the awareness of oneself, the inner consciousness of 

one's own living" (p. 253). The only way to grasp what it means to be alive is to 

experience it inwardly. From Heidegger, Gadamer (197Y1998) borrows the idea that 

understanding is an event that happens in Mie (p. 309): "Heidegger's thesis was that 

being itselfis t h e "  (p. 257). Understanding involves an existentid cornmitment of the 



self: "there is no understanding or interpretation in which the totality of this existentid 

structure does not hctionit  (Gadamer, 1 W8/1975, p. 262). 

Understanding is projective in two senses; Gadamer draws on Heidegger's notion 

of throwness or projection: the knower brings his or her whole selfinto the act of 

understanding, and this act involves an effort. Gadamer examines two rneanings of the 

German word for understanding, wrsrehen: "a person who 'undernands' a text . . . has 

not oniy projected himself understandingly toward a meaning - in the effon of 

understanding - but the accomplished understanding constitutes a state of new intellectuai 

freedom" (p. 260; rny emphasis). Understanding is both processual in character as well as 

producing a new meaning where one did not exist before, bringing the interpreter to a new 

place. 

Historical eEect implies an act of active deiiberation. Thus Gadamer speaks of 

tradition (or hinory) as addressing us. We c m  oniy be addressed by things that belong or 

speak to us. Because we are situated within tradition, a tradition is something that is a 

part of us, that we have an "affinity" for (Gadamer, 1998/1875, p. 282). Any investigation 

within the human sciences begins with an interest. Gadarner asks: how does that 

particdar interest arise in us? Even though a topic may seem removed in time, place or 

culture, its significance or application to me is not accidental; it is the result of an active 

though perhaps unconscious choice: "in choosing the theme to be investigated, awakening 

the desire to investigate, galliing a new problematic", the potential exias for something 

new to corne into being (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 282): 

We are certainly interesteci in the subject matter, but it acquires its life only 

from the light in which it is presented to us. We accept the faa  that the ~b j ec t  



presents dinerent aspects of itself at different times or fiom different 

standpoints. We accept the fact that these aspects do not simply cancel 

one another out as research proceeds, but are like rnutudy exclusive 

conditions that exist by tiiemselves and combine only in us . . . we have, 

as it were, a new experience of history whenever the past resounds in 

a new voice. (p. 282) 

1 have decided not to abandon the word 'appropriation' because it has a central place in 

understanding. The language of appropriation will probably evoke an eene feeling for 

Fust Nations readers, but later on 1 wiil elucidate the meaning 1 attribue to it. 

Gadamer speaks of a correct understanding of content, whether the content is a 

t e s  or someone's spoken words. Truth-forme is constrained by the tmth of the content. 

Truth, says Gadamer, is both a tmth-forme and a truth-in-itself. This statement becomes 

intelligible when we consider Gadarner's depamire from Schleiermacher. Gadamer begins 

his discussion of Schleiermacher with the proposition "to understand means to corne to an 

understanding with each other" (Gadamer, 19981 1975, p. 180). Schleiermacher defines 

hermeneutics as the art of avoiding misunderstandings where misunderstandings are the 

nom (Gadamer, 1 9981 1 975, p. 1 8 5). To avoid rnisunderaandings requires gaining access 

to the author's original meaning: "Schleiermacher holds that the author can realiy be 

undemood only by going back to the ongin of the thought" (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 

186). ï h i s  entds inquiring into the psychological processes that led the author to choose 

those words (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 187). Since Schleiennacher assumes "Uidividualiry 

is a manifestation of universal Me", an author's individuaiity can oniy tnily be grasped by 

divination or tmnsposing oneself h o  the other (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 189). It follows 



that the interpreter can come to know the author better than he or she knows M e r s e l f .  

Gadarner poses another alternative to Schleiennacher's version of understanding. 

Gadamer (1 975/1998) interprets the same proposition "to understand means to 

come to an understanding with each other" as meaning there is a something that lies 

inbetween one another, this something he calls subject matter. Undemanding is always 

coming to an understanding about something. Gadamer (1 975/1998) says that "fiom 

language we l e m  that the subject matter ( M e )  is not merely an arbitrary object of 

discussion, independent of the process of mutual understanding (Sichverstehen), but rather 

is the path and goal of mutual understanding itself' (Gadamer, 1 998/l975, p. 180). 

Gadamer ( 1 9Wl998) believes that a primordial relationship exists between speaking and 

thinking (p. 439,  that language contains worldview: "language is not jua one of man's 

possessions in the world; rather, on it depends the fact that man has a world at dl" (p. 

443; his emphasis). The world is "verbal in naturett; "man's being-in-the-world is 

primordially linguistic" (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 443). To understand the tmth of what 

another person says is to hear the thought that is expressed linguistically. 

Like Heidegger, Gadamer ernphasizes hearing over sight. To listen to what 

someone is saying is to be open to the meaning (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 361); reading is 

an inner conversation. Experience seeks words to express itself. We look for the right 

word - the word that belongs to the thing - so that the thing can come into language 

(Gadamer, 1W8/ 1975, p. 4 17). To understand the subject matter is a two-fold obligation: 

to be open to the meaning being aniculated while relating that meaning to 'myself as 

interpreter: 



Conversation is a process of coming to an understanding. Thus it belongs 

to every true conversation that each person opens himseif to the other, tmly 

accepts his point of view as valid and transposes himselfinto the other to such 

an extent that he understands not the particular individual but what he says. 

What is to be grasped is the substantive rightness of his opinion, so that we 

can be at one with each other on the subject. Thus we do not relate the othefs 

opinion to him but to our own opinions and views. (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 3 85) 

Atîempting to relate the opinion to 'him' (the other person) would presuppose being able 

to cross over, see inside, speak from or speak for: the act of divination that 

Schieiermacher defends. Gadamer is saying that interpretation is an act of transposing into 

another's perspective on the subject matter, rather than penetrating that membrane of self 

or identity: "Ifwe want to understand we will try to make his armiment stronger" 

(Gadarner, 1 998/ 1975, p. 292; emp hasis added). 

Stotsky (1992) uses the phrase 'principled thinking' to explain how we as 

academics belong to a civic commUNty where disagreeing caries the obligation to 

seriously weigh the other thinker's words. This is what I understand Gadamer 

(1 975/1998) to mean by making the other person's argument stronger. Stotsky contrasts 

two passages from respected published writers, one in which the writer uses demeaning 

language to describe an alternative view, and another where the writers respond 

respectfuly to arguments they disagree with. She concludes that attempts to weaken 

arguments through condescension, sarcasm and personal insults "are obstacles to 

academic ways of knowing"; these sentiments distract "the reader's attention from the 

ideas at the center ofacademic dialogue" and make "irrelevant issues appear relevant" 



(Stotsky, 1992, p. 806). The key to understanding is to extract the substantive argument 

of what is being said. This p ~ c i p l e  applies not only in academic writing but in programs 

such as Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.), where the possibility is everpresent of 

misconstruing of another's meaning based on how that meaning comes across, thus the 

group's adage for disciplined, properly focused thinking: 'Principles before personaiities'. 

For Gadamer, dialectic means b ~ g i n g  out the strength of an argument, not attacking its 

weakness (Gadarner, 1998/ 1975, p. 367; see also: Gadarner, 199 11193 1). 1 wili be 

elaborating on this point later in the chapter. Given Gadamer's theory of applied 

understanding, how does Ariaotle's phronesis fit into Gadarnefs scheme? 

Gadamer's Interpretation of Anstotle's Phronesis 

Gadamer's radical interpretation of Arist otle's phronesis as an identification of 

tmth with method comes fiom Gadamer's conmal ofphromsis as self-knowiedge, 

"knowledge for oneself' (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 3 16). The only true knowledge is 

applied knowledge; knowledge is only tmly applied when it becomes one's own. Given 

the linguisticality of understanding, tmth becomes method when words are expressive of 

thought and thought emanates fiom self-knowledge. Gadarner (1 975/ 1998) says that 

knowledge that cannot be applied to a concrete situation is meaningiess "and even risks 

obscuring what the situation cails forf' (p. 3 13). A person who reflects himherselfout of 

the mutuality of an [-Thou relation changes this relationship and destroys its moral bond 

(Gadamer, l998/ 1975, p. 360). Eber Hampton ( 1993), a Chickasaw scholar, expresses a 

similar thought when advising graduate students on how to choose a research question: 

"When we try to cut ourselves off at the neck and pretend an objectivity that does not 

exist in the human world, we becorne dangerous to ourselves fim, and then to people 



around us" (p. 52). Gadamer's belief in the moral bond that interpretation invokes 

becomes intelligible when interpretation is undentood as simultaneousIy truth-for-me and 

truth-in-and-of-itself: "This state of flairs, which represents the nature of mord 

refiection, not only makes philosophical ethics a methodologically d i c u l t  problem, but 

also gives the ~roblern of method a moral relevancel' (p. 3 13; his emphasis). 

Gadarner suggests three ways in which Anstotlets discussion ofphronesis can 

elucidate a moral understanding of method. I will take up each of these points in tum. 

First Point : Gadamer (1 97511 998) says that we are "always already involved in a morai 

and political context" and we acquire Our "image of the thing fiom that standpoint" 

(Gadamer, 1998/197S7 p. 320); this is very similar to Taylor's (1989) argument, as we 

shall see in chapter three. Ethicd principies are schemata or approximate guides to action 

and thought in particular circumstances. These principles "are concretized only in the 

concrete situation of the person acting" (Gadarner, lW8fW75, p. 320). They are not 

generdizable but "redy do correspond to the nature of the thing - except t h  the latter is 

always itself determined in each case by the use the mord consciousness makes of them" 

(Gadarner, L998/1975, p. 320). 

Second Point : Like Aristotle, Gadamer distinguishes phroneszs from techne. Whereas 

the craftsman begins with an idea that shapes and guides the process and that hdshe hopes 

will coincide with the actud pro duc^ the &es that guide morai condua (for example: 

courage and temperance) c m o t  be applied in the same sense: "what is right . . . cannot 

be M y  determined independentiy of the situation that requires a right action fiom me" 

(Gadamer, L 975/1998, p. 3 17). A paradoxical quality ofphronesis is that while we may 

already possess moral knowledge and indeed need to possess it in order to apply it, we do 



not necessarily h o w  how to use it until we have to act (p. 3 17): "Certainly iftechnical 

knowledge were available, it would always make it unnecessary to deiiberate with oneself 

about the subject" (p. 321). This is precisely the point Mishier (1986) rnakes about 

inte~ewing in the social sciences. Reliance on technical procedures in inte~ewing have 

obscured the fàct that inte~ewing is discourse between speakers: "Disconnected from 

problems of meaning, problems that would necessarily remain at the forefront of 

investigative efforts if interviews were underaood as discourse, techniques have [instead] 

taken on a life of their own" (Mishler, 1986, p. 7). One of the most insightfd books on 

interviewhg in the social sciences, Seidman's (1  99 1) Interviewinp, as Qualitative Research, 

is, Seidman k l y  admits, a description ofprmis, of her experiences as interviewer, rather 

than a compendium of procedures to follow in a prescriptive manner. 

Discourse discloses a deep connection with initiating something new. The 

connection between beginning and action or experience (Ehfahnmg) is one that Gadamer 

(1975/1998) elaborates within his own theory; this comection is aiso the cornerstore of 

Arendt's (1958) theory of human action. Aristotle speaks of people versed in the virtue 

ofphrunesis as those who have expenence (p. 146). The reason we need to attend "to the 

undemonstrated sayings and opinions of experienced and older people or of people of 

practical wisdom" is "because expenence has given them an eye they see aright [with]" 

(Ansotle, p. 153). Ruth Cook expresses the same thought about acquiring wisdom and 

the kind of knowledge elders can share (Conversation, Ruth Cook). Gadamer 

( 1975/1998) extrapolates the reason why expenence lads to knowledge: 

The truth of experience always implies an orientation toward new 

experience. That is why a person who is d e d  expenenced has 



become so not only through experiences but is also open to new 

experiences. The consummation of his experience, the perfection 

that we cal1 'being experienced.,' does not consist in the fact that 

someone already hows everything and knows better than anyone 

else. Rather, the experienced person proves to be, on the contrary, 

someone who is radicaily undogmatic; who, because of the many 

experiences he has had and the knowledge he has drawn f?om them, 

is particularly weii equipped to have new experiences and to l e m  

from them. The diaiectic of experience has its proper tùlfillment not 

in definitive knowledge but in the openness to experience that is made 

possible by experience itseif (p. 3 55; his emphasis) 

An 'experienced' researcher is a person who is 'radically undogmatic' and open to new 

experiences. Experience is analogous to birth in that it "is an event over which no one has 

control"; it is unpredictable yet the positive correlate of this hcommensurabiiity is its 

"curious opemessft (Gadamer, lW8/ 1975, p. 3 52). 

Gadamer draws on Hegel to explain the connection between experience and 

leaming. Experience is a negative process; "genuinef' experiences are those that "occur to 

us" rather than ones that CO- our expectations (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 353). ln fact 

Gadamer (197511998) confines the word 'expenence' to the newness of an event, one that 

negates previous experiences. The negation "has a curiously productive meaning" because 

"we gain better knowledge through it, not oniy of itself, but ofwhat we thought we knew 

before - Le. of a universai" (Gadarner, 1998/1975, p. 353). Stnctly speaking, we carmot 

have the same experience twice; we cm predict on the basis of experiences we already 



possess, which are acquired horizons against and within which other experiences wiil 

occur, but "the same thing cannot again become a new expenence for us; ody something 

different and unexpected can provide someone who has experience with a new one" 

(Gadamer, l998/l975, p. 3 53). Other thinkers have also perceived understanding as an 

event or experience that is renewed in each transaction (Rosenblattls (1978) ideas on this 

subject are shaped by transactional philosop hy ; see Wilson, 1 999a). 

Mord knowledge, which requires "self-deliberation" in a particular circumstance, 

"cm never be knowable in advance" (Gadarner, 1998/1975, p. 32 1): "although it is 

necessary to see what a situation is asking of us, this seeing does not mean that we 

perceive in the situation what is visible as such, but that we leam to see it as the situation 

of action and hence in light of what is right" (Gadarner, 1998/1975, p. 322). Knowing 

what is right involves an aa of self-deliberation in which "knowledge is sometimes related 

more to the end, and sometimes more to the means to the end" (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 

321). 

Gadamer notes that Aristotle claims phrunesis is concerned with the meam to an 

end (telos) and not ~ i t h  the end itself Gadamer instead concludes that phmesis "is not 

simply the capacity to make the right choice of means, but is itselfa moral hexis that also 

sees the telos toward which the person acting is aiming with his moral being" (Gadamer, 

1998/1975, p. 32 1, note 259). Gadamer thus expands Aristotle's phronesis to an 

ontological Wework ,  a way of being, and a worldview articulated in language. 

Gadamer, in the same footnote, attributesphrorlesis' curent Limited scope to the Latin 

translation pmdentia, "a Fdiiure [of translation] that stiU haunts contemporary 'deontic' 

logic" (Gadarner, 1998/1975, p. 32 1, note 259). From his interpretation of Aristotlels 



phromsis as selfaeliberation or self-knowledge (knowledge for oneself') (p. 3 16) or moral 

knowledge (p. 3 14), Gadamer (1975/1998) surmises that phronesis or "moral knowledge" 

"contains a kind of expenence in itsek" (p. 322), thus linking it to his own notion of 

experience (Erjiahning). Gadamer goes finher, saying that "in fact . . . that this [mord 

knowledge] is perhaps the fundamental form of expenence (Er jam~g) ,  compared with 

which all other experience represents an alienation, not to say a denaturing" (Gadamer, 

1998/1975, p. 322; emphasis added). I do not think he is saying that rechne and episteme 

are not valid foms of knowing; rather that, without phror~eszs, these forms of knowing 

lose their human grounding, a point that has been made by others such as Mishler ( 1986) 

and Bernstein (1983, 1985). From another perspective, this same point is made by First 

Nations educators in speahg of staying comected to community ( s e :  chapter five; 

Conversation, Frank Conibeaq Conversatioq Ianice Simcoe; Conversation, Nella Nelson). 

In the realrn of human flairs, phmiesis ought to be the dominant fom of knowing. As 

we shall see, in evaluating discourse, Garver (1998) reinstates ethical reasoning to just 

such a prominent place. 

Third  oint : Ansotie compares phronesis with m e s i s ,  which Gadamer ( 1975/1998) 

translates as "sympathetic understanding" (p. 322). Like surtesis, phroresis involves 

transposing oneseif "fuily into the concrete situation of the person who bas to act" 

(Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 323), where situation means Sache, or subject matter (see: page 

64). It involves a desire to reach a comrnon agreement as to the right t h g  to do 

(Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 323). Reaching such an agreement is impossible for "one who 

stands apart and unaffecteci" (Gadamer, 1 998/l97SY p. 323). The key to understanding is 

in thinking "alonq with the other fiom the perspective of a specific bond of belonging, as if 



he too were affeçted" (p. 323; emphasis added). 1 rernind the reader of the suggestive 

notion of aiongside that Eames this chapter. 1 also distinguish Gadamer's point from 

Giroux's (1993), whose language appears superficially similar to Gadamer's, but whose 

vicarious experiencing cornes from an unacknowledged place dominated by what 

LeCompte (1993) calls a post-modem fascination with the ûther (on Giroux see: chapter 

one, pages 22-23). ui makuig this third point, Gadamer (1975A998) creates another 

phrase synonymous with phronesis. As "the Wtue of thoughtful reflection" (Gadamer, 

l998/I97S7 

p. 322), phro~iesis connects ninesis with a dialectics of understanding. The importance of 

dialectic to Gadarnef s ethics of interpretation wiiî become clear later on. 

Aristotie identifies a "debased version" ofphronesis as the ability to mm any 

situation to advantage; this has been one of the criticisms of situational ethics, and 

Gadamer ( 1975/ 1998) distinguishes his understanding ofphmiesis from this looser 

interpretation (pp. 3 23 -24). 

Arinotle conneas "moral reflection" with "Uisight", which Gadamer defines as the 

quality of makuig "a fair, correct judgment. An insightful person is prepared to consider 

the particular situation of the other person" (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 323). Such a person 

is open to another's expenences and in judging fairly, rnakes the other's argument stronger. 

In this particular section of Tmth and Method, it is impossible to tell where kiaotle's 

words end and Gadamer's begins, but as Bernstein (1983) notes, Gadamer is consistent in 

carryuig out his theory of applied understanding. More important is how Gadamer's 

understanding extends the relevance of Ariaotie's insights into contemporaq thought and 

ptms. 



Gadamer' s Conclusion to his Discussion of Aristotle's Phrunesis : Gadamer chrifies the 

contemporary relevance ofphronesis. He says: "if we relate Aristotle's description of the 

ethical phenomenon and especiaily the virtue of mord knowledge to our own 

investigation, we h d  that his analysis in fact offers a kind of mode1 of the problems of 

hermeneutics. We too determined that application is neither a subsequent nor merely an 

occasional part of the phenomenon of understanding, but codetermines it as a whole from 

the beginning " (Gadamer, 1 W8/ 1 975, p. 3 24; his ernphasis). For Gadarner, p h n e s i s  is 

another way of saying that ail understanding is appiied understanding. The intepreter 

"mua not try to disregard himself and his particular hermeneutical situation. He m u a  

relate the text to this situation ifhe wants to understand at aii" (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 

324). First Nations' charges of misappropriation - of being objects of an instrumental logic 

of domination (see for exarnple: Lutz, 1990) - need to be disthguished fiom the kind of 

'appropriation' Fia Nations people have been supportive of (though they do not cal1 it 

appropriation; it is called support): the researcher's honest acceptance of hisher own 

involvement, the effect of hisher actions on real participants and real communities, and an 

openness to being dected (see for example: chapter four, pages 162-64). Research is 

not neutral. In applying Gadamefsphronesis within researchprmis in a First Nations 

context, 1 will i d e n e  its indispensability as well contend with potentiaily contestable 

aspects of his theory. 



Phronesis in a First Nations Context of Cross-Cultural Research 

A first and necessary task in entering First Nations research from a cross-cultural 

location is accepting the legacy of misinterpretation (see: Tuhiwai Smith, 1999), a fact that 

may suggest Schleimeracher's conception of understanding is more appropriate than 

Gadamer's. Chambers' (1987) words are clearly undergirded by Schleimeracher's 

hermeneutical approach: "in cross-cultural discourse, there is real possibility for 

misunderstanding, and thus real possibility for hermeneutics" (p. 28). While to begin there 

is necessary, 1 question whether we as researchers can remah and belong there. 1 see the 

value of Gadarnef s ethics of interpretation as pointing towards a space of potential 

agreement, one that is continually renewed in each act of understanding. Opening such a 

space with First Nations educators and writing about it in an academic context requires 

the kind of thoughtful deliberation that Gadamer (1 97511998) equates with phrmesis for 

"without such openness to one another there is no genuine human bondt1 

(p. 361). 

Based on Gadamer's theory and my own research prmis. 1 have generated sorne 

principles grounded in phronesis for research with First Nations people. Afterwards, 1 

will support my daim for the need to articulate such principles with Bernstein's (1985) 

critique of Gadamer's phronesis, and with Garver's ( 1 998) thoughts on ethical reasoning . 

Principles that have pided my own research praxis with Fkst Nations people, then, 

include: 

consulting and citing First Nations authors and scholars. This is necessary because of 

the legacy of misinterpretation. It dso redresses the unwarranted prejudice against 

'Native Amencan intellecniai' as an oqmoron (Cook-Lynn, 1996). More imponantly, 



to tuni to Fim Nations authors for knowledge and insight in matters that directly 

involve the- is a sign of respect. It signals the researcher's ethical integrity. Through 

our lived experiences of indigenous authors' language (Rosenblatt, 1938, 1978; Said, 

1978), we as researchers consmict our interpretations. For interpretations to be more 

authentic, we need to hear indigenous peoples' point of view directly. The alternative 

is only to read about them, to aand apart f?om and be 'unafXectedt by the speaker's 

words and worldview. Consdting First Nations voices also shows the author is open 

to possibilities, in Greene's (1986) sense of "the capacity to look at things as if they 

could be otherwise" (p. 23 3), inGadamer's (197511 998) sense, of the testing and 

shifting of the researcher's own horizons or in Rorty's (1998) question, "Are there 

ways of taiking and acting that we have not yet explored?" (p. 6). 

An example of the kinds of ethical attacks a scholar is open to for whom this 

principle is not praxis is shown by Ward Churchill's (CreekICherokee Metis) (1995) 

review of Mander's (1992) In the Absence of the Sacred. While Mander includes 

Native voices, they are ail "grassroots" voices that are there as "documentation" and 

not as "intellectual contributions" (Churchill, 1995, p. 344). In the interpretive 

section, "Mander inevitably turns not to Native sources or 'informants,' but to an dl 

but exclusively white, mostly male, oppositional intelligentsia of which he is a part" 

(Churchill, 1 995, p. 344). The neglecting or exclusion of Native Amencan intellectual 

voices is further entrenched in the bibliography. Of three hundred and five entries, 

only seventeen "are identifiably Witten by Amencan Indians" and seven of those are 

not books (Le. they are newspaper articles, interviews, reports or mernorandurn): 

"The remahder, more than 280 tities, mostly books and more than a hundred of them 



about indigenous peoples to one extent or another, are aimost exclusively 

Euroamerican enterprises. Such a &ring skew sirnply cannot be attributed to a dearth 

of relevant and appropriate Native Amencan material" (Churchill, 1 995, p. 3 45; his 

emp hasis); 

tistening to and conversing with indigenous people themselves in a genuine dialogicai 

situation. Relationships cannot rest on an instrumental use of First Nations people for 

the sole purposes of research (see for example: Deioria, 1969, 199 1 b; LaFromboise & 

Plake, 1983). A dialogical approach to research presupposes being affected and 

involved, in Gadamer's sense. This cnterion also encourages what Ruth Cook calls 

"reaching out" (Conversation, Ruth Cook) and discourages the tendency to rely on 

non-Native Native experts'. Archibald (1993) speaks of First Nations stocytellers' 

expectation that the listener be affected: pay attention and take away something 

learned. Johnny Moses (1 992), in the live context of Northwest Coast storytelling, 

waits for the audience to demonstrate they are Iistening; he regularly pauses as they 

indicate theû attentiveness by saying "We are listening" in the Native language of the 

nation whose nory he is recounting; 

actively seeking out a balanced and comprehensive view of indigenous people. This 

oft en involves questionhg the legitirnacy or app iicability of widely accept ed social 

science research methods. This is the topic of my est chapter, 

engaging in dialogicai, collaborative andor participatory research. 1 have drawn 

prirnarily on Gadamer to theoretically jus* my own dialogical approach, yet it is a 

simple expectation arnong First Nations people that their views not only be considered 

and represented accurately but that they be involved in the process. In the fourth 



chapter, I discuss how that process evolved. Archibald & Bowman (1995), in a study 

of the University of British Columbia's NITEP mative Indian Teacher Education 

Program] graduates, describes how a "process model" authenticated the study: "an 

organic unity, adaptable and, once again, consistent with the principles of respect and 

honor that are basic to First Nations peoplest habits of thought. The research process 

when viewed from this perspective becomes a dialogue that is growth-oriented rather 

than static, and that ailows the central place of other such fundamental First Nations 

p ~ c i p l e s  as spirituality and a sense of community" (p. 4). T h e ,  for example, is one 

factor that contnbutes to and authenticates the research process. Often the interests 

and needs of the participants to be hvolved are subordinated to a ngid academic 

timeline. Allowing sufficient tirne for an authentic and a rneaningfil process to take 

place should be an integral part of the research design (see for example: Nader, 1999). 

Emerging research in collaborative modes of writing (Forman, 1992) also needs to be 

enfolded into a dialogical model of understanding @hroimis) ; 

the researcher treating hiiher past and ongoing knowledge about Firn Nations 

matters as prejudices, in Gadamer's sense, and testing that knowledge through 

coUaboration with parricipants cornbined with research as reflective prmris: "It is only 

through the dialogical encounter . . . that we can test and &c our prejudices" 

(Bernstein, 1985, p. 275; his emphasis). This hvolves becoming aware of one's 

standpoint as in being raised above it to see it in a "truern, that is, broader, perspective: 

"To acquire a horizon means that one learns to look beyond what is close at hand - 

not in order to look away from it but to see it berter, withùi a larger whole and in mer 

proportion" (Gadamer, lW8/ 1975, p. 3 05; emphasis added). 



avoiding appropriation or misappropriation. This cntenon is one of the most difficult 

to avoid and 1 wiU elaborate further on it in the foilowing sections. It involves 

beginning and ending in one's own historicity, to use Gadamer's word or7 in my words, 

coming fkom an alongside space. It requires that the researcher acknowledge that 

conducting research with First Nations people involves asking permission to corne, 

physicaily a d o r  metaphorically, into their nation or temtory. It repudiates the 

deep-rooted belief that the quest for knowledge is universal and pure, in the sense that 

the gain of knowledge in and of itselfis an absolute good (see: Tuhiwai Smith, 1999). 

If'a continuum cm be imagined where at one end is the imperialistic assumption of 

ferra mrllzs and at the other end is the sense of belonging to a particular temtory as 

well as notions iike ~ d ~ a i  and intellectud property, tbis cntenon is more slanted 

towards the latter end. The recognition that First Nations people have integrai ties of 

belonging to land and culture means research king undertaken that is not only 

conducted respectfully but more importantiy, with permission. Some researchers 

(Mauze, 1997) see this trend as dangerous, leading to censorship and curtailing of 

academic fieedom. However, in the context ofphrunesis, these dangers ought to be 

refkmed within a reciprocd context. Research is a privilege rather than a right. 

- -- 

What support exists for elaborating phrotlesis principles rooted in research praxis? 

Bernstein (1 985) defends Gadamer's "linkage (or fusion) of hermeneutics and prmzs . . . 

that ail understanding involves appropriation to our own concrete hinorical situation" (p. 

290). Our hermeneutic understanding is "tempered" to that which we are tryhg to 

understand (Bernstein, 1985, p. 276). Bernstein's (1985) Aristotelian metaphor of 



tempered knowledge evokes an image of how the researcher responds in a particu1a.r 

situation: listening, paying attention, remaining open, mo-g attitude and stance, being 

shaped by her/his interlocutors. Meaning is not "self-contained"; it is "realized through the 

happening (PLThos) of understanding" in which the researcher's prejudices or hiaoricity 

come into play (Bernstein, 1985, p. 276). We as researchers are being conaituted even as 

we are engaged in study as dialogue with another person or culture. In a way similar to 

my own argument, Bernstein (1 985) links Gadarner's theory of applied understanding with 

a re-infision of contemporary meaning into Aristotle's phronesis: 

It is in this context that the problem of application becomes so central for 

Gadamer. It is here that we can see why Aristotle's analysis ofphronesis is 

so important to him . . . M a t  Gadamer emphasizes about phrottesis is that 

it is a form of reasoning, yieiding a type of 'ethical know-how' in which both 

what is universal and what is particular are CO-determined. Furthemore, 

phronesis involves a 'peculiar interlacing of being and knowledge, determina- 

tion through one's own becomuig.' It is not to be identified with or confused 

with the type of 'objective knowledge' that is detached from one's own being 

and becoming. Jua as phronesis determines what the phronimos becorner. 

Gadamer wants to make a sirnilar clairn for ail authentic understanding, i.e. 

that it is not detached £?om the interpreter, but constitutive of his or herpr-. 

(Bernstein, 1985, p. 276) 

Phonesis, as the form of reasoning applicable to praxis, involves "deliberation and 

choice" (Bernstein, 1985, p. 277). Garver (1 998) makes rnuch of these choices; choices 

are implicit whether we are aware ofphronesis or not, and ifwe do not abide by 



phronesis-like principles, we risk making poor, even h m ,  choices (see: Conversation, 

Ruth Cook; Deloria, 1997: "Cenainiy anthros have Indian fiiends. Lfthey did not they 

would know it in rapid order" (p. 218)). The purpose of hermeneutical inquiry, says 

Bernstein (1985), is not to acquire a theoretical knowledge of an entity foreign to us. 

Rather, the kind of knowledge hermeneutical inquiry yields is "practical knowledge and 

the mth that shapes our prmis" (Bernstein, 1985, p. 280). 

Bernstein ( 1 983, 1985) sees a focus on phronesis, generdy on practicd 

philosophy, as common to several thinken engaged in a critique of modem society: 

Arendt, Habermas, Rorty, Aladair MacIntyre and Mary hitnam (Bernstein, 1985, p. 

28 1 ); some of these authors 1 have invoked in this study. Charles Taylor is another 

theorist Bernstein couid have included in that Company. The notion that we as researchers 

can be held accountable for our choices in research and that these choices are rooted 

more in ethicai than logical considerations, is a point Garver ( 1998) pursues. 

in speaking of research asprmis, we are alerted to the implicit comection these 

theorists are drawing between action and research. Arguments and words are seen as 

forms of action, in the way that Arendt ( 1958) explains action as: a) originating with an 

actor, one who does the action; and b) initiating and putting into motion a chah of events. 

Whereas Arendt (1958) argues that actors cannot know or control the consequences their 

actions unleash in the worlà, which is why we as human beings rely on promising and 

forgiving to bind or release us f?om our actions, a stricter claim is being made here for 

argument (Garver, 1998), research asprmis (Bernstein, 1985), and rny own belief in 

consciousable choice of approach in the research situation. We as researchers ought to 

foresee the consequences of choosing certain approaches or arguments over others, of 



choosing particular words over others. These kinds of delierations are central to this 

study. Whereas the luik between speech and action is more commody accepted (Arendt, 

1958), co~ec t ing  discourse with action is much less talked about, for the reason Garver 

( 1 998) explains: 

The beauty of iogc is the independence of its formai structures fiom any 

purposes for which they can be deployed. Logical analysis and evaiuation 

of arguments can be impartial and nonpartisan. The great appeai of re- 

stricting the understanding and assessrnent of argument to purely logicai, 

as opposed to ethical, standards is that logic as a subject for decision is 

sekontained. When reasoning is self-contained, it can in p ~ c i p l e  be 

understood and evaluated by itseif Once that self-contained nature is 

los, it seems that anything goes, and relativism looms. (p. 1 15) 

Gadamer ( 1 975/ 1998) reinstates a primordial relation between speaking and writing, 

between listening or hearing and being affécted, between text and author. This kind of 

relationship is one practiced by many First Nations writers, who weigh their words, 

metaphon and consuucts in light of their primary affiliation to community (see for 

exarnple: Alfred, 1999; Archibald, 1990; Cook-Lynn, 1 996; Hampton, 1995; Tuhiwai 

Smith, 1999). It also corresponds to a belief that words, like actions, irrevocably project 

themselves into the world and cause events to happen; recall that Gadamer (1975/1998) 

refers to understanding as an event, a happening, as does Bernstein (1985). Ruth Cook 

articulates the power of words: r f y m  me memr to someone, somewhere un the lhe [it 

will corne back to yar j  because y m  have set it in motion mrd it will corne brick to ymi. 

Nobody har to punish ym. You've set it in motion (Conversation, Ruth Cook; her 



emphasis). This belief is widely held among tribai groups (see for example: Gunn Alen, 

1998). 

Garver (1998) has looked at the substantive content of ethical arguments to see 

how choice of arguments suggests the speaker's (i.e. author's) character. He examines 

one author's indictment of Aristotlets "lack of moral imagination" on slavery; a lack of 

moral imagination is counted as Ansotle's failure to consider that things could have b e n  

othenvise (Garver, 1998, p. 1 10). Garver (1998) does not use the word phronesis yet he 

says that "arguhg itself is an ethicai act" (p. 1 O9), a phrase that strongly resembles 

Gadamer's adage: Plato's ethics are not dialectical; rather, diaiectics is ethicai (Gadamer, 

199 111 93 1 ; Sullivan, 1989). Ethical arguments count as legitimate arguments: "Who is 

arguing to whom, for what purpose, and in what institutionai setting are part of the 

argument - of what the reasoning is and so of how properly to characterize it" (Garver, 

1998, p. 1 10). Garver ( 1998) cites Dewey to support his daim: 

Even when the words remain the sarne, they mean sornething very 

different when they are uttered by a minority amggling against 

repressive measures, and when expressed by a group that has 

attained power and then uses ideas that were once weapons of 

emancipation as instruments for keeping the power and w e a h  

they have obtained. Ideas that at one time are means of producing 

social change have not the sarne meaning when they are used as 

means of preventing social change. (Dewey, 1987,~.  29 1 ; 

cited in Garver, 1998, p. 1 10) 



Bernstein (1985) argues that we need to move beyond Gadamer's philosophical 

hermeneutics in order to reach "the genuinely practical task of concretely realinng in our 

historical situation what he so nobly defended" (p. 290), which is what 1 have attempted to 

distiu from rny own praxis in the principles of research in a First Nations context (see 

pages 74-78). One of the other ways 1 have documented this research process, other than 

in my discourse, is through a research journal. 

How do we know when someone is arguing ethically? The challenge is of defining 

ethicai reasoning and saying what it is. 1 have extrapolated the following cnteria from 

Garver's ( 1998) discussion: ma, choice of prernises, shame, caring and confidence. 

These concepts are ones that are implicit in the principles 1 identified or that cm be added 

to that list. 

Tmst - 

"Some arguments succeed by reasoning alone, but some succeed but ail1 qzm 

argument, through the ethical effect of making the hearer tma the speaker" (Garver, 

1998, p. 1 14). This criterion agrees with Gadamer's point on how trust deepens the 

hurnan bond within the dialogical situation rather than being a methodological procedure 

to facilitate the instnimental gaining of knowledge (see: Spidey, 1 979 on how tnist is 

turned hto a technical procedure). Ethical tma implies a genuine reiationship, or the 

genuine possîbility of one developing. 

C hoice of Prernises 

Choice of arguments involves the kind of deliberation that anticipates objections. 

Arguments do not aand alone; they exia within hiaoiically siniated contexts as well as 

within the context of possible ideas, that i s  courses of thought and action that the 



researcher has considered. An argument impiies a stance, an orientation, an attitude 

towards the subject matter. That orientation is arrived at on the bais of previous choices, 

Life experiences, scholarly knowledge: "Integrity, unWte logical consistency, requires an 

attitude toward rejected reasons and evidence as well as toward the premises that Iead to a 

conclusion" (Garver, 1998, p. 1 1 7). Gamer (1 998) uses the example of ultra vires acts by 

three Amencan presidents, Jefferso~ Lincoln and Reagan. Upon examining the reasons 

each president supplied for adopting this extreme measure, only Reagan relied upon the 

precedem argument: if Jefferson and Lincoln did it, and they were great presidents, 1 can 

too. Garver clahs this argument fails because Jefferson and Lincoln considered 

counterarguments in the pmicular circumstances whereas Reagan bypassed a substantive 

wrestling with the issue (Garver, 1998, p. 1 17). In the diaiectics of reasoning, Gadamer 

( 199 111 93 1 ) discusses the imponance of contending with opposing arguments, as I wili 

show in the next section. Wrestling is also a word Wendy Rose (1992) associates with 

integrity on the part of non-Native researchers (sec page 54 in this chapter). Garver 

(1998) therefore concludes that "character is revealed not only in the choices we make . . . 

but aiso in the Lines of reasoning that we do not even consider" (p. 12 1). Despite 

Churchill's (1985) admiration for Jeny Mander's "impeccable" "credentials as a proponent 

of fundamentai and positive social change" (p. 342), his disagreement with Mander's book 

reas on the lines of reasoning that Mander did not consider, narnely, the inclusion of 

Native Amencan Uitellecnid voices as weli as his fdwe to respectfuily treat the Native 

grassroots voices as sources of interpretive fkameworks. 



Shame 

Related to the critenon of choice of premises is another one that Garver (1998) 

identifies as shame: "Shame is a property of practical beliefs that can be transmitted from 

consequent to antecedent: ifp irnplies q, and i f 1  would be ashamed to assent to q, 1 can 

continue to maintain p only with dficulty and discomfort" (p. 1 19). Garver (1 998) sees 

Socrates as using shame to test belief "Someone does not mean what he says if he sees 

that something else is a consequence of his claims and yet is shamed to admit it" (p. 119). 

Shame coincides with Fust Nations beliefs on controlhg behavior (Conversation, Ruth 

Cook; Rattray, [no date]). It also corresponds to that sense of indignation or outrage 1 as 

a scholar may sometimes feel in hearing another's arguments that 1 disagree with. As 1 

shall show in the following chapter, human reasoning is shaped within what Taylor 

( 1992a) cails horizons of significance; the reason why certain arguments anke us as more 

important than others is comected to what Taylor (1989) caiis our inescapable moral 

Frameworks. These considerations, rather than pure logic, underiie Our arguments. 

Garver wants to show that ethical reasoning & reasoning. He would therefore 

disagree with the claim that episteme and phromsis are different kinds of reasoning; that 

episteme relates to logic and theory while phrotzesis is comected with practical action. 

That artficial separation has been responsible for excluding ethics fhrn reasoning. 

Although Gadamer does not express the matter in the sarne way, he makes the same daim 

as Garver, as will become clear when I examine the roots of Gadamer's theory in his 

habilitation thesis on dialecticai reasoniog. Taylor (1 989) has elucidated how Descartes 

separated thought from emotion. In many First Nations scholarly essays as in many 

non-Native writings, Descartes is blamed for subordinating emotion to reason. Yet this 



hierarchical separation is irnpiicit in Ariaotle. Even though he treatsphronesis fairly, the 

structures he relies on in the corpus of his writings are dorninated by epzsteme or logical 

categories of thought (se:  Frye, 1982). The way in which arguments' implications can 

induce shame is comprehensible within First Nations 'habits of min&: comecting heart 

with mind, where both partake of thought (Conversation, Frank Conibear). As human 

beings and as researchers, we carmot choose to practice this principle ody when it is 

convenient to do so. First Nations people see as a fundamental truth that heart and mind 

ought to be connected, that what is said is what is meant. Frank Conibear explains how 

this teaching is a philosophical principle of First Nations thought. Heart and mind do not 

correspond with emotion and intellect; each borrows From the other: "the way m r  

speakers tafk abmit if,  you speak with ymrr heatt and your mitd So it's not an 

ititeflectmd speakrng . . . Tnere 's emotzoti IOO. il ll orrr teachitgs . . . dm 't [ose their 

feeling and they're not abstruct. They're abmit o w  history, and wzcestors, and about our 

hopes und &ems as well us what we do, what makes a good ive und what makes a good 

person, not being selfih, having respect for other peopfe " (Conversation, Frank 

Conibear, my emphasis). Creating an argument that does not thoughtfùlly attend to its 

consequences in the real world represents a severing of rnind fiom hem, where thought 

represents the sinew that binds one to the other. 

Carine and Confidence 

Ethical reasoning shows or enacts caring as well as confidence. The caring is of 

the subject matter: which is inclusive of who is being addressed and the d e r ' s  purpose in 

wtiting. It aiso demonstrates that carefùl pnor deiiberation of alternatives and objections 

where weful does not mean tactful but well thought-through. Caring is dso comected to 



tnistworthess, which Garver maintains is diicult to fake. He tells his students: "Since . 

. . they are not skilled enough to fake such devotion, they have to & interested. Our true 

character is ofien manifested - and deveioped - in the choices we make about how to 

appear ethical: "She's not really a bad person; she's jua  arguing that way in order to wh." 

"Yes, but even in order to win I woulddt argue that way. Those tactical choices reveal 

the sort of person she is"" (Garver, 1998, p. 120; his emphasis). The criterion of caring 

directly relates to Gadamer's of being affected: acknowledging the human bond and the 

responsibility it carries in the intersubjective world. 

Similady, says Garver (1998), confidence is difficult to fake: "We become t d y  

confident, not by blustering, but by having something to be confident about" (p. 121). 

Again, Garver's connecting of caring with confidence with careful deliberation echoes 

similar arguments made by Frank Conibea., who says that to be an effective speaker, heart 

and mind need to be comected. You need to have something of substance to say; it is that 

knowledge that provides you with the confidence to speak. If you are biuaering, you are 

wasting everyone's time (Conversation, Frank Conibear). 

Garver ( 1 998) argues that excessive Iogic in practical matters is unethical because 

it attempts to substinite logos for ethos by denying personal responsibility (p. 122). Many 

of the arguments over turf in 'Fkst Nations studies' or 'Native American studies' revolve 

around this fundamental Werence in attitude; Vine Deloria's (1 998) argument with James 

Clifton (1990), proponent of the Invented Indian thesis, is only one example. We need to 

distinguish, says Garver (1998), between a purely logical argument and one that rests on 

ethical grounds: the logicd argument rnight "claim a conclusion foilows fiom the nature 

of the good - a purely logical claim" whereas an ethical argument "infers the same 



conclusion because of a cornmitment to the good - a demonstration that is sirnultaneously 

logical and ethical. 1 am making clear rny own character and moral purpose, but 1 am not 

on that account being illogical" (p. 123). "The logical relation is among propositions" 

(Garver, 1998, p. 123) or what Frank Coniiear refers to as "abstract" reasoning 

(Conversation, Frank Conibear). "The ethicai relation," clarifies Garver (1 998), "is among 

the assertions of propositions" (p. 123). Instead of saying wrongly, in Garver's ( 1998) 

view, that "prmis has its own logic", what needs to be emphasized is that "we become 

more ethical, not by being less logicai, but by being responsible for chooshg Our 

propositional attitudes. Propositions have relations of consistency and implication with 

each other while assertions have relations of integrity, justice and fnendship" (p. 123). 

Given this rigorous context, 1 need to look in greater depth at Gadarner's notion of 

appropriation, a notion that underlies fusion of horizons. In cross-cultural research with 

First Nations educators, a potentiai conflict arises in the implications of using this 

conaruct to characterise what happens in a diaiogical situation. To wrap up this section, 

then, Gadamer's arguments on the ethics of understanding @hronesis) are supponed by 

Gawer's (1 998) thinking while the practical application and articulation ofphronesis in 

particular research situations is something Bernstein ( 1  985) strongiy encourages. 

Appropriation: Its Role in Understandinn (Fusion of Horizons1 

Appropriation is a word that clearly has perjorative connotations for Fint Nations 

people. Gadamer (1975/1998) attempted to divest 'prejudice' of what he called the 

Enlightenrnent prejudice agaha prejudice. Gadamer points out prejudice can have one of 

two meanings: an unfounded assumption or one that has yet to be examined. Prejudices 

in the second sense enable rather than uihibit understanding. Gadamer borrows the word 



'appropriation' fiom Heidegger, and if pressed to defend his choice of words, Gadamer 

would probably look not at what appropriation has corne to mean, but at the substantive 

or positive meaning of this word within his theory. 

Words that Gadamer often uses in place of appropnation are: belonging, being 

addressed by, being spoken to, fusion of horizons and biidrrng. BBdw~g is a German 

word usually transiated as culture. Gadamer translates it as formation, the word biid 

being akin to fonn but combining the notions of image and copy. Biidung, an important 

notion in German Romantic hermeneutics, appears inGadamer's (197511 998) discussion of 

the humanist tradition, a section that sets the stage for Gadamer's theory. Bilbrozg is "that 

by which and through which one is formed becornes completely one's own" (Gadamer, 

1 998/l975, p. 1 1 ). Gadarner ( 1975/1998) connects Bilu'ung with Hegel's description of 

the univenai nature of the spirit: "To recognize one's own in the den ,  to become at home 

in it, is the basic rnovement of spirit, whose being consias only in retuming to itself from 

what is other" (p. 14). 

Gadarner sees Bildirng as central to the human sciences. It articulates the 

movement of understanding that takes place in the spirit: moving beyond one's 

boundaries to learn something new ('the aiien' or 'the other'). However, in order for the 

leaming to genuinely take place, the other has to belong to or become appropriated by 'me' 

as researcher: "Thus what constitutes the essence of Bildrng is clearly not alienation as 

such, but the r e m  to oneseif- which presupposes denation, to be sure" (Gadamer, 

1998/1975, p. 14). Ricoeur (1981) daims that Heidegger did not rnake that r e m  in his 

thought: "Have we not learned from Plato that the ascending dialectic is the easiest, and 

that it is dong the path of the descending dialectic that the mie philosopher stands out?" 



(p. 59). It is on the retum route that hermeneutics is likely to encounter critique, 

particularly the critique of ideology (Ricoeur, 198 1, p. 70), or of what I have been 

referring to as standpoint. 

The idea of appropriation implicit in Bilding resurfaces in Gadarner's descriptiot: 

of understanding as belonging. He talks about how understanding classical texts "will 

always involve more than rnerely historicaily reconstnicting the past 'world' to which the 

work belongs. Our understanding wiU always retain the consciousness that we too belong 

to that world, and correlatively, that the work too belongs to ow world" (Gadamer, 

1998f1975, p. 290). The objection might be raised that Gadarner's insights on historical 

texts are not applicable to contemporary works or cross-cultural dialogical situations, 

however not ody is Gadamer's hermeneutics shaped by a fundamentally dialogical and 

conversational mode1 of understanding, but a key coniponent of Gadarner's hermeneutics 

is its claim to universalism (Bernstein, 1983; Gadamer, 199811975). If we transpose 

Gadamer's insight on how to study classicai texts into a First Nations context, Gadarner is 

suggesting that understanding can be traced by the researcher's consciousness of 

belonging, where the subject matter spoken of and by FUS Nations people, speaks 

integrally to me me to it. Or, as Sanice Simcoe says, the "markers in conversation . . . 

show you are connected" (Conversation, Janice Simcoe). 

This radical c lah  of 'appropriation' is also at play in Gadarner's explanation of 

fusion of horizons. Gadarner ( 197511998) defhes horizon as "the range of vision that 

includes eveqthing that can be seen from a particuiar vantage point" (p. 3 02). Unlike 

other theorists, Gadamer believes that horizons are not fixed; they can open as weil as 

contract. Nietzsche and Husserl used the word horizon to denote the way "thought is 



tied to its finite determinancy" (Gadamer, 199811975, p. 302): as human beings, we see 

from within a standpoint and not from a transcendemal, omniscient point of view. A 

horizon is not a finite point, but more like a continuum in that "a person who has a horizon 

knows the relative significance of everythmg within this horizon" (Gadamer, 1 9981 1 975, p. 

302). A horizon is sornething into which we can move as well as being something that cm 

move with us. Rarely are there closed horizons (Gadamer, 1998/ 1975, p. 304). Gadarner 

therefore combines Husserl's and Nietzsche's understanding with his own: a horizon is 

finite, restncted to a particular t h e  and place, yet it cm aiso move. 

Following Gadarner's argument, to be able to understand another situation, for 

example, a historicai situation or a First Nations perspective, presupposes that we already 

have a horizon that lems us, as it were, towards that inquiry: "we must aiways already 

have a horizon in order to be able to transpose ourselves into a situation" (Gadarner, 

1998/1975, p. 305). When we speak of 'transposing' ourselves or 'putting ourselves in 

anothef s shoes' (walk a mile in my moccasins, says J O - h  Archibald (1 99 1 )), the 

connotation is that we are imagining ourselves in that situation. The question is: does this 

take place as if1 was the person or is it more of an dongside process? Are these two 

formulations distinct or ody subtie variations on one another? Does putting on another's 

shoes - or moccasins - irnply stepping inside their skin or their perspective or their 

worldview? 1s 'skin' identifiable with perspective or worldview? 

Gadamer says that transposing oneselfis not equivaient (as it is for 

Schleiermacher) with empathy (takuig on another person's character or 'skin', or what 

Native people refer to as a 'wa~abe'), nor does it mean subordinating another person to 

one's own hiaoricdy situated standards (also called ethnocentrism). Rather "it aiways 



involves rising to a higher universality that overcomes not only our own particularity but 

also that of the other . . . To acquire a horizon means that one l e m s  to look bevond what 

is close at hand - not in order to look away from it but to see it better, within a Iarger 

whole and in truer proportion" (Gadamer, 1998/1975, p. 305; emphasis added). This 

description articulates the requisite openness to new expenences that characterires 

phronesis. But it is arnbiguous on the nature of the universality; the interpretation that 

would be consistent with Gadamer's Mitings is that this higher universality a higher 

particularlity: a truth-in-itselfas well as a truth-for-me. It is that simultaneity that 

engenders movements in horizon or new learning. The problem arises when the question 

is asked: what about the other person's horizon? What kind of transformation is taking 

place there? 1s it being moved or changed through this dialogcal situation? And is that 

change being re-appropriated by the intepreter? Applied to a traditional research context 

of interpreter and participant, Gadamer's theory can account for the interpreter's 

responsibility, but is silent on the participant's understanding which, to be fùlly 

represented, would require the participant to undertake his or her own interpretation or 

inquiry. In other words, Gadamer's notion of appropriation cm only capture an individual 

act of understanding, and is not broad enough to truly embrace the dialogic spaces 

inbetween distinct and unique persons or cultures (sec Arendt, 1958 on distinctness and 

uniqueness as fundamental human traits). 

Gadamer's theory cari articulate the interpreter's responsibility to be transformed. 

Says Gadamer (1 97Yl998): " t  requires a special effort to acquire a hisoncal horizon . . . 

[to] listen to tradition [or argument] in a way that permits t to make its own meaning 

heard" (p. 304). Gadamer's theory explains why the researcher's insertion of self (rather 



than, for example, bracketing or removal of seiQ is necessary for understanding to take 

place. This orientation is particdarly applicable in a First Nations situation, where the 

interpreter needs to foreground his/her prejudices and existing horizons about 

conternporary First Nations people. Said's (1 978) analysis of the discourse of Orientalism 

rads like Francis' (1 992) account of the Vanishing uidian ideology; the shaping influence 

of discourse cannot be underestimated. The mark of genuine understandhg is a fusion of 

horizons: "in the process of understanding, a real fusing of horizons occurs - which means 

that as the historical horizon is projected, it is shultaneously superseded" (Gadamer, 

199811975, p. 307) such that "the horizon of the present is continuaily in the process of 

being fonned because we are continually having to test aii our prejudices" (Gadamer, 

1998f1975, p. 306). My question as to whether what a First Nations person says becomes 

part of my horizon goes back to appropriation as belonging. The interpreter is responsible 

for hearing and attending to what First Nations people actuaily Say, rather than projecting 

hidher own meaning onto those words. What constitutes a correct or defensible 

interpretation becomes a matter of argument, to be decided within a community of 

scholars, Native and non-Native, as well as, within a study, by the participants, who are 

simultaneously participants in the conversation, readers of the transcript and, if researcher 

and participant are open to it, critics and supporters of the 'write-up': in other words, 

CO-collaborators. 

The notion of a fusion of horizons, therefore, is sornewhat of a misnomer, in the 

sense that even 'correct' or (Gadamer's preferred word) 'right' interpretations are just that: 

interpretations. hterpretations belong to individuals. We are in the domain of the 

hermeneutical circle, a ckcle that Heidegger maintained is oot a vicious circle, but instead 



constitutes the grounds of understanding. The fusion takes place withh the interpreter's 

interpretation; it does not take place between people. Rather, fusion is what happens 

within an individual who is engaged in the process of understanding; this notion of 

appropriation is irreducible and inescapable in the research situation (Geertz, 1988). The 

word Gadamer uses to describe the common space between people or between interpreter 

and text, and which is distinguishable from fusion of horizons, is sache, or the subject 

matter. The notion of fusion of horizons can therefore be clarified to refer to an event of 

understanding that is necessarily constituted in an individual whose responsibility it is to 

arrive at a right understanding; by right, Gadamer means being afKected by and engaged 

with the subject matter, for without that, there is no understanding. Gadamer ( 199 1/ 193 1 ) 

conhns that this interpretation of his writings is correct: "the understanding that emerges 

is not pnmarily an understanding resulting from agreement with others but an 

understanding with 0nesel.f' (p. 65). 1 want to ~m now to descnbe the common or 

aiongside space, d e ,  of cross-cultural dialogue. 

Creating a Common Space of Understanding 

Whereas understanding takes place as an individual event (Gadamer, 1991/193 l), 

and interna1 dialogue provides one mode1 of how a fusion of horizons cornes about 

(Gadamer, 199 11193 1 ), genuine cross-cultural dialogue opens a common space of shared 

meaning. 1 am going to rely prirnarily on Gadarner to support this argument, because he 

focuses on reaching an agreement within spoken language; others who could contribute to 

this discussion are Arendt and Vico, whose separate but potentially related notions of a 

common space, locus comnzzinis, are centrai to their theories. 



While Aristotelian ethics innuenced Gadamer's intiision of contemporary meaning 

int O phronesis, Sullivan ( 1 98 9) argues that Gadamer evinces a stronger pull towards 

Plato, specifically towards Socrates' way of miving at an understanding - of the Good - 

through dialogue. Sullivan (1989) marks a disjuncture between Gadamer's earlier, more 

'politicai' writings influenced by Socrates and his later, more philosophical writings 

infiuenced by, among others, Aristotle, Heidegger and Hegel. I see more of a 

convergence of thought. While these scholarly disagreements may seem extraneous to this 

inquiry, 1 need to defend how Gadarner's habilitation thesis contains a distinction cmcial to 

my thesis, a distinction that though articulated in Tmth and Method is more transparent in 

Gadamer's first major attempt to corne up with a coherent theow of understanding. That 

distinction is between understanding (fusion of horizons, or appropriation) and the 

cornmon space of agreement. Collapsing the two (as 1 myself originally did in my research 

proposal) lads the researcher into riddles of representation and misappropriation. 

Separating hem, as Gadamer does, clarifies how a space can open up where agreement 

belongs to and is created by the interlocutors. 

Arendt ( 19%) points out how the "space of appearances" (p. 1 99) created by 

genuk.e political action, which includes dialogue, is transitory; the space vanishes as soon 

as the dialogue cornes to an end and individuals disperse. Bernstein (1983) objects to the 

theoreticai character of Gadamer's dialogicai model; he criticises it an unrealistic approach 

to how human flairs can be conducted in the 'red' world. The dialogical mode1 in praris, 

he argues, would be cumbersome and only provisional. My sense of educationai praris in 

the area of cross-cultural research and pedagogy, including curriculum design, is that 

dialogue is becorning the nom rather than the exception, or at least that is the direction in 



which many of us as educators are tqhg to move. The strength of the notion of a 

common space is its genuine, non-prescriptive nature; it is created in the presence (as 

opposed to absence) of distinct and unique individuais who corne to a shared agreement. 

Agreement cornes about from the desire to arrive at a shared understanding, which is often 

represented concretely in education in some kind of document or publication, yet the 

understanding itself arises and relates back to particular individuais. Moreover, the 

diaiogic space is continuaily being renewed and opened as new questions are 

foregrounded. So, as Rorty (1982) indicates, the irnponant thing is not that answers are 

found but that they are sought. Found answers lead to orthodoxy and a narrowing of 

vision; sought answen lead to dialogue and the serious entertainment of alternative, ofien 

competing and equaily compelliig, points of view. 

In Plato's Dialectical Ethics, Gadamer (1 99 111 93 1) argues "not that Plato's ethics 

are dialectical but rather that diaiectics are ethical" (Gadamer cited in Sullivan, 1989, p. 

120). Gadamer ( 1 99 111 93 1) arrives at this conclusion by examining "conversation and the 

way we corne to shared understanding" (p. 17). He contrasts Anstotle's episteme, which 

is "characterized by its lack of need for any explicit agreement on the part of a partner" 

(Gadamer, 199 11103 1, p. 18), with diaiectic. Gadanier's dialectic "lives fiom the power of 

a dialogical coming to understanding - from the understanding of others who go dong - 

and is sustahed every aep of its way by rnaking sure of the partner's agreement" 

(Gadamer, 199 lA93 1, p. 18). In a section entitied 'Degenerate Forms of Speech', 

Gadamer identifies ways in which agreement can be faisiiïed: by complying gregariously 

with what another says without really attending to the substance of the argumenq or by 

interrupting an objection and thereby forecloshg the possibility of a genuine agreement or, 



a position commonly advocated in post-modem discourse, taking refuge in the argument 

that merences are irreconcilable therefore we should agree to mutually and respectfùily 

disagree: 

One asserts the irreducibility of a difference of opinion in order no longer 

to be faced with the other person's contradiction as something that was 

rneant to be substantive. When one 'understands' the other person's 

disagreement - that is, explains it as a result of the Merence between 

his assumptions and one's own undiscussable assurnptions instead of 

(precisely) making those assumptions the subject of conversation - one 

excludes the other person in his positive function, as someone to whose 

substantive agreement and s h e d  understanding one makes a claim. 

Then the conversation ceases to be what it was: a process of corning to 

a shared understanding about the faas of the matter. (Gadamer, 199 11 193 1, p. 40) 

Genuine agreement in true Socratic spirit consists in the weighmg of arguments, 

particularly those that threaten to contradia one's position. On this account, "the inherent 

tendency of the intention of coming to an understanding is to want to do this precisely 

with the person whose pnor opinion contradicts one's thesis mon sharply" (Gadamer, 

199 11 1 93 1, p. 4 1) thus its potential usefulness for cross-cultural educational research and 

prmris. 

The arguments within a conversation, while they are things that we care about and 

believe are important to articulate, simultanwis~y need to be open to revision or 

refhement. To make headway in a conversation requires confronthg or being confronteci 

by "one's own logos in a testing way, onented toward fiee agreement or fiee opposition", 



something that may even require "disregard[ing] the fact that it is one's own logos1' 

(Gadarner, 199 1/193 1, p. 42; his emphasis). In this way, the subject matter open to 

discussion belongs not only to me but to both of us as interiocuton. If the purpose of 

reaching an agreement is genuine and not simply vocalizing one's own standpoint (listening 

to the 'music' of one's own voice), the agreement will also belong to both of us: 

Insofar as the search for the grounding that gives an accounting is a shared 

search and has the character of a testing, it operates, fundarnentally, not by 

one person's making an assertion and awaiting confirmation or contradiction 

by the other person, but by both of them testing the logos to see whether 

it is refûtable and by both of them agreeing in regard to its eventual refùtation 

or confirmation. Al1 testing sets up the proposition to be tested not as 

something for one person to defend, as belonging to him or her, and for the 

other person to attack as belonging to the other, but as sornething 'in the 

rniddle'. (p. 65) 

Withh the contemporary histoncity of a First Nations context, this exchange may 

often require a release on the part of the First Nations interlocutor. It demands a m a  that 

his or her words will be heard so the researcher can adduce a right meaning, that is, based 

on what was actudy said and not imputed to be said. It also requires a trust that the 

researcher will be able to didnguish which aspects of the argument are open to being 

argueci and conteaed and which are more irreducible, part of what Taylor (1989) c d s  an 

inescapable moral fhnework, here of belief or worldview. These are dso p~c ip les  of 

phronesis in a First Nations context. The kind of dialectic envisioned by Gadarner needs 

to take place in a comext created through awareness ofphrunesis: an awareness on the 



nonoNative researcher's part that "we are not you" (Denis, 1997) and that is not only to be 

expected but is conducive to understanding (more conducive than saying 1 am yod or 

even 1 am Wte you'). Alonn with this is an awareness on the Native person's part that the 

conversation takes place in an open space of human understanding rather than one 

foreclosed by a narrow histoncal homon shaped by the desire to vindicate or contradict. 

Ruth Cook points out how research in her view has been motivated by the latter: 'With 

ail the reseurch, wh4I do they aim to do with it? You kmw. we've been resemched to 

deaih. Andyou know why 1 think [they keep doing it]? Ihey're not gettzng the answers 

they w m .  'YOU hm, we 're just at the animal ievel. " I f  we said something like that, that 

would piease t h .  but b e c m e  we don?, they don't blow what to do with trs. At Zemt 

that 's how I'm begirtning to figure ii out" (Convenatioq Ruth Cook). 

In a sense, then, phrunesis is sensitive to the politics of difEerence (Taylor, 1992b) 

while dialectic is open to shared understanding. However, the second presupposes the 

ha: "Only people who have reached an understanding with themselves can be in 

agreement with others" (Gadamer, 199 111 93 1, p. 65) or as Nella Nelson advises 

upcorning teachers: Know thyself (Conversation, Nella Nelson). Only researchers who 

undentand they are inhabiting an alongside and not a stolen place, however 

well-intentioned the occupation, can perceive and enact this ciifference. in a cross-cultural 

context, this p ~ c i p l e  translates into an experience of being moved or transformed by a 

Fim Nations horizon so as to be open to further understandings (fusions of horizons). If 

the researcher accepts the responsibility to be moved, the participant also needs to be open 

to events of understanding, too. When research is conceived within a human bond, words 

as actions have reciprocal ramifications. These research experiences constitute for the 



researcher the prmis within which phronesis develops, as a way of knowing or 

approaching another person. In chapter five, 1 will develop these ideas m e r  in sharing 

the First Nations educators' thoughts, values and words, while in the next chapter 1 take 

up the question of moral frameworks within my own construal of questions of significance 

for First Nations identity. 

Conclusion 

Whereas Garver (1998) focuses on ethical reasoning in a textual mode, the 

Gadamer of 199 111 93 1 is concemed about the ethics of reasoning within the dialectical 

situation. Yet the contexts are comparable, for in writing we imagine an audience who 

will rad,  ponder and evaluate Our arguments, while in a didectical situation, we are 

similarly oriented towards another. The real audience for this thesis includes my 

c o d t t e e ,  among whom is a First Nations member, a Native Amencan intellectual.' It 

embraces the whole scholarly cornmunity. It is dso addressed to the Firn Nations 

educators in rny study, if they choose to read it, as well as to members of the First Nations 

community I am involved with. The audience is therefore r d ,  which makes the words 

and what they mean and what I want them to mean, rd as well. The effects or 

implications are 'authentic'. To an elder like Ruth Cook, this undentandhg is a simple 

mth; it is not stanling or new. We are responsible for what we say, whether that 

act/action of sajing is spoken or written. 

In the dialogical context of a conversation which, despite its looser connotation, 

shares with dialectic a focus on the subject matter, the purpose is to reach agreement. 

While the researcher is sensitive to protocols and to the social, political and historical 

context of distagreernent, the constmctive purpose is to reach a shared understanding, to 



create that transitory comrnon space, by way ofphronesis or principles of the ethics of 

reasoning such as: trust, involvement, caring, attending to prernises and being attentive to 

arguments' implications. In a way, this task is more demanding in conversation than in 

writing, for in writing, the researcher has time to deliberate whereas in conversation, 

he/she does not have that l m r y .  Deliberation precedes the conversation, yet it is also 

instantiated within it; whether one's deliberations will be tested cannot be predicted or 

planned beforehand although the researcher is responsible for attending beforehand to the 

implications of how his or her argument is fiamed. Fusions of horizon occur within the 

researcher dunng the conversation as well as before and aftenvard; they also occur in the 

participant although the researcher will only know that for sure if the participant shares 

about it. 

Conversation or dialectic is ethical because, if done rightly, the discussion or 

agreement is authentic. The genuine aspect of dialectic is that it opens a space - a 

common space - within which understanding may take place. Yet in order for 

understanding to take place, the interlocuton' understanding of the subject matter must be 

moved dong, which means that patronizing, coddhg, facile endorsement, as well as 

stilted questioning, work against authentic disagreement and agreement. Avoiding 

disagreement is as insulting as cultivating it. 

Arendt (1958) maintains that at a political level, this common space is only 

temporary: in existence for so long as the individuals were present and involved. She 

identifies the few tirnes in hiaory she believes it has been acnialized (Arendt, 1958, pp. 

192-207). As Sullivan (1989) persuasively argues, Gadamer sees an integrai relation 

between politics and dialectical ethics. A cross-cultural space of potential agreement cari 



be renewed with each encounter. Maintainhg good relations and understanding one's 

place in the interconnectedness of al1 things is an integral part of an Aboriginal 

understanding (see: Deloria, 199 1 a). Given this deeply-rooted belief, the possibilities for 

cross-culhirai dialogue between First Nations educators and any other 'ethnic' educator, 

are strong, provided the "right attitude" is present (Conversation, Ruth Cook). The 

integrai comection between hem and mind, where both are identified with thought, is a 

fundamental tenet of First Nations phiiosophy, and one that came up repeatedly in my 

conversations with ali of the educators. In leaniing to accept thoughtfil responsibility for 

Our actions, whether those actions take place in speech, dialogue or discoune, the creating 

of cornmon spaces is a potential reality in educational prmis. The key, as Janice Simcoe 

identifies, is 'lening' (viz. inviting and welcoming) First Nations voices in. 

Into dialogue. 



Chapter III: First Nations Contemporary Identity 

introduction 

This chapter is an interlude; a reflective pause; ruminations on contemporary 

Native identity fiom a particdar, outside perspective. These thoughts cany as much or as 

!&le weight as the reader, especidy the Native reeder, is +ilhg to gu i t  thefi, bu? the 

words have been composed carefùliy and thoughtfully. The chapter, upon looking back, 

dso supports what I heard in the conversations with educators. 

1 begin this chapter with my visit to Carr's exhibit at the Vancouver Art Gallery. 1 

was originally attracted to Carr's unique artistic rendition of nature and Native culture. 

What fascinated me was her outsider status. A rnarginalized figure, she never fully 

beionged within Western culture. In hindsight, this attraction was no accident. It relates 

to my own story and an almost parallei joumey into a Native cornmunity. What brought 

me to the exhibition was Daniel Francis' interpretation of Cam's work: Cam the 

documenter of what society believed to be a Vanishing Indian. 

I approached Carr's paintings on this occasion with a contemplative and detached 

perspective, one informed by my experiences with First Nations conternporaries: living 

people who 1 have corne to respect and love, not artifacts enclosed within the covers of a 

book or the w d s  of a museum. Like a First Nations writer 1 know who confessed to 

admiring W.P. Kinseila's stylistic prose while being repelled by his depiaion of the 

Hobeema people, 1 marvefled at the artistic integrity of Carr's paintings yet also noticed, 

p W y  and irrevocably, the absence of living Native people. Ody one painting, 

stylistically derivative, was graced with the presence of a Native family. 



I was particdarly stnick with two paintings that were physically close enough for 

me to notice that the same totem appeared in both. The earber painting shows a totem as 

one feature among a realisticaily rendered background of longhouse, church spire and 

village. Carr's revised painting of the same totem replaces that mimetic background with 

abstraction: the swaths and deep colors characteristic of her work. Thus thrown into 

sharp reliec the sarne totem stands alone in a de-populated landscape. And yet it is dive. 

It emanates a spintual energy. 

When I began witing this chapter, these juxtaposed paintings resonated in my 

rnind. I wondered how the myth of the vanished lndian could be articuiated with such 

beauty and grace. The paintings were certainly a contrast to Carr's words. From the 

museum table strewn with Carr's books, I perused a chapter fiom Klee Wvck. Carr 

describes in an irnaginatively lirnited and graphic way her perceptions of a Nuu-chah-nulth 

family. While reading Pauia Gunn Men's (1 998) autobiography, Cads painted images 

resurfaced. GUM Alien's prose is replete with references to a disappearing Indian. In 

nirveying the writings of contemporary Fim Nations authors, I wonder what 

contemporary 'artifacts' are being composed for future generations, generations like my 

own children who are Heiltsuk yet also inherit my own unaniculated identity fiom an 

'invisible culture' (Phillips, 1 %3)? How do modem indigenous writers communicate 

identity? What spirit or worldview is being narrated? In what language or metaphors? 

With what intention? With what voices? 

Paula Gunn Men's (1 998) autobiographical ruminations as a Pueblo-Lakota 

woman are interwoven with images of a receding indian: 



A student said something that forced me to contemplate a world 

without Indians. He said that the eider people knew that we were 

disappearuig, and when something is ending, it gets smaller. He said it's 

like a shutter on a camera, the opening grows smaller as it closes. That is 

why, he said, so many of us have begun to write: to write everything down 

so that there wili be a record. 

The student is the second chief of his tribe, the Narragansett . . . 

readying himseif to research and record everytiung he cm about his own 

tribe . . . 

The class let out afler five o'clock. I left the U.C. Berkeley campus 

w a l h g  down Telegraph toward the parking lot. As 1 walked, I saw 

people going pas me. 1 saw the shops, the goods on dispiay in the 

windows. 1 went by restaurants and coffeehouses. Nowhere did 1 see 

an Indian, an item produced by or even reminiscent of Indians, a food 

or beverage for sale that was identified in my mind, or the rninds of 

those othen around me, as Indian. Coffee is Indian, but not really. 

Corn, rurkey, tomatoes. Pumpkin, chili, tortillas. So many things. 

But no Indian visible anywhere, not even me. 

Less than twenty-four hours later, 1 di haven't begun to deal 

with his remark. (p. 36) 

Gum Men wrote this piece in the 1960's. Her mon recent book, a coiiection of 

autobiographical essays that Uicludes this earlier piece, is like a writing of everything 

down, everythuig, that is, about herseif as a contemporary Native person. In a more 



recent essay in that collection, she s M s  her concem with a receding lndian into another 

fiamework: "One of the major issues facing twenty-fit-century Native Arnericans is how 

we, multicultural bv definition - either as Native Amencan or Amencan hdian - will retain 

our 'indiamess' while participahg in global society" (Gum M e n ,  1998, p. 6; my 

emphasis). For Gunn Allen, hdianness, among which she inchdes tribal affiliations, exists 

within a multicultural and thus for her, k i n g  context. Her book is significantly titled: 

Off the Reservation: Reflections on Boundaw-Bustins. Border-Crossing Loose Canons. 

Elizabeth Cook-Lynn, on the other hand, has been described as "one of the most 

authentic of Native American 'tribal' voices" (Bruchac, 1987, p. 57). She asks the sarne 

question as GUM Allen but fiarnes it differently: "Does the Indian a o q  as it is told now 

end in rebinh of Native nations as it did in the past? Does it help in the deveiopment of 

worthy ideas, prophecies for a future in which we continue as tribal peo~le who maintain 

the legacies of the past and a sense of optimism? . . . What is Native htellectualism . . .? 

Who are the intellectuals? . . . Does it matter how one uses language and for what 

purpose? Who knows :he answers to these questions? Who believes it is important that 

they be posed?" (Cook-Lynn, 1998, pp. 134, 135; her emphasis). For Cook-Lynn, the 

decisive frarnework is tribal. Cook-Lynn's framework carries the authority of tradition. 

Gunn Allen's formulation involves a shift in understanding; most Native people I know 

resist being included under the mbnc of a multicultural nation (Janice Simcoe, Personai 

communication, November 26, 1999: Lyn Daniels, Persona1 communicatioa Marc h 19. 

2000; see also: Moses & Goldie, 1998, p..YXViii: "most Native writers are . . . speaking 

fint to their own community"). This fact is cornmonplace at least in Canada where 

nid t kdturalism is official govement policy, that is, colonial policy (see: KamboureUi 



(2000) on the colonialisrn of Canada's legislated rnulticulturalism) . Multiculturalism has 

different nuances and history in an Amencan context, yet the fundamental dserence in 

approach between Cook-Lynn and Gunn Allen remains, even taking this difference into 

account. With Native people increasingly occupying positions of leadership and innuence, 

how Native identity is being articulated is becoming a focal concem of Native intellecnial 

criticism (see: Alfred, 1 999; Cook-Lynn, 1996, 1998; Deloria, 199 1 a); it is also the topic 

of contemporary Native fiction (see for example: Wagamese, 1997). For Cook-Lynn 

(1996)- identity ought to be shaped consciousabIy: First Nations people cannot swim 

complacentiy in the waters of Lethe, barely hearing the "soft raindrops on shrouded 

drums" (p. 146). Like Cook-L~M, 1 want to draw attention to how First Nations identity 

is being articulated: the mediation of identity through language and voice. 

In the previous chapter, I spoke of the necessity to attend to the words of First 

Nations people. Drawing on Charles Taylor, 1 nevertheless tum to my own Western 

tradition to h e  my understanding of contemporary identity. If 1 was to turn to a Native 

scholar, Deloria would be one of my firn choices. He has woven an account of 

contemporary indigenous identity within Abonginal epiaemology (Deloria, 1985, 199 1 a). 

However, I am attempting to establish consonances between two different cultures, 

philosophies, and worldviews. 1 am acutely aware of keeping my cross-cultural situation 

in mind so as to rnake rny argument stronger in the way that Gadarner (197511998) 

describes. It is not as if1 can stand outside of either tradition, Western or First Nations, 

and choose when to use one and when to use the other. 1 begin in Western tradition, 

mvel into indigenous temtory, and my bridges get constnicted the more I read and 



reflect. 1 test how weil my bridges are supponed against the cornmunity of First Nations 

educators whose voices 1 hear as I write and re-wrîte. 

One of my purposes is to suggest a direction in which a productive dialogue on 

contemporary Native identity can move. 1 am not speaking for my participants in the 

writing of this chapter, 1 am speaking with my own voice. Yet 1 am Listering to what they 

say. Knowing how to communicate with one another so as to keep the dialogue open 

requires that we liaen and respond with an open rnind and heart. No voice has been 

exciuded. 1 pray that my own words oEer strength, especially for Our - my husband's and 

my - own Heiltsuk children, who also hherit my tradition(s), one(s) that 1 myseîfam still 

in the process of articuiating. 

Frameworks We C a q  

Taylor ( 1989) identifies how frameworks define a person's orientation towards the 

world: "identity is defined by the commitments and identifications which provide the 

tiame or horizon within which I can try to determine f?om case to case what is good" (p. 

27). A fmmework is ontologically basic, and provides answers to the "space of questions" 

in which we Live (Taylor, 1989, p. 29); it even tels us the nght questions to ask (Gadamer, 

1 998/ 1975; Taylor, 1985, 1989). Selves exist within a set of constitutive concems or 

questions (Tayior, 1989, p. 50). These quenes are posed w i t h  "a horizon of 

significance" (Taylor, 1992q p. 68). As Native writers, GUM Men and Cook-Lynn stand 

within the same horizon. Yet they articulate different fiaxneworks. Gunn Men celebrates 

hybrid identities dong with tnial ones; she has a multicdtural focus. Cook-Lym says 

there is no Native being if it is not tribally distinctive. 



ï h e  word or horizon of Nativet has becorne a sort of shonhmd. It irnplies there is 

or can be an equivalent and shared Native identity. This assumption originates, in a 

positive sense, from a comrnon purpose: we are al in this [fight against coloniaiism] 

together. Resistance to coloniaiism is one of the def ing characteristics of a tribal 

perspective (see: Adams, 1995; O* 198 1). The problem Cook-Lynn (1 996) sees is 

that whereas resistance once took place in a context of outright coercion, Native people 

now opt to pursue education in academic institutions and voluntarily seek careers within 

bureaucratic organizations. AEed (1 999) argues that contemporary colonialism exias in 

a more dangerous guise. The worst thing that can happen is being co-opted or 

successfully assimilated; a tribal horizon thereby becomes loa or muted (see: Deloria & 

Lytle, 1985; 1 first heard the word 'muted' while in conversation with Ianice Sirncoe). 

This danger is a real one (Lyn Daniels, Personal communication, March 19, 2000). 

Another danger is of t h i s  happening while paradoxicdy retaining one's Native identity, in 

other words, the fear that Native people who are successful within 'systems' are not 

speaking fiom a place of the hart. The heart comects thought with emotion and rests on 

a spirihial comection to land and community. Systems is a word Fim Nations educators 

use to refer to mainstream organizations, the kind that overwhelm or 

"drownN(Conversation, Janice Simcoe) identity rather than suppon it. 

Aoki (1989,2000) asks why it is that the being in human being nayed and 

becoming was ousted. Why, he asks, are we not caiied human becomuigs, instead of 

human beings. He was drawing attention to the epistemological and ontologicai 

foundations of language; the fact that Western epistemology favors presence over absence, 

unity over diversity, nasis over transformation. First Nations people understand the close 



conneaion between change and tradition (Conversation, Ruth Cook). The present tense 

of the verb in the phrase "My teachings tell me" communicates the contemporary presence 

of tradition as weU as indicating that First Nations identity can successfully accommodate 

change. 

Metaphors of becoming, of comtructing, shaping, weaving, braiding, journeys and 

rnigrating abound in First Nations discourse, but not all metaphors corne from an 

Aboriginal fiamework. Gunn Men (1998), for exarnple, uses the image of confluence. 

Confluence is a place where four rivers meet. It is also the four roads she remembers nom 

childhood that met at one intersection. Metaphorically the roads are herself; the four parts 

of her identity symbohzing her multiple limage: "Because the course of rnv farniiy river 

has been diverse, 1 have no central myth or legend, no single point of view, to enclose me" 

(Gunn Men, 1998, p. 207: her emphasis). Nevertheless she rememben her Lakota 

mother telhg her: "Never forget that you are Indian". At no the,  says Ailen, was she 

told: "Never forget you are part hdian" (GUM Men, 1998, p. 182). The several parts 

that make up Gunn M e n  - Lakota, Pueblo, Lebanese, Irish, Jewish - are like pieces of a 

patchwork blanket, another metaphor she uses (Gunn Men, 1998, p. 209), yet each piece 

is complete and experienced as one whole. The star blanket does have a sacred 

significance (see: Medicine, 1983) yet the way in which Gunn Ailen (1998) uses it cornes 

more kom a modem usage: "There's more than one way to be an Indian" (p. 13). One of 

those ways is being a whole mixed-blood and having a rndticultural lndian identity. 

Gunn Ailen shares with the early Wagamese a conception of identity as 

constructeci. This identity is in large part constructed by the individual. 



Kee~er 'n Me is a fictional autobiography of how Richard Wagamese (1994) 

r e m s  as an adult to his native comrnunity f i e r  being found by his brother. Social 

SeMces broke up the famiy and placed the young child Richard with a white farnily. 

Wagamese (1996) narrates the story of when he was eleven. A cousin in his adopted 

famiiy asked him: "Did you used to be Indian?" (Wagamese, 1996, p. 135). Wagamese 

(1996) remembers that question; when he was older, it provoked him to reflect on his 

identity. Wagamese (1996) admits that his Indianness untii he was a teenager had been 

formed by three sources: television, textbooks and movies. It took him twenty years to 

re-connect with his "culniml base" (Wagamese, 1996, p. 136). He tells of the many 

stereotypical images he tried on for size in that joumey: "long braids, lots of turquoise 

jeweiry, fringed vests, beaded jackets, moccashs, and an outrageously militant attitude"; 

"the h a n  professional image of the Indian", militant but well-dressed; the incarceration 

penod of the "devil-rnay-are, drugged, alcoholic, 1-never-got-a-break-from-society 

redity", and finally, the person he is today (Wagamese, 1996, p 136). He writes: "For a 

number of years I wandered around believing that 1 needed to find the ONE true Indian 

reality" (Wagamese, 1996, p. 136; emphasis in the original). He concludes that Indian 

identity is really what you make of it, aithough his ment writings show a deepening 

commitment to traditional teachings: "When I write today, I &te as an Ojibway man. 

When 1 pray, I pray in the manner of my people. 1 dance, sweat, offer tobacco and define 

myselfas an Aboriginal man. And in my Me, the day-in day-out motions of existence. 1 

draw the perimeters of that Iife dong Abonginal lines" (Wagamese, 2000, p. 5). On the 

years of his separation tiom home, Wagamese (2000) says: 'Wone of us use to blame for 

history's effects on our families, communities, nations or ourselves. But we are 



responsible for healing those effects. And we are responsible for each other. That's truth, 

that's traditionai, that's Aboriginal" (p. 5). 

Contemporary Native identity is marked by multiplicity. Multiplicity can mean the 

multiple identities subsisting w i t h  one person. These identities can be competing ones, 

such as white and Indian. But they can also be the successful combining of contemporary 

gendered and political roles with a Native one, such as GUM Men's (1 998) 

self-identification as Lakota, Lebanese, Amencan and lesbian, or Beth Brant's (1992) as 

Mohawk, political, traditional, and lesbian. Nor do white or Western and Indian need to 

be competing; JO-Ann Archibaid (1990) recounts the aory of Coyote and his mismatched 

eyes. She uses his eyes as a metaphor for how contemporary Native people are iduenced 

by approaches from two worlds, and need to h d  a balance or bridge between them, 

without eliminating their ciifference. Men (1 998), by nationality or inclination, would 

disagree with the bi-cultural thesis; "we are global by blood, by law, and by injection. 

Arnerican through and through" (p. 5). 

Multiplicity can also mean the multiple ways of being Native, ways that have 

recently divided Native people from one another, iike the Yukon struggie in the seventies 

and eighties over the govenunent's terminology of starus and non-status (APTN 

[Aboriginal Peoples' Television Network] television program, February, 2000). 

Eventudy, Yukon Native people made their peace with one another and uniteci under one 

banner. Ln doing so, they went against current govemment practices. Thomas King calls 

Native identity a "pretty nasty can of worms" (in Lutz, 199 1, p. 108). He claims the belief 

in a peculiariy Native identity or reality is chunerical because contemporary Native peuple 

corne Eom and live within many difrent backgrounds, experîences, and realities: 



This definition - on the bais of race . . . makes a rather large 

assumption . . . It assumes that the matter of race imparts to the Native 

writer a tribal understanding of the universe, access to a distinct culture, 

and a literary perspective that is unattainable by non-Natives. In our 

discussions of Native literature, we try to imagine that there is a racial 

denominator which full-bloods raised in cities, hall-bloods raised on 

f m s ,  quarter-bloods raised on reservations, Indians adopted and 

raised by white famiiies, indians who speak their tribal language, 

Indians who speak oniy English, traditiondy educated Indians, 

university-trained Indians, Indians with linle education, and the like 

ail share. We know, of course, that there is not. (King, 1990, pp. x-xi) 

The "sheer number of cultural groups in North America, the variety of Native languages, 

and the varied conditions of the various tribes" should belie the notion of a mystical 

unified Indian identity, says King (1990, p. xi). Yet even the most hybrid of modem 

articulations presupposes a core of Native identity. This core is tribal. The most basic 

meaning of tribal is hawig Native blood and Native family connections; while the word 

'blood' carries racial overtones, for a First Nations person, it speaks more to a 

comectedness to the things that impart a way of We: the spirit world, water, land, family, 

culture and language (Ron Wilson, Personal communication, March 2000). While I 

explain one meaning of tribal in the following section, I am later going to develop 

something called a tribal Mework ,  a way of l o o b g  at - as weiI as experiencing - reality. 

That fhmework presupposes an acceptance of tribal understanding. 



An Authentic Tribal Core 

Cook-Lynn (1996) States in speaking of her own tribe: "One cannot be a Lakota 

unless one is related by the lineage (blood) niles of the riospuye"; the riospaye are the "reai 

hship" ties (p. 94). Harry Assu, chief of the Cape Mudge people, reiterates that "you 

have to have Indian blood in you before vou can applv to be a mandl member" (Assu & 

Inghs, 1989, p. 10 1). He distuiguishes this cnterion from the govermnent's creation of 

"legal Indians": "Indian men who took theû share of band funds and pulled out of Cape 

Mudge to live somewhere else (fianchised) [who] cm come back now to live here with 

their families. Most of them live outside where they wanted to be, but a few will come 

back" (Assu & Inghs, 1989, pp. 100- 10 1 ); Assu's words intirnate the strain legal 

categories impose on an originaliy cohesive cornrnunity. Both Assu (Assu & Inglis, 1989) 

and Clutesi (1990) speak of a pre-Contact time when peoples were "closely knit" (Clutesi, 

1990, p. 165); when maniages and adoptions between tribes were a way of keeping the 

peace and maintainhg relationships (Assu & inglis, 1989). Clutesi (1 990) notes that: 

In the old Indian Act, there was a law which forbade an Indian to live 

on a neighbouring tribeis reserve if'his name was not on that band's book, 

on pain of a penalty or a jail term. It did not matter about the man's former 

ties with that tribe. This law alone was most effective in creating a rift 

between the peoples who were so closely knit together but a generation 

ago. It engendered misunderstanding, d i m m  and rank jealousy. It was 

laws like these that were instrumental in pulling down and degrading a 

once-proud race. (p. 165) 



Native communities had theû own ways of saying which traditions, which views, which 

culture was theirs, while keeping their doors open to relationships of kinship and 

fnendship with other nations. 

Janet Campbell Hale's (1993) autobiography is teliingly entitled Bloodiines: 

Odvssey of a Native Dauhter. On a visit back to the Coeur dlAlene reservation where 

she was born, Hale (1993) responds to a teacher who asks ifshe was able to maintain her 

"ethic identity" while Living in New York: "Or, he asked, was that important to me 

anymore. I answered that 1 am as Coeur dlAlene in New York as 1 am in Idaho, that it is 

something that is an integral part of me" (p. xix). Yet as the subtitie subtly implies, this is 

a story not of centripetal influences, but a joumey, an odyssey, a wandenng away Eom, 

even a conscious and pauiful decision to separate from, her native community: "1 can 

never live here, where I came from", says Haie (1993) to her daughter (p. 185); "1 dont 

even know what it's iike to have a place in my own tribal community" (p. 186). It 

represents the story of that unwritten Native person, the edranchised legal Indian that 

Assu assumes prefers assimilation over tribal existence, the one who voluntarily lefi the 

comrnunity and its ties behind. Hale (1993) considers herser "part of an intertribal urban 

Indian community" (p. 186). Why then is her book called Bloodlines? 

Hale joumeys into her past, particularly into her relationship with her mother, who 

lefi the reserve when Hale was ten: 'Wone of us wouid ever iive there again though my 

parents mauitained strong ties" (Hale, 1993, p. xviii). It is aiso primarily about her 

identification with a grandmother she never knew but consciously sought out. She found 

her grandmother and listened to the story she to14 then she visded the place where a 

massacre took place. Her grandmother, though Coeur d'Alene, happened to be travelling 



with Nez Perce Chief Joseph. In what was later called the Great Flight of 1877, Amencan 

soIdiers chased the Nez Perce. The chase ended in massacre at the Bear Paw 

battieground. Her grandmother miracdously escaped. Even though Hale identifies herself 

with an intertribal comrnunity, the significant horizon of her Native being cornes Eom her 

ancestral blood connections with her grandrnother and thus fiom her own Coeur d'Alene 

blood. Furthemore, this blood connection is recognized by Hale's home comrnunity. 

When the Coeur dlAlene Tribal School invited her to visit, a Coeur d'Alene teacher at the 

tribal school encouraged her: "You be sure and corne home again" (Hale, 1993, p. xxi). 

The way in which blood lines cany an ancestral past is captured by Momaday, 

w hose Kiowa identity is an unquestioned aspect of his being : "My n m e  is Tsooi-talee. 1 

am. therefore. Tsoai-fatee; therefore l am" (Momaday, 1 976, [p. il; italics in the original 

to s i g w  spoken words). Momaday calls the "burden of memory" a "racial" memory, a 

recoilection of the past carried in one's genes or blood (Momaday, 1989, pp. 20-2 1). 

When asked by Woodard what evidence he has that this burden of memory exias, 

Momaday replies he has seen it in the old people. It is a memory not within their lifetime 

but of long ago. The rnemory is of migration, moving over the Bering Strait and the 

continent in search of a home. The word Kiowa or K w h  means coming out; the Kiowa 

origin aory tells of the people coming out into the world through a hollow log: "it was 

their tirne, and they came out into the light, one after another . . . it gave them to h o w  

that they were and who they were" (Momaday, 1976, p. 1). Momaday shares with 

Woodard that there are times "when 1 think about people wallang on ice with dogs p&g 

travois, and 1 donit know whether it's sornething that I'm imagining or something that 1 



remernber. But it comes d o m  to the same thinq" (Momaday, 1989, p. 22; emphasis 

added). 

Momaday is most often quoted for saying that being Indian is more of an act of 

imagination than anythmg else (Gunn Men, 19%; Owens, 1992); the source given for that 

citation is his autobiography, The Names. I read Mornaday's words dzerently. 

Momaday (1976) says: "In general my narrative is an autobiographical account. 

Specifically it is an act of the imagination. When 1 tum my mind to my early life, it is the 

imaginative part of it that comes first and irresistibly into reach, and of that part 1 take 

hold. This is one way to tell a aory. In this instance it is my way, and it is the wav of mv 

peode" (p. [il; emphasis added). He continues: "1 have tried to write in the same way, in 

the same spirit" as his ancestor Pohd-lohk who started off a story by being quiet and then 

saying "Ah-keahde, They were campingt'. Momaday (1976) begins his story in the same 

way: "Imagine: They were camping" (p. [il). Momaday is articulating a complex 

relationship between imagination, ancestry and identity, one that is not the same as saying 

that imagination and invention are interchangeable, that identity and its metaphon can be 

puiled out of thin air. The grounding of metaphors in an Aboriginal worldview will 

become apparent in chapter five, when 1 look at metaphors the First Nations educaton 

used. Cook-Lynn (1996) agrees that: "Tt is important to say that the business of claiming 

indigenousness and inventing supportive mythology is an activity of the human 

imagination. No one argues that the declaration of one's identity is not an imaginative act 

. . . Al1 imaginative writing and even nonfictional work defines truth and belief as the 

partidar writer knows it, otherwise it is simply hitiess activity" (p. 37). At issue is the 

quality or 'authenticity' of the imaginative act, a thesis 1 will develop as the ethics of voice. 



The image of diaspora or migration is expressed differently in Momaday than in 

GUM Men (1 998). Momaday's is a description of identity, of how a people dispersed into 

the world, whereas for Men, migration is a metaphor, a way of constructing or 

understanding the corning together of separate identities. Aithough Allen (1 998) identifies 

migration as a metaphor from her indigenous ancestors, it is interwoven with images from 

other times and places: "Migration, it seems, was in Our blood f?om eariiest times, for 

some of the people migrated across the trans-Alpine ridge into western Europe, ti:ence to 

the British Isles, to eventudy become the Celt-Scottish, Welsh, Comish, Somerset, and 

Irish. Some found themselves on the Iberian peninsula, to eventudy become the Spanish. 

And some would intempt Odysseus and Aeneas on tbeir jomeys as goddesses bent on 

keeping the heroes from home and empire" (p. 3). Whereas in articulating the "great 

restlessness" he saw in his father, a different source for metaphor is clear when Momaday 

(1976) says: "1 believe that this restlessness is somethg in the blood. The old f?ee Life of 

the Kiowas on the plains, the deep impulse to run and rove upon the wild earth, cannot be 

given up easily; perhaps it cannot be given up at ail. 1 have seen in the old men of the 

triie, especiaiiy, a look of longing, and - what is it? - dread. And ifdread is the nght 

word, it is a grave thing, graver than the fear of death; it is perhaps the dread of being, of 

having been in some dark predestination, held still, and in that profoundly sharned" (p. 36). 

Momaday's description discloses a Link between identity and the world. Language, myth 

and being impart a particular Kiowa woridview. 

The challenge facing wntemporary Native inteUectuals and writers, Cook-Lynn 

(1 996) asserts, is reclaiming indigenous metaphors: "Indigenous peoples are no longer in 

charge of what is imagineci about them, and this means that they can no longer fieely 



imagine themselves as they once were and they might becorne. Perhaps a separation of 

culture and place and voice has never been more contexnialired in modernity than it is for 

Indians today. This means that the literary metaphors devised for the purposes of 

illumination belong more often than not to those outside of the traditional spheres" (p. 

143). Ortiz ( 198 1) optimistically speaks of actualizing Indian nationalisrn through the 

English language, while Maria Campbell, becoming hstrated with expressing herseif in 

English, visited an elder who told her: English has no mother, so what you need to do is 

put the mother back into it (Lu& 1991, p. 49). The right kind of imagination or metaphor 

is a necessary, even a critical component of, tribal identity. 

Family recognition that you are indeed who you say you are, necessarily 

accompanies asserthg a blood connection. The significance to Native people of 

geneologies, oral and written, speaks to the close link between blood ties and names: 

famiiy narnes, given names, ancestral names. Geneologies are protocol in feast and 

potlatch programs; the communal memory, as represented in the community members, 

acts as witness to the validity of claimed comections. Native people commonly know or 

come to know one another by where they come f'iom, that is, by which tnbe or nation they 

belong to and who their relations are @on Wilson, Personal communication, October 

1999). This fom of self-identification communicates that for that individual, tribal 

atnliation is sigdicant. Kinship and family ties matter. 1 use the word kinship because it 

connotes closeknit family and extended family connections; the two words - ùnmediate 

and extended family - are synonymous for Fust Nations people. Kinship is also a word 

that Native writers themselves use. Native people instead say 'family'. 1 am not using the 

word 'kinship' in an anthro pological sense, but as Delona (1 99 1 a) understands it : 



Even the most severely eroded Indian community today still has a 

substantial fiagrnent of the old ways left and these ways are to be 

found in the Indian famiy. Even the badly shattered families preserve 

enough elements of kinship so that whatever the expenences of the 

Young, there is a sense that We has some u m f j ~ g  principles which 

can be discerned through expenence and which guide behavior. This 

feeling, and it is a strong emotional feeling toward the world which 

transcends beliefs and information, continues to gnaw at American 

Indians throughout their lives. (p. 2 1) 

With blood and family ties also cornes a spintual bond to the land, one that 

translates into a "moral topography" (Taylor, 1989) of deeply imprinted images of names, 

ancestors, stones and history. Cruikshank (1990), who UiteMewed four Yukon fernale 

elders, noticed that the women's memones mapped onto ancestral knowledge; they 

associated particular aories with actuai places. Hany Assu's autobiography is fdled with 

names that establish the integral connection between land, history, identity, and 

contemporary land claùns: 

At M e ~ e s  Bay, which we cal1 ' 2 4  that means Big Bay, there 

wouid be three to four hundred people camped on each side of Mohun 

Creek. That was a big s m e r  camp, and Our people came from al i  over 

for the fishing. Oh., there used to be a lot of fish there - pinks and coho 

going up the streams. And it was a great place for bemes in the summer. 

When I was around twelve years old, 1 saw two or three carved 

poles standing in the graveyard on the south side of Mohun Creek in 



Menzies Bay. It was our custom in those early days to put the body in 

a box with big cedar planks for a lid. There was painting on the top to 

show the family history. (Assu & uighs, 1989, pp. 27-28) 

Cook-Lynn (1996) documents how the American Termination Act niptured this link 

between land and identity for haif of the tribes by forcing them to relocate. The Trail of 

Tears was the direct result of President Jackson's ultimatum to the Cherokee people; 

Jackson defied Chief Justice Manhail's Suprerne Court decision, which supported the 

Cherokee position. Canadian colonialism also contains many examples of forced 

relocation that interrupted and destroyed a balance Native people had between themselves 

and their hornelands. Hartmut Lutz and Maria Campbell discussed how spirit is comected 

with place. Campbell suspects the reason Europeans who emigrated to Canada lost that 

connection was because of the constant movements and forced relocations, the continuai 

s e v e ~ g  throughout history of the bonds between a people and a place (see: Lutz, 199 1, 

p. 59). Ianice Simcoe and I had an dmost identical conversation, with Ianice 

independently reiterating what Maria Campbell also believes (Conversation, Janice 

Simcoe). 

Alfred (1999), a Mohawk scholar, argues that Native identity flows from three 

elements: blood connection, family acknowledgement of that corneaion, and spiritual 

imprinting firom a particdar place on earth (Alneci, Personal communication, November, 

1999). In contemporary discourse this argument is sornetimes reversed. A felt connection 

with Natives, Native communities or the land onginates in "a sense subhe/ûf something 

far more deeply interfiised" ( W i a m  Wordsworth, "Lines Composed Above Tintem 

Abbey," lines 97-98). In arguments like these, validation of an authentic connection 



radiates primarily from an inward source. E d e  (1995) explains the spiritual role of 

inwardness in tribal understanding: 

Abonginal epistemology is groundd in the self, the spirit, the 

unknown. Understanding of the universe must be grounded in the 

spirit. Knowledge must be sought through the Stream of the inner 

space in unison with ail instruments of knowing and conditions that 

make individuals receptive to knowing. Ultimately it was in *e self 

that Abonginal people discovered great resources for coming to grips 

with lifeis myaeries. It was in the selfthat the richest source of 

information could be found by delving into the metaphysical and 

the nature and origin of knowledge. Aboriginal epiaemology speaks 

of pondering great mysteries that Lie no h h e r  than the self. (p. 108) 

A tribal self invokes Aboriginal epistemology, which rests on the interconnectedness of 

self and community with the human and non-human world as well as with the spirit world 

and the unknown. Traditionai epistemology understood the "remarkable sense of how 

things worked together" and of the importance of "relationships and correspondences" 

(Delona, 199 la, p. 30). The danger lies in an inward journey eclipsing a person's roots 

and the living connection to them. The ease with which non-Natives clah a shamanistic 

Native identity cornes fiom their failure to appreciate that a Native understanding relies on 

a particular epistemology that comes fiom blood, f d y  and territory An inwardly felt 

connection also needs to be accompanied by outward recognition: the public confhation 

of an inward identification. Wendy Rose criticizes white shamanism for precisely this 

reason: as a Native person, she refuses to gant recognition to an identity that rests solely 



on identification: "It is incubent upon Euroamerica . . . to rnake the whiteshamans and 

their foilowers understand that their 'nght' to use matenal kom other cultures stems fiom 

those cultures, not from themselves . . . so as not to confuse their impressions with the reai 

article" (p. 41 7; emphasis added). This distinction between identity and identification, 1 

think, is one way to clarify what identity means to Native people as opposed to what some 

people outside Native culture understand by and identify with in Native spiritual beliefs 

and practices. 

Modem Identitv: The Dangers of an Lndividualistic Ethic 

The framework that shapes an individual's understanding of identity often rernains 

inarticulate. By inarticulate, 1 mean that we are unaware of it until impelled to articulate 

it. Inarticulacy also corresponds with the myaenous inchoate wealth of meaning from 

which we pull out language to express what we instinaively sense or perceive. Vygotsky, 

for example, distinguishes between a word's 'meaning' and its 'sense'. Meaning is 

referential, whereas sense accompanies inner speech: "a word is so sanirated with sense 

that many words would be required to explain it in extemal speech" (Vygotsky cited in 

Brinon, 1970, p. 63). We can find words to express what we want to Say, but the 

saturation itse& though tangibly felt, remains inexpressible. 

Ricoeur (1973) makes a simiiar distinction in speaking about language and 

creativity. The intended meaning is what can be "transposed from one semiotic çystem 

into another"; the signified "is untranslatable in principle" (Ricoeur, 1973, p. 99). 

Discourse is an infinite process "in the sense that the boundary between the expressed and 

the unexpresseci endlessly keeps receding" (Ricoeur, 1973, p. 100). Vygotsky d s  the 

inexpressible the "realm of shadows": "1 have forgotten the word 1 intended to say, and 



my thought, unembodied, r e m s  to the realm of shadows" (cited in Britton, 1 970, p. 64). 

It is this mysterious and spiritual redm of huer thought that infonns Taylor's (1989, 

1 992a) recovery of modem identity. Part of his intention in The Sources of the Self is to 

"explore the background picture of our spiritual nature" (Taylor, 1989, 

p. 3). This mynenous aspect of identity is well-known to Abonginal epistemology and 

Native people (Archibald, 1990; Delona, 199 1 a; Ennine, 1993, except that it is more 

often referred to in an affirmative way, as a presence (Ermine's (1995) tmst in the 

'unknown'), rather than as an absence (Vygotsky's 'shadows'). 

1 wili describe the interlocking parts of Taylor's argument on contemporary 

identity: the "siide into subjectivism" that characterizes a "debased" understanding of 

modem identity (Taylor, 1 W2a, pp. 55-69); the grounds Taylor provides for authenticity 

as a concept appropriate to understanding identity; and finaily, Taylof s "nrong 

evaiuation" of modern identity, which reas on "moral standards based in mord or spintuai 

intuition" (Taylor, 1989, p. 4). 1 d l  distilI these ideas fiom Taylor's (1989) Sources of 

the Self and his (1 992a) Ethics of Authenticitv. Taylor's work wiii provide a background 

againa which to understand GUM Ailen's and Cook-Lynn's questions. 

Individualism is the defining mark of modem identity. Individualism enacts a 

version of what Taylor (1999) calls the "subtraction story". A subtraction story is one that 

projects the future by rescinding a past horizon, a horizon that a society or individual sees 

as impeding progress. One of modem society's myths is of the mong self or what Taylor 

(1989) also cals the "IeaWig home" story @. 39). Although Taylor sees this tradition 

most clearly in Amencan culture, t is a story endemic to modem society. Ifwe couid 

point to a beginning, a 'culprit', d would be Descartes' "disengaged reason" (Taylor, 1989, 



pp. 143- 158; Taylor, l992a, p. 25; see: Henry Louis Gates (1992) on 'culprits': "You find 

the body; then you h d  a culpnt" (p. 84)). Descartes conceived of the world as an object 

of thought, separate from yet only knowable by a knower. The extemal world is 

subverted to a controiiing reason. The world, hcluding the spirit world, is only knowable 

through cognition. Descartes inverted the relationship between the self and the not-self, 

deity and the world, so that certainty cm ody be self-generated. hstead of the seif 

tuming to God, the Creator or spirit (as in Aboriginal epistemology) or the etemal sou1 (as 

in Plato and Augustine), in Descartes these words are reduced to concepts that derive 

their existence solely fiom being conceptualized by the self "God's existence has become 

a stage in progress . . . God's existence is a theorem in rn~ system of perfect science. 

The centre of gravity has decisively shifted" (Taylor, 1989, p. 157; his emphasis). 

The leaving home tradition says that the self becomes itself only by disengaging 

with the numiring ties of comrnunity. Birth into a particular society is perceived more as a 

shackle to be thrown off rather than as a Me-long influence that shapes the self 

Moreover, this independent stance is c u l ~ a l l y  expected: 

In early Connecticut, for instance, al1 young persons had to go through 

their own, individual conversion, had to establish their own relation to 

God, to be aiiowed fidl membership in the church. And this has grown 

into the American tradition of leaving home: the young person has to 

go out, to leave the parental background, to make his or her own way 

in the world. In contemporary conditions, this can transpose even into 

abandoning the political or religious convictions of the parents. 

(Taylor, 1989, p. 39) 



Particular developments in the modem articulation of authenticity [end support to this 

strongrnan theory of individualism. 1 will bnefly reiterate these arguments here. The 

sources of modem authenticity are: the Romantic understanding that moratity cornes fiom 

within rather than from without (Tayior, 1992% p. 26); Rousseau's notion that freedom is 

equated with seifkietermination and that "sellidetermining f?eedom demands that 1 break 

the hold of aH . . . extemal impositions and decide for myself alone" (p. 27); and Herder's 

belief that a fulfilling human life is an original creation: "There is a certain way of being 

human that is Q way. 1 am cailed upon to live my tife in this way, and not in imitation of 

anyone else's" (pp. 28-9; his emphasis). Taylor argues that siides into subjectivism and 

relativism have occurred because people have forgotten the communal aspect of identity, 

or the fact that an individual is shaped within a horizon of significance that is not entirely 

of his or her own making. 

Subjectivism consists in the "single-minded pursuit of self-development" (Taylor, 

1992% p. 57). The self s progress becomes the m a r e  of an authenticating identity. 

While the moa extreme form of subjectivism is "the culture of narcissism" (Taylor, 1992a, 

p. 55)- u~derstanding identity formation as an inwardly-directed search of personal 

development is prevalent in many waiks of modem life. The test of the degree to which 

this motivating ideal constitutes a person's underlying fiamework is when a conflict anses 

between our own personai well-being and ties to others, or between the demands of career 

and connections to f d y  or community. Many Native people expenence the ditncult 

choice between leaving or remaining in their home comunity @on Wilson, Personal 

communications, 199 1-2000). 



Relativism often accompanies subjectivism. If the self is the prime masure of 

authenticity, whatever the self authenticates tunis into original creations, which cannct be 

disputed by external standards. Ody the self knows ifit is being truthful. Taylor (1992a) 

astuteiy identifies the artist as the new "paradigm case of the human being, as agent of 

original sesdefinition" (p. 62). The central role of writers and writing in creating 

contemporary Native culture is also reflected in sources 1 consulted in my thesis. 

Taylor argues modem individualisrn has become more of an ideology than a 

framework. Cook-Lynn womes that ideology has replaced the articulation of a cohesive 

framework arnong Native intellectuals. The recovery of human agency requires rnaking 

explicit the direction in which their writing as Native intellectuals is moving Native values 

and horizons. The social forces directing the course of identity formation cannot be 

enacted "in a fit of absence of mind" (Taylor, 1992% p. 20): "how the Indian narrative is 

told, how it is nourished, who tells it, who nourishes it, and the consequences of its telling 

are arnong the mon fascinating - and, at the sarne tirne, chilling - aories of our t h e "  

(Cook-Lynn, 1998, p. 1 1 1). Cook-Lynn (1998) elaborates: "The question of how Indians 

ciaim the story . . . is still a p n m q  and unanswered question. If  the works of nonoNative 

storytelers haven't got it right, who says that the modem works written by American 

Indians, introsnective and self-centered, have?" (p. 13 6; emp hasis added). 

Simon O d z  (1 98 1 ) is one of the indigenous writers who has articulateci the 

broader framework within which he writes: "through the past five centuries the oral 

tradition has been the most reliable method by which Indian culture and community 

integrity have been maintained" (p. 9). Ortiz sees this tradition achialized in his Uncle 

Steve, a subsistence fmer  whose Acquemeh name is Dzeerlai. His uncle expresses his 



Aquemeh "vitality" on fiesta days by creatively subverting a Catholic Christian rituai 

" frorn within the hold of ou Acqumeh Indian world" (Ortiz, 198 1, p. 7). He registers his 

opposition to his Spanish oppressors through procession, dance and dress. Ortiz (1 98 1) 

argues that Native writers have a responsibility to represent this contemporary ancestml 

resistance in their writing: "Uncle Steven and his partners sang for what was happening all 

dong the route that Santiago and Chapiyuh took into Acqu. It is necessary that there be 

piayer and Song because . . . no one will forget then; no one will regard it as Iess than 

momentous" (p. 9); it is "because of the acknowledgment by Indian writers of a 

responsibility to advocate for their people's self-government, sovereignty, and control of 

land and natural resources; and to look also at racism, political and economic oppression, 

sexism, supremacism, and the needless and waneful exploitation of land and people, 

especially in the U.S. [United States], that Indian literature is developing a character of 

nationaiism which indeed it should have" (p. 12). An "authentic" national literature, 

sirnultaneously Indian and tribally specific (Ortiz, 198 1, p. 8), does not let colonialism 

invade "the dark recesses" of the mind (Ortiz, 198 1, p. 9) but innead celebrates resistance, 

Discriminatine Moral Ideds 

Taking up the cause of a word iike authenticity can nevertheless be a rîsky 

enterprise. It is a word associated with "essentializing" definitions (Knipat, 1996, p. 3), 

which are criticised as totalking or resting on a "reductive" version of truth thus 

demeaning of the person (Kamboureii, 2000, p. 4). Authenticity is associated with 

vertical, hierarchical and static modes of thought (Aola, 2000). Enacted in the political 

realm, authenticity is equated with an unwarranteci desire for power and control (Aoki, 



2000). Taylor (1992a) is aware of these criticisms yet defends authenticity as an ethical 

ideal on the grounds that some ideals are better or higher than others. Given that no 

standard is absolute or transcendant, how is it possible to discriminate arnong ideals? 

Taylor's argument rests on the ground that neutrality is unattainable. Like Gadamer 

( 1979 1 W8), Taylor ( 1989) argues that thought presupposes mord assumptions that are 

necessariiy partial, the musings of finite beings. The word assumption is itself deceptive. 

Assumptions are presumed (assumed) to be foundational, and yet they are provisional; 

they cm be re-evaluated and re-vised. Rorty ( 1982, 1998) is one of the stronger 

advocates of the provisional character of knowledge: "We have no idea what 'in itself is 

~pposed  to mean in the phrase 'reality as it is in itself . . .every belief . . . corresponds to 

some 'world' - the 'world' that contains the objects mentioned by the belief' (Rorty, 1998, 

p. 1 ) .  The purpose of education is to encourage the snident to see the world in 

non-Platonic tems where 'UJ human disciplines", and not ody the one into which the 

snident is being inculcated, are "vehicles of Bzldmg, of the sesformation of the [human] 

race" rather than a "means for escaping the human condition by grasping etemai tmths" 

(Rorty, 1982, p. 9; his emphasis). For Taylor (1989), "mord argument and exploration 

go on only within a world shaped by our deepest moral responses" therefore "we should 

treat our deepest moml instincts . . . as our mode of access to the world in which 

ontological claims are discemible and can be rationaily argued about and sifted" (p. 8). 

Taylor distinguishes between stronger and weaker evduations. Weak evaluations 

jus* preferences; the utilitarian calculation of which outcome provides the greatest 

r e m  foliows this reasoning (Taylor, 1985). Strong evduations articulate the reason why 

one mode of action is chosen above or over another, the reason rests on our conceptions 



of the good: of what consthtes a humady lived life (Taylor, 1985,1989). Weaker 

evaluations presuppose inescapable h e w o r k s ;  the unarticulated fkamework works 

through the human agent rather than being consciously appropriated and expressed. WMe 

Kamboureli (2000) has criticised Taylor for advocating an authentic or original self that is 

whole and complete, Taylor (1 985) in fact argues that a aronger sense of self is 

accompanied by an acute awareness of and openness to the plurality of worlds and thus of 

the challenge involved in choosing one path over others: to "choose in lucidity" is to be 

aware of "a plurality of moral visions . . . between which it seems very hard to adjudicate" 

(p. 33). Taylor (1992a) sees a "flattened world" as one "in which there aren't very 

meaningiùl choices because there aren't any crucial issues" (p. 68). The self is def'ïned by 

the inescapability of m a h g  strong evaluations: "For a radical choice between strong 

evaluations is quite conceivable, but not a radical choice of such evaluations" (Taylor, 

1985, p. 29; his emphasis). Evaiuating rests on "some kind of vision of our moral 

predicament"; it is "grounded" in the belief that the act of evaluating or choosing is 

humanly significant (Taylor, 1985, p. 3 1). Taylor (1 985, 1989) links evaluating with 

identity: " o u  identity is defined by Our fundamentai evaluations" (Taylor, 1985, p. 34); 

the evaluations corne out of "the indispensable horizon or foundation out of which we 

reflect and evaluate as persons" (Taylor, 1985, p. 35). 

Identiq 

Taylor (1992a) identifies three components of identity: a) the diaiogicai character 

of human life (p. 33); b) self-definition as occuning within horizons of significance (p. 40); 

and c) recognition by others (p. 45). The 'question of identity' arises Ui response to the 

query: 'Who are you?' or Who am 1''. Whüe Taylor (1 989) suspects this question " w t  



necessarily be answered by giving name and genealogy" (p. 27), for mom First Nations 

people, name and genealogy constitute a crucial horizon of significance: who you are is 

usuaily defined by what nation you are from and who your farnily is (Cook-Lynn, 1996). 

For Taylor (1989), identity is predicated on "an understanding of what is of crucial 

importance"; thus, "to know who 1 am is a species of knowing where 1 stand" (p. 27). 

This cnterion may seem flirnsy. Mer  al4 our stances change overtime. Taylor's notion 

of stance, though, is not epiaemologicai. instead, it is defined within an ontological moral 

hrnework of "what is good, or vaiuable, or what ought to be done, or what 1 endorse or 

oppose" (Taylor, 1989, p. 27). To know who you are "is to be oriented in moral space" 

(Taylor, 1989, p. 28). Moral space is created through horizons of significance, which 

carmot be set arbitrarily or by the self alone. The question of Who? is only answerable 

within "a society of interlocutors" (Taylor, 1989, p. 29) or what Taylor (1985) dso calls a 

"web of interlocution" (p. 30). Arendt ( 19%) uses a similar metaphor when she speaks of 

the worid as a web of human relationships. 

Taylor identifies severai ways in which the world outside the self helps to 

constitute an individual's identity. One way is through language: "A Ianguage only exists 

and is maintained within a language community" (Taylor, 1989, p. 3 5). Language is a 

human attribute, in the sense that Gadamer (1 WYI998) aniculates it: "In language the 

world itseif'presents itseif" (p. 450). Gadarner (1975/1998) says that: "Language is not 

j u s  one of man's possessions L7 the world; rather, on it depends the fact that man has a 

worid at ail. The worid as world exists for man as for no other creature that is in the 

world. But this world is verbal in nature" (p. 443; bis emphasis). This notion of language 

as constituting community or world agrees with a Fint Nations worldview. 



Induction into a tribal language and community expresses a Fûst Nations 

perspective on language community (Kirkness, 1989). Identity and ancestral language are 

strongly linked. Ojibwe author Basil Johnston (1 990) eloquentiy speaks to this link in 

reflecting on the slow demise of ancestral languages. Should this tragedy happen, he 

wams, Native peoples wiU 

lose not only the abiiity to express the simplest of daily sentiments and needs 

but they can no longer understand the ideas, concepts, insights, attitudes, 

rituals, ceremonies, institutions brought into being by their anceston; and, 

hawig lost the power to understand, cannot sunain, enrich, or pass on their 

heritage. No longer wiH they think Indian or feel Indian . . . They will have 

lost their identity which no arnount of reading c m  ever restore. Ody 

language and literature can restore the Tndianness' . (Johnson, 1990, p. 10) 

The Assembly of First Nations (MN) recently renewed its commitment to preserving 

tribal languages (see: Black, 2000). Wamer (1 999), an indigenous Hawaüan scholar, 

articulates his anger at the theft of Hawaiian sense of self by non-Hawaüans who are 

controhg the language revitaikation process. He comments: 

In Hawai'i, the issue of authenticity as related to identity and voice 

mua be viewed within histoncal and econornic perspectives, given 

the ovenvhehing impact that nonindigenous peoples have had in 

Hawai'i over the last 200 years. Since their arriva1 in Hawai'i, 

nonindigenous peo ples have disehchised Hawaiians from their 

land, their sovereignty, their language, and theû culture and have 

even redefined their identity. . . this has had devastating results for the 



indigenous people. (Wamer, 1999, p. 69) 

Bnan Maracle (1996), who returned to his Onkwehonwe cornrnunity d e r  moving away at 

the age of five, speaks of the sigruficance re-leaming his language has had on his 

understanding of culture and identity: 

there is one thing that all of the old-timers say about the language that 1 

agree with wholeheartedly. They are absolutely right when they say that 

the language is the key to Our culture. Without the language, our 

ceremonies, songs and dances will cease. Without the language, we will 

be unable to mite  the Creation Story, the Thanksgiving Address and the 

Great Law the way they were intended. Without the language, the clan- 

mothers will be unable to 'raise' a chef and the Confederacy will cease 

to fbnction. Without the language, the people wiii be unable to receive 

an Indian name and the names themselves will lose their meaning. Without 

the language, we wiil lose Our traditional way of thinking and Our distinctive 

view of the world. And, perhaps worst of di, without the language, we 

wiU lose touch with Shonkwaya'tihson, our Creator. 

The chah of cause and effect is very clear. Once we lose Our 

language, we lose Our culture. And once we lose everything that sets 

us apart fiom rnainstrearn society, we will surely lose the W e  land we 

have lefi. (p. 275) 

An importa. way in which cornmunities of interlocutors can be defhed, then, is by 

language or sharing of a common world. Many Native people, particularly elders, would 

say that this horizon is significant; a whole world being eclipsed should it be lost or 



neglected. Ruth Cook spoke of how she can say certain things in her Native language that 

f d  flat in Engiish: jokes for example. Jokes are instrumental in creating community and 

a sense of belonging or identity: There are thtngs in IrJdve] language that y m  can speak 

abmt andyotr can't describe it in E~~glish. We tell jokes ami it fallsflat ifwe -y it in 

English. At home when we're talking mr langtrage, everybadyk hghing al/ the tirne. 

The langruge is very very rich und it's tied to ymr culture. to who yoti me as a person 

(Conversation, Ruth Cook). 

In a more modem understanding, communities cm also be self-defined "in relation 

to those conversation partners who were essential in my achieving self-definition" (Taylor, 

1989, p. 36). Note the past tense: who were essentid. Taylor (1989) remarks on the 

importance of the notion of genesis in forming a person's modern identity. It is affiliated 

with the leaving home story but has its origins in the Bible's Book of Genesis: the notion 

that sornething can be created ex nihilio. It is not that these self-formed communities are 

only instrumental to the formation of identity. The idea of genesis corresponds more to 

the modern beiief in ~e~crea t ion:  "It . . . wants to confine it [the dialogical in human life] 

as much as possible to the genesis" (Taylor, 1992% p. 34); "It's as though the dimension of 

interlocution were of signiticance only for the genesis of individuality, Wte the training 

wheels of nursery school, to be Ieft behind and to play no part in the finished person" 

(Taylor, 1989, p. 36). The communities that shape us are family, extended family, 

adopted family, fnends, traditions; textual communities also shape Our identities. Some 

communities we consciously detach nom whereas others we leave behind as our 

attachments change. Because of the greater mobility involved in urban Me, people 

relinquish fiendships only to join or be enfoldecl within new communities. Genesis then 



becomes a continual process of becoming or re-creation, in which 

anew in relation to where we are with ourselves and others at any 

our identity is created 

particular point in our 

lives. Connections with the past are not necessariiy severed, but neither are they always 

actively maintained. This view of "passuig through" communities is not a part of a tribal 

fiamework (Cook-Lynn, 1996, p. 38), although the leaving home story is a narrative that 

for various reasons has profoundly influenced some First Nations people, such as Janet 

Campbell Hale. Hale (1993) reflects on her visit to the tribal school in her Coeur d'Alene 

community: 

If this were not a school visit, if 1 were with these children in a 

different context, 1 might Say a few things more. 1 would say that yes, 

tribal identity and commitment to the community and family ties are 

important. But some of you kids, like me and like many other people 

From al1 knds of racial and ethnic backgrounds, don't corne fiom families 

that can and will encourage and suppon you. Some families wili, if they 

can, tear you down, reject you, tell you are a defective person. You 

could end up brokenhearted and broken-spinted. 

If you corne fkom such a famiIy and you have no one else to turn 

to, then you mua, for the sake of your own sanity and self-respect, break 

fiee, venture out on your own and go far away. Then you will have to 

rely on yourseif and what you've managed to internalize regarding strengtb, 

starnina, identity and belonging. (p. xxi) 

Hale (1993) nevertheless retums fidi circle in acknowledging the tribal place of community 

in self-formation, as she continues: 



Sometimes it will take a lot of courage to want to live and do 

well in spite of it aü. But being courageous is part of our hentage. 

The most admired quabty among the old Coeur dtAlene was courage. 

Courage has been bred into you. It's in your blood. (p. xxi) 

Taylor (1989) identifies another meaning of community, one that in a First Nations 

perspective is inextricably ünked with language, even ifmany or most conununity 

members do not speak the language. A "defining community" (Taylor, 1989, p. 36) is one 

that predates the individual: Catholic, French-Canadian; we can add to Taylor's examples 

my children's tribal afnliation: Heiltsuk. The defining community is a locus of constraint 

on identity-formation. While Kamboureli (2000) decnes the limitations a survival policy 

has placed on minorities within a French Quebec implementing Bill 10 1, the relationship 

between çurvival and identity is central to a people trying to maintain their distinctness; it 

certainly informs the discussion of Abonginal languages (Cantoni, 1996; Kirkness, 1989; 

Maurais, 1996) and now too, of First Nations identity (see for example: Bmchac, 1987). 

The Mohawk people in Kahnawake recently voted for a Kahnawake Language Law that 

mandates daiiy use of theû ancestral language; the purpose is to preserve a Ianguage that 

will othenriise graduaiiy disappear with the ten percent of remaining speakers: "The new 

law does require the Mohawk Council of Kahnawake and ali other public institutions . . . 

to provide services and documents in Kanien'keha . . . The law will probably mean a boom 

in Kanien'keha language courses, as residents flock back to the classroom" (Roslin, 2000, 

p. 9). How are the three attributes of ide* approached in a defining cornmunity- 

dialogical character, inescapable horizon of significaace, and recognition? 



Taylor ( 1989) argues that the self only exists in relation to others; that modern 

uidividualism has created the myth of a "strongman" self(see also: Arendt (1958) on the 

strongman thesis, p. 202). The "fundamentaiiy dialogical character" of human Me occurs 

through an induction hto language (Taylor, 1992% p. 33). In a First Nations context, this 

can mean growing up amidst original speakers of the Native language, or amidst speakers 

of 'Indian English' (Skip Dick, Personai communication, February 1 5,2000; see also: 

Leap, 1993), or some combination of the two in which English is spoken in the home 

while the ancestral language is used in ceremonies. It also means growing up in a 

worldview constituted in the cornrnunity's own language practices (see: Hymes, 1996). 

Another key element in the dialogical character of human life is "exchanges with others 

who matter to us" or "significant othen" (Taylor, 1992% p. 33). In a First Nations 

context, this statement would be better put as: exchanges with others who matter. While 

the sigruficance of farnily is culturally recognized, certain people are more significant in 

preserving culture: elders, chefs, grandmothers, clanmothers. To be raised by one's 

grandparents often means to be inducted directly into the culture. In Heiltsuk tradition, 

the eldest or first-bom child was given to the grandparents to raise; it was a way of 

ensuring the accurate transmission of language and tradition (see aiso: Conversation with 

Frank Conibear on a similar Coast Salish practice). Taylor (1 992a) argues that important 

issues like identity cannot be self-identified but are defuieci "in dialogue with . . . the 

identities our sigdicant othen want to recognize in us" (p. 33) or, as Fûst Nations people 

comrnonly say, want us to recognize in ourselves. If the archetypai Western story is a 

heroic leaving home and kding ourselves in other cornrnunities, often self-made 

communities with other diasporic selves, the archetypal tribal story is of returning to, 



staying or carrying home withh us: recogninng the community in ourselves and 

ourselves in the cornmunity; (see: Lee Maracle's (1993) Ravensone; and Ruby 

Slipperjack's (1992) The Silent Words). In an urban society dominated by movement, 

those connections are often maintained through a back-and-forth movement between one's 

home community and servùig other native communities in urban centers (Conversation, 

Nella Nelson). 

Another criterion of identity formation that occun in or against a background of 

community coherence, is horizons of significance. Taylor (1 992a) clairns that the 

"presumption of subjectivism" in modem society awards sigruficance to things just because 

people value them. He finds this reasoning muddled: "1 couldnft just decide that the moa 

significant action is wiggiing my toes in warm mud . . . Your feeling a certain way can 

never be sufficient grounds for respecting your position, because your feeüng can't 

determine what is sigriiiïcant" (Taylor, 1992a, pp. 36-37; his emphasis). Rather "things 

take on importance againa a background of intelligibility. Let us cd1 this a horizon" 

(Taylor, 1 W2a, p. 3 7). As inGadamer's ( l9îS/l998) discussion of tradition, Taylor 

understands horizons as given. This is not the sarne as saying they are fixed. The 

givemess of horizons or traditions cornes from their being recognized as significant; these 

understandings can shift over tirne. Taylor (1989) conceives a given horizon in terms of 

important questions that are asked: "we take as basic that the human agent exists in a 

space of questions. And these are the questions to which our framework-defhtions are 

answers, providing the horizon within which we know where we stand, and what 

meanings things have for us" (p. 29). 



Cook-Lw's (1 996, 1998) focus on the kinds of questions that need to be raised 

about contemporary First Nations identity take on a new significance in the broader 

context of Taylor's discussion of identity. In a First Nations context, the question of who 

or what constitutes a Native person arises in response to what Cook-Lynn perceives as the 

loss of a horizon of significance. For Gunn Allen (1998), the question is posed to 

inaugurate a new vision of what it means to be an American Indian; her experience of 

feeiing 'vanished' results in a life-long search to articulate a new community: a confluence 

or hybridization of identities yet nevertheless stil Native. While GUM Allen ( 1998) 

sornetimes means by 'vanished' how indigenous peoples are marginalized, particularly 

within institutions, she also uses it with reference to indigenous peopies who recognize 

"the anguished kinship of extinction with a beast no more seen: quagga. Saber-toothed 

tiger. Marnmoth. Dinosaur. And with a dying planet . . . And with other races: Khmer, 

Armenian, 'moud builder.' Al1 trading the path of disappearance" (p. 128) . For 

Cook-Lynn, the loss is not of a people. She indicts Erdrich's writing for its lament of the 

lost tribes when in fact the tribes Erdrich and others belong to are alive and flounshing: 

"Erdrich's conclusion is an odd one, in Light of the reality of Indian Me in the substantid 

Native enclaves of places k e  South Dakota or Montana or Arizona or New Mexico" 

(Cook-Lynn, 1998, p. 126). For Cook-Lynn (1996, 1998), the loss is instead of a 

significant horizon. The question of what it means to be Native is a question about what it 

means to be a triial person. That horizon is what is in danger of vanishing: "What 

distinguishes Native Amencan intellectualism fiom other scholarship is its interest in tribal 

indigenousnes, and this rnakes the 'We story,' the 'seif'sriented and non-tribal aory seem 

unrecognizable or even unimportant, non-communal, and unconnected" (Cook-Lym, 



1998, p. 124). Which community asks the questions, then, makes a substantial merence. 

Taylor's (1992a) discussioa cannot indicate which cornmunity is right; only that the act of 

defining the horizon of sigrilficance fiom the perspective of a defining community does 

matter. 

The third element of identity is recognition. Taylor ( l992a) distinguishes between 

two forms of modem individualism: one lads to momie and breakdown of a social ethic, 

while the other "as a moral principle or ideal" offers "some view on how the individual 

should iive with othen" (p. 45). The modem or Western form of recognition is a 

displacement of a notion borrowed from hierarchical societies, that a person's identity is 

fixed by hidher social position (Taylor, 1992% p. 47). Herdef s idea was that authenticity 

means discove~g 'my' own original way of being: "By definition, this c m o t  be sociaiiy 

derived but must be inwardly generated" (Taylor, 1992% p. 47). Given that "there is no 

such thing as inward generation, monofogically understood", Taylor displaces Herder's 

argument into the theorum that "my discovering my identity doesn't mean that 1 work it 

out in isolation but that 1 negotiate it through dialogue, partly oven, partly intemalized, 

with others" (Taylor, 1992% p. 47). Recognition fiom others is therefore cmcial. 

Whereas in an earlier time of Western society, that recognition was based on given 

categories that were socially defineci, in contemporary society recognition has to be 

eamed: "The thing about inwardly denved, personal, original identity is that it doesn't 

enjoy this recognition apriori. It has to win it through exchange, and it can f d "  (Taylor, 

1992% p. 48). We can therefore speak of the need for recognition as a modem 

phenomenon. The concem with recognition of treaty rights and land claims is made 

inteiIïgible in one sense by Taylor's anaiysis, because while mutual recognition of tribes, 



individuals within tribes and their positions within the tribe were undisputed prior to 

Contact or at least an agreed-upon procedure existed for working through such disputes, 

the question of recognition since Contact has beconle a troubled one. Why is that? 

Colonialism intempted the existing constitution and governance of tribal societies by 

superimposing Western stmctures on them. Displacement from tribal territory 

(relocation), residential school, wholescale adoption of native children by white families 

dong with urbanization and what Cook-Lynn (1996) cals cosmopolitanism (an occlusion 

of tribal resistance by Western aestheticism and tastes) have ail conspued to disrupt and 

alter the ways in which Native identities were formed. 

One way of looking at Native identity is to Say that the common sharing of these 

colonial experiences creates an identity-formhg bond. This argument is beginning to be 

displaced by what Taylor would caii a stronger contemporary evaluation. The belief that 

Native identity has a core and that this core is tnbd is the place from where arguments 

over recognition are emanating. Enkson (1959) in an old essay but one that nevertheless 

speaks to the questions raised here, tdks about "this identity of something in the 

individual's core" as being "an essential aspect of a group's inner coherence" (p. 102). The 

individuai's identity is recognized by the group and the group's identity is sustained and 

actualized through individuals. Erikson (1959) drew this notion of identity fiom Freud, 

who spoke of it in relation to his own Jewish identity (pp. 10 1 - 102). Whiie this idea of 

identity seems outmoded in this post-modem age of firactured, hybnd and plural identities, 

such an understanding undergirds arguments like Med ' s  (1999): 

How do we create a political philosophy to guide our people that is neither 

derived fiom the Western mode1 nor a simple reaction agaiast it? In the 



Rotinohshonni tradition, when the people have become confused, we are 

told to go symbolicaliy 'back to the woods' and find ourselves again. 

Working w i t h  a traditional framework, we m u t  acknowledge 

the fact that cultures change, and that any particular notion of what 

constitutes 'traditiont will be contestesi. Nevertheless, we c m  iden* 

certain common beliefs, values, and principles that form the persistent 

core of a cornrnunity's culture. It is this traditional framework that we 

must use as the basis on which to build a better society. 1 am advocating 

a self-conscious traditionalism, an inteilectual, social, and political 

movement that wili reinvigorate those values, principles, and other cultural 

elernents that are best suited to the larger contemporary political and 

economic reaiity. (p. xviii) 

Alfred's (1999) position is supported by Taylor's (1992a) criticism of prima facie 

presumptions of equality based on diaerence: "just the fact that people choose different 

ways of being doesn't make them equal; nor does the fact that they happen to find 

themselves in these Merent sexes, races, cultures. Mere merence cadt itself be the 

ground of equal value" (Taylor, 1 992% p. 5 1; his emphasis). What is required is a shared 

horizon of significance, "some standards of value on which the identities concerned check 

out as equal" (Taylor, 1992% p. 52). One of the ways in which "commonalities of value" 

are arrived at is by " s h a ~ g  a participatory political Me" (Taylor, 1992% p. 52). The 

sharing of political Me has deep resonances withùi Native communities, as I wiU show 

later with DeIoria's explanation of 'nation'. Politics as a shared or common space also 

connects with a particular Western tradition that defines politics not by a Machiavellian 



'power compts' mode1 but by the power created between human beings holding a vision 

in comrnon (Arendt, 1958; Gadamer, 199 111 93 1). Arendt connects the life of the polis 

with human agency, wMe Gadamer, influenced by the figure of Socrates, sees dialectic as 

fundament.dy political (Sullivan, 1989). In such a Lroader understanding of politics, 

worlds are created through the web of human relationships. 

The Ethics of Voice 

Language creates worlds. Cook-Lynn's (1998) criticism of contemporary Native 

literanire is that the world(s) being created through language are not tribal; they 

correspond instead to fashionings of a new Indian identity, an identity that is more hybrid 

and muiticultural than pure laine (Kamboureli's (2000) term for what she disparagingly 

refers to as authentic identities): 

What popular art and literature have to say about what it rneans to be an 

American Indian in non-tribai America is not the essential fiinaion of art 

and literature in Native societies. Lfstones are to have any meaning, Indian 

inteflectuals must ask what it rneans to be an Indian in tribal America. If 

we dont attempt to answer that question, nothing else will matter, and we 

won't have to ask ourselves whether there is such a thing as Native Amencan 

inteflectualism because there will no longer be evidence of it. (Cook-Lynn, 

1998, p. 124) 

It would be easy to disrniss Cook-Lynn's sometimes strident tone as excessive, 

even unethical. She indias several weii-known writers, who ail happen to share a 

mixed-blood hent age: 



In Arnehn hdian scholanhip and art, the works of writers who c d  

themselves mut&-bloods abound. Their main topic is the discussion of the 

comection between the present '1' and the past 'They,' and the present pastness of 

We.' Gerald Vizenor, Louis Owens, Wendy Rose, Maurice Kenny. Michael 

Dorris, Diane Glancy, Betty Beli, Thomas King, Joe Bruchac, and Pada Gunn 

Men are the major self-described mixed-blood voices of the decade. 

(Cook-Lynn, 1 998, p. 124; my emp hasis) 

Does this condemnation origuiate in what Deloria (1985) c d s  the age-old debate between 

full-bloods and mixed-bloods, traditional Indians and 'assidated' Indians? Can 

Cook-Lynn's argument be reduced to a racial one? Does her use of the word 'voices' 

depend on synecdoche, where by voices she really means persons'? Or can we take the 

word 'voices' at face value and attend to tonal quaiities, where voice means more like: 

tribal, i.e. ethical, cornmitted and responsible writing: "literature [which] can and does 

successfblly contnbute to the politics of possession and dispossession" (Cook-Lynn, 1996, 

p. 40; on her collapse of fiction with non-fiction see Cook-Lynn, 1996, p. 37 or the quote 

cited above on page 1 17). 

At the hart of Owens' (1 992) Other Deainies: Undemanding the American Indian 

Novel, which is dedicated to "mkedbloods, the next generation", is an aiErmative tribal 

voice in a mked blood context: "Native Americans have fought an unending banle to 

affirm their own identities, to resist the metamorphoses insisted upon by European 

intniden and to hold to that certainty of seif that is passed on through tribal traditions and 

oral literatures" (p. 21). Scott Momaday is ofken identified as a quintessential tribal voice 

yet his grandfather was white as were his great-grandparents and great-great grandparents 



on his mother's side (Momaday, 1976). His rnother, Natachee, is nevertheless one of the 

centrai tribal voices in his formation as an individual (Momaday, 1976). Although 

Momaday is lauded as a prominent tribal voice (Cook-Lynn, 1996; Momaday, 1989), he 

has also been appropriated as a mixed blood writer (.4rmstrong, 1993; GUM .Allen, 1998; 

Owens, 1992). Maria Campbell is haif-breed, with a range of ethnicities represented in her 

background, yet her autobiography stands out as one of the first contemporary traditional 

voices in Canada; it inspired other Native writers (Lutz, 199 1). Campbell (1973) had a 

strong comection with her grandmother, 'C heechum', w ho instilled traditional values in 

her. One of those values was resistance to colonization and the promise of regaining lost 

temtories; Campbell's grandmother was Gabriel Dumont's niece and she always told her 

granddaughter that the banle at Batoche was not loa but yet to be won. 

Cook-Lynn's (1 998) choice of the word 'voice', which figures prorninently in her 

M e ,  Whv 1 Can't Read Wallace Ste-qer and Other Essavs: A Tribal V o i c ~  could be 

understood in the context of Taylor's ( 1989, 1995) discussion of the modem se& human 

agency and morality. Taylor ( 1995) distinguishes between articulations that are 

descriptions from those that transform or shape experience. A description attempts "to 

formulate what is Uiitially inchoate, or confused, or badly formulated. But this kind of 

formation or reformulation does not lave its object unchanged" (Taylor, 1995, p. 36). 

Gardner (1 977) whose On Mord Fiction Cook-Lynn (1 998) cites approvingiy, talks at 

length about the kinds of mimetic articulations that mirror existing reality but are devoid 

of vision: "abandonhg etemal verities for temporary and passim values or for empty 

imitation, without moral comment, of whatever conditions happen at the moment to exist" 

(Gardner, 1977, pp. 82-3; my emphasis. Notice that Gardner's language echoes 



Cook-Lynn's or vice versa). While not everyone would necessarily agree with the authors 

Gardner chooses to extol or criticise (just as sorne would disagree with those Cook-Lynn 

praises or blights), the substantive point is that not aii articulations, that is, voices, are 

weighted the same. Taylor (1995) provides the following exampie of hcuiation: "my 

characterization of this table as brown, or this h e  of rnountauis as jagged" (p. 36). 

Description brings into being through language "a fully independent object, that is, an 

object which is altered neither in what it is, nor in the degree or manner of its evidence to 

us by the description" (Taylor, 1995, p. 36). Mimesis. Cook-Lynn and Gardner talk 

about the deleterious effects of these kinds of descriptions that condone the ways things 

are. As Oscar Wilde (1968) pointed out two centuries ago, art (iiterature) can be divided 

into the kind that merely imitates life and is therefore %ad' or 'immoral', and moral or true 

art, which incorporates Me as its object so as to create a new vision. Wilde's distinction, 

upon which Gardner's argument implicitly rem, has gone by the wayside in an age of 

writing where prose is automaticaiiy judged as worthy as long as the content is 

persuasively articulated. Cook-Lynn, Gardner, and Taylor are drawing our attention back 

to the content of what is said. It is not just that the content has to make sense; it has be 

true, where tmth is understood as inseparable from morality, that is, from horizons of 

significance: a vision of how human Life ought to be lived. 

The second and decidedly 'higher' or 'deeper' form of articulation Taylor identifies 

is therefore one that "shape[s] ow sense of what we desire or what we hold important in a 

certain way" (Taylor, 1985, p. 36): 

Our attempts to formulate what we hold important must, k e  descriptions, 

strive to be faithfùi to something. But what they strive to be fàithfiil to is 



not an independent object with a fixed degree and manner of evidence, but 

rather a largely inarticulate sense of what is of decisive importance. 

articulation of this 'obiect' tends to make it sornething different from what 

it was before. 

And by the same token a new articulation does not leave its 'object' 

evident or obscure to us in the same manner or degree as before. In the 

faa of shaping if it makes it accessible ancilor inaccessible in new ways. 

(Taylor, 1985, p. 38; emphasis added) 

Responsible writing creates something new. New is not the same as original. Newness is 

comected to human agency: the engagement of the agent in what he/she initiates and the 

responsibility to write as one who is affected by the subject matter (Gadamer, 1998/1975). 

Just as actions initiate and engender consequences in the reai world (Arendt, 1958; 

Conversation, Ruth Cook), the act (or action) of writing bnngs a world into being. 

Although wnters of fiction are not usually taken to task for the moral content of their 

writing and are instead judged by the originality or persuasiveness of theu articulation, 

Gardner (1977) beiieves that writing fiction carries a mord responsibility. 1 have aiready 

shown how Garver (1998) and Stoltsky (1992) believe academic writing involves ethics as 

weil as how Cook-L~M (1996) and Ortiz (198 1) tie writing - any kind - with tribal or 

nationalistic voice. Gardner (1 977) believes that artists cannot be "transcriben of the 

moods of their timen; the mark of mord fiction is an artist that thinks things through (p. 

90); "Conviction is what counts" (Gardner, 1977, p. 97). Two components of ethical 

thinking or phronesis that Gadarner (1 975/1998) identifieci were: thoughtfùi deliberation, 

and being affected or addressed. Gardner (1977) paraphrases Bernard Malamud who said 



"that great writing lads constantly into surprises, and that the writer should be the fkst 

one surpriseci" (p. 99). Writing is a process of thought, of £incihg and cr&g the nght 

words to capture what Ricoeur (1973) c d s  the infinity of thought. In so doing, it 

communicates an inimitable yet accessible vision; inimitable because it surprises us, 

awakening us to something we may have !rst or forgotten, and accessible because it 

creates a world to inhabit, a pair of eyes to see with: 

True art . . . clarifies life, estabiishes models of human action, casts nets 

toward the hture, carefUy judges our right and wrong directions, 

celebrates and moums. It does not rant. It does not sneer or giggie 

in the face of death, it invents prayers and weapons. It designs visions 

worth trying to make fact. It does not whimper or cower or throw up 

its hands and bat its Iashes. It does not make hope contingent on acceptance 

of some religious theory. It strikes like iightning, or & lightning. 

(Gardner, 1977, p. 1 00; his emphasis) 

In the context of First Nations identity, the focus is on an affirmative vision. An 

atfirmative vision is one that articulates a Native way of being, where Native is understood 

by Cook-Lynn (1996) and Ortiz (1981) as contemporary ancestral voice. The core of 

Native identity, even in an intertribal or mixed blood context, is ancestral (Janice Simcoe, 

Personal communication, November 26, 1999). Without that center, Native identity 

would, as Cook-Lynn predictg fali apart and simply vanish into the mainStream woodwork 

(meci ,  2000). If Native writen mimeticdy articulate what is happening in contemporary 

society, then globalization (Gunn Men, 1 W8), mediated identities (Ruppert, 1994) and 

cosmopolitanism (Cook-Lynn, 1996) are indeed what will be represented. Cook-Lynn's 



'tribal voice' speaks to a horizon that is in danger of being lost or, more appropnately, 

flattened. 

In speaking of a Plains Indians writers' conference Cook-Lynn attended entitled 

"Wounded Knee: The Legacy", the question was put to the participants as to whether 

Wounded Knee should become a metaphor for the tragedies Native people have suf3ered 

and endured. Cook-Lynn (1996) is wary of the consequences of tuming the reality of 

Wounded Knee into a metaphor. She asks: WiII " o u  children . . . be able to know 

themselves in the context of a new history, a literary history rather than an achial one?" 

And: "1s it possible that poetry flattens value systems, so that what was once not talked 

about becomes useful only for sensation?" (Cook-Lynn, 1996, p. 144). Any reference to 

Wounded Knee should be, rerninds Cook-Lynh to the massacre, to the 'lived experience' 

of what actually happened and the living memory of its contemporary significance to 

indigenous peoples. 

Delona ( 1994, 1 995) explains how the resistance at Wounded Knee, while usually 

anributed to the AIM [Amerkm Indian Movement], was actudy set in motion by the 

Oglda Sioux Civil Rights Association in association with the Black Hills Treaty Rights 

Council, who asked AIM to come to their aid. ïhe  fundamental disagreement was over 

what constitutes a tribal nation and a tribal person (p. 245). What is that tribal dimension 

of voice that resides so deeply in Native hearts and minds? What are its epistemological 

and ontologid groundings? 

in The Nations W m  Deloria and Lytle (1 985) look at why the word 'nation' 

resonates in contemporary Native understanding. Tribal identity rests on degiance to a 

nation that existeci prior to contemporary geographical and political configurations. 



Nationhood inheres in the people. Deloria and Lytle (1985) note that "in alrnost every 

treaty . . . the concern of the Indians was the preservation of the people" (p. 8). Native 

people understand treaties as "a sacred pledge made by one people to another" that 

"required no more than the integrity of each party for enforcement" (Deloria & Lytle, 

1985, p. 8). Deloria & Lytle (1985) explain that "the idea of the people is prirnarily a 

religious conception" (p. 8). It stems fiom a time when the people were gathered together 

yet not tribaily distinct. People were Uinnicted as to their particuiar place in the world 

through creation stories, a holy man's dream, prophecies, or ceremonies revealed by 

quasi-mythological figures ( s e :  Discovery Networks, 1993). The narnes of most tribal 

nations can be translated as the people (DeIoria & Lytle, 1985, p. 8). I was told recently 

that that is what HeiItsuk means ( S M  Hd, Personal communication, August 1999). The 

tribal name speaks to a special relationship between a people and a higher power. 

Because tribes understood their place in the world "as one given specificaily to 

them they had no need to evolve special political institutions to shape and order their 

society"; most political transactions took the form of councils representing the whole tribe 

where the council represented the people's sacred relationship with the cosmos (Delona & 

Lytle, 1985, p. 9). This relationship was based on an understanding of the 

interrelatedness of human behavior and dl of creation. Deloria (1 99 1 a) cornments that 

"when we talk of the old days and old ways we fiequently give special emphasis on the 

manner in which people treated each other, the sense of propriety, gentility, and 

confidence which the elders had. Being polite springs primarily from a sense of confidence 

in one's self and one's knowledge about the world" (p. 57). It also confimu for the 



individuai the importance of maintaining human relationships and thus keeping a balance 

w i t h  the world (DeIoria, 199 1 a). 

Delona & Lytle (1985) argue that with the erosion of temtory, the idea of 'the 

people' has chan@. European idluences have invaded or diluted the original meaning of 

nationhood. The clash at Wounded Knee in 1973 "represented the philosophical divisions 

within ail Indian tribes, the collision between the political dilemma of nationhood and the 

adoption of self-government within the existing federal structure" (Deloria & Lytle, 1985, 

p. 13). ALfred (1 999) advocates "self-conscious traditionalism" to articulate "the 

indigenous voice" that has been "supplanted by other voices" "even within Our own 

communities" (p. .YVÜi), voices that he identifies as colonially-influenced. Maria Campbell 

( 1973) documents her father's struggies with incipient band counciis, which cuiminated in 

his despair of being genuinely politically active; her grandmother, repository of the tribal 

memory, eguates politics with resistance, not collaboration. 

Jeannette Armstrong's seminal po titical novel Slash, contains the character of 

Chuck, Slash's cousin. This ironic character says Indians are confuseci: wanting to opt 

out of patriation and the constitution altogether while at the same t h e  angry about not 

being included and h a h g  equal nghts and an equal say. Chuck's argument is that you 

can't have it both ways; that the e s t  road leads to &dom whereas the other leads away 

fi-om it. Slash, who altemates between acceptance and anger, is Like the Indian that AEed 

( 1 999) descnbes: dreaming "in the language of his ancestors" and waking "mute to them", 

dreaming "of peace" and waking "to a deep and heavy anger" (AEed, 1 999, p. 30). 

Armstrong's protagonist gradually does internalize the integrai comection between people 

and nationhood: 



1 learned that being an Indian, 1 could never be a person only to myself 

1 was part of al the rest of the people. I was responsible to that. Eveqdmg 

1 did affected that. What I was, affected everyone around me, both then and 

far into the future, through me and my descendants. They would carry whatever 

1 lefl them. 1 was important as one peson but more important as a part of 

everythmg else. That being so, 1 reaiized, 1 carried the weight of all my people 

as we each did. 

1 underaood then that the great laws are carried and kept in each of us. 

And that the diseases in our society came because those great laws remained in 

only very few people. It was what my Pops had meant when he had said, paper 

laws weren't needed if what you have in your head is nght. 1 saw then that each 

one of us who faltered, was irreplaceable and a loss to dl. In that way, 1 learned 

how important and how precious my existence was. I was necessary. 

(Armstrong, 1985, pp. 202-3) 

Self-government assumes that the relationships within people and between peoples 

are "included within the responsibilities of the larger nation" (Delona & Lytle, 1985, pp. 

13-14). Nationhood, on the other hand, is predicated on "a process of decision making 

that is free and uninhibited within the cornmunity, a community in faa that is almost 

completely insulated from extemal factors as it considers its possible options" (DeIoria & 

Lytie, 1985, pp. 13-14). This insularity may seem k e  an iilusion. Some contemporary 

Native authors argue that they act as buffers against a harsh world that would othenvise 

destroy this sacred core. Louise Erdrich claims that writers are "protecting and 

celebrating the cores of cultures left in the wake of catastrophe" (cited in Ruppert, 1994, 



p. 7). Deloria t Lytle (1985) agree a gulfseparates a small undisturbed group of people 

living on an undiscovered continent and "the presem immensely complicated network of 

reservations that constitutes the homelands of Amencan Indians" (p. 14). Yet the 

challenge contemporary Native people face is "in finding the means by which they can 

once again pierce the veil of unreality to grasp the essential meaning of theû existence" 

(Deloria, 1985, p. 284). 

One of the ways is by retuniing to traditional teachings that are of poignant 

contemporary relevance. For example, "the simple fact of being bom" established 

"citizenship and, as the individual grows, a homogeneity of purpose and ootlook" (Deloria 

& Lytle, 1985, p. 18). For DeIoria, the colonial version of citizenship is "tribal 

membenhip" which "is determineci on quite a legalistic basis" (DeIoria, 1985, p. 243). 

This bais is "foreign to the accustomed tribal way of detennining its constituency": 

The property interests of descendants of the original enrollees or dottees 

have become determinhg factors in compiling tribal membenhip rolls. 

People of small Indian blood quantum. or those descended from people 

who were tribal members a century ago, are thus included in the tribal 

membership roll. Tnbes can no longer form and refonn on sociological, 

religious, or cultural bases. They are restricted in membership by federal 

officiais responsible for administe~g tnist properties who demand that the 

rights of every penon be respected whether or not that person presently 

appean in an active and recognUed role in the tribal commUIilty. hdian 

tribal membership today is a fiction created by the federal govenunenq 



not a creation of the Indian people themselves. (Deloria, 1985, p. 243; 

his emphasis) 

For Deloria, there has to be a "set of cnteria defining what behavior and beliefs 

constitute acceptable expressions of the tribal heritage": "If Indians are going to govern 

themselves with any degree of confidence, they must begin to define what is acceptable 

behavior and invoke the conscience of the community to maintain these standards. 

Othenvise, the internal substance of the tribal comrnunity will become soiely those people 

who have been able to get themselves listed on the tribal roll as federdy recognized 

indians" @eloria & Lytle, 1985, p. 253; emphasis added). Behaviors is a si@cant word 

in the vocabuiary of the two eider-educators 1 convened with (see: chapter five). Delona 

sees an indissoluble iink between responsibility and identity: 

Almoa eveqdung that can be recommended in terms of cultural 

revival and consolidation involves the fundamentai problem of determinhg 

a conternporary expression of tribal identity and behaving according to its 

dictates. Obviously, the federal govenunent cannot perfonn this function, 

nor can the Amencan public. The culhirai revivai and integrîty of the 

herican Indian community depends on the cultivation of a responsibie 

attitude and behavior patterns in the communities themselves . . . Inevitably, 

cultural self-government and culhirai selfaetermination must precede their 

politicai and economic counterparts if developments in these latter areas are 

to have any substance and significance. (DeIoria & Lytle, 1985, p. 254) 

While the title of Deloriafs book, The Nations Withj ironically refen to an exishng 

reality of nations circumscnbed withui a geographically larger nation as well as within an 



'imperialistic' power, it also points to a potentiai hture: the nations w i t h  individuals 

shaped by tribal memory. The word 'within' reverberates within the context of Taylor's 

discussion of identity and authenticity: withia tribal nations, within community, within the 

people, within the individual. AU meanings are contained, as it were, in that one word, 

within. The society is contained within the self. Aoki (2000) would point out the definite 

article. He would be correct in his observation. The notion of nation is in a sense 

monolithic: there is only one kind of tribal nation, even though nations are plural; one 

tribal voice even if tribal realities are distinct; one tribal h e w o r k  even if its expression is 

individual and multiple. Are there shades of vanishing? Can there be shades of 

appearances? The point Deloria is making is that there are no shadings of tribal voicing. 

As Cook-Lynn ( 1996) says, " We m u a  make hard choices if we expect the plot to keep 

moving " (p. 1 49). 

Ways of Kee~uig the Plot Movhg 

Much contemporary iiterary cnticism bas centred on how tribal voices can in good 

conscience accommodate the English language and Western genres. Beth Brant ( 1994) 

says: 

Those of us who are Native and have chosen to write are a fast-gowing 

community. This has not been an easy path to travel. For myself, this 

entails being in a constant state of translation. Those of you for whom 

English is a second language will understand some of what 1 say. Not 

only am 1 translating kom the spoken to the written, but also writing in 

a language that is not my own. When 1 sit in front of my typewriter, 

there are times 1 litemlly m o t  find the words that wili describe what 



I want to say. And that is because the words 1 want, the words 1 'hear,' 

are Mohawk words . . . 1 bend and shape this unlovely language in a 

way that will make truth. (p. 5 1 ) 

Simon Ortiz speaks "of the creative ability of Indian people to gather in many 

fonns of the socio-political colonking force which beset them and ta make these forms 

meaningful in their own tems . . . They [Western forms] are now Indian because of the 

creative development that the native people applied to them" (O& cited in Ruppert, p. 

9). Brant and Ortk speak of an appropriation of the English language into a tribal 

consciousness. Gloria Cranmer Webster ( 199 1) talks about how prosaic Hudson Bay 

trading blankets have been transfonned by coastal peoples into expressions of beauty, 

pride and communal membership. In the recent Nuu-chah-nulth exhibit at the Royal B.C. 

Museum in Victoria, an eiaborate sun mask uses aiarm clock bels instead of abalone shells 

for eyes: a distinctive and dramatic effect. 1 retum in chapter five to this question of how 

to, as Maria Campbell says, put the Mother into the English language and Western genres. 

Mediated Voices/Texts 

Another Native discourse uses different metaphors to create a transcendental 

space. Here a mediating language speaks across Merences. King (1990) coined the word 

interfision to describe how orality is transposed into contemporary Native literature. 

Ruppert (1994) refers to the mediated text, one that is "substantially Native and 

substantially Western" (p. 10): "As a participant in two literary and cultural traditions - 

Western and Native, the contemporary Native Amencan writer is free to use the 

epistemofogical structures of one to penetrate the other, to stay within one cultural 

fiamework or to change twice on the same page" (p. 1 1). A rnediative text "doubles the 



contexts and spheres of discourse . . . fùsing and reaiigning the cultud patterns of 

discourse into the many elements of the text. The writer's sources run both 

chronologicdy through one sphere and cross-culturally between fields of discourse" 

(Ruppert, 1994, p. 12). 

Daniel David Moses (1 998), Mohawk CO-editor of Mord's Antholoev of 

Canadian Native Literature in Endish, conceives of writing and Native identity as 

spiritudy comected: "1 mean spintual just in the sense of knowing the mzaning of your 

We, what you are doing and why you are doing it . . Native peoples' traditions, the 

meanings of their life, are intimately co~ected  to the actual physicd world they live in, 

so they don? have to hold on desperately to their sense of who they are. Unless, of course 

they corne to the city and believe what's ~oinp on here but then they are just partaking of 

the mainstream dilemma" (Moses & Goldie, 1998, p. xxi; emphasis added). He does not 

elaborate on this dilemma but for Native people it usually means an identity crisis brought 

on by being unduiy influenced by mainstream values: "My image of that mainstream is 

that it is pretty wide but itfs spintuaily shdow" (Moses, p. xxi). Moses' image of spirituai 

shallowness is reminiscent of what Taylor (1 992a) cails the flattening of moral horizons. 

Moses (1998) characterizes Native writing as "the deep currents" (p. xxi). A 'mainstream' 

literature is itself a misnomer, a negative descriptor. To be a mainstream writer is to have 

renounced a sense of seif (and thus, Taylor would argue, of depth) in favor of 

conventional, commercialized, and shallow prose. Would a transcendental vocabuiary of 

voices in a mediated, multicultural world aiso produce this effm of shallowness through 

the confluence of originaily distinct horizons? 



This question cornes pady out of the realization that most contemporary Native 

discourse is written by mked-bloods. The word rnixed-blood, which Wre half-breed 

started out as a derogatory terin, is being reappropriated as a sign of belonging to a 

particular comrnunity (Owens, 1992; Vuenor, 1994) although many Native people who 

acknowledge that there is mixed blood in their genealogies, would not cal1 themselves by 

that name (Ron Wilson, Persona1 communication, February 2000). LaRoque (1975) points 

out that Metis peoples until recently were cded non-Status Indians and except for the 

Alberta Metis people, did not have a temtory to cal1 their own; Maria Campbell (1 973) 

makes this homelessness a central theme in Hallbreed. The accusation of acting or being 

White accompanied any move towards modernkation or urbanization: 

A few decades ago some Native individuais began to venture out 

from their reserve or Metis cornmunities. Moa of them came back to aay 

and many came back with vehicles, p honograp hs or other unfamiljar gadgets. 

These individuais were ofken greeted with " Eh-peh-mm-neyakasoochiktt 

by their people. The word means "They are pretentiously uying to be white." 

In a similar vein, recent revolutionary rhetot-ic . . . revens to the term 'Uncle 

Tom' which essentially says the sarne thing as Eh-queh-moo-neyakassochik. 

(LaRoque, 1975, p. 10) 

A contentious source of identity crisis for Metis people has been openly acknowledghg 

and celebrating their White side (Janice Simcoe, Personal communication, November 26, 

1999). While much contemporary Native writing has been infiuenced by modem 

Uidividualism, an inescapable moral f?axnework also inforrns self-declareci mixed-blood 



writing. That fhmework has to do with the difncuities in negotiating more than one 

identity . 

LaRoque (1975) says that "although the Metis and the Indians are lumped together 

in most Native Studies cumculums, their histories and their cultures and even their current 

concerns are dserent, even if their social problems are ofien quite similar" (p. 17). Part of 

that hiaov has been the tension between uidian and Metis communities or families 

(Campbell, 1973). LaRoque (1975) notes that while the biggest ciifference has been legal, 

"there is also a vast cultural merence" (p. 18). Metis people see themselves as in the 

vanguard of cross-cultural understanding, as "bridging cultural and language barriers 

between the whites and the Indians" (LaRoque, 1975, p. 17), although Adams (1985) 

registers a dissenthg view that Maria Campbell would in large measure agree with. The 

Metis 

were never part of the Euro-ethnocentric society; and most of us can never 

be an integral part of it. Hinorically, we were definitely segregated £kom 

white society and isolated into our distinct Aboriginal community. For us, 

it is a world divided in half, in which the Metis are the 'ed, savage half, 

and the whites are the 'pious, civilY.ed h a . '  There is no in-between, or 

cross-over. It is definitely two separate worlds. (Adams, 1985, p. 93) 

The relationship betuieen traditionai and contemporary cultures, and how to 

incorporate change and multiple ethnicities have been explored by mixed-blood dters ,  

who Iive, as Gunn Men (1996) puts it, in the Liminai spaces. The concem is that the push 

to incorporate or adapt to change is propelhg Native people as a whole in an irreversible 

direction., in which multicuitural, hybrid or liminai identities become the nom, and tribai or 



traditional identities the exception. The two discourses' distinct horizons of sigrilficarice 

would thereby becorne collapsed and Oattened. 

Dialogue is only possible between distinct and Mque individuals or peoples. 

Rorty (1982) argues that while it is rnorally questionable for one comrnunity to set the 

standards for all others, a pragmatic view, for example, has no di££ïculty in recogninng 

that distinctive cornmunities wili want and need to define themsetves for thernselves: 

pragmatism says the faa that a view is ours - o u  language's, our tradition's, 

our culture's, is an excelient prima facie reason for holding it. It is not, of - 

course, a knock-down argument againa competing views. But it does put 

the burden of proof on such views. It says that rationaiity consists in a 

decent respect for the opinions - or, Ui Gadarner's deliberately shocking 

terms, the prejudices - of mankind. With Peirce and Habermas, it sees 

objectivity in terms of consensus rather than correspondence. (Rorty, 

1982, p. 6; his emphasis) 

Dialogue is a way of navigating between cornmunities that are articulating competing 

moral frameworks for identity. 

A tribai voice cmies the authority of Native myths of concem, as Frye (1976) 

would ca l  them. This tribal voice is also impiicit in hybrid or limind writings, which 

draw on this core to maintain thek distincuiess fiom mainStream society (Owens, 1992; 

Vienor, 1994). An alternative framework simuitaneously embedded in mixed-blood 

discourse is cross-culturaiism - the ability of humans to cross over boundaries and break 

through the coastrictions of parochially dehed identities (Gunn Men, 1998). This 

framework can be construed as infiuenced by the Western myth of individualkm but we 



can look at it in another way as speaking across to an indigenous Eamework: the 

recognition of the value of intertribai relationships and how actively maintainhg those 

good relations connects with and helps to perpetuate Abonginal epiaemology, in which ail 

Living things are intenelated. The world has a "moral being" and "disruptions among 

human societies" create "disharmony in the rea of the world" (DeIoria, 199 1 a, p. 30). 

Reflections 

1 began this chapter with one purpose in mind: to elucidate a temtory that 1 do 

not inhabit in as respectful and truthfiil manner as possible. Some of the dilemmas hinted 

at are nevertheless my own, being a non-Native married to a Native with two children; my 

husband grew up in his temtory, our children have spent part of their young lives in their 

home community, but we are now living in an urban center, geographically cut off f?om 

the web of interrelationships and the close connection to the land. 1 am one of those 

non-Natives aiiuded to by Delona (1985) who found "the vision of stability of the 

community" that "glimmers in the Indian cornmunities" and "shines through the Indian 

anthologies" (p. 292). 1 would not hold back the verb "shines" fiom the particular 

community 1 was privileged to live in. 

Through much of this chapter, 1 was pursued by - or 1 myself pursued - a quest for 

an answer to a riddle that for those whose Native identity is sereneiy untroubled may seem 

to be a manufactured query. My intention is certainly not to revitalize a new 'Indian 

question' and create more fodder for scholarly criticism. My comments or 'hdings' speak 

more to the complex relationship between culture and modem society and, more broadly, 

to the aecessity for more humanistic or moral h e w o r k s  that comider the inexrricabiïity 

of seifwith comrnunity. At a certain point when the 'answef of Native identity was 



eluding me, 1 was remindeci of Aoki's (2000) observation that we in academe conceive of 

research as a search, with the word search in research implying that there is an answer to 

be discovered ifwe only look or think hard or far or deep enough. He suggests that this 

way of thinking closes off possibilities that may otherwise present themselves. The 

thought was iiberating for it released me fiom a self-placed onus and Ied me to re-evaluate 

mY purPo= 

One of the lessons 1 leamed is not to accept things at face value, which is 

sornething that we as scholan, particdarly those involved in 'participatory research' where 

the insider's perspective is vaiued highly, tend to do. Cook-Lynn condemns this tendency 

on the part of non-Native scholars to peremptorily gant goodwili as an invaiid form of 

criticism because it rests on ingratiation rather than cnticai thought. And yet her 

observation itself needs to be tempered within the context of creating dialogic 

communities, of attending to the importance of maintaining human relationships. Related 

to that cave* another lesson 1 re-leamed isGadamer's ( l975/1998) adage about 

understandhg as making the other person's argument stronger. By that i take him to 

mean: a) accepting what another says because understanding can oniy proceed if the 

words or the meaning have not been misconmued or willfully ignored and b) making the 

substantive claim stronger. For that is what binds us together: not our particular points of 

view but the substance of what and who we are, enact, believe and articulate. This advice 

has been particdarly challenging to foilow in this chapter, where diverse indigenous points 

of view exist that are equaiiy compelluig yet often contradictory-, to espouse one over 

another would mean denying a (Native) identity, which is the highest form of sin in 

contemporary discourse. In creating an argument, 1 have taken a side. Yet in the process 



1 have attempted to consider the several angles. My conclusion is that Taylor is partiy 

wrong, at leaa in this case. Whiie our arguments ought to be based on the strongest 

possible evaluations, the matter of decicling between the Nong evaluations is necessarily 

provisional. in other words, we have to accept the finite nature of our judgment and not 

impose on others the absolute truth of our own evaluations. While the ethics of voice is 

predicated on resistance and caring and the belief that there is a horizon of significance 

worth fighting for, its articulation exists within a context of dialogue between communities 

that hold comparable beliefs. Dialogue makes their articulation meaningfil. If the 

articulation of tribal voice was to dominate and supercede ali discussion, its horizon of 

significance might recede. What 1 am saying is that wMe I have concluded a tribal voice 

is crucial to Native identity, and needs to be listeneci to and followed, that conclusion does 

not foreclose al1 discussion. It is my own feeling that a fundamental agreement can be and 

in some ways aiready has ben reached on the core significance of tnbal voicing. 

Postscri~t: Thinkina niines Through 

Mer  I wrote this chapter, one of the educators who read it and responded was 

Janice Sirncoe. hcluded in our post-conversation (see: Appendix D) is a refinement of 

tribal voicing. Janice Simcoe's cnterion for authenticity is: Are one's actions solely 

benefiting the self and thus undertaken for seffish rasons, or do the actions benefit the 

community: home comrnunity, adopted community, extended family, community of F i  

Nations educaton? As Taylor (1989, 1992a) makes clear, we are surrounded by a society 

that values individualisrn; the danger of sucnimbing is everpresent. Authenticity is not 

sornething the selfachieves; it is, Taylor (1992a) makes clear, a motivating ideal. There 

have b e n  and are times, Janice says, when she feels as ifshe has become "mute" to her 



"authentic" self, a feeling that teus her she ne& to joumey back to the "source" and get 

re-grounded (Conversation, Janice Simcoe). The source is f d y  and community. 

Knowing sources exist is distinct fkorn seeking them out. A person cm cease to speak 

from a tribal place by not actively drawing upon their sources (Conversation, Janice 

Simcoe). As Ruth Cook says, "If you don't use it, you lose it" (Conversation, Ruth 

Cook). Ianice Simcoe explains: 

We . . . mtimlaied what you need to have in order to cal2 youtsev tribal. 

or k i n g  a m-bd voice, but there's something missiiig in there. and w h t  might 

be missing is the abiitty and h e  knowledge ojhow to go to the smrce to get the 

annver. l7wt.i where the problern comes. of an Ïsoiated person, with ail kinak 

of understanding of the land and hisioïy, knuwiedge of who they are. btrl 

isolated Surnethhg happm tu thern. 

Teresa: Like ? 

Janice: Thal connectior~ I mean i f y ~ ~  go lhere - m d y m  were alluding to thzs 

too - while ym're totufiy isolate4 theii sornething srarts happening, 

and it comes from the isolation. So there was a writer t h  I know I stmed 

verbal& argrring with and handwriiing in the columnî. but I can't remember now 

because it was a m e r  or two back, but it was about stiil being able tu maintain 

the tn-bal voice here in the mi& of i so l~un.  

rfym've lost a source to go to, then ym've los  some of that tribal voice. 

Nella /lVelson] har ahuqs. ahvqs, alwqys reminded everybdy: y m  haw IO go 

io the commtn~ity. ThPt's the wqy of arharhaduting tt. It's not jurt about gomg to 

ewnrs or di>iners or wutchïng people dance; I know t h  she's talking about doirg 



more thmi thar. More t h  shcning expertise or bringing yorn gis. 1t.i more 

thîzn thai und it's hard to describe. It k creating a source for yourself: to find out 

mwers to questions. (Conversation, Janice Simcoe) 

I think Cook-Lynn wodd agree with Janice Shcoe. What I understand Janice to 

be saying is that the things I acknowledged fiom Native writen as signiIicant to Firn 

Nations identity ( farnily co~ection, land comection and recognition) cm themselves 

become isolating and purely extr'malinng things. What counts as authentic is the 

movernent back fiom the self to community, and then mowig back into one's role as 

educator, what Nella refers to as a "back-and-forth movement" (Conversation., Nella 

Nelson). The movement is innamiated in an individual decision, where an individual 

chooses to actively maintain that comection. This integrai relationship between self and 

society, or self and community, is a fundamental point that perhaps becarne lost in the 

erudite complexity of the chapter but it is embedded in its fabric. The resonance of that 

word, movement, for Fira Nations educaton will become more clear in chapter Bve; I 

also elaborate on connecting with one's sources. 

Another point that Janice draws out is that the purpose of having a source is to 

find out answers to questions. When in chapter five the reader hears Ruth Cook talk 

about how she persistently asked her mother and the village elders questions, without 

them ever turning her away, Janice's words leap into significance. Elders are a living 

source, a perpetual weli-sp~g (to use a conventional metaphor âom British poetry) of 

knowledge and wisdom A spring is a source. Questions bring the source into being. 1 

recall at the "Delgamuukw: One Year Mer" conference, Alfi-eci Joseph, a Wet'suwet'en 

Hereditary Chef, spoke of his expenences as a boy asking the elders questions about bis 



people's history. He wanted to know how a war had aarted between his tribe and another 

one. The elder told hirn part of the story, but stopped at a certain point and couldn't teil 

any more because that was the extent of his knowledge. He pointed out to Joseph that 

"someday people will depend on you because I'm giving you this informatior: about your 

histoq." ALfred Joseph then asked another elder, a wornan, the same question and she 

was able to recount the aory's ending. Upon teiiing him what he had heard fiom the 

second elder, the elder pointed to him and said, "There you are. ïhat's how our hiaory is 

recorded. That's the way our hiaory is handed down." Joseph explained to the 

conference audience that his role in asking questions was cntical to oral transmission., and 

that each individual holds a piece of the history in memory (Joseph, 1999). 

The important message to bear in mind is that the questions are equally imporiant. 

The kinds of questions that Janice Simcoe, Ruth Cook and Alfred Joseph are talking 

about, 1 believe, are not so much inteilecnial questions, such as how do we define identity, 

as more humanly fundamental ones Like: Who am I? Where do we come from? Who is 

my family?. The importance that Native storyteilers like George Clutesi (1 994/1967), 

J o b y  Moses ( 199 1 ) and Scott Momaday ( 1976) place on creation stones throws these 

'tales' into a different light, as aories that answer contemporary questions of identity: 

Who am I? Where do we come eom? What is my origin? Who am 1 as a human being? 

Who should 1 be? Who do 1 need to be to be of the most use on this planet? Iohnny 

Moses (1 99 1), with a knowing wink in his eye, introduces the Nonhwea Coast tales to a 

predominantly non-Native audience, with the following hint: In these nories, you will 

hear about Wolç Raven, Owl  Deer. These animals are not really animals. They are 

people. Listen. 



h going to the source, the reciprocal side of asking questions is knowing when to 

become s a .  



Chapter IV: The Interpretive Process 

1 want to briefly explain the b e r  points of the interpretive process, the choices 

that were inforrned or more accurately, confirmed byphmesis. 1 did not apply theory to 

decisions; instead, the responsibility to make choices @ r d )  was influenced by a form of 

reasoning that, upon reflection, 1 recognize as phronesis. The questions and issues I will 

address are: consultation and collaboration; puilhg out thematic strands; fusions of 

horizon (my own as well as the educators'), and authenticity of representation in d t i n g  or 

discourse. 

Consultation and Collaboration 

It is one thing to describe the intention to involve participants and follow through 

with that intention. It is another thing entirely to experience collaboration, for then 1 as 

researcher enter the reaim of understanding as an event, of upheavals, eniptions and 

fusions. The geological metamorphoses signal a felt and tangible paradigm shift on an 

individuai scale. In the absence of collaboration, such movements would have been more 

contrived and isolated. Authenticity enters here again, reiterating the inexuicability of self 

with society. 1 am a privileged guest in a cornmunity of educators. 

Consultation and collaboration were elements of a continuhg and recursive 

process. The educators played one or more of the foilowing roles: a) witness to my 

interpretive process; b) interpreter of their own words as well as of my words and ideas; c) 

reader of my academic writing (chapters one to five); d) reader of my interpretive chapter 

on the conversations (chapter five) and e) a person who reflects on the research process. 

AU roles were supported by a dialogical process. 



Witness' carries a particular meaning in a First Nations context. 1 am drawing on 

those resonances while using the word in my own way. In a potlatch, a witness watches 

and Listens to the proceedings and in doing so, assents to the h o h g  f ' y ' s  rendition of 

culture. By witness, 1 mean the act of seeing and hearing and assenting to my thought 

process; what the educators are assenting to is more the authenticity of my process than an 

authentic representation of their own tmth. 

As I transcribed, I found myself continuhg the actual conversations in my head. 

That dialogue began as comments, observations and questions. Once 1 had transnbed 

several conversations, 1 found myself in the rnidst of a community of voices. The 

educators were al1 speaking with me but were also speaking a common language to one 

another across the conversations, with me as a privileged listener or witness. I use the 

word privileged because even though First Nations educators often meet and speak with 

one another, very rarely would they be engaged in the kinds of focused discussion around 

identity that occurred in this study. When meeting with Janice Simcoe d e r  she had read 

her own transcnpt, she registered her amazement: if ail of the conversations were as nch 

in disclosures of identity as she recognized in her own, then the study would serve a good 

purpose. 

I amed  to use comment notes in the transcripts' marghs to share with the 

educators my comments, observations, requests for clarification, interpretations and 

gradually, connections. Because the comment space is lirnited, 1 was forced to be as 

succinct as possible. My words were addressed to a particular audience, which was not 

mysell; but the person whose conversation 1 was readùig. 1 therefore consciously phrased 

the words in such a way as to be as clearly undersîood. 1 avoided jargon although 1 



sometùnes included, just as 1 had done in the conversations, ideas from other First Nations 

educators who are scholars, or concepts that tend to arise in an acadernic setting, such as 

authenticity. 1 aiso broached alternative or competing points of view, sometimes 

acknowledging their source, sometimes not, depending on the nature of the comment. 

One of the consequences of following this kind of path was that the interpretive or 

organinng concepts and metaphors grew out of the educators' words themselves. Eber 

Hampton (1  9 9 9 ,  I later discovered, proceeded in a similar fashion. 1 also found that the 

educators' words overlapped or coincided with vocabulary used by indigenous scholars. I 

invited and encouraged the educators to respond to my marginal annotations, thereby 

continuing the dialogue in another form. Itve included exarnples in Appendix C of 

comment notes. 1 had moved in transcribing from being a listener to the nuances and 

expressiveness of spoken language while sirnultaneously attending to the substance of the 

arguments to being a reader of the conversation, focusing on meaning and understanding: 

reliving the event of understanding through reading as a form of "lived experience" 

(Rosenblatt, 1978). In this phase, I offered the educators the oppominity to do the same: 

to be readers of their own words as well as of my odine thoughts and interpretations. 1 

found this to be a simple yet effective way to dernystiQ (to use Janice Simcoe's word) the 

interpretive process, not only for them but also for myself I also discovered that this 

process confirmed Gadamer's beliefs that: a) interpretation is ongoing; it is integral to al1 

phases of understanding and b) it is diaiogical in nature. 

Educaton signaleci their agreement or disagreement with my interpretations by 

wnting directly on the page, ticking the notation and/or engaging in face-to-face 

conversation. Lf a conversation ensued, our mutual undentandhg of a particular issue 



invariably moved to a deeper level, while often ending in new questions. hterpretive 

concepts or metaphors were refined or clarified; connections were agreed to or qualified. 

Lyn Daniels, who lives outside of Victoria, came to town expressly for the purpose of 

having a face-to-face conversation. 

Educators also became witnesses and interpreters of one anothef s words or ideas 

as I had represented hem in the marginal cornrnents. They articulated their affirmation 

with one another in several ways: agreement ('Yes, t recognize that' or' 1 know that' or 

'I've heard that'), awe or amazement ('1 didnt realize that someone else thought or 

experienced that'), provocation (pauses, hrnms), and thoughtful deliberation on questions. 

AU of the educators read and responded to my marginal comments. 

1 didn't ask al1 of the educators to read my academic writing. It depended on their 

interest and inclination as well as whether they had time or more accurately, ifwe had 

time, since it invariably meant at lest another conversation. The ones who agreed made 

the time for in reality, al1 of the comrnitment and energy they devoted came on top of prior 

comrnitments. Janice Simcoe shared with me that she read the identity chapter (chapter 

three) three tirnes. For her, taking that cornmitment seriously meant devoting a large 

chunk of time to m u h g  it over and responding (Janice Simcoe, Personal communication, 

March 27,2000). In mon -dies, participants are free to read the final document, yet 

the thesis or dissertation is excmciatingly long as well as usuaily expressed in a language 

that they cannot recognize themselves in. 1 know that it was usefùl for me to see, as in 

lahari's window, that as an author within an academic institutional setting, I am written by 

or inscribed with the conventions of the scholarly profession Discoune, 1 would now 

argue, is an irreducible element in academic writing, phcularly if that wnting takes the 



form of argument. Two First Nations graduate students that 1 know have both opted not 

to rely exclusively on academic discourse but have instead tunieci to other fonns of 

representation, such as narratives and plays, so as to more authentically articulate £kom 

their location as Fust Nations people. One kind of comment 1 received on my writing was 

that, once again, it felt iike traveling through a foreign temtory (Conversation, Ianice 

Simcoe; on academia as a foreign language see: Tuhiwai Smith, 1999). The form of 

representation constituted a block, regardless of the message 1, as author, was attempting 

to communicate. 1'11 corne back to this point at the end of the chapter. 

Another kind of comment, though, was recognition. For example, Lyn Daniels 

saw in my description of Taylor's leaving home story a pattern in her life, a pattern that 

until that point was obscure to her. She had believed that her Me choices rendered her 

unique whereas upon reading that chapter, she recognized in her journey a story pardel to 

one in mainstream society. That understanding (or fusion of horizons) has in tum 

influenced her way of thinking about her own identity. 

Most of the educators held some point of view on academic research. We often 

discussed this issue at ow first meeting before the conversation even took place. 1 usually 

enfolded this debate into the conversations, but 1 also made a point of turning it over as a 

recunive question asked penodically along the way: before the conversation, during the 

conversation, afler the educator read the transcnpt along with my comment notes, after 

hdshe read my writing. This 'checking in' became an ongoing forrn of evaiuation to 

reassure me that my own behavior was appropnate as well as to engender discussion on 

academics and research with Native people. 



One of the most cornmon comments was usuaiiy predicated on the first meeting or 

upon first reading my writing. I elicited this quietly formulated response almost 

fomlltously through later informal conversation. The comment confirms my own 

expenence of living in a First Nations comrnunity as weil as Dolores Stanley's research 

expenences in an indigenous community (Stanley, Personai communication, November, 

1999). The observation c m  be summed up in the word, acceptance. Acceptance of me 

and my research rested on the educator's silent appraisai of my approach. Two educators 

later said to me: 1 agreed to participate because 1 could tell that you were not pretending 

to be someone you're not. In other words, 1 was not exhibiting the telltale signs of being a 

'wannabe'. A 'wannabe', for those readers who are unfàmiliar with this word, is a 

non-Native person who wants to be Native, and therefore acts 'brown' (Native) in order to 

be 'brown' (Native). 

In Wagamese's (1 997) novel, Josh, an Indian adopted by a white, Christian family, 

is imrnured to his Native identity (his nation is never made clear; he later adopts Ojibwe 

ways), while his best Fnend J o h ~ y  y e m s  to be Indian; his father is an alcoholic and 

mother an exemplar of destructive CO-dependency. His fiend's indifference to his Native 

identity enrages him and propels Johnny to overcompensate for its absence in both of their 

lives. The novel is told in the third person but is interspersed with first-person disclosures, 

such as this one fi-orn Johmy: "How do you tell somebody that you've just become 

someone else? 1 j u s  kept it to myselfand worked at being a wanior. When 1 met you I 

couldnt believe it. 1 mean, who thinks they're going to meet a real Indian in the rniddle of 

the f m  belt? When 1 discovered that you had no reai knowledge of yourselfas an Indian 

it confùsed me. I knew more about who you were supposed to be than you did" (p. 78). 



As Wagamese's (1997) novel rnakes clear, Johnny's 'metamorphosis' stems fiom a desire to 

be cdtwally other than who he is. Johnny directs the following reflection at his naive 

fiiend, but fails to perceive how his own words speak to the hole in his own Ne: "How 

the hell is a person supposed to deferid their seifwhen they dont know what that selfis, 

what it represents or how it's sustained, defined and perpetuated?" (Wagamese, 1997, p. 

1 13). The reason Native people criticise wannabes is because they falsely suppress their 

own horizon; they do so by adopting the mores of another culture: either by fiat or by a 

tribe's or a Native individuai's gracious indulgence or fellowship. Another comment I 

heard, related to the first, was therefore "relief' that 1 was "acknowledging" where I was 

corning fiom (Conversation, Lyn Daniels); that I was not claiming to speak from an 

indigenous perspective. 

Geertz (1988) perceptively observes in speaking of anthropologias and 

ethnographers, and his comments apply equally to other researchers, that the bulk of our 

energy and thought is put into corredy fiaming epistemological questions raised by 

studying or impiicating another culture; in hindsight, my first chapter is a stunning exanple 

of this kind of scnipulous wnting. Scant thought is given to representation which, once 

the centrai questions have been wrestled with, researchers assume will take care of itself 

"Ifthe relation between observer and observed (rapport) can be managed, the relation 

between author and text (signature) will follow - it is thought - of itseif" (Geertz, 1988, p. 

10). This presumption is faise, says Geertz. It overlooks the fact that writing & 

representation: language inescapably mediates author (the individual signature) and ~ d ~ e  

(social conventions). Geertt (1 988) invokes a distinction between signature, or authored 

and writerly prose (ciMg Barthes), and discourse or anonymous prose (citing Foucault). 



Ln this iight, 1 want to draw attention to the substantive point that I understand Lyn 

Daniels to be making. Because 1 am aware of speaking £tom my own location, relief 

foilows. Representation and appropriation ceased to be a question in her mind of how am 

1, as a non-Native person, going to negotiate this ciifference in identity. Her own feeling 

of being reassured, however, was not matched by my own. 1 have concluded that 

representation can be handied more or less appropriately but is an irrevocable consequence 

of undertaking academic writing. As Geertz (1988) says, there is no getting around or out 

of this predicament of representation because it is embedded in writing itseif Whether it 

is integral to ail academic writing regardless of who's writing or whether it is confined to 

those speaking from within a Western perspective, is an important question: a question 

that Ianice Simcoe and 1 discussed when broaching the topic of authenticity of Firn 

Nations voice within an academic (vit. mainnream education) setting. The burden of 

representation, wherever it originates, can be deviated by the presence of a human bond, 

aiso known as trust. This tma is necessarily mixed, 1 believe, with a measure of 

forgiveness, forgiveness for whatever, due to the inescapable influence of my own 

perspective, that 1 didn't get 'nght' (see: Arendt, 1958 on forgiveness, pp. 236-243). 

Pullhg out Thematic Strands 

In re-reading the conversations, "it takes the shape of a conversation again, a 

didogue, and I'm asking questions and making comments and noting similar stories of my 

own. The conversation ceases to be a text; 1 dont really allow it to become a text. 1 dont 

re* it. Something happens that aiways brings me back to who is speaking. That's what it 

cornes down to. That these are not just words, spoken by anyone. The someone is not 

interchangeable. And that 's when that dialoguing hap pens again" (Research journal, 



Febmary 24,2000). In qualitative research, we often speak ofgrounding ourselves in the 

data; the way we do this is by steeping ourselves in our participants' words, mulling over 

the actual phrases and relating them to the whole context. This process belongs to an 

appropriation phase. Maggie, in re-leaming her Native tongue, explains how when she 

got stuck on a word that she could not remernber: "the word wasn't mine; I bzew there 

was a word but I could>,'t pull it out because it wm' t  my word But one day I was sitting 

clown i~r the of/ice und the word came to me aitd it was so dear . . . I c m f h ' t  teach it 

becmse the word wm7't mine and the11 wherr that word came to me, I imderstood what 

the mcher memt when she said the a~rrictrlum is not the strrdent's wrtil it becomes their 

word Becatrse that word wam't mine until I remernbered if" (Conversation, Maggie; her 

emphasis). Jua as Maggie could not teach that word until she really knew it for henelf, 

we as researchers need to appropriate the data so as to be able to write authentically; we 

need to know it for and inside ourselves. 

While these moments of appropriation are integrai to qualitative research, I 

resisted removing the words fiom the dialogical context, as my journal entry shows. 1 

wanted to retain that living comection to a person whose words we - researcher and 

educator - had decided would be acknowledged rather than subsumed. That resistance 

also came ffom not wanting to tum the words over into data. 1 £ind it odd that qualitative 

researchers have moved into modes of representation and interpretation that challenge 

empiricist asumptions yet retain the word 'data' to descnbe the irnplied sea of words that 

they are required to make sense of or bring coherence to. Taylor (1973) argues that data 

(plural), or datum (singular), is the "basic building block of knowledge" in an empiricist 

fhmework; brute datum is the "impression, or sense-datum" that is not contaminated by 



interpretation but instead "anchored in a certainty beyond subjective intuition" (p. 52): the 

certainty is rooted in the irreducibility of sense-impressions. Qualitative researchers 

usuaily mean 'data' as interpreted, yet retaining the term communicates an ambivalent 

focus (Ely et al., 1997, pp. 346-354). My own c o d t m e n t  to being affected in 

Gadamer's sense mean; that the words could not become data, which meant they could not 

be 'coded' or distilled in the traditionai sense. 1 found myself following a path pardel in an 

uncanny way to a conventional approach, yet the words I chose were different. 

1 had already begun to organize or interpret the words through the comment notes. 

The comment notes became a clumsy and cumbersome way of i d e n w g  and tracking the 

multiplicity of comecting ideas. 1 began to 'puii out' thematic strands; puiiing or puliing 

out is a metaphor that educators used in the conversations yet I've noticed that it coincides 

with a word 1 relied on in my journal pnor to initiating the conversations. It suggests to 

me a thread from a tapestry or woven mg as do 'strand' or 'thread', which are also words 1 

tend to use. The themes began as notes, using the actual words from the conversations. 

As 1 moved back and forth, like a shuttle, between the conversation and the themes, fluid 

connections occurred naturaiiy and spontaneously, to such a degree that 1 found it difncuit 

to keep up the Pace of recording these thoughts. Upon reflection, 1 decided it was 

significant that: a) 1 was expenencing these 'comections'; that these connections 

constituted 'interpretation' and that once again, the 'authenticity' of understanding was 

more of an event than an a a  of analysis; b) connections or convergences better described 

the process than the more abstract word of 'coding'; and c) this process intensified the 

human bond rather than diminished it because 1 was re-grounding myself in the 

conversation; an essential part of that grounding was the post-conversations. From those 



thematic strands, which were like strings of comected words and concepts, 1 pulled out 

recurring words, paid attention to the nuances between how words were used, identified 

overarching words that spoke to the same phenornenon, and finaily, distilled those into a 

finite nurnbcr of topics. The topics became the headings in an outhe. 

These procedurai aeps follow the accumulated practice of other qualitative 

researchers, which is usuaily tailored to the specific contours of the study and the 

researcher's own temperament ( se :  Ely et ai, 1997). Yet by not choosing to c d  the 

educators' words 'data', and by trusthg that the dialogical impulse would carry through 

into the interpretive details, an interpretive approach b e r n e  clear. An essential 

component in that process was choosing my metaphors correctiy; by correctly, 1 mean 

sustaining the vibrant link between what was said and who said it. 1 acknowledged the 

source of the words, including those that 1 had unered or thought of 1 discussed the 

themes in informai and formai conversation, and shared my proposed 'theming' of a 

conversation with the particuiar educator. 

Fusions of Horizon 

Fusion of horizon means an event of understanding that happens in the individual 

(see: chapter two). Outward signs during the conversation alluded to an inward process; 

these signs are unreiiable in that they rest on my interpretation yet are tangible 

nevertheless: they conaibuted to the spirit of the conversation and the feeiings of 

movement: of moving toward and movhg one another. Thoughtfui pauses, prolonged 

silences, animatecl expressions, changes in tone, a deiiberate siowing of pace in seiecting 

words, reaching out to grasp a metaphor all of these ngnified the ongoing presence of 

thought and interpretation. The deeper undulations were usually articuiated afker the 



conversation, once the educators had read their own transcnpts andor my academic 

writing. There was one particular example that stood out. 

While preparing to write the First Nations identity chapter, 1 experienced that iink 

between the conceptual and the actual: what we say to others and what we do ounelves. 

1 had reached a point of needing to sort through (again) the implications of being a 

non-Native married to a Native person with children whose identities mediate between the 

two of us, but whose cultural leanings are rnost strongly towards their Heiltsuk family and 

home. 1 can't honestly say that 1 reached an answer to the diacult questions to myself and 

my relationships writing this particular chapter posed. However, challenging a horizon 

that 1 had previously felt untroubled about, in the sense that I thought my supponive 

stance towards Native people and issues was resolution enough, and discussing those 

issues with my partner, did generate changes in our awareness, and we each came to tems 

to that new knowledge in our own ways. It has made a difference in each of our 

relationships with our children. I bring fonvard this personal event because a simiiar but 

even deeper fusion of horizon was provoked in Lyn Daniels in response to the same 

chapter. 

Lyn Daniels is married to a non-Native, and has lately become more acutely aware 

of the gulf in worldview between the two sides: within her relationship and between the 

families. This isolation has become more rather than Iess pronounced over time. Here is 

an excerpt from our second conversation &er she had read her vanscript and a draft of 

my third chapter on Fira Nations identity: 

Teresa: How has this resecach prucess and these conversations on identzy 

flectedyarc? 



Lp: WeU becarse I have this political perspective on people and I ahuays arR. 

''Whar does this mean for me?': there were a lot of rhings t h y m  wote in there 

[chapter three on identity] t h t  I recogni=ed in myseF n e  Ieavi~ig home. That 

has been a big* ofmy thinking and my life because 1 lefi Saskatchewan . . . 

Not allowing that part of it to come to the mr$ace btit now I realzze thut yeuh, 

t h ' s  what it realIy is: to find art more abart myself too . . . I've been so 

conscious about not being ordi~tary, and yet here it was again [she iàugh]. 

I was doing what everybody else does. I was trying to be unique [she laughs 

cigairi]. 

Teresa: Ym r e a k d  that p i  wcre in the m e  positiort as. . . 

Lyn: As al1 of the people who leave home: the p t e m  for the mainsrrem 

society. At the same tirne, I've been doing all t h  work with First Nations Stirdies 

12, and just being in a place and a space of mirtd where I'm total& thinkvtg abmt 

knowledge: A boriginal know ledge and how you wunt to teach that. It 's a really 

corn fortable, exciting, und motivating place. 

I'm in a reliztiomhip with a non-Abortginaf person, und I started fo think 

about how the politics ispersot>al. that I am not being m e  to my identity 

because 1 am liMrtg with and having a child with this ~FI-Aborigitaf person. 

I really began fo questrstron wherher this is whm I really wmrt to do and to question 

the whole relatiomhip. Jztst the things t h  hove hqpened over the past year 

over fmiiy mid conficts over values came to the sugtzce Nt my mind to the point 

where 1 felt that* yotc krtow* 1 have tc make a decision about whether this is the 

right thing to do, whether this is the way I wunt to spend the rest of my iife. 



With the AborigrnaIpeople [QI First Nations 121 the eq~erience was so 

goud [ L p  hter amended ' g d  to 'rewmdzing'] that [I thought about what it 

wmld be like] ro have that experience rill the tirne . . . I feel like in my work I'rn 

ahuays having to be thzs other person in a wq. It-i not my m e  person. 

(Conversation, Lyn Daniels) 

Several reaiizations are simultaneously rising "to the surface1'. One is Lyn's recognition of 

her own journey in Taylor's (1989) leaving home aory. This leads to an implosion of a 

self-created myth of uniqueness. She also gains insight into a pattern created not out of an 

Abonginal perspective but that is more closely aligned with a mainstrearn or what Taylor 

(1 989, 1992a) would cal1 the modem individualism myth. The leaving home story also 

co~ec ted  with her ment experience of a strong sense of belonging with other Aboriginal 

educators. The cornfort of being arnong a "criticai rnass" (Conversation, Janice Simcoe, 

Reflective commentary) of Aboriginal people while revising the First Nations 12 IRP 

[Integrated Resource Package] where she could easily be who she is was a "delightl' 

(Conversation, Lyn Daniels). It felt nght for her to be involved in talking about and within 

Aboriginal modes of thought with Aboriginal people. L p  Daniels' ided for Abonginal 

education is encapusdated by Hampton's ( 1995) m i  generis model: Aboriginal education 

as a "thing of its own"(Conversation with L p  Daniels). She began to question her own 

role as Fim Nations Coordinator where instead of being herseif, she is constantly 

explaining her identity in cross-cuitural encounters. Her long-standing belief that politics 

is personai returned; it led her to doubt the integrity of maintainhg a relationship with a 

non-Native person. 



ûther First Nations educators have distinguished between two kinds of identity: 

one false, the other tnie (Conversation, Maggie). Both notions of identity are ernbedded in 

Lyn's words. Her fusion of horizons centers around this polarization: distinguishing the 

apparent fkom the r d 7  the illusory from the genuine (see: Frye, 1976). Lyn and 1 have 

had many discussions on authenticity and Fist Nations literature; that comrnon interest 

was what fist brought us together. Authenticity reverberates in the corners of everything 

that we as educators and researchen do, think, believe, practice, espouse, or at least that 

has been my experience. Both Gadamer and Taylor talk about fusions of horizon as 

authentic or genuine: the marks that understanding leaves h n p ~ t e d  on Our souls or 

spirits. For Lyn, authenticity was not only a horizon she brought with her to the 

conversation, it also becarne a catalyst for profound change. 

Perhaps al1 fusions of horizons are recognition-scenes. Northrop Frye (1 957, 

1976) has pointed out the significance of recognition scenes in fiterature as in Ne. Fusions 

of horizon imprint a seal of authenticity: the proof thar both researcher and participant are 

lemers as weIl as teachers. Research cm receive teachings as weil as give back to 

cornunit ies. 

Representation, Writing and Authenticity 

"The gap between engaging others where they are and representing them where 

they aren't" (Geertz, 1988, p. 130) is the perennial dilemma of academic writing. The fact 

is that vimialiy any academic writing speaks in an idiom that participants have difficulty 

understanding or relating to. Part of this has to do with audience. Wnting is oriented 

towards an academic audience; the audience shapes the writing (Terry Johnson, ED-B 33 1 

lectures, University of Victoria). A more fundamental reason has to do with desire and 



belonging: "1 am loolring for the calm and serenity writing provides . . . writhg - that 

open space of thought" (Research journal, September 16, 1999); "1 need to corne back 

here more often, to this space, to my space. I can feel it as soon as 1 enter it, that 1 am in 

myself, in my own skin, wrapped in my own words, and a certain flow occurs" (Research 

journal, February 24,2000). Immersion in words has an aspect of "verbal seduction" 

(Geertz, 1988, p. 142), of the writer being drawn into a tluid, even embryonic, world of 

words. But the act of research writing is or ought to be balanced by conviction, which, 

con- to what Geem (1988) contends, is not built out of "glistening towers" (Geertz, 

1988, p. 141). Geertz (1998), his metaphors rooted in class distinctions, unfavorably 

contrasts these towers with mundane, "this-is-a-hawk-that-is-a-handsaw" prose 

(p. 4 1). Conviction cornes nom authenticity, "bringing home what dwells outside of us" 

(Research journal, October 18, 1999): not only do I iike it here (verbal seduction), but 

this is where 1 belong. As soon as we taik about belonging, we are propeiîed back into the 

world of action, prmis, the web of relationships, the human bond. Within Plato's parable 

of the cave, it is symbolized by the return: "The condition of inhabiting the world makes 

situation, understanding and interpretation possible" (Ricoeur, 198 1, p. 56 on Heidegger). 

The question nill becomes, as Geertz (1988) astutely points out, which world: 

here or there? Despite the authenticity that attends on the writing experience, academic 

prose is a foreign language to those who do not inhabit it. Dipardo (1993), in a study of 

teachers who entered graduate studies, records their intimidation with academic discourse: 

"Many . . . recalled being Uiitidy 'eghtened to death' by the language of graduate school 

. . . It was iike leamhg a foreign language" (Dipardo, 1993, p. 201, cited in Ely et al., 

1997, p. 260). It is one thing to aate that the academic treatment of indigenous peoples 



has been "dehurnanizing" (Tuhiwai Smith, 1999, p. Il) .  It is another to say that this 

"alienation" (Conversation, Janice Simcoe, on alienation within academic institutions: 

"Everything we do in the ucademy is done zn a foreign Zanguage") is endernic to academic 

discourse itself The fact is that Dipardo's teachers eventudy claimed theory back for 

themselves; they came to terms with academic language fiom their own perspective. 1s 

the same me for indigenous people? h p a t  (1 996) denies that Native scholars write any 

differently from non-Native; for Kmpat, discourse implicates all of us. I myseifàm not so 

unequivody certain that this is true, but here is not the place for me to substantiate that 

assertion; it might be better argued by indigenous scholars themselves. 

The contonions that pass for thought in academic ht ing,  however 

incomprehensible the form may be, nevertheless represent (not always, but potentially) an 

authentic wrestling with the subject matter. As Geertz (1998) says, and I said earlier 

(pages 164-65) , "the burden of authorship cannot be evaded" (p. 140). 1 object to 

Geertz's dichotomizing use of the words 'here' and 'there' to descnbe real places, 

especially, as I noted above, when a class and cultural distinction is implicit. But as 

metaphors, the 'here' is or ought to be "a rendering of the actual, a vitality phrased" 

(Geertz, 1988, p. 143), where the rendering is of a 'here' that is the writer's own historicity 

or consciousness or temperament; the 'there' has its own existence separate and distinct 

from the &ter while dso being appropriated, understand, fused with the writer's own 

understanding. The 'there' is simultaneously a thing of its own outside of the writer and a 

different thing, fltered as îhrough a screen, 'here' inside the writer. As soon as this 

simultaneity is understood and accepteci, on both scholars and readerdparticipants' sides, 

the Mcuity or 'dilemma' can be clarified. Wnting is not a representation, as in a mirror, 



ofwho my participants are. It is a representation of what I think as weil as of what they 

Say. 1 am not a "romancer" who has "dreamt it up" (Geetz, 1988, p. 140). The burden of 

authentic writing mediates a vision: of what it means to be a researcher or &ter in a real 

world of human relationships. 

Ely et al. ( 1997) cnticise researchers whose 'findings' confirm theories the 

researchers themselves identified in their literature review chapters. They applaud writers 

who are able to mode theory or seek out another theory when the data contradicts a 

preconceived framework. They encourage researchers to squarely address those 

transformations through writing. Both processes have happened in my study. 1 have 

refined Gadamer's theory to draw out its constructive applications. A significant 

transformation was coming to terms with an academic yet authentic discourse in my own 

'signature' writing. I have noticed that the affirming voice occupies the bulk of chapter 

five and wondered if this is because it c o h s  a framework 1 established in chapter three; 

I address that question directly in the fifth chapter. An entry from my research journal that 

best articulates the relationship between theory and the actuality of research was inspired 

by hearing Beth Brant, a Mohawk writer, r a d  her writing. Mer  the presentation, I 

wrote: "As 1 ofien do, i inwardly test my ideas, my writing, against what I read, what I 

hear people say, what conversations 1 have. It's not so rnuch that 1 am seeking 

confirmation as that I am testing their [my ideas'] 'authenticity'. In face of these words, 

these arguments, this way of being, do my own words d l  carry tnith, do they or cm they 

encompass this reahy? These are questions 1 asked myseif tonight" (Research journal, 

February 1,2000). These are questions that I have con~ually asked and answered for 

myself during the process of researching, convening and wribog. 



Chapter V: Comrnunity of Voices 

I have chosen to compose the following chapter as a cornmunity of voices, joining 

the educators' words with those of their scholarly coiieagues. 1 have grouped the voices 

into four modalities: an atfirming voice, a voice of resistance (quiet rage), an ironic voice 

and a bndging voice; how these are articulated wiii become clear as the chapter unfolds. 

The voices represent various angles or "pairs of eyes" (Archibald, 1990) through which a 

First Nations educator could be looking at First Nations education. 

1 am picturing a triple mirror, one that has the power to reflect identity: each 

mirror shows one angle, one aspect, yet each partial perspective is rich and whole. As 

Rorty (1998) puts it, "instead of asking whether the instrinsic nature of reality is yet in 

sight . . . we should ask whether each of the various descriptions of reaiity . . . is the bea 

we can imagine" (p. 6). Each of the four voices mns through &i of the educators. An 

educator switched from one voice to the other as we conversed. Each voice is divuiged at 

the approptiate time. Certain voices through K e  expenences, temperament or the context 

of the times or days lived in, are more present in particdar individuals than in others. 

Janice Simcoe endowed my static metaphor with life and movement; she suggested that 

quiet rage is the fuel firing the mirror of voices (Conversation, Janice Simcoe, Reflective 

comrnentary on chapter five). The "fuel" sits behind more than among the voices. For the 

other educators, the fire may come fiom another source or voice. My argument leans 

towards the affirming voice, although as the chapter makes clear, each voice is 

indispensable. In re-reading this chapter in tight of Janice Simcoe's comment, 1 have 

concluded: a) that the voice of quiet rage is least accessible cross-cdhirally because it 

cornes from an experience, individual and collective, of discrimination. I come f?om a 



place of white privilege (Conversation, Janice Simcoe). By white privilege 1 simply mean 

being a white person (as opposed to a "skin" (p. 18 1 ) as Janet Carnpbeii Hale's ( 1987) 

character of Cecelia caiis being Native, with ali of the mutual recognition that cornes fiom 

being of a certain color, class, population) and because of that, my having not expenenced 

discrimination. Pnvilege also means being economicaiiy advantaged in terms of 

opportunities; b) an affirmng voice is closest to a bridging voice, both of which are 

bridging voices. We privileged non-Natives may be more attuned to these voices because 

they are something we can more readily relate to. This enabling prejudice needs to be 

borne in mind. 

In my metaphor of community, I am envisioning a circle of voices, joining hands 

and looking at one another, which is Janice Simcoe's description of what it looks and feels 

ljke for Fim Nations educators to be together with one another (Conversation, Janice 

Simcoe; see quotation on page 272). I am dso reminded of the kind of community 

George Clutesi ( 196V 1994) reveals in his nory of Raven and Snipe. In Anne Cameron's 

( 199 1 ) Westemized version of the 'same' story, Raven is margînalized: he punishes 

himseif by a self-inflicted exclusion. He takes his rightful place (as Lyn Daniels says in 

speaking ironically of Canadian society's syaematic discrimination of Native peoples) on 

the penphery as an onlooker rather than as a participant in society (Conversation, Lyn 

Daniels). George Clutesi's Raven nibs his aching shins and his wife assuages his wounded 

ego; Raven will never change, but he is still an accepted member of a community tolerant 

of merences. As a representative of our human intransigence, Raven is a reminder to not 

copy others: be authentic and be ourselves. Speak from your own tmth and your own 

perspective. 



Another aspect of community is that each person has a role to play. Nelia Nelson 

talks about how, growing up7 each person in her family had a job to do on their 

commercial fishing boat. Each contribution was necessary to a successful set. She carries 

that grounding hto her work, emphasiring community and "puhg" people in by 

"reaching out" (Conversation, Nelia Nelson). She is aware of how those teachings have 

made their way into her everyday language, especially her commercial fishing metaphors: 

brailing, nets, pulling in, reaching out, that back-and-forth movement that characterizes 

food-gathering dong the water (Conversation, Nella Nelson). Her mom, Ruth Cook, 

speaks of the confidence that flows born knowing your actions make a ciifference in the 

cornmunity and contribute to a pervasive sense of balance and harmony. 

Frank Conibear talks about his role as a speaker and the responsibility it carries 

within First Nations education and his Coast Salish community. His voice modulates to 

the messages his words c m y ;  sometimes reflective, sometimes hurnorous and "sidewise" 

(a word Frank uses about teaching), sornetimes serious and powerful (Conversation, 

Frank Conibear). His questions "cut through" to the genuine challenges facing First 

Nations education (Conversation, Frank Conibear). Maggie, with a "big" voice that is not 

loud but knows precisely which words to emphasize and when, blends thought with 

emotion (Conversation, Maggie). Lyn Daniels has a strong cornmitment tu the Aboriginal 

cornmunity, giving back the teachings that she has actively looked for: in Literature, in 

books, in society, in Aboriginal cornrnunities, in herself. She questions prevailing practices 

and generates movement by l o o h g  at things askance. 

Each educator and each voice (the two are distinct since a person can speak with 

muitiple voices) have an essential role to play in F i  Nations education which, as Frank 



Conibear insistently points out, affects "everybody" (Conversation, Frank Conibear); by 

everybody he means everyone in education, and everyone outside of it, in the "broader 

world" (Conversation, Janice Simcoe; "broader world" is Janice's expression). Janice 

Simcoe says that, depending on where their gifi lies, some educators take care of the "big 

pichire" of Turtle Island while othen work on the "details" (Conversation, Janice Simcoe) 

or they go back and forth (Conversation, Nelia Nelson), as Janice Simcoe does. She 

grounds herself in the details of being a First Nations educator, while constantly eyeing a 

broader picture. Al1 of the educators waik through educational institutions enfolded by 

their ancestors, communities and family. 

1 emphasize that the voices are not boxes. They are fluid and shifting, often 

mellifluouq sometimes searing always subtle, and held stiil, here, for the purposes of 

discussion. 

Each of the voices can be ow teachers ifwe choose to iisten to what they have to 

say. Each will tap dEerently into our own voices, minds, and hearts. This chapter - these 

words on the page - show how they affected and moved me as weli as comrnunicating, as 

scrupulously as possible, what 1 acniaily heard. 

The following excerpts move us h to  the firming voice. 

AfErmh~ Voice 

I look at my great-granhotfier, Jane Cook, und her picture wzrh the Allied Tribes of BC 

and she was mit there with a po[iticul voice m thut tirne. So zt's beetz t h e .  th& 

movement, and you do it for your people. 1 wonder sometimes what it wodd be like to go 

to a job, do the job d y m t  job isfinishedjor the day: youjwt lzve your own life. I 

can't comprehend it. It's just not in my r e a h  (Conversation, Neiia Nelson) 



I hw we inreract physicaIlly with micestors every time we step NI dusr or every rime we 

rouch a tree that has growri out of the tnrtrients that are made from the physcal remains 

of those who me m w  spirits. 1 think that there .ifusion across the land. Thar's why I soy 

that ifyoi look in the bbrg seme of Tzirtle Island thm there's windî that cany things, 

rivers that curry sot1 and there .ifilsion eveti thotrgh there's sepurateness. So there's al1 

of thar physical relatiomhip with ancestors thut is there, that is wuy stronger when ym're 

aï home. 

Luùe Strperior is home. I've lived ait here since I was a little kid I went bock a 

reui lot when I was ywig  m d  I knew since I was a very M e  kid that as soon as we got 

within a certain part of geography that there was something abolit my fert being at home 

and rhey will on& be home there. By the wuy I sturted writing a story this monling when 

I was mpposed to be reading the paper so if  mzcst be a fmt day. 

Teresa: Was it comxteci to what you were just talkr~ig about? 

Jmice: Weil I did~i't knmv what it wm connected ta It w m  a line. 'Tt1 winter ! rurely see 

my fee~" and I h o w  that that m e m  something to me mzd something will grow from it 

baughter]. (Conversation, Janice Simcoe) 

A long tzme ago they didpublic apologies. They were very public becairse I k~iow thal 

with my Mm and with my Dad and my grun@rer~ts. Ail l ever heard was: 'Yust 

remember who your familyis. It 3 not just you. itk your whole fmily." %t 3 what 1 

grew up hea- and su I ahuays was comcious of zt and I thznk we al[ were when we 

were growing up. (Conversation, Maggie) 



I think if1 hadn't done anytrhng on my mn, zrnderstandïng the histoty and marhng 

contact with fmilies or mry of that, 1 wmld still have no comection and I think that is 

the main pari ofhaving u relrtibriship: that my identity is cmnected to t h .  but I have 

made that connection . . . I really wmited to use literuture to get at my experience of how 

I gained nty identity, because in just teaching content, I was rnissing the mark. fiere's 

an experientiui contponerit to teaching, ma> I didn't how what it was, and then I realized 

thar what it is, is fmily. I I e  an obligatioii, a respomibility, I'm purt of something. 

me subtle things that fonn the basis of ideritity. (Conversation, Frank Conibear) 

I felt snfe and happy and contented in ozir village. 1 never wmited to go to Aiert Bay. 

That was the big t m l  where we wmld go shopping. we had a choice, w wotrfd stay 

wirh our aunties ir~ the village: we didz't want to go to Alert Bay. A lot of rimes ow 

parents lefr tis with m r  refutives und went shopping. We didn't have to have any foys, 

becuuse we were comtmztlv makmg zip mir own games i l1  the village mdpfaying down 

the bcach. It was so cfean. n e  beuches ahuays hud rhose nice white sheils. Wekiplay 

with the kelps and the shells. We Yerever m i  mit ofgames IO play. We woirldgo ait in the 

bouts. There were srnail little islandr around our village mzd we woiild go from island to 

island picking the fresh plants that were edible wzd the pretty lMe @vers. Oh, it was a 

patadise . . . So together with the sstrng teachingsfrom my mom and the eiders, y m  cm? 

d z p t  anywhere when you feel godabout who yorc me (Conversation, Ruth Cook; her 

emphasis) 
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With . . . Aboriginal people [in working on revising the First Nations 12 Iw the 

experience w a ~  so guoù thal [I thought about what it wmdd be iike] to have that 

rxperience al1 the time, do you kiow whut l mean? 11's su d@'?mIt all of the time . . . I 

feel iike in my work I'm ahvqys having to be this other person in cl way. It 's not my m e  

person. It 5 sirppressiitg those other [ironic mzd himorous] commerits. Imtead I just 

ahuuys try tu be ciem. It's ahuays a delrght jt~st to be who y m  me . . . When yozi me 

artictdating Aboriginal educatiori for nirria~lzm or lessonr, y w  focus is on how tu 

teach Aboriginal snrdents, because t h  is ahuays what you are mked to cio. You have to 

put it within a fiumework that has to do with Western ehcatzon, and yotr know that it 

doem't go there. n e  structures have to evolve from Aboriginal knowiedge. 

1 

(Conversation, Lyn Daniels) 

An affirming voice &rms 

------------- 

traditional teachings. It is oriented towards cornrnunity. 

It speaks with a language that faces toward the First Nations community as well as facing 

toward the broader world. It sees the broader world through the eyes and ears, body and 

spirit, of Fira Nations identity. It is a contemporary tribal voice. Not aii of its teachings 

corne f?om a traditional source but they pass through and M y  take root there on their 

way to being articulated and put into practice. It is a voice of bendable strength and 

magnanimous wisdom. It corresponds most closely with Elizabeth Cook-Lynn's tribal 

horizon without which everything uidigenous would diminish in significance. 1 have 

distilled the severai aspects of this voice into three broad groups: Literacy, approach, and 

contemporary identity. 



Literacv 

A thread that runs through vimially d of the educators' experiences is a positive 

attitude towards iiteracy. By titeracy 1 mean reading and writing, books, school; aii of the 

elements that are usuaily Uicluded within mainstream education. The educators' positive 

memories show another face of literacy. While one kind of literacy has undermined Fim 

Nations identity, this other kind weaves it into lifelong learning. A fundamental principle 

of indigenous education, lifelong leaming is more connected with the learning of human 

values than of amassing knowledge (National Indian Brotherhood, 1972; Stairs, 1993). 

Curiousity, enthusiasm, initiative, independence, a strong thira for leaming: these are al1 

qualities that shine through the educaton' stories of early education, especially in 

expenences of what we in the education field now cal1 home literacy. The kind of literacy 

I am talking about is not related to any specific content. It is more of an attitude culled 

even before school begins. 

As an attitude, this literacy links with approach, another aspect of affirming voice. 

Approach is synonymous with worldview, leaming style, perspective, point of view: al1 of 

these words, when used by Firn Nations educators and elders, mean the eyes through 

which the world is seen. Eyes is a usefid but an inaccurate abbreviation. From an 

indigenous point of view, knowledge is obtained through many openings (see: Black Elk, 

197 111 953). For Delona (1 99 1 a) approach corresponds with an Aboriginal epistemology 

and as a way of knowing, is inseparable Eom a way of being; this is a belief shared by aü 

of the educators 1 spoke with. 

Curiousity around books and learning is not unique to indigenous peoples. 1 cm 

rernember being oriented towards leaming before school even started; school was the daily 



actualïzation of a desire to learn and a way to regularly bask in it. However, whereas my 

own desire to leam was more or Iess culturaiiy matched by my school experiences, the 

educators' encounters with an alien system started in childhood with school: the 

name-calhg and stereotypicai images and words within books that often made school a 

profoundly uncornfortable place to be (Conversation, Lyn Daniels; Conversation, Neiia 

Nelson); residentiai school and the inability to speak or l e m  one's Native language 

(Conversation, Maggie; Conversation, Ruth Cook). All the more wonder, then, that this 

affirmation of literacy persists. Where does it corne from? I will draw on four stories: 

Ruth Cook's and Maggie's, both elders; and Neiia Nelson's and Lyn Daniels'. Out of 

respect, 1 wiil begin with the elders' aones first. 

Ruth started residential school when she was seven. She was "dumbfoundedt' 

when she Iater heard about "aii the abuse" at St. Michaei's Residential School in Alert Bay 

and rernarked that her attitude towards Literacy may have been different if she would have 

had the destructive expenences others had (Conversation, Ruth Cook). People ask her: 

"Are you in derliai? " S he responds: '7 just happened to be very bfessed huvi~ig a good 

principal. "Mr. Anfield went out of his way to accommodate Fust Nations midents: "the 

principal w m  so respectftd of F M  Nations people and the families that it set the tone . . . 

Twice he went out of hrs wcry to corne m?d visit us, make himselfknow~i to cis. to tefi crs 

about the routine md their expectations of us, whu~ would be going on there ut the 

schwl. I don't think ymr get many principals doing that" (Conversation, Ruth Cook) . 

Experiences of good relations with respectful non-Native people opened a door to 

leaming in school. The village missionaries, Ruth remembers, 'kere so respecrful of the 

people rhar they wouIh't even put their hmse on Imd; they put their hmse on stilts by 



the r d "  (Conversation, Ruth Cook). The lndian Agent was a rude contrast to this 

behaviour. From him the community learned about white people's tendency towards 

coercion and control in "managing" other people's lives (Conversation, Ruth Cook). 

Ruth's attending the school at an auspicious time was a bonus; it enhanced her openness to 

leaming but her curiousity preceded school. 

Ruth was naturdy inquisitive. Her mother and the village elders encouraged this 

gift by listening to and answering her questions: "1 was fortunute t h t  my mother was 

alwqys very open-minded. 1 wm ahuaysfidI of questions . . . She had patience mzd 

mwered to the best of her abilities. I was ahuays viszti~ig the elders mid they never 

c h e d  me Q W ~  either" (Conversation, Ruth Cook). Openness to a child's questions 

becomes a teaching when the young person or adult "blends" it into his or her own Iife: 

'My values and teachings were very strong. i more or Iess chose what was good for me 

from society ami blended it into my Ive. Because of my gwd experieilce, I thi~lk that was 

why I cotdd mir with anybody. Any nntionafity" (Conversation, Ruth Cook). 

Ruth camied this positive attitude towards learning into residential school. From 

mWng with the missionaries who settied in her village, she had learned English. From her 

own expenences, Ruth knew how to recognize respectfulness. She could also tell when a 

question had been annvered in a genuine way. One of her first shocks was that the 

students were prohibiteci fiom speaking their Native language, but in a spirit that is still 

mixed with a defiant sensibleness in "cunuig through the crap" (Kirkness, 1998, p. 10; an 

instance of Ruth's resistant vo ie  or quiet rage), Ruth says ''Of course we spok zt when we 

were mi in the ymd playing; they carldh 't stop thut" (Conversation, Ruth Cook). One 

day she asked her supervisor the reason for the language d e :  



I was a curious I w a ~  ahays aîking pestions so I asked my 

supervisor: 'Why is our languuge so bad?" 

My supervisor & 'Weil. . . 't 

She was stumped for a while; for a good mwer,  I guess. 

Then she 4 'Weil, we don'! think you'll l e m  as welZ i f y m  're S M  

speakrng yuur ianguage. " 

Of course I was bilingual because I was already speaki~g English and had 

no problem when I got there. So in my heurt, I blew w h t  she raid wam't righl. 

(Conversation, Ruth Cook) 

Maggie's positive experiences with Literacy, like Ruth's, are interwoven with 

speaking. For Maggie, though, it was leaniing how to be a good speaker. Maggie feit 

uncornfortable at first but nevertheless tnisted the process: 

Murggie: Yar iisten mzd you watch what the kids are guod at, and thot's the 

Narive way. And then you encourage it. m e n  zhe eiders hm therek a speaker, 

fhey do evetything to heip thal speaker, vit's in their fmiiy. 

Teresa: Encourage them. 

Maggie: Yes. Like my mom did to me. She ahvqys made me - or more or Iess 

almost k k i  of pushed me - into being her speaker so I atways had to speak for my 

mom. I w m  vety cincomfurta&ie with it, but it's O&. I c m  speak tu you and it's 

because of what she kept pushing me bzto. I keep encouraging myone lhar I btow 

thar c m  be a speuker, or whatever they're good ut. (Conversation, Maggie; 

her emphasis) 



Maggie talks about her mother's teachings in the same way as she speaks of her own role 

within the community and school as a Native Language educator: mat's why I think - I 

dm't think. I know - that we 're pushing su hmd to speuk Our h g u ~ ~ g e  (Conversation, 

Maggie; her emphasis). 

Nella Nelson's enthusiasm for leaming came through her famiy's positive 

expenences with literacy . Nelia's desire to go to school, which meant going away to 

school when she was a teenager, was fired by her own inclinations: her love of leaming 

and a desire to be independent. Independence does not mean, as it does in Taylor's 

(1989) leaving home story, a self-genesis and breaking away from cornmunity. 

Independence was one of the teachings that Ruth received tiom her mother and 

community, and that she in tum passed on to Nella. Independence is being able to stand 

up straight. It means the ability to be autonornous rather than being dependant on othen. 

If you are autonomous, you can contribute in valuable ways to the community. Elders, 

despite a sometimes physical dependency on others, pass on teachings that the younger 

generation needs so as to be independent and mon3 in turn. 

Neila remembers shelves and shelves of books fiom her parents' home and the 

home of her grandparents. When she was a teenager, she was adamant about not 

attending school in Port McNeil; she hsisted on going away to school or else, she said, 

she would quit (Conversation, Nelia Nelson). Literacy is connected with a desire to do 

things. Nelia's great-grandrnother, Jane Cook, a femaie voice of political activism, was a 

"carrier" of a spirit of optimism that continues through Nella, whose words are mongiy 

associated with movement and change ("Carrier" is Janice S imcoe's word; Conversation, 

Janice Sirncoe): 



I look ut my great-grandhother, Jme C d ,  and her pictnre with the Allied 

Tkibes of BC and she was out there with a political voice at that time. So it's 

been there, t h t  movement. and you do it for your people . . . 

I believe that we can make changes mtd ifym emmwte optimimt, mdyou can see 

chmtge happening, then it supports the vision ojymr staf the people you work 

with, und uiso the community . . . 

The other aspect I think about uur people und h m  they see the world is the 

fact thut when you go to do ymr work andyou go to do your trainirlg, y m  do it 

for your people, yac do it because you're moving into service for your peopie. 

(Conversation, Nelia Nelson) 

Nella's great-grandmother's story "ripples into" her language as a First Nations 

Coordinator (Conversation, Nella Nelson). Nella's metaphors of movement and rippling 

are approprîately drawn from the water, water that is integral among the Coastal Native 

peoples to a way of living, thinking and feeling: 

î7te other night my dad war talkrng aboui trading across the 

sou& it war mihight cimi he thmght we 'd failen overbwrd We were on 

the bow of the boat, Iwking in the watec we were jmt getting rea& to go 

to bed Ir's ci beaurifui night. A Il of a svdden everything shuts down. mrd my 

brother mzd me suy: "Gee. w h ' s  going on? S M I ~  lzke dad is nmning 

armndf: He thmght we'd fallen overbwrd 

But what f b i ~ u t e d  us wps we had our blankets, mrd we were hmging 

over the bow of the bwt and wazching the water that was lit up, you kmw, the 

fire-watet night, with the spiukling i i g h  in the water. We were so enthralied by 



thut pzctwe that we were there fur hmrs. My dwr was q i n g :  "Oh, how I mn 

going to te11 Mother the kids h m  died " 1 remember h z t  moment, m d  1 

remember the trmquility of the night and the water w m ' t  ruugh, it was jus2 

bemnjul. (Conversation, NeUa Nelson) 

Acquiring literacy is connected with developing a voice which is in tum linked with 

movement and change, including political change (which invokes the resistant voice); 

rnovement is comected with the land and water. Al1 of these happen in the context of 

service: doing it for your people. The reasoning has the shape of a circle, where genuine 

leaming retums to the worldview that shapes you. Worldview and languase are linked 

through metaphors. Stairs (1993) observes that this interwovemess is uncharacteristic of 

Western approaches to literacy, which tend to be goal-oriented and linear; we have seen 

that linear pattern in Taylor's (1989) leaving home story. 

Battiste (1998), a Mi'krnaq scholar, points out that "through sharing a language 

Abonginal people create a shared beiief of how the world works and what constitutes 

proper action" (p. 18); she is specifically refemng to how Aboriginal languages mediate an 

Abonpinal epistemology: "The sharing of these common ideals creates a collective 

cognitive expenence for tribal societies that is understood as tribal episternology" (p. 18). 

Frank Conibear has argued, and 1 hear in the educators' words support for his view, that 

the Abori_@nal metaphors for speaking about the world survive in the English langage, if 

actively sought out and practiced. By practiced he means not only speaking them but 

living them (Conversation, Frank Coniiear): 

Teresa: Yar said t h t  you're nfafd of Cwst SMsh culture being iost if it isn't 

emphasized. 



Frank: WeYelll think t h ' s  why I ernphasrze it. There's a couple of remom wiay. 

One is I wmted tu l e m  more about it. on a personol level; the other is t h t  ifwe 

don? qeak Our own metaphors, like we don? speak our languuge. we will lose 

that. I don'r p a k  the language. I don't know if I'll ever be able to. 

Teresa: m a t  do you mean by melaphors? 

Frank: WelI, there k metaphors that people use. partimlar wqys of sqying things: 

Weke a shming people. Thaf's j:rst a very simple exmnple because I kmw a lot 

of people suy rhar. But the context in which it is suid cornes from our own 

worldview or philosophies or values . . . 11% an image for me, thut5 probably 

why I stmggle with it. mz image of hinu w d d  the elders q this ifthey were 

in this institution, wha l  metaphors would zhey retain it2 their speech, how woulci 

they structure their speech. (Conversation, Frank Conibear) 

Ortiz (1 98 1) argues for the transfomative possibiiities of language to mediate 

identity. Others have looked at how Indian English may be accomplishing that end (Skip 

Dick, Personal communication, Febmary 15,2000; see also: Leap, 1993). The metaphors 

fiaming arguments of Aboriginal scholars ofien create a bridge between traditional 

teachings and conternporary discourse, such as Archibald's (1 990) use of Tafoya's (1982), 

a Pueblo scholar'ç, nory of Coyote's mismatched eyes or Archibalci's (1990) ordering of 

the arguments around who in her own Sto: 10 traditions is served fia at a feast; AEed's 

(1 999) use of the condolence ceremony to inspire a contemporary understanding of 

indigenous political life; Archibaid's (1999) editoriai comments in the ment issue of the 

Canadian Journal of Native Education where she explains how the chosen articles honour 

an elder's prayer and metaphors: hands forward, hands back. ïkough the Aboriginal 



metaphon embedded in both spoken and written language, literacy is performing its own 

affirming role within education. I wiil return to the role of metaphor when addressing 

contemporary identity. 

From the way in wbich Lyn Daniels describes her &y remembrances of !iteracy, 

we get another picture of someone who is eager to leam, whose attin.de towards iiteracy 

resembles a thirst or hunger, and whose experience of literacy remains essentidy positive 

despite discriminatory treatment in the ciassroom, despite snimbling repeatedly across 

books whose unflattering images of Native people repel and embarrass, and despite a 

dearth of role models in literature with which to i d e n e  and feel at ease with (Lyn 

Daniels, 2000). Al1 of these negative expenences are formative too, and "fire", as Janice 

Simcoe puts it, the desire for authentic materials (Conversation, Janice Simcoe, Reflective 

cornmentary on chapter five). Ruth Cook, upon reading this f3t.h chapter, appended the 

following comment: "History books of First Nations in schools shodd be thrown out! 

Write Our own tnith" (Conversation, Ruth Cook, Refledve cornmentary on chapter five). 

AEed (2000, February) recowits how reading Deloria's (1969) Custer Died For Yow Sins 

in college uansfonned his world, confirming an inward knowledge that had to that point 

been denied or suppressed in the books he rad.  Lyn Daniels' involvement in Literacy and 

education, unsurpnsingly, stems from a search for 'authentic' literature; by 'authentic' she 

means iiterature that accurately portrays an Aboriginal perspective (Lyn Daniels, 2000). 

Lyn shares Eber Hampton's (1995) views on sri generis Indian education. Their 

mernories of experiences with books in school are similar "Why was 1 so fascinated by 

how people deal with misinformation? . . . When the answer came it was in the form of a 

6-year-old M e  Indian boy by the name of Eber, otting at a desk in a classroorn looking at 



a picture of an uidian on a page in a textbook" (Hampton, 1993, pp. 47-8). In a Children's 

Literature course that Lyn Daniels took, teachers were asked to probe their childhood 

encounters with books and trace those reading patterns into later Me. Like Hampton, 

Lyn's expenences with literature confirmed that Aboriginal voices are placed on the 

margins. She writes in her Children's Literature essay: 

1 liked reading books about people who overcame barriers to succeed at 

something. So 1 iiked reading non-fiction such as the story of George 

Washington Carver, a black Amencan scientist and the story of Harriet 

Tubman in The Freedom Tmin. George Washington Carver overcame 

racial barriers to succeed as a scientist and he was an Afîican Amencan. 

Harriet Tubman dreamed of becoming fiee of siavery and persevered until 

she achieved her drearn. 

Why? 1 beiieve it was because there were not a lot of authentic books 

written by Aboriginal authors. There were pienty of books about Indians but 

they bore no resemblance to my life. I expenenced rude questions, taunts and 

put downs of my peers because of my Cree anceary. The books about AFncan 

Americans helped me to understand these expenences and heiped me to eventuaily 

learn how to respond (Lyn Danieis 2000). 

Lyn's positive attitude towards literacy begins with her -y. In speaking of the 

Royal Commission of Aboriginal Peoples and the insensitive way in which testirnonies of 

residential school experiences were solicited, Lyn comments: "ihe reuson why people me 

slill able to corne out of thut experience with their dzgnig in the sense of t h s e l v e s  er 

worthwhzle, is because of thezr fami&" (Conversation., Lyn Daniels). Lyn remembers her 



mother reading to the famiy. She also recalls the foilowing story that became 

self-revelatory and an oral f d y  tradition in its own right: 

1 was just fmcinated with schooi; I cmdd h a d y  wait to get there because 

rny brother and sister went. I guess when you're ymnger, yau Iwk up io them 

mdyou w m t  to be like them, d y o u  figure, why cm't you do ii righi now? 

My ah i  wes u big teaser: that was whut he wm like. Tnzs one time he suid: I'll 

write a leiier to the teacher andI'll tell the teacher everyihing that you c m  do 

and they'll probably let y m  in school. So here he Ïs writing this letter and ali 

the things I cm1 do: rie my shoes. cotirit to a hundred, and read book 

I grabbed the letter and I was nmnirg uiong to school and I c m  remember 

gettîng to the doorr . My dad cmight me up m ~ d  said thcll he was leasing me. 

So that's how much I wm~ted tu go tu schwi. Afer that 

they'd tell thai story mxi I think t h ' s  parr of the oral tradition. Y m  know, 

that's an identiiy fonning kind of practice. where ymc tell the stories over 

and over again and t h t  helps tu fonn your icientity. Well that 's the person 

1 mn: someone who wmts  to l e m  mid reaiiy goes for it. (Conversation, Lyn 

Daniels) 

It mi@ be tempting to see Lyn's story in the context of another narrative that later figured 

in her jomey: the leaving home story (Conversation, Lyn Daniels; see: chapter four, 

pages 1 79-8 1 ). Maria Campbell's ( 1973) autobiography, Habreed, recounts a 

polarization between her own values as a Metis person and her individualistic ambitions. 

Maria sets off into the world, not realizing untd much later that she mistook her 

Cheechum's [great-grandmother's] advice and exchanged materialistic success for 



authentic Aboriginal identity, which for Cheechum meant seeing the personai in the 

political. Halfbreed is another narrative that has intluence Lyn's thinking as an educator: 

"When 1 was in grade 12, I read a book titied, Hallbreed, by Maria Campbell. There I 

found a character that was Cree Wte me. -4lthoug.h my Life was not as dyshctional as hers 

there was a lot in her Life that 1 could iden* with. She was the 6rst Aboriginal writer to 

write a novel that becarne widely rad" (Lyn Daniels, 2000). 

1 interpret Lyn's "reaiiy goes for it" attitude as part as her energy as a person, an 

inteilectuai, an educator and a professional. This impression is based on the many 

conversations 1 have had with her during and pnor to this study. As in Nella's stories that 

energy or movement ties back into a belief in the inextricable link between the personai 

and political, between identity and community. That thread begins in a naive sense with an 

intense desire to participate in literacy and moves through experiences of feeling 

marginalized or disengaged f?om the world of books and later University studies, but what 

remains unsuliied and constant is the desire to belong: to h d  a place of belonging within 

iiterature and later, within the education field. Finding a place of belonging does not mean 

assimilation or integration. It means hding a voice within literature, "writing our own 

tmth," as Ruth Cook puts it (Conversation, Ruth Cook, Reflective cornmentary on chapter 

five). As 1 write these words, 1 recognize a story that Northrop Frye retumed to over and 

over again Ui writings that spanned decades: a story of belonging and hding one's place 

in the world (see for exampie: Frye, 1957, 1 976). Bruner (1 986) has also identified this 

narrative. Although 1 am wary of the universaiking of archetypai nories, this may be one 

that does genuinely traverse boundaries. It is a question 1 raise here and pose as 

potentidy sigmfïcant for cross-cultural tacher education, a way in to 'being affecteci'. 



The key to an affirming vision of education for Aboriguial leamers r e m s  to this 

desire for belonghg; S h e d  L e a r n h ~ s ~  a recent cumculurn Nelia Nelson was uivolved in, 

resides on this premise (B.C. Ministry of Education, 1998). It is a desire to belong in and 

to the worid: a world seen through and receptive to Aboriginal eyes and informed by an 

Aboriginal epistemology. Finding such a place means finding a balance personally and 

pub ticly : 

The air we breathe in, we m u a  never disrupt the air that is breathed in by 

everyone, whiie you're out in public. Ifd the air is breathing . . . the saine 

way . . . kindl~ and evedy, it's going to be so safe and everything's gohg 

to just ride like a beautifid canoe. (Ellen White, Kwulasulwut Syuth, 

elder, in conversation with JO-Ann Archibaid, 1 993, p. 1 57; Ellen's emphases) 

M ~ r o a c h  

The First Nations educators identified certain values important in a child's 

upbringing and adult's behaviour, where those values corne from, how an educator remains 

grounded in them, ways to practice hem, and how to give them back to comunities. 

The comrnon d u e s  1 identifieci are: trust, encouragement, confidence, selfaiscipline and 

acceptance. Any educator would wholeheartedly endorse these values. In an Abonginal 

worldview, they form parts of an htercomected web of concepts. As the lemhg styles 

research shows, when a researcher attempts to isolate and correlate a particular value with 

an Abonguial worldview in an educaîionai setting, the argument cmbles,  appearing 

tenuous relative to the claim being asserted (for snidies on Native leaming styles or 

attitudes, see: Brant, 1990; Clifton and Roberts, 1988; Hartley, 199 1; Huriburt et ai., 

1 990; More, 1989; Ovando, 1984): "Differences in Leaming Style occur fkquently but 



are not found with Nfncient consistency to suggest a uniquely Indian learning style. 

However, they occur often enough to warrant carefùi attention" (More, 1989, p. 15). One 

sign that these styles or values comprise an indigenous worldview is that First Nations 

educators do not single them out for instrumental use. Deloria (199 1 a) has pointed out 

how prmis in Western education is predicated on a "what works" approach (see aiso: 

Staîrs, 1993). 

Rather than attempting to descnbe trust, encouragement, confidence, 

self-discipline and acceptance in tum, then, 1 wiii show how the interrelationships between 

these values are enfolded within an Aboriginal phiiosophy, drawing on the words of the 

two elders, Ruth Cook and Maggie. Atterwards, 1 will discuss how contemporary First 

Nations educators have Uicorporated these same values into their practice. A key aspect 

of their prmis is attentiveness to language and metaphors. 

If you feel good about who you are, you d l  be open to Iearning (Conversation, 

Ruth Cook; Conversation, Maggie). Feeling good about who you are comes £tom feeiing 

confident. When 1 asked Ruth where confidence comes from, she said that for her it is 

rooted in acceptance from her people: 'Y c m  on& speak for myse& for my ownfmiiy 

and comrmmity. of occepting me for who I was. Like I going to visit the eiders 

every day. lhey had tirne for nie andnever chased me muy. Acceptmce. Right in your 

own home. for G d s  sake" (Conversation, Ruth Cook). Maggie's confidence in teaching, 

in being a speaker in potlatches and feasts, in saying the prayer at school ceremonies, in 

being able to talk with me in a i n t e ~ e w  situation, cornes fiom knowing who she is, where 

she belongs, being accepted by f d y  and commilnity for who she is. In Janice Simcoe's 

words, it cornes Eorn her knowing where she sits in the conhum or circle 



(Conversation, Janice Simcoe). Extendecl family is very important in creating that web of 

acceptance: 'Xi1 myfirst coflsim are my sisters . . . Even if1 have jus one biological 

sister, they're my sisters. so I'm not alme. My sister is sick right now bzrr I'm nor really 

aime becouse of my other sisters. Zhat's the way of oirr people. It's a good, gocd way 

und it k a g d  thing that they hung o ~ t o  tha~ becanse ifs something t h  our people 

a h q s  do, they ahuays support one cmother " (Maggie; her emphasis). 

The icnowledge of who you are cornes from your family; all of the educaton 

reiterated this point, that their "parents' voices walked with them" (Conversation, Janice 

Simcoe). h reminding you of who you are, the family is also often implicitly saying that 

acceptance carries a responsibility to conduct yourself in a way that benefits your people 

(Conversation, Frank Conibear). Confidence and acceptance belong to the individuai, in 

the sense that it is the individuai who reveals these qualities, but as values, they originate 

in family and community and return there through the individual's actions and words. 

Confidence and acceptance are also forms of discipline: by teaching you who you 

are, 1 am also teaching you how to act in the world. A word that 1 have often heu Native 

people use is behaviour. Behaving means knowing how to conduct yourself inwardly and 

outwardly; identity is both social and individual. This is true whether you are in your own 

cominunity or whether you are a visitor in another nation's temtory or whether you are 

carrying your identity into what Janice calls the "broader world" (Conversation, Janice 

Simcoe; Nelia Nelson also d e s  this point, Conversation, Nella Nelson). The foliowing 

excerpt shows how for Maggie, confidence, acceptance and identity are intertwined: 

Teresa: If things go wrong, things go on, the commzmity goes on. Thcrt 

chseness withÏrz tne commzn~ity is ahucrys there. People will ahqs  pull 



together. 

Maggie: A long time ago they did public apIogies. The apoIogies were 

very public because I k m  t h  with my Mom and with my Dad and my 

gr@atents. AII I ever heard wm: '%st remember who y m r  fmi ly  is. 

It k not jus1 you. it 3 your whoie fmily. " Thut 3 what I grew up heuring, 

and so I ahvqys war consciars of it and I think we all were when we were 

growing up. 

Teresa: So when yorr say to a chiid 'Ymr mom would not like y m  acting 

that way ': it 5 not a t h t  against them. il's . . . 

Ma@: Whoym are. 

Teresa: Remember who yoir are and the way you're nipposed to act. 

Muggie: And 1 know whar your mom thhiks and whut she wants. 

from y m  (Conversation, Maggie; Maggie's emphasis) 

For both Ruth and Maggie, knowing one's Native language is linked with identity 

and knowing you are (Conversation, Maggie; Conversation, Ruth Cook). Knowing that 

teaching withli one's Native tongue, fluent speakers consistently say, makes the teachg 

even stronger ( se :  chapter three, pages 132-34), but knowing the teaching is the more 

important thing. The teachings also d v e  through what Frank Conibear c d s  the 

metaphors (Conversation, Frank Conibear). Confidence in knowing is reciprocal to being 

open to Ieaming: 

Maggie: We k e p  on encmiragitig usirig the langiage, and it made me 

fiel pood to hem rhat on the oltm.de. It makes me feel gwd when I hem 

our leaders speaking our languages. K b r ' s  w h  they need to keep doing. 



to keep puking Our Iurtgtïage su h t  they c m  knaw that Our fmguage & 

important and it k a pari of us mrd it& a part of where we corne from, who 

we me as a Firsr Nations people. 

Teresa: So it 's very importm to conternpormy ehcation. 

Maggie: It is. 

Teresa: It's not enmrgh to f e m ~  English or do wefl in schml. 1t.i who yotr are 

as a person. 

Magg'e: mat k ri* waggie says forcefirllyj. vyo t~  don 't feel gooà about 

who you are. you're Itot goi,ig to do anything. Y m  stmt feeling good about 

who yotï are and then yotr siart leming. Btit as long as yuu don7 know who 

y m  are and you have u block there of who you me. ym're not going to have 

an eas, fime in p u r  leming. (Conversation, Maggie; her emp hasis) 

Maggie and 1 taked about how confidence or knowing who you are is essential for 

the tacher building a positive relationship with children: 

Terescr- Remember how we were [alking abmit how you 

don 't see a student as a student, instead yorï see them as a whoie person and 

as part of the comminity. How that's part of the wuy you teach and part of 

the iearrzing in the cfarrroom and especiaIIy how y m  teach the nun've language. 

Muggre: Thar's a really big. . . rhar's a biggee, a big one [laughs]. When the 

student cornes in here. likz y m  were talki,g about the kinds of things you &d to 

let people Rnaw who y m  are 

Terex  Yeu.. 



Maggie: And thut's how it is with the kids or waggie k correctio,~] strrdents. Yoir 

hcrve to get them to kmw who ymi are, l i k  yodre willing ro open zip ymrself and 

s h e  yorcrselfwith them und then thcll gets to biiild a trust between ymi and them. 

And then when they know thai yotr're real. they stmt upenzng rip and tnrsring ymi 

to do the things thrrr we're doing in the clnssroom. (Conversation, Maggie; her 

emp hasis) 

I asked Ruth the same question: how her First Nations identity made a difference to the 

Fkst Nations students in the ciassroom she worked in; the children were from Werent 

nations. Ruth said that the children accepted her when they knew she was genuine and 

real, jun as Maggie had said. For both Maggie and Ruth, being real means being who you 

are which is inseparable from the confidence of feeling good about who you are as a 

Native person; again that comes fkom and is afnrmed by family and community: 

By feeling gutxi aboiri yoirrself: y m  pass that on tu the chiidren. sayîrzg 

to each chiid. ym're okay. and ymr 're o h .  Y m  c m  do onything lhat 

y m  wmtt to be like everybody else. Yorr gtve !hem that message and try 

tu b~iild more and more confidence ihat they cm do it . . . 

It hm to cornefrom y m  kcntrse the Ri& will spot n phony. r f y m  yotîrself 

are not sincere in wharym're doing in mry wak of l i f ,  rhey will know: 

i f y o t h  sincere and honest, it will corne out mong. (Conversation, Ruth Cook) 

This confident ~e~knowiedge comes fiom Me experience, in particular the kind of 

life where the emphasis is on living in a good way or being a good person, which means 

being oriented towards s e ~ c e  for others. The emphasis comes out of a philosophy 

whicb, within in an indigenous context, is not just a theory but is a form of disciplined 



thought and action. Ruth recounts: 'Y jirst had the odd person who Iwked at me as if to 

say, "What is she duing here? She's probabiy nof pal~fied '' No l wasn't qtcal~fied in 

their tenns btir I was p a f t ~ e d  in living it, m ~ d  experiencing 12 und bringing tep my own 

children. 1 mean, whut bener expen'ence and diplorna wmddym need? [Ruth lmghs]. 1 

lived it all rny Irfe (Conversation, Ruth Cook). 

The other part of discipline is autonomy. Ruth talked at length about how her 

parents had taught her the value of independence. Nowadays independence means being 

hancially independent. The goal, says Ruth, is to squirrel away money for retirement. 

Ruth is bafned by this obsession. At &y-eight years old, Ruth shares, she has time 

enough ni11 to plan for that. Ruth said she wa: tau@ not to want. That kind of 

disciplined thinking has camed her through the hard times when money was scarce. It is a 

value she has passed on to her own chikiren. Nella Nelson, Ruth's daughter, recalls this 

teaching: '%rowing iip in commercialfishing. Being iiwolved on afish boat where yotc 

worked ns a team. Everybafy rzeeded each other to make the set and get the job done . . . 

the orher part ofcommercial/ishing for lis was thefirxznciaI independence that came 

wirh it; thal strong work ethic was embedded in it (Conversation, Neiia Nelson). For 

Ruth, independence is fbndamentaliy related to an attitude towards Me that places 

importance on the nght things: 

I trsed ro jtm be thrilled when I lrsed to wach the tiny linle ones thot trsed 

to nin arotind andfetch ~hings for the elders that were sick and corcldn't reullj 

move urmind, niey used to nm and do ir. withorct [.yingj: "How mrch me y m  

going tu pqy me?" %se vahes are important. They were jlist happy to do it for 

granaha or grmddad II was so rnzïch a part of Ive and oirr knowIedge. jzrst to 



help each other. I think everybody had a chore to do in t h  home. Ym felt p t  

of the family. (Conversation, Ruth Cook) 

1 often witnessed my nieces and nephews and students that I taught in Bella Bella 

voluotarily helping out elders. 1 expenenced that sense of playing an important role when 

cooking for a family (extended family) dinner or feast; it was there constantly in the 

" smd"  ways and "large" ways (the words "srnail" and "large" in this context corne from 

Janice Simcoe, Conversation, Janice Simcoe). Autonomy fosters acceptance and 

confidence which in tuni creates service, which is the knowiedge that you play an essential 

role in famiy and community. Ruth recounts a a o v  of a young boy who was a bully but 

was assigned a major part in a school piay because of his size; he played the chief 

Assuming this important role gave the boy such confidence and pnde that Ruth witnessed 

a transformation in his behaviour (Conversation, Ruth Cook). 

Ruth's values stem kom her childhood, when autonomy meant, for example, 

gathering food at the appropriate times: 'ive were btisy all year rm~nd, gathering mrr 

food. bartering. sociahing, j ~ s t  having a good Zife "(Conversation, Ruth Cook). Maggie 

makes the same point fiom the opposite direction, where she links loss of traditional food 

gathering practices with loss of identity: "a lor of air identity was taken awuy, we didn't 

know mir native wuys, we never went afrr mir food lzke mqarents  did because we were 

taken away, so when we don't have an identity, t h ' s  what the problem is: a Iot of people 

me Ming t h e d v e s ,  they 're dyng becairse of the loss of who they are. They don 't k m  

who rhey me, where they belmg (Conversation, Maggie). What began as playing when 

Ruth was young evolved naturaily and gradually into playing an important role in the 

W y  : 



We didn't have tu have any toys, becnttse we were constantlv makmg irp m4r 

own games in the village andplayïing down the beach. It was so dean. n e  

beaches abays had those nice white shells. We'd play with the kefps and the 

sheiis. We never r m  ottt of gmes  ro p i q .  We wot~lldgo m t  in the boats. nere 

were muII fittfe i s i d  armfnd Our vifhge and we wodd go from tsland to 

isimd picking the fresh plants thut were edibie and the pretty littfejTowers. 

(Conversation, Ruth Cook; her emphasis) 

Stairs (1993) comments on a teaching or leaniing style that is comrnody referred to in the 

research as "ockwards chaining': 

Inuit and other Native children are often taught through a process of 'backwards 

c h m g '  in which finai steps of essential adult tasks are progressiveiy left undone 

for children to complete, thus giving them an immediate and important role in 

community work. A young girl may first complete the final uùn on her father's 

new pair of famiks (skin boots), then the next year sew together several of the 

cut pieces as weli as trimming. She would do the initial skin preparation and 

cutting only when oider, not as isolated early seps in the leaming process. (p. 87) 

At a screenhg of a University of Victoria film produced by Christine Walsh (2000) 

called The Story of the Coast Salish Knitters, 1 listened as one of the knitters in the film 

commented: ''No one ever showed me how to knit a Cowichan sweater. No one ever 

taught me. That is not our way. I watched and I watched and then 1 did it." Commoniy 

referred to as the watch-then-do method (Rodriguez & Sawyer, 1990; Stairs, 1993), its 

practical cornplexity is rareiy fully appreciated. One of the knitters who was in the film, 

the former chief of the Peneiakut Band, was in the audience. S he commented after the 



film that the most valuable lesson she leamed fiom this induction into knitting was not so 

much its economic value, as an activity she could always fd back on and make money 

fiom in lean times, but its discipline. Learning how to knit taught her respect znd focused 

thought. She was not speaking about the ins and outs of how to knit and ail of the 

Werent kinds of stitches. From the kinds of examples she offered, it was clear that she 

was tallong about how you behave around knitting: Don't play with the needies; Put your 

wool and needles away carefidy when you're done; Don't play in the wool. Frank 

Conibear descnbed the discipline involved in canoe puliing in a strikingiy similar way. He 

said: you have to be of clan heart and mind while in the canoe; you have to pray before 

you get in; you can't say any bad words while you're in the canoe; you have to treat the 

canoe with respect and put it in the water properly and take it out properly; you have to 

bless the canoe; you . . . 1 interrupted him and shared what 1 had heard the Cowichan 

knitter say and what 1 also heard him saying. It is the respectful behaviour surroundhg 

the doing of it that Uistills discipline. The knowledge of how to canoe-puli is inseparable 

fkom the nate of rnind, h a r t  and thought whiie preparing for and then engaging in it. He 

agreed that that is correct (Conversation, Frank C onibear). 

Through knitting, through canoe pulluig, through Indian dancing, through 

gathering Indian food, through becoming a speaker, through speaking your Native 

language, respect is leamed as a way of Life. To that l i s  can being a First Nations 

educator, or leaming to be one, be added? (Frank Conibear says: Isuspect thar we're all 

Iemning (Conversation, Frank Comibear)). This is a question 1 address in the next section, 

contemporary identity, as weU as retum to in the resistant and ironic voices. 



Living a good Lie and being a good persun mean living in and for this moment, 

paying attention to the tirne that you have here on earth and with your famiy instead of 

deferring the attainment of knowledge (Conversation, Ruth Cook). Aut onomy foliows 

from that approach. Ifyou are taught well, you l e m  well, and you can stand on your own 

feet . You can then help others in tum, as Neila Nelson says about her family's commercial 

fishing operation: 'We hired peoplefrom the communiîy who had dz#kwlty geîting jobs 

in other meas. Those were the kind of teachings that laid afrnidation for me" 

(Conversation, Nella Nelson). 

Good teaching consists of encouragement. Teaching is dso based upon tmn: the 

tmst that the child can l e m  and become autonomous. This is not the kind of teaching 

that can be directly cornmunicated as content through a program or curriculum. It is an 

approach to learning that is embedded in a way of living and an approach to life 

(Conversation, Ruth Cook; Conversation, Frank Conibear). Ruth and Maggie consistenrly 

speak of leaming as encouragement: if you tell children they can do it while 

simultaneously showing them how (them watching as you do it), then they will leam. 

T e h g  a child that he or she can do it without showing how is isolating the goal of the 

task fkom how the task is Iearned. Telling a child that he or she cm do it and expecting 

them to accept encouragement and become autonomous without instruction will be 

unsuccessfbi because the child can teli when words are empty of meaning or when the 

speaker of those words is not being genuine. Leamhg is as much about trusting as it is 

about learnhg a specific content. As Garver (1 998) notes, it is ditncult to fàke beiief (se: 

chapter two, page 87). The tacher must be able to teach convincingly, that is, with a 



knowledge of the subject matter or a willingness to leam it, as well as be persuasive, 

which is an attribute of attitude, philosophy or approach: 

Teresa: Do you think First Nations teachers have a d?yrent mamer of 

teachhg, because of the vaitm thut they h m  been brought up wifh? 

Ruth: I think most of them, if the-v apply it, the children me richer for it 

becarse you teach the childen to be more cming and sensitive to other 

people armnd you. By feeling gwd about yoirrseg y m  pass thaf on to the 

chillien. saying you 're okuy, you Fe okay. You c m  do mzything that you wmtt 

to be Iike everybodj else. Y m  give them that message mzd ty to birild more 

and more confidence that the-v can do it. Thar's what we wmld do in  MI^ 

classroom. me kiris worild q "Z want to do this. " '7 wmtt to do t h ' :  She 

[the teacherj wouid sy, "Of courre I'll show -von h m  to do it. " She wmld 

never say. 'Tm cm't do il. " She would ailm them to fry und wmld shaw 

[hem how to do it. Anything that the chilken wanred to do. at anv age. 

whatever they were interested in. we would allow them fo do it and show them 

the steps how 10. We would never say. "Oh you 're too young to do that. " Yorr 

woidd show hem how to do i f .  and ifs amazirzg how quickiy they picked i l  rrp. 

We encotiraged them m d  dih't tell them. "Oh. it's too much for you. " Thar 

w m  a pzitdmn. (Conversation, Ruth Cook; her emphasis) 

Maggie: We need to begin to raise r i p  strongpeopie, get them tu go over to ail 

the schwls and tell them who they are und where they are unà why they becme 

the way they me. 

Teresa: Role m&ls 



Maggie: Role models. S m g  role modelis Because it 'i ~ r a l  for US as people 

to have someorze to IwR up to, so we need more of uur awn people tu brrild up 

our esteem. 11's reaiiy importmt we do. 

Teresa: I saw that in my daughter when she was in Nursev and Kindergarten. 

She w m  atways realiy prmd to know her Native language. I feamed French. 

1 felt proud to l e m  French but it war more of a technical thzng because I'm 

)lot a French-Canodm - mui yet my daugher was Ieambg her own Native 

Impage. So it 's dtflerent. It 's some thing that 's part of ymr being. 

Maggie: But -var reallv need t h  support from the home too il? order for her 

to be proud of her accomplishments. She needs t h  support. Evev  home needs 

that support of the accomplishments even ifthey're d l .  Like when my 

grandkids wotrid take pazntings home. I wmdd tell my girls. "Dun? throw it 

away, hang it UD, let hem see h m  prmd p u  are of what they 've done": that 's 

just a little part but it's a b& major part cnrd when yorr encourage them so mirch 

the-v wmti to do more. ahuays. Thut's whut Irve watched the little ones do al2 

these years. It's cl reuliy big important thing for hem ru be pmisedfor their 

little accomplishments and as ihey grow bigger, -vm jrrst keep on praising 

t h  and the-v know when it's natwal and t h  knuw when i f s  fake; when iik just 

wordr and when you really mean it. (Conversation, Maggie; her emphasis) 

Ruth's comment on the value of positive encouragement echoes Maggie's words 

that when 'lyou e n c m g e  them so much they wmt to do more. ahuays: The sky w m  the 

limit once the children hari confidence urui bust in ils t h  we would bock them" 

(Conversation, Ruth Cook). In education we often speak of building: building on or 



raising a chilci's self-confidence (sirnilm toûadamer's (1 975/ 1 998) bifding). Thae 

metaphors take on a deeper resonance within Maggie's words, where to encourage means 

to raise up and build. She uses these words in related contexts nich as raising a f d y ,  

raising up children who will be good parents, raising a leader (Conversation, Maggie). A 

leader is a child who is raised in a particular way. A leader is a role model who has a 

particular gdt to share (Conversation, Maggie). Maggie talks about the traditional way of 

encouraging children was for the elders to see which gifk that child was manifesting, and to 

encourage and encourage and encourage that g&, to nourish it so that it could grow 

(Conversation, Maggie) . 

A role model is a penon who stands ta11 and upright, who exhibits that autonomy 

spoken of earlier, who is able to give back to the community because of that strength. 

Strength is another word for autonomy. Giving strength is another way of offering 

encouragement, such as the strength and encouragement 1 received while transcribing 

these conversations. When Maggie talks about raising up strong people, I think of cedar 

trees. Tail and strong cedar mes were once the whole sunenance of coastal communities, 

providing canoes, the tools to make canoes, clothing, ceremonial masks and clothing, 

utensils, baskets, wein, bent boxes, pianks and house posts for the big houses; the Lia 

goes on and on. 1 dso think of the raising of totem poles: totem pole-raisings, as they are 

called, are becorning a part of conternporary traditionai culture in Maggie's community. 

Trust is the foundation on which the values or beliefs of confidence, autonomy, 

and encouragement rest. Trust is disclosed in a "smd way" (Conversation, Janice 

Simcoe), in the "moment" (Conversation, Ruth Cook) of instruction, in a chiid's trust; 

Ruth Cook talks about the importance of the moment within an indigenous perspective 



(Conversation, Ruth Cook). That s m d  exarnple of trust is edarged when seen within a 

spiritual context and philosophy. In the larger scheme of things, trust is of a greater 

wisdom that guides our moment-to-moment decisions and actions. It is a caring tma. In 

a spintual understanding, everyhng is interconnecteci; by everything, 1 mean people's 

actions and 'behaviourst, the animal world, ail of nature, the spintual world; the virtue of 

the word behaviour is that it links thought with action, and defines action as expressive of 

thought or attitude: 

Teresa: How do y m  see - and yorr probably do see - a dzference in the way that 

Native people see things from the way dominunt society sees those smne thi~zgs? 

Rzrzh: They're dflerent, yes. It's a dzfferent way of looking at things than 

I - we - do. We ~ e a r  apt to ahays be in the now with m r  famifies. . . r fym 

adopted this value every day. 110 matter what cultwe. of appreciating each day 

that cornes dong and just doitlg what you're meant to do, the spiritual part 

used to be so nuturai. . . It's the Irzdian sptri~~iaiity. . . of living it each day. 

Of thcmking the Creator for supplyingymr needî. And yes. h d  times do come, 

but you ulso thmik the Creator for givirig yoti the strengrh to wafk throtigh it. 

I zrsed to ask my mom, because my Engiish g h o t h e r  was Anglican and 

used to take us to Sundrry School in chtirch, I used to mk my morn, "Didyou knaw 

there was a G d  before the missionaries cime?" "Of course we did We ptayed 

long befote any white man c m e  to teach us. We prayed before we went on my 

nip. We sstopped out in the boa? at what was Zike a mcredpoint. We thanked the 

Creator for everything. " It war ahuays there. 

Teresa: That makes up u big put of who you are us Natnte people. 



Ruth: W's right. Sorne people my [she q s  in a conrpiratoriaI whisperl: 

'Wïm~har is spirittdity?" (r 's no secret. It's ymr relatiomhip with your Creator 

and howing who he is und who you are mid the world armndyou. It al1 bien& 

together i fym know who the Creator is. 

Teresa: Yes, thut is whnf another eafucator told me IOO. That Native people are 

more concerned with raising a goodperson. Being respecrfrrl. Thoi is the highest 

value. Not bejng successfl in the world or being individualstic or going away 

from your fmily m ~ d  m&ngymlr fortune on the backs of other people. 

Rzlth: The Creator created us to cure for each ofher on this planer h t h  and 10 

care fur une mother. But iri today's society, do ym hem the word 'caring'ftom 

the next person, from anyone in ymr job? It 's just: go for yourseif. 13te 7' . . . 

Some of mw people have leanled those w q s .  But they also don? undersrond 

thuz nobody gets awqy wifh anything. if~fzobody sees you - I remember my 

mother telling me that she h a  eyes in the back of her head [we Zaughl- it 

will come back to you. rfym1 are mean to someone. somewhere un the iine it 

will come back to you because you have set it in motion and it will come back 

to you. Nobody hm to punish you. Ym've set it in motion. 

Teresa: In Bella Bella they say 'what goes mound cornes moud. 

Ruth: We say t h  tm Ifymi do something wrong and even if no&* 

ever fin& out, yori have to [ive wirh yourself: It 's so simple that people don? 

wmtt tu accep it and ver it is so simple [Ruth says with emphasis] [we laugh]. 

They want zt hmd and complicuted su they set things up thut way. 

Teresa: Do you remember Lyn Daniels? Ym spoke with her at one time. 



Ruth: Yes. 

Teresa: Ym told her this, and ondl have also hemd it from 0 t h  people I've tuiked 

with, like Nella. Iike Jmiice Simcoe. ntings wzll aiways be revealed in time. I f  

you don't understand it now, y m  will understand it. 

Ruth: When it is time for youto understmzd it. W's right. Thal's where you 

l e m ,  where your rnatnrity comesfrom, of sitting buck and waiiing for it to 

happen. We cm't do it now. so wait for the righl tirne for it to be show. When 

you're young, y m  're impatient. you say: ï want to do it now. " It 's like a lot of 

times when y m  read something, it doesn't corne, it d m ' t  corne. and then il 

dws. Thar w m  one of the teachings thut was so irnportmt to Our people. 

patience, Iemning to wait for thigs. The semons told us th t .  Nature toid us 

what IO do und when to do it. Today's world.. ymr have to jump ahead. beat it. 

scramble up. Whereas what ycm have to do is wait for the right rime. 

(Conversation, Ruth Cook; her emphasis) 

NeUa understands tma on the level of energy: the energy that moves through 

objects, including people, contains a spiritual power that can never die. It is fùndarnentaiiy 

a Me-affirming and animating force: 'knergv does trmflorm. I mean, the energy moves 

in a new way but if's still the original energy. it's done in a dzflerent way but it stiII 

qwingbomdsfrom that origzml energy " (Conversation, Nella Nelson): 

The old people, surveying a landscape, had such a familiarity with the 

world that they could immediately see what was not in its place and if 

they discemed anythmg that seemed to be out of its naturd order, a 

nochunal animal in the daytime, ununial clouds or weather conditions, 



or a change of the plants, they went to work immediately to discover 

what this change meant . . . Presented with the natural ordering of 

cosmic energies, when the people saw an Unbalance they h e w  that 

their responsibility was to initiate ceremonies that would help bring 

about balance once again. (Deloria, 199 1 a, p. 3 0) 

This traditional belief in an overriding balance underlies Ruth Cook's remarks, which like 

Deloria's (1 99 ta), are oriented simuitaneously toward restoring that balance and moumllig 

its loss or negiect. In a very pragmatic way, then, an educator's relationship with his or 

her students or with whichever populations he or she is senhg (and ofien there are 

several) is a mode1 or example of that Iarger balance or order. Ln that perspective, an 

educator's approach impinges directly on others. Janice Simcoe confirms this 

understanding: "If weforget tu do thPI (conneci with comrrni~~i~/ and ij'we stay in too 

much isolation we c m  forger to do it, then we start rncuhig misrakes thut impact those 

who we me here to serve " (Conversation, Janice Simcoe). 

One of the questions 1 discussed with the educators is whether it is possible or 

desirable for an educator to be Fim Nations without consciously passing on those values. 

Kirkness (1999/1988), herself a Cree educator, argues that "hdian teachen are critical to 

the reaiization of quality education for the [ndian population'' (p. 57), where she defines 

Indian as meaning "a person of Abonguial ancemy whose culture is baseci on a penonai 

relationship with his or her people and the environment" (p. 57). Indian education hinges 

on the presence of Indian teachers: "Throughout the literanire we h e s s  the concepts of 

Indian identity, traditions, psychology, culture7 language7 and history as being important in 

the education of hdians. It is appropriate to suggest that Indian teachers would be the 



moa effective in transrnitting these concepts" ( p .  61). Ruth Cook's response to this 

question was that teaching in a cultural way is preferred because it e ~ c h e s  the midents 

(Conversation, Ruth Cook). A cultural approach is not necessady content-based; more 

fundamentally, it is approach-baseci (Conversation, Ruth Cook). Frank Conibear 

maintains the same belief "in just teaching content, 1 was missing the mark- k e ' s  an 

experientia! component to teaching, and I di&? know what it was, and then I realized 

th& whut it is. is fmily. I have an obligc~tion, u respomibili& I'm part ojsomethirig. 

ï7ze subtle things thal fonn the bmis of identity . . . it's not the content. Itk how p u  

teach the content"(Conversation, Frank Conibear). Frank Conibear qualifies his 

staternent as coming from his particular Coast Salish perspective: "Not a[l First Naions 

people me going to have zhat, those that were adopted wui whatever: tht 's not rheir 

option. I'm sort of tom with thotW(Converçation, Frank Conibear). Janice Simcoe 

intirnated that teachers may unconsciousiy teach in culturally-sensitive ways because o f  

who they are as Abonginal people: 'We c m y  the spirits ofmir ancestors with ifs and 

maybe we cary it in our DNA or maybe we carry it in some physical part of us. I have 

hemd of people who were adopted when they were very y m g  and didn't know that they 

were Native until they were ol&r, suy thar their 6elief zs that they cany k ing Indicai in 

their DNA and they ahuqys knew, they ahvqys acted Iike it, they a£ways thought it, they 

ahvays believed it and then as swn as they fd it, it was like, 'Oh!' [Janice excluims in 

mock surprise and wonakt], 'mis is what this is about!" (Conversation, Janice Simcoe). 

Lyn Daniels believes that teachen within her district who recently discovered theû 

ancestral Native roots have been using Fim Nations values implicitly (Conversation, Lyn 

Daniels). 



This issue of authenticity of identity goes back to questions 1 raiseci in the third 

chapter. The reader wiii draw his or her own conclusions, but across the conversations, 1 

notice the following threads: a) Abonginal philosophy cornes fiom a particular place or 

"sourcet' (Conversation, Janice Simcoe); b) There is a sense ofloss of horizon or 

"isolation1' (Conversation, Janice Simcoe) if identity is not actively practiced in, with and 

among communities; c) A strong understanding andfor practice of this philosophy enables 

the educator to be open to experiences because hdshe is confident of identity; Nelia 

Nelson uses the word "bridge" while Ruth Cook uses this word as well as "blend"; Lyn 

Daniels uses "bi-cultural". The common message is that "because of who you aret' 

(Conversation, Neiia Nelson) you are able to: bridge, blend, be bi-cultural; and d) 

Educators are carefbl to speak fkom their own perspective, and leary of either being 

exclusionary or of opening ail borders. On exclusion, Janice Sirncoe said something that 

linked back into the values underlying an Aboriginal epiaemology. She said that we (as 

Aboriginal people) need t O be "upening otr vision wide emugh to recugnize the grfrs that 

rnq be coming to usfiom other sources t h  we don't understmdyet" (Conversation, 

Janice Simcoe). The word 'sources' ties into thread (a) (see above, page 224). In 

discussing authenticity in Fûa Nations iiterature with Nelia Nelson, she was cntical of 

Native authors who write about First Nations expenences without ever havhg had those 

experiences. As Janice says in speaking of the need to retum to her communities to see 

the sights and smeil the smells of being arnong "brown people" (Conversation, Janice 

Simcoe; see quote on page 272), NeUa uses the same phrase in speaking of Living "on the 

rez"; those experiences cannot be fiilseci or merely imagùied because of the "subtlel' sights 

and srnelis (Conversation, Nelia Nelson). 1 am pulling in Frank Comiear's word "subtle" 



that he used when speaking of the "experiential" composent of teaching (Conversation, 

Frank Conibear), to show how the filaments of identity and experience are strongly 

intenvoven for many Fûst Nations educators. 

Cross-culturaily, the teachg that these human vaiues (encouragment, trust, 

self-discipline, confidence, acceptance) are inextncably iinked, even if and because that 

worldview belongs to another perspective, is a valuable one. One of the unfortunate 

tendencies of a certain polite and 'respectful' approach is the default move of surroundhg 

any First Nations perspective with h e s  and boundaries, in effect, boxing it in, and thus 

shielding Western culture f?om being "penetnted" (to turn Geertz's (1988) words around) 

by another perspective that happens to corne fiom another culture or worldview. To me 

this is yet another instance of what Frye (1 97 1) calls garrison mentality: "A ganison is a 

closely knit and beieaguered society, and its moral and social values are unquestionable" 

(p. 226). Even though the lines are invisibly drawn, they are tangible, reverberating in that 

web of interrelationships that both Deloria ( 199 la) and Arendt (1 958) t a k  about as 

fwidamentd to and always implicitly at work in human discourse and action. 

How are these vaiues of confidence, autonomy, ma, encouragement and 

acceptance interpreted and carried on by the generation of contemporaxy educators? In 

the foiiowing section, 1 focus on identity articulated through langage and metaphon. 

Contemporary Identity 

The title 1 originaiiy had for this part was: Bightness/E~chment/Gathering/ 

Comecting. Each of these words cornes fiom a particuiar place but 1 provisionaily pileci 

them side by side because of their synchrony. Togerher they form a consteilation. When 1 

was teaching grade seven, 1 became fàscinated with how constellations are human 



constnicts; they have no inherent astronomicai significance. AU they are is groups of stars 

whose dots someone's child-like imagination Linked with lines to form a shape or picture. 

Unlike clouds, however, whose Protean shapes shift and reassemble in new guises, once a 

constellation is given a name, its unique brightness is recognizable as a constant presence. 

Or at least constant in our time and in the We of the star. The synchrony of this particular 

constellation of First Nations educators' metaphors reminds me too of the mediaevd 

author Boethius' reference to music as a harmony of the spheres. Because the same kind 

of understanding is being reiterated in different ways by individual educators, it creates a 

strong sense of synchrony and community: a vision that is embedded not in programs or 

cumculums, but in people: individuals who embody 'the people' in themselves, with al1 of 

the resonances that the word 'people' has for indigenous peoples ( se :  Delona in chapter 

three, "The Ethics of Voice", pages 149-55). 

Delona ( 199 1 a) uses the word 'bright' to describe a panicular kind of educator. 1 

tunied his adjective into a metaphor; his treatise on education supports this interpretation 

and 1 was ais0 influenced by the images of light in Momaday's (1966) House of Dawn. AU 

of these words - bright, e~ching,  gathering and comecting - assume a deeper and wider 

significance when seen in relation to one another, across conversations and within 

indigenous scholarship. Gathering is Janice Simcoe's word. C o ~ e c t i n g  is a word that 

traverses several conversations but the meanings NeUa infuses into it propelled it into a 

metaphoncal resonance. E~chUig is a word that acquired si@cance from being used in 

similar contexts by different educators. As I go through each of these metaphon, it wiil 

become clear how they mate bridges fiom one generation of educators to the other. 



Most of Deloria's writings are on philosop hy, politics, religion or scholarship. He 

wrote one short book on education in response to yet another of the government's reports 

on the state of Indian educaàon in the United States. In motivation, Delona's book 

belongs in the sarne tradition as Cardinal's ( 1 969) Unjust Societv, which was Metis scholar 

Harold Cardinal's angry rebuke to Trudeau's The Just Society and to then Minister of 

hdian Mairs, Jean Chretien's, infamous White (Termination) Paper. In his shon treatise 

on education, Delona brings to bear ail of his thoughts on Aboriginal epistemology as he 

reflects on what the role of indigenous educaton should be in contemporary society. 1 

begin with his book because, like the elders' words that we jua heard, Deloria (1 99 la) 

places the question within (he would say) an appropnately broad context, the context of 

an Aboriginal epistemology or what he also cails "the traditional Indian perspective" 

(p. 50): 

Establishing the Indian context, in view of the absence of clearly 

defined tribal goals and philosophies, cm be easily done by present Indian 

midents. The primary question which they should ask themselves is whether 

or not what they are learning will have some meaning to tribai people. And 

the answer, at first glance, wiil be a resounding "No". We presently do not 

know how to bring knowleùge and information back to the tribe because 

we have not paid suflicient attention to the history and culture of our people. 

We have been deluded into thinking that there is no applicability of information 

on behalfof the tnie or no possibility of making our knowledge meanin@. 

So we mua use what we l e m  about the scienhfic understanding of the 

world to ask questions of our people about how our ancestors understood 



the world, remembe~g that the tribe exists over many generations and 

possesses a cumulative knowledge that transcends any particular generation. 

(Deloria, 199 la, p. 39) 

The introductory chapter to Delona's (199 1 a) treatise is appropnately cded 

"American Indian Metaphysics: A Prelude to Understanding Indian Education" (p. 9). 

The fundamentai principle of this metaphysics is the "realization that the world, and ail its 

possible experiences, constitutes a social reaiity, a fabric of life in which everythmg had the 

possibility of intirnate knowing relationships because, ultimately, eveiything was related" 

(Deloria, 1991% p. 10). Eber Hampton (1995), in a study that resembles mine in that he 

intervieweci contemporary Native educators, but educators who were graduate students in 

the Harvard School of Education, borrowed the six directions fiom the pipe ceremony: "1 

began a diagram to show the interconnections but quickly saw that everything was 

comected. So 1 began to search for a model, a metaphor, or a pattern that would 

somehow organize the themes and serve both as a mnemonic and a rnatrix for new ideas 

and actions" (p. 16). Hampton (1995) makes clear the metaphysical source of the six 

directions, which "are not a mode1 but a pattern or an organiting principle . . . The six 

directions are a way of thinking about existing in the universe" (p. 16). This organiong 

principle arose from the words of the educators themselves. Like Delona, Battiste speaks 

to both the symbolic epistemology of her ancestors and the cognitive irnpenaiism of 

dominant society that has obtmded on that way of perceiving reality . Symbolic 

epistemology 

wove together the naturd fact of being bom into a certain fêmily, a certain 

laquage, a spinhial worlà, and a matenal world. It created a shared belief 



of how the world works and what constitutes proper action. The sharing 

of these common ideals created a collective cognitive expenence for tribal 

societies and tolerance for other societies. 

This comrnon cognitive experience was, and rernains, the core of 

tribalism . . . It bonded the people together with a strong worldview and 

an ideal of the Good in which others participated. (Battiste, 1986, pp. 26, 27) 

Battiste (1998) sees this vision as potentidy informing contemporary Abonginal 

education: "A postcolonial framework cannot be constructeci without Indigenous people's 

renewing and reconstructing the principles underlying their own world view, environment, 

languages, and how these constmct our humanity" (p. 24). Archibald (1990) fiames her 

understanding of orality fiom within Sto: 10 traditions, tuniing to the elders for help in 

how to approach the topic in an academic sening: "Our Elders wodd fïrst teach us to 

understand and appreciate our environment before letthg the jomey begin. In this paper, 

I will try to create an understanding of Fim Nations orality and Western literacy; bnefiy 

show how the two worids coiiided; and then, pose some possible solutions. It is the Sto: 

Io tradition to pay attention to the guea £irst before seMng oneseW' (p. 68). 

These quotes f?om First Nations educator-scholars show an attempt to understand 

and organize the world in terms of an Aboriginal or tribal epistemology. 1 don? know why 

we say 'attemptf as ifthe effort is only half-ways. The key is to match word with deed. 

AU that we have on the page are words, yet they represent words that are not only &en 

but spoken and enacted or transacted: tumed into the 'grassroots' work of interweaving 

this epistemology into the real world of human relationships as weii as ninieci into 

products like cuniculum, reports, books and journal articles. The reality is that 



conternporary Aboriginal educators live witbin the modern world. It is not so much that 

they live in two worlds, like Hugh McClennants two solitudes with a gulfinbetween; that 

is part of the story but not the whole of it. They tive in this world, a worid of their own 

making as wetl as one made and imposed by ideologies of imperialism and eurocentrism 

and cognitive assimilationism (Adams, 1985; Battiste, 1986, 1998; Kirkness, 1998; 

Tuhiwai Smith, 1999). Nelia Nelson uses phrases like "we s d i  have work to do" 

(Conversation, Nella Nelson) and Janice Simcoe says about representation of authentic 

voice, "We're not there yet", while elden l i e  Ruth Cook remind the community of 

educators: "Look at how far we've corne; look at what we have; we are doing it" (Ruth 

Cook, Firn Nations Cornrnunity Advisory Meeting, April 19,2000). 

A word that some of the educators used, that 1 also encountered in the iiterature 

of Fint Nations educator-scholars but have heard imrneasurably around me from First 

Nations people is: cary. Another word that has brings the same connotations is: walk. 

You walk with your ancestors, in other words as you are walking through the system, 

your anceston are wallring with you. (Whenever 1 say "You", it is a stylistic device that 

sounds most appropnate; 1 am not saying that 1 walk with the ancestors. You means 

You, a Fim Nations person'). Fint Nations people have camied their epistemology with 

them wherever they go. As Ianice Simwe says, in a moment of anger ma<& with 

indignation and a eureka kind of realization, 

Shere was a lem, 1 trhink people stiii have t h t  fem? that pst-secondmy ed~cation 

will somehow overpower their Indimess. It was a job intem'ewP so 

1 c m  never cite the womm who said it, but one of the greutest teuchmgs I've had 



was sonteone -y ing in a job interview: 'Ym c m  't ehcote the Indian out of 

mef', andl thmght, "Right on! Ym're absolutely right!" H m  could we get so 

caught up in the institution thPr we were attending thut ii even w d d  occur to us 

thut it w a s  stroriger hm our teuchings. Looked ut it from t h t  vioupoint, it's not 

possible. Y m  c m  't go put sotnebody somovhere mid gwe them a bzmch chj books 

to read for four yems and wipe ari thou& of years of ttadition?! [Jmice 

Imgh.s/. Ym hmt zt's not t h t  s~g!". (Conversation, Janice Simcoe; 

her emphasis) 

DeIoria's ( 199 1a) 'bright' educator is one whose teachings shine from w i t h  as he or she 

waiks through a Western and d e n  education and whose brightness cornes both from those 

ancestral teachings and fiom the resiiience and applicabiiity of the teachings in a 

contemporary context. It is a bothhd approach but from within an Abonginal 

worldview; both/and does not mean a Western view plus an Aboriginal worldview, which 

is how 1 had interpreted it pnor to doing this study. The teachings are not adapted; they 

are applied: 

Initiahg an accelerated educationd system for Indians [i.e. assimilation] 

was intendeci to bring Indians up to the parity of rniddle class non-Indians. 

In fact it has puiled Indians into the western worldview and some of the 

bnahter Indians are now emerging on the other side, bavhg transversed 

the western body of knowledge completely. Once this path has been 

established it is almoa a certauity that the rest of the Indian cornrnunity 

will waik right on through the western world view and emerge on the 

other side alm. (Deloria, 199 1 a, p. 60; my emphasis) 



One of the ways in which this emergence on the other side cm happen is through 

the 'gathering' of knowledge. Janice Simcoe says about her university training: "I knew 

t h  1 wmted to l e m  things md to gain kniowedge- I think t h  I hm t h  I was not 

necessansanl'y in a hoslile environment but in m mfriendy ee,rvirorrmentfor who I w u  and 

so I jmt walked through tt with the god of: I'm here to gather things, and thut's afl that 

I'm here tu do (Conversation, Janice Simcoe). Janice's "survival in school" was to "walk 

thrmgh slfying: I want this piece of knuwledge, I wmt to kiow the ideology of that 

thutight, I wmt tu knau the historicd o r i p  of this way of thinkmg, 1 want to be able to 

access these highly ehcated brains thut work here. md I want to be able to read and 

gatherftom the reading thcil I do " (Conversation, Janice S imcoe). The word 'gathering' 

reminds me of food-gathering: a carefid and caring selection of things that you need to 

survive and that you iike. Gathering therefore also suggests taking away what is beautifid 

as weii as what is useful; you don't gather things that you don't need, where need is 

defined along both lines: food for the body, nounshment for the spirit. Gathering aiso 

irnplies a presence of mind, an active componem of a person who is doing the gathering. 

Janice uses the word 'gather' in a related contes of taikuig about the difncdty in 

convincing universities to let authentic Fust Nations voice in: 

I ofren have thzs discussion wzth my husband ubmt the kirchen If there .i 

something in there t h t  he dwm't see a use for, he throws it away. I am more 

experirnentai when I'm cwking so I'ZZ go btry sauces and vices md mixtures, 

y m  hm, umsual rhtngs, and he'Zlflmd them in the cupbo<rrd rmd he'ZZ chuck 

them out bec~use he doesn't use them. w e  laugh]. 1 thznk there's a good Iesson 



in t h .  1 think ir happens redly, realij easrasrly. We 're in places where if what 

we 're doing isn't understd, they'll throw it away, which means we 're cmstantly 

wcnching, wwhich aIso means thal we cm't go out und get new things mui pather 

new idees. (Conversation, Janice Simcoe; my emphasis) 

In one setting, while engaged in degree work in an institution, gathering is a 

"survivial mechanisrnu; outside that setting in a role of working within and working 

alongside institutions, gathering also takes on the meaning of living. When you need to be 

constantly vigilant, you cannot attend to doing what you would otherwise be naturaliy 

engaged in, which is going out and gathering new ideas. Even the words 'going out', 

especiaiiy in connection with 'gathering', carry the resonances of going out to gather food, 

to earn a living, to practice 'ouf traditional ways in 'ouf traditional temtory. Ln Beiia 

BeUa, ifa person said, "I'm going out on the boat" or more likely, "We're going out", it 

meant that they were planning to go food fishing; food fishing is a shorthand way of saying 

to gather their traditionai foods. lanice's words take on added meaning when seen 

alongside Ruth's words in the passage that opened this chapter (see: page 19 1), where 

Ruth talks about 'going out' on the boats; play and purpose are inextricably tied together: 

'We'dplay with the kelps and the shells. We never r m  out of gmes to play. We would 

go m t  in the bouts. ï lere  were smalI linle islanak armmd our village mid we wmild go 

from island to islmd picking the fresh plànts t h  were edible and the p r e q  linle +ers. 

Oh, it was a p a d s e "  (Conversation, Ruth Cook; her emphasis). 

Ianice Simcoe contrasts her own way of surviving in univenity to another Native 

woman's who was having a dif3cult the; she was "&owning": "she was drowning in 

isolclt-on mid confusion. She questioned the qtzestlstlonr thar the institution asked more 



thmt I did The more she pestioned, the more she realized she didntt have a due how to 

m e r .  She wes froutzng dong not having any idea whar she was doing t h e "  

(Conversation, Janice Simcoe). A professor asked Janice to heip this woman cope with 

university midies. Janice says that whereas she was supposeci to help her, "she helped me 

to be a better student and not a better stu&nt in t e m  of doing what the university 

wmed me to do, because I never didfinish my thesir. I give this womm some credit for 

opening my eyes to the reality fhat the academic work thar 1 was involved wifh Aen 

wam't authentic and f i t  wasn't authentic, then it was m t  writeable. So it never got 

written" (Conversation, Janice Simcoe). From one perspective, gathering is a sun>ival 

mechanism, one that dowed Janice to go through the synem without drowning: 'Y hew 

looked ~ o o  deeply at the system that I was walkina fhr&, 1 wwould be t m  awme of 

my aloneness to be able to snay there " (Conversation, Janice Simcoe; my ernphasis). 

Taking back gathering as an aspect of authentic voice means changing the nirroundings so 

that gathering is not a s u ~ v a l  mechanism but is an a a  in balance with the world: 

gathering as a way of living. 

In the reaiity of contemporary society, gathering represents an ideal that has not 

been actuaüzed because of the obstacles in a system that is not receptive to First Nations 

thought or letting 'authentic' First Nations voice in (Conversation, Janice Simcoe). An 

authentic First Nations voice is one that is itself; it lives out and practices an Aboriginal 

epistemology (Conversation, Janice Simcoe; Conversation, Lyn Daniels) . #en I asked 

Janice Simcoe to clar@ what she means by authentic, both answers she gave demonstrate 

the presence of an Abonginal epistemology, especiaily the idea of service: " To me 

authentic meuns being tme to real need (commzmity need) m opposed to self-need 



(getting instead of @in@. II memtr being aware of where you me on the cmzrimnmt or 

circle, m>d the things t h y m  are doing me contributing to the heahh of that circle " 

(Conversation, Janice Simcoe, Refiective commentary). Janice Simcoe explains: "First 

Nations identiîy, for me, zsyour vitwpoint of where you sit on the continuum in the 

universe. the place in that conti~nnrrn where you me, and so from thai place you have a 

viewpoint that you look at things" (Conversation, Janice Simcoe). The continuum or 

circle is a description of the place identity (a healthy idmtity) can have in a Fira Nations 

person's Me; it is an idea that Janice and her coiieagues and midents have been developing 

(Janice Sirncoe, Personal communication, Apd 25,2000). She goes on to speciQ that 'Y 

think t h  the core of First Nations ~dentity is being in the place we recogni=e that ).ou 

are sittzng m i g s t  your ancestors and that you're sitting mongst the micestors of the 

people whosoever territory you 're on . . . ifyot~ understand thm on one side of p i  are 

the uncestors and on one side of you are your grandchilah or yow metaphorical 

grandchiidreen then y m  understand that you are a purt of a broader picture rhar'i tied to 

this Iculd: tied to this land either smally, by being tied to the terrîtory, or greatiy, by 

behg tied to Turtle Islard North Ame~cu" (Conversation, Janice Simcoe; my emphasis). 

The role of unhealthy identity is something I address in the next two voices: Voice of 

Resiaance: Quiet Rage' and 'Ironic Voice.' 

Nelia Nelson uses words üke 'gleaning' and 'drawing the thread through' to express 

similar thoughts on how in an alien system you gather what you need and leave the rest 

behind: 'Tt was uhvays a challenge to do the a;l~thropologèaiper~pective and to g h  

out whot in fact was your reality': Neiia said, when I asked her about her experience of 

getîing an anthropology degree (Conversation, Nella Nelson). "nie key is &aw the 



thread through. I f s  m e  we need to understand where we've cornefrom mzd how we've 

l h d  but also we need to understand the transition and the change", she explained, on 

recounting a aory about a phone cal1 from England that the Friendship Centre had 

recentiy received asking if they could please set up some Indians in their natural habitat for 

the tourists to Msit (Conversation, NeUa Nelson). Drawuig the thread through means: a) 

gleaning out that perspective and then b) pulling it through into the broader society so that 

the Fnendship Centre does not receive those lànds of misinformed phone c d s .  

Another word that is close in meaning to bnghtness and gathering is enrichment. 

E~chrnent travels in two directions. It is the perspective that a First Nations educator 

can cars, into and comrnunicate in the classroom: "Just us long as we get more and more 

and more of our own teachers md that are mIturalIy strong too. then they know how to 

blend the two together. nien you use it as an enrichment rather thm as a cultural thing 

separating yourseljfrom other people" (Conversation, Ruth Cook). By culturaily strong, 

Ruth means someone who has a h  grasp on the traditional teachings. If you have that, 

then you have an easier time minng with other people and being open to other 

perspectives: "together with the mong teachingsfrom my mom and the elders, y m  c m  

adapt onywhere when y m  feel good about who you are. Yar 've got ymr teachings and 

you just take whatk good fotyou out of both cultures. ïhere's nothzng wrong wzth t h t ,  

because everybody dues t h .  Ym know whzch part is goodfor yoir and which tsn't" 

(Conversation, Ruth Cook). NeUa echoes her mom's words: "it's because y m  know who 

you me t h  you c m  bridge" (Conversation, Nella Nelson). 

One of the most powernil words, a word that I adopted to describe the interpretive 

process is comecting. It is a word that ail of the educators used at some point, but NeUa 



Neison relied on it most consistently, and had also turned it into a noun: connecter 

(Conversation, NeUa Nelson). The generating of new words is integral to Aboriginal 

languages: Nelia's word for the First Nations children she fosters is "spirit-lenders" while 

Janice has transformed the word 'carry' into a noun; an educator is a 'carrier' 

(Conversation, Janice S imcoe). Dorais ( 1 993) wrote a faûly technical treatise on 

contemporary huit language in the Northwea Territoies, and discussed how the Inuit 

generate new words by hding a connection with the existing language base. Nella Nelson 

had made a sirnilar observation in talking about how her people invented a name for fiidge 

because there was no such word in their language. The context in which Nella makes this 

comment is in speaking about one of her recurring themes, movement, here in the form of 

energy : 

Teresa: For Native people çverything is contirn~m~s; nothing is forgottten 

or lefr behind 

Nella: Yeuh, und I thnk thcil is the point where energy d w s  trm@om. I mean, 

the energv moves in a new way but itk still the origrnai energy. ItS d m  in a 

d~fferent wqy but zt still springbcwrdsfrom that origrnal energv. 1 rhink rhat 's m e  

in our songs, in the evolvtng ojour Im~guages. (Conversation, Nella Nelson) 

The word 'connections', which k e  'community', has become a convenient slogan 

or bumvord in modem educational discourse acquires a deeper resonance when placed in 

the context of an Aboriginal worldview, nich as the one NeUa Nelson is expressing, on the 

continual transformation of energy. Neila c d s  a child a "comector" (Conversation, NeUa 

Nelson). She doesn't iike the word 'fostering'; it sounds temporary, iike Cook-Lynn's 

dislike of Waiiace Steven's 'passing through' (see chapter three, pages 52 and 1 3 5) .  Nelia 



says she is glad that she and her husband bought a big house, big enough to house ali of 

the children and host g a t h e ~ g s  for Wends and community (Conversation, NeUa Nelson). 

I think of a big house. Big houses are architechimlly social places of belongiug, built in 

nich a way as to facilitate co~ect ing  among individuais and families. A child or young 

person who cornes from "home" to stay with NeUats family in her home while attending 

school is in turn a "connector" to home: 

I think that those chifben cornzngfrom home and not hmngpments have been 

t h  connector again about communzty r d  how to muintain those connections. 

A n d  what ifrd reuily neut is sometimes when I'm wathg  d m ~  these halls or 

I go to meetings. 1 see, for exampie. kids from Kingcorne. We Ye're: "Hi'! 

Sometimes everybody's a bit more format but what's neat is when they go home in 

the summer d l  go home, [we kej going dom the r& going irp the river. I 

rhink that connection hm been as important a thrend /jbr them] as zt hus been 

for me. Y m  think, "Hey that's greut': io be in those two enviionments; y m  go 

back mld fonh. l think that har deve foped a reai strong threadfùr me and sense 

of comection" . (Conversation, Nelia Nelson) 

For Nella, connecting means "going out" to commmities and experiencing the connection; 

it means accepting the role of being a connector and actively participating in getthg the 

job done, the job being to rnake education a meaningfid and succesfi  experience for First 

Nations snidents (Conversatioq Nelia Nelson): 

for me community meam living it, being out there, supportlng other agencies. 

it's uttendingfunctions und being there to show t h  you me prm of the 

comrnunity. I think ifyou talk about communityfrom a distance, then you 



don't feel that connection. 

Y m  have your community that you work with, y m  have y m  communxty 

ihar yau lzve wzth. you have your community thot's attached to culture. I think 

there are ways to p l l  them together. But i f ym tdk about community m an 

armchuir community persm. by thut I mem you talk about community but you 

dodt go mt there. then y m  have a real problem wirh coni~ection For me 

community is being out therç bcing imtolved duing things rd connecting 

it to yolrr home. your fmily. ymrr workpiace. and recogni*ng that we have 

tom of work to do. (Conversation, Nella Nelson) 

Frank Conibear also talks about connecting as living the culture. Frank's role as a 

speaker touches virtudy every aspect of his living; it provides the ultimate lu& from 

teaching to his work in the BCTF to writing his thesis to his role in the Coast Salish 

cornrnuxity and as the eidest son within his family. He Wtens living to a speech, and 

speaking to knowing what values to speak of and practice (Conversation, Frank 

Conibear). Culture is panly compnsed of the ceremonies and social gathe~gs, but these 

are themselves expressions of a spiritual way of looking at daily living: Where I see the 

role of values und the role of metaphors or whnrever y m  want to cal2 them corne out is ut 

times like ut afinerul. y m  don't do this, you don't let babies near the body. because the 

spirit is supposed to be in the room, the spirit of the dece& ami ach~alij it c m  do 

harm. Now t h  might sound Iike a linle superstition fooked ut front the mrtside but 

attached to it, from where I nt, zs wha~  the heck does thot mean in a larger context ? what 

about all the other spiritud experïences that we h e ?  Includnig jus? h i n g  bre-fast in 

the morning to goingfor a walk ïherek: How to protect yoiaself: How to 6e saje. H m  



to take c m .  How to respect your spirit or your body (Conversation, Frank Conibear). 

While some of that knowledge has been 10% Frank is constantly aware of the importance 

of maintainhg that c o ~ e c t i o n  within a Coast Salish horizon of metaphors and teachings 

(Conversation, Frank Conibear). 

A word that Janice Simcoe uses whose meaning resembles connection is: source. 

The source is both where you go to get re-nourished as weli as the knowledge of knowing 

where the sources are. The source is not ody someone extemal to yoy like an elder, it is 

aiso an inward knowing, ifonly the knowledge of where to go for knowledge and 

strength. In speaking of the füm, The Gods Must Be Crazy, one of the mistakes we can 

make, Janice says, is assurning that we as Fim Nations educators can speak h m  the wne 

traditional place as the bushman; that we still have that knowledge: Someone like me 

would never bc able tu p a k  with a brrshm's voice. And it3 a mistake ro ever think 

thut we corrld Althmgh @you 're away from the bush long enough, you mqv srrm 

believing thut y m  c m  M q b e  thal's unother reason why you need to keep bri~zgnzg zrp 

the communiîy as u way to remindym ofyorrr own location. Becmse in some w q s  ymi 

c m  be imbued with so much arrthority simply becnuse you're comidered the on& one 

there. On the other and ut the s m e  tirne. imhed with ubsolzrrteiy no auhorzty 

simply becuzise yuu're the on& one there (Conversation, Janice Simcoe). C o ~ e c t i n g  is 

experiential: living the values is a way of comecting, because that way of living brings a 

person back to cornmunity and to the source but as Janice Simcoe says, we (as FKst 

Nations educators) need to remind ourselves that we live in and belong to a contemporaq 

world. In the film, her point is illustrateci by the difference between the bushman who lives 

in the Kalamari Desert, his comunity isolateci fiom outside innuences until the Coke 



bottle descends and causes temporary havoc, and the fleeting ghpse of a young African 

man in contemporary dress who has 'retreated' into the bush to re-connect with Nature and 

his own ancestral roots. 

Voice of Resistance: Ouiet Rage 

The voice of resistance infuses the afknative voice with realism, While the 

broader world for Fûn Nations educators means speaking from within an Abonginai 

epistemology, the affinnùig voice also exiss within the wider context of a Canadian 

society that historically has been and continues to be antagonistic to First Nations voice. 

A healthy Aboriginal world exias as a genuine and nipponive context while Eurocentric 

society is hostile to and marginalizes Fust Nations identity. Yet the fïrst tives within the 

confines of the second. That is a harsh way of putthg it, yet it reflects the reality of what 

Fust Nations educaton do on a daily basis as they work within institutional settings, 

whether those places are Mïnistry offices, schools, colieges, universkies, and even band 

schools, which abide by the Ministry of Education's provincial curriculum: The dilemma . 

. . is thut al2 of us (Nürive writers, scholars. academzcs) speak,worh teach in the 

coio~~izers' ianguage, wurk - usuaIiy [ive - in the colot~irers' environment, have cmeers 

derivedfrom mir reiutionship with the colonizers - sometimes . . . thut reIatzo~~ship~ows 

in otrr bioud (Conversation, Janice Sirncoe, Reflective commentary on chapter three). 

Cook-Lynn (1996) says, in reference to indigenous people, we are aii collaborators: "Tt is 

not just those people (the colonists) who came and invaded the lives and lands of our 

ancestors . . . It is what we have done to ourselves" (p. 145). Deloria (1985) points out 

that there is no place that is isolated fiom or immune to the infiuences of broader society 

( s e :  chapter three, p. 152). The only enclaves or "pockets" (Conversation, Lyn Daniels) 



are when Abonginal people are being themselves amongst thernselves: in g a t h e ~ g s  iike 

family dinners, feasts, celebrations, cultural dancing at the bighouse, meetings. With my 

M y ,  1 recently attendeci a potluck dinner and dancing hosted by the Kwagiulth Urban 

Society at the Mungo MaNn House; 1 was one of two identifiably white spouses among a 

'sea' of brown faces. 1 felt mildly uncornfortable because 1 didn't know very many people 

there. I let the feeling pass and trusted that gradually I wodd meet people, and they will 

know who 1 am (which is what happened). While there, 1 was o b s e h g  the behaviour of 

tourists who aniveci at the door of the bighouse, drawn by the sounds of aaivity and 

hearing dnimmuig and singing. Some paused on the threshold and upon noticing the 'sea' 

of brown faces, intuited that this was not a public spectacle and lefi promptly, eyes cast 

down respecûully. Others barged in, seated themselves and then were quietly and 

unobtrusively asked to lave. As 1 noticed the differing responses, 1 also thought about 

how challenging it is to create a space of identity, culture and belonging that is not at risk 

of being invaded by the broader world. 

The ceremonies in the Coast Salish ionghouse, for example, are strictly protected. 

Denis (1997) recounts a case of a Coast Salish man whose relatives requested that he be 

put in the longhouse, he refuseci the ceremonies and took the longhouse to court for 

idhging on his constitutionai right to individual fieedom. Intrusions happen dong 

multiple lines. 

Another way in which the noms of society f i g e  on identity is through the 

racism that Iurks, unexpected and uncalled for, around who-knows-which corner. Lyn 

Daniels' recent run-in with an innocuous-looking representative of Canadian society, the 

bell-boy, is an example. Lyn Daniels had already told me about an incident in a classroom 



where she was asked to corne in to represent an Aboriginal perspective to the class, and 

one of the studems called her a squaw: 

Teresa: Y m  told me expriemes in c l m m m s  where y m  encounter that 

[discrimination], even now ? 

Lyn: Yeah. 

Teresu: S(~tiaw. 

Lyn: Yeah, squaw. And even a while ugo whejt I was in V i n e r  I WI staying 

ut the Horel Vancouver and I wetn to a rnovie, carne back mound iwelve thirty, 

it was really quiet in the hotel d l  started wuling towmd the elevator and one 

of those, whatever you c d  them. tishers. What are they called? 

Teresa: Bell boys. 

Lyn: Yeah. Stopped me. Asked to see if1 had my rwmkey. "Cm1 I see ymr 

r o m  key? " he &. I suid, "Oh, I [ook s~qoicioirs to yotr." "No. no that's not it 

at al]. We have tu ask cverybody, " he said I thmght, I bet. [we i@/. l said 

[to myselfl, Yeah, I ber you ark eveyone. 

And so ihut wes his perception. that I didn't belong there. 

(Conversation, L p  Daniels) 

The voice of resistance is about exposing illusion: the illusion that First Nations 

voice can belong authentically within the existing fiameworks of institutions and society. 

The voice of resiaance exposes the social and political context of systemic discrimination 

and racisrn that silently yet potentiy influences education in schools: policy decisions, 

administrative protocois, teachuig practices and societal attitudes (se: Adams, 1985). 

My conversation with Lyn Daniels opened on this note: 



Teresa: Why don? we *QI? with what we were just talkiing about? Whar 

dws it mecm for people to become educated? What did you mem by that? 

Lyn: 1 guess I mean just understand the whole history, where C d i m  soczety 

thinkç Aborignal people should be. becoming mare of tha.t and thinking about 

h m  thal plays out in your own Iife and in the @e ofyour fmnii' rnernbers and 

your community. And h m  to change it. II's like a murgin. They want ymt to be 

on a mmgi'n. That 's the expectation is t h  you not be part of it. that yoir be 

mmgmalized . . 

Teresa: Ym mean academics or scholars? 

Lyn: Or the whole of society. 

Teresa: Righi. 

Lyn: Just like sort of the purpose of resiïiential schwl. Nui sort of: TharO what 

1 think it zs. Wm. n e  purpose was tot to educate people but to mmgimlize 

them and to &stroy their sense ofwho îhey were as Aborigrnulpeopfe. Have 

them t h  their places on rhe margrns of society, the iowest level being those l e m  

valztced ki& of work. Once you understand thait, y m  start to develop a personal 

philosophy - the philosophy yotr have in your work that you do - t h  tries to get 

people to see that and to go beyotzd that. ami notjust /ive up to those l m  

expectationrr those expectations rhal tell you tha~, 

"ïhis is ull you c m  do. " (Conversation, Lyn Daniels) 

Strength Lies in recognition. To use Frank Conibear's phrase, it is "cuthng 

through" the smokescreen of palatable Ianguage (Conversation, Frank Conibear). Verna 

Kirkness, after decades of wimessing how educational change has evolved (or not) for 



First Nations people in Canada, recentiy composed from within an unflinching voice of 

resistance. Her latest essay is entitled: "Our People's Education: Cut the Shackles, Cut 

the Crap, Cut the Mustard." Her previous articles, for example, the one on prejudiced 

textbooks (1 977) or the one on the state of Abonginai languages in Canada (1 989), make 

much the same point, but in a milder, more objective and therefore academically 

conventional fashion. Her present dissatisfaction with the state of Aboriginal education 

stems from its fallllig short of the rhetoric. Her criticism is aimed at the synem, and 

therefore Vnplicates al1 who comply with the system's demands, both Natives and 

non-Natives. The 'system' is a shorthand way of descnbing the education system, as well 

as ail other systems that overpower and oppress individuals and cultures (Conversation, 

Janice Sirncoe): 

We have heard, rad,  and even said many tirnes over the last 25 years 

that quality education for Our people must be based on our culture and on Our 

history, yet we continue to base education on white, h a n  culture and history . . . 

We say that cuiture is language and language is culture . . . yet we continue 

to teach Our Ianguages for only a few minutes a day in our schools . . . 

We say that our education must respect our values and customs, yet we 

encourage cornpetition rather than cooperation, the individual over the group . . . 

We expound on the importance of our Elders . . . We rarely ask them 

anything . . . 

We say that parents must play a major role in the education of their 

children, yet in many cornmunities parents have no idea what is going on in 

the school . . . 



There is no doubt that we have mastered the art of expressing what 

education for ou- people should be. The rhetonc is there, but where is the 

substance? . . . we must first cut the shackles and Eee ourselves from 

mirroring a system that has not worked. Then we must cut the crap by less 

t a k  and more action, and finally we must cut the mustard, which is to practice 

what we preach. (Kirkness, 1998, p. 14) 

A voice of affirmation sees things in a right perspective; nght means in balance with the 

order of ali things that Deloria ( 1 99 1 a) descnbes. This affirming voice clearly underlies 

Kirkness' scathùig criticisms; it is where education ought to be. A voice of resistance, 

angry both at the lack of progress and the illusion of progress given through the 

smokescreen of rhetoric, sees things in a correct or an accurate perspective: this is how 

reality ought to be, but this is what really is happening, so we still have work to do. 

Moreover, the kind of work we need to do is not more of the same, as Kirkness (1998) 

points out, but something different. 

The motivation for resistance and change comes fiom the teachings or traditional 

knowledge; without such a connection, there is no purpose for resisthg. Reciprocally, as 

Janice Simcoe pointed out after reading this chapter, resistance or what she calls "quiet 

rage" is the t'fuel" that propels her to do her job and advocate strongiy, sometimes angniy 

and in hstratioq for an affinning voice: 

it wmld be dishonesr to not a h  clm& that parr of my identity as a First 

Nrrtom person is rage. 11r sirs in the background und isn't connmting (at 

leart not anpore) but tt's there. Ail the dead chilaken and euers. d l  the 

lost knowiedge, aII the ches of being called squaw, of being followed armmd 



in stores because they think Natives are thieves. al[ the crcp, ail my father's 

pain and my granabnother's pain, it ail szts beside this peace of being cortnected 

Itfiefs the passion to echrcate. (Conversation, Janice Simcoe, Reflective 

commentary on chapter five) 

Maggie made an interesthg comment. She says that she does not believe that the things 

that take away fiom Fkst Nations identity can comprise a true (or what 1 have been cailing 

auth~mtic) identity or self; she says this because of the sorrowing and loss and death that 

are associated with "drowning" in that knowledge: "So thut's a big issue. the residentiaf 

school. a big, major issue. fiat makesyou who y m  are. . . today. 1 feel like itk not 

ymr true identig [because] things were taken a w q f r o m  you" (Conversation, Maggie; 1 

am borrowing Jlanicc Simcoe's word of 'drowning'). Yet paradoxicaiiy, as Maggie's words 

disclose, negative expenences are aiso identity-forming: they make a person who he or 

she is today. My question is: c m  true or authentic identity be created out of negative 

expenences? Should identity be polarized, as Northrop Frye (1 963, 1976) argues, 

between the world we want to belong to, and what he cdls a demonized world, a world 

that represents the antithesis of what we want to be? Are polarizations hurnanly 

fundamental or unuseful and simplistic? 

Wagamese's (1997) Johnny, the non-Native who W s  the role of resistance, is a 

los  spirit whereas his Native sod-mate, Josh, who expenences the bewildering onslaught 

of racism, channels his anger back into a fundamentally We-afnrming vision, one that, 

ironically, originates in Chsistianity. Wagamese's message, as 1 read his novel, is that 

strength of character cornes fiom both resistance and affirmation, but the place or soii 

(Signincantly, Josh was brougbt up as a f m e r )  fiom which identity grows is the ideal: a 



healing or lifè-affïmhg vision (Conversation, Janice Simcoe). Perspective or attitude 

makes a diference. Respect cornes with living in a heaithy way, which means accepting 

and meeting challenges (Conversation, Ruth Cook), even those "preventable" challenges: 

wlonialism, discrimination, oppression. 

1 asked Nella Nelson how resistance fits into Fùst Nations education in a context 

where people have gotten used to speaking about a revitaiization or renaissance in First 

Nations culture. She replied: "Thar is the part that is nui j m s e d  on a lot. is how we did 

resist. Thar we were very active. ï k t  we didn't just fay overand die. mat k a key part 

of the message to get ont there as well" (Conversation, Nella Nelson). Many of her 

people were arrested for continuing to potlatch after the infamous Ban on Potlatches was 

irnplemented. Cultwd ceremonies went underground. She continues: "I h o w  rhe 

situation mmmi [using the w o r w  remissonce and revitalkation is a dzflarlt concept 

for a lot ofpeople because you're ri& a lot ojtitnes when they suy the revitaliztion of 

m r  potlatch. out people get realiy upset because we )lever quit. we jzrst went up into fhe 

Niletsmdhidandneverquit. Tnut'snototrr wqd"'Conversation, NeUa Nelson). A 

voice of afbnation speaks fiom a place of peace, beauty and harmony; a place where you 

can be who you are, and feel serene and secure in that knowledge and way of being: "we 

were so fortunate becarrse my uncle lNed in one of those little villages and we used tu go 

qend time there in the summers. We used to go up to ffiight's Inlet . . . from the time I 

w m  sixyears old tofifieen years oid to make eulachon oil and that was & highlight of 

our life. The fifieen of us packd on a boat going up to make eulachon oil . . . When 

you've had that experience, you cm go to that quiet place in the ciîy; you know thPt 

feeling. And sometimes it's that feeling or that place t h  @es you the mength" 



(Conversation, Nella Nelson; her emphasis). Nellafs voice merges with her mom's as when 

Ruth vividly recounts the "paradise" of growing up in her village and being surrounded by 

land, waters and beaches (Conversation, Ruth Cook; see quote on page 19 1). 

Strength is needed for resistance, iike Jane Constance Cook, Nelia's 

great-grandrnother, who had a stroag political voice and stood up for what she believed in 

at a time when it was dangerous to do so. She was the only woman in the Ailiance of 

Allied Tribes: " I  look ut my great-grandnother. Jàne Cook. and her picture with the 

Allied Tnbes of BC [the one that hangs in the dining room of Ruth Cook's house]. and she 

was out there with a politicai voice ut that fime" (Conversation, NeUa Nelson). Whereas a 

voice of affirmation is comected with belonging, a voice of resistance is more closely tied 

with "being out there" (Conversation, Nella Nelson). Being "out there" means being out 

there in the broader and harsher society, and it also means actively defending and 

supporting your identity, who you are as a First Nations people or person. Nella speaks in 

sllnilar words about her own work as an educator: "Communip means living if, beitg out 

there. sirpporting other agencies, if's attendingfu,ictions and beittg there ?O show that you 

are part of the commtcnity " (Conversation, Nella Nelson). 

Sometimes resistance means standing up for the community in a way that the 

comrnunity does not agree with; cornrnunity exists as the real group of people with whom 

we iïve and associate with and are related to, but it also exists as a separate reality, exactly 

in the way that Cook-Lynn, who is somewhat of a pariah within Native circles, articulates 

a vision of tribal voice that is not predicated on what people are acnidy saying or doing, 

but on what has been done traditionaily and therefore should be done now and into the 

fimire (see: chapter three). Nellafs gramy walked such a fine h e :  



N e l k  Ym have to be independent. My great-granny wcrs very independent, vev 

political. She becme un intepreter in the pohtch niais and there was a iot of 

rzega~ive m@ that went over because she did There were issues in the potlatch 

I ~ I  she was agaimt but i j ym actuuify do research into a lot of the 

documentation she wrote, she wam't total& agaimt the potlatch. she was agai»st 

what i! cvolved into. But t h  was another issue. H m  our fmily war puiled 

awayfrom the culture. (Conversation, Nella Nelson) 

Frank Conibear's resistant voice cornes through moa strongly when he is talking 

about resisting being or being taken in by the stereotypical Indian (Conversation, Frank 

Conibear), an image that lives in books and textbooks but that, as Lyn Daniels observes in 

speaking of James Banks' discussion of identity (Conversation, Lyn Daniels), is dso 

carrieci on through indigenous people themselves who assume and live out those 

stereotypes. Lyn Daniels talks about how at one time she herself perpetuated those 

stereotypes: 

Teresa: Do you think that those exprtences of discrimination, the stereorypes 

about Narive people that were directed at yow purents, the im-titutional rucim. 

society 's racism. do yotr think those have been formutive influences? I knowfrom 

the iime I've h w n  ym, one of the constant . . . 1 don 't wmt to say battles . . . 

Lyn: IBr, h m  

Teresa: But always being on the front Iines of educating people about First 

Nations. abmit authentzcity, hmting authentic resmces in the schwls. Do y m  

think thse experiences plryed intu that, or did t h  cornefrom a dzferent phce? 



Lyn: No I thznk they did I remember frends open saying to me: You're not 

r d l y  a Native. And i worrld scry: Yes l am. My mom knows how to do 

b r h o r k .  She knows h m  to maGe mcklucks. My &d drinks a lot. Aferwurak 1 

thought: Oh g d  isn't thut terrible. &t stereorype. 

Teresor Did yoir actually say that to them? 

Lyn: Oh yeah. Because whut else are you? Thaf 's a stereotype that y011 

intentalize ami t h ' s  what I m. A fl these fmiiies were aicoholics. fiut's 

what I thmght. I hew it hud sumething to do with being an Indian. Thar's 

whaf i f  seemed like and so that's what I thought it was. 

Have y m  rwr read Jmes  B& when he taiks about levels of ethnicity? 

People with ethnic identrfy to diflerent degrtes with their rthnic backgrounds. 

He creared this model about how people identlfy /with/ or have dijferent 

drgrees of ethnicity. UmalIy they start with the sterwrypes becairse of the 

pressures from mairiStream suciety und the iuck ofany infornation in the 

white schml nïlturr which d m ' t  inclrrde ~ 0 1 1 .  You dori't exist; ym or* exist 

on the mur@m: you on& ex& in these stereotypes. Everybociy believes those 

stereotypes to begin with. k y m  dm't identify with that, or rise you do; y014 

think: I c m  just live on werfme. Prople liw out the stereolype. Or: drinkrng 

is whuf I cio md so tha's who I am mtd thcrr's if. Education abmi y w  ethic 

grotp c m  move you to the next level. where you becorne ethmcennic. In the 

proces of iearning abmft your own identity. y m  msurne t h  yotir cuitwe is 

better. But people have tu go thruugh îhat ~ g e ,  to feel al1 that pride in who 

they me  and their history md their people. But then you move to mother 



kvd ,  where ym're clmfurfurng, of clarijîcation. and then the next kvel is when 

you 're bi-ethnic, when you feel cornfortable in two worIdr. 

Whenever I present this. people ask me: We fl, are yau bi-ethnic? 

[we lmigh/. I griesr to a certain degree, 1 c d  be. But most of the people m ' t .  

hfost people are in the first one, und I think it's culkd the ethic encapsilution. 

How 1 see they're encapsuloed is that they cm't see beyond the stereotypes, 

rha~ the decisions they are making are keeping them there. (Conversation, 

Lyn Daniels) 

In a later conversation, 1 clarified with Lyn whether she sees First Nations identity as 

"ethnie"; she said that no, it is just a name that an academic (like James Banks) invents in 

order to make clear the fact that people corne from different backgrounds and that they do 

not always acknowledge their cornrnunity of origin (Conversation, Lyn Daniels) . 

Resisting living out the stereotypes is still an issue Abonginal midents have to 

grapple with, as in a ment conversation my daughter had with her %est friend' who said: 

You're not an Indian; you don't look Indian. Her response was to say: "Yes I am". and 

then tell me. My response was to stand with my daughter in Iine at school the next day 

and tell her fiend, kindly but M y ,  what nation my daughter belongs to and that her 

ganny and grandpa and aunts and undes and cousins are al1 Native. which rnakes her 

Native too. Maggie recounts how contemporary First Nations students struggie with 

shirking aereotypes that originate, as Lyn Danieis points out, not ody corn the broader 

society but also fiom Native people themselves taking on those stereotypes; Janice 

Simcoe used the phrase "taking on" to describe how sornetimes educaton take on the 



ianguage of the system and forget to speak with an authentic voice (Conversation, Janice 

S imcoe) : 

Muggie: S m e  ki& dm't wmt to he Natives, they'rr mhamed to be Nutzves 

Teresu: Hwe? 

Maggie : I asked them. Some of thrm [said/ '7'm not Indim. " 

T m :  Mkere do y m  think they get t h t  from? 

Maggie: Thry're m t  prmd of who they are. Ail they see is bud Natives or hem 

bad things about whar we me, lzke we 're nothing but h n h .  So we need to 

brgiri to mise up strmg people. (Conversation, Maggie) 

A voice of resiaance enters First Nations educators' language from another but 

related direction. This voice protects the authenticity of First Nations voice, preventing it 

from being assimilated or CO-opted into the 'system' or dominant society. Two educators 

independently referred to the same phenomenon and responded to it in similar ways. 

They both resisted becoming what they cailed the system's "Native star" (Conversation, 

Ianice Simcoe; Conversation, Lyn Daniels). A Native star, as the name implies, is a Fira 

Nations person whose mccess in navigating higher education singles them out for special 

attention; the price for this attention is being turned into a symbol of the syaem's ability to 

both accommodate and produce such an individual. 

Lyn recounts an incident in a Native Studies class where she chose to leave and go 

home because of a death in the family. When someone in the community dies, everyone 

pulls together to support the famiy and honour the one who has passed on. One of the 

ways in which this is done is through community g a t h e ~ g s  and ceremonies, which 

involve reguiar inftuxes of food: 



Lyz: I remember in university in the S W  program, it was Iike they were 

îiying tu make me into thek pupif or star srtrdent. nere was this one tirne. 

l t  was in the mmrnertime. 4 grandma d a .  . . It was a Native Srudies clus, 

it wns on& going tu lasi three w e e b  und I had to do a11 this work and plus I 

had to go to my grandma's funeral. 1 just decided I'm not goitig to write al1 

those pupers becanse l jusi cari% I coufiii't concenrraie. And ihey wcre 

putring al1 this pressure on me. you hm. they were al1 concerned that suddeniy 

that I was going to . . . 

Teresu: Fail 

L-vn: Y&. l just thtnrght. i'm not doing thisfor yoir, foryou to say. oh Iook 

ar this work t h  we've created. this wonderjid sn~dent. I'rn part of this too. 

y m  know . . . I rrmembrr how mad t h  made me tu think t h  I w~mfd j~~s i  go 

along with thun, and say "Oh, you're right, I shouid~st write aff of these 

pupers'! It wasn't thal I diddt wanf to do it: it just made me reaIfy. you know . . . 

upset thaf they wunted to have this control over me, t h  I shmdd p e r f m  no 

matter what: I pess that was he  noveky t h g  too. I'm jus! lib thut: t h  there's 

alkoys this part where I'm not going to go a h g .  1 c m  go along with things for 

su long, und then I have tu have some relief sornehow. where ym're not go@ 

along with i f .  

Teresa: Weil, jmily ZOO. . . When smeone dies Ni the community, people go. . . 

Lyn: Or how you're going to wrile a paper when you're cooking for a hunaked 

people. L z k  you just ccm't do it. 1 suppose I c d d  have stayed up a0 night. 

But I just diciiî't w m  t a  



Teresa: First things come first. 

Lyn: Yeah. (Conversation, Lyn Danieis) 

Lyn's resistance cornes kom a place of not wanting "them" (the university, the system, 

society) to control who she is as a Native person; Ruth Cook displayed the same anger at 

the Indian Agent forbidding her mother to go to England to deveiop her singing voice 

(Conversation, Ruth Cook). Lyn resists being created: being made into a creature of 

someone else's fantasy or story like the creatures in Spenser's Faerie Oueene who are 

caught in the speil of Acrasia's arbour, an arbour made to look like a haven. Ail of these 

resisting voices come fiom that place that Janice Simcoe calls "quiet rage" (Conversation, 

Janice Simcoe); I can hear that anger as 1 Iisten to their voices, as if the incident happened 

only yesterday. 

The potential for institutions to uplift an individuai as a cultural representative is 

far fiom remote, and is one of the practices the BCTF First Nations Task Force (1999) 

wams teachers against doing to Fim Nations students in the classroom, and schools from 

doing to First Nations staff. The other danger for institutions is of assuming credit for 

producing an authentic Aboriginal voice. This is precisely what Lyn Daniels intuitively 

resisted. Part of that resistance cornes from her self-awareness and identity as an 

Aboriginal person, and part of it is, as she says, frorn who she is as a person: "l'm jtrst iike 

ihat; that there's ahuys this pan where I'm not goîng to go aio~rg. I c m  go dong with 

ihings for so long. and then I have to have some relief somehow, where you're not going 

along w i ~ h  iln (Conversation, Lyn Daniels). For Lyn Daniels, though, the personai is 

politicai therefore the two identities merge into one. 



Another word that Lyn uses for Native star is "novelty"; she specuiates that her 

brother, an artist, has never tried to enter the market for Native art because he too resisted 

being society's "novelty" (Conversation, Lyn Daniels). Mthough she and her brother 

journeyed dong dBerent paths, where hers involved rnoving into a career in education and 

iiteracy and his did not, they share this resistance. Lyn suspects that her brother's way of 

resisting is passive; he simply does not participate, like the Abonginal students that Lyn 

observed who aii miserably failed a Science test in high school: 

Lynr I remember we wmld gel back a Science test anri some people wmkl have 

4% on if  and y m  knew i f  was just parsive [resistance/. I Rnrw i f  w u .  

Teresa: Thty cmild have done brtter 

Lynr But they didt't wmt io. ( knew thut they weren't chrmb. But I just used to 

think: Why is fh?. (Conversation, Lyn Daniels) 

Lyn Daniels elaborated on how the resistance that has always been a fundamental 

part of her character is asserting itself within her role in the syaem. She is standing up for 

her vision of Aboriginal education, one that is informed by an affirrning voice. The two 

voices, affirming and resistant, are working together to create an even stronger voice: "I 

can rmembrr having arguments when I was ymnger. Maybe it was because of the way I 

said things w h m  I wus y m g e r .  Mizybe becairse now I hove thuught rhings ihrm~gh und I 

have experience anci I h m  the ratiomie now wherear befoe you dicin't necessari& have 

the rationde, yuu juîr huve cl feeling. y m  mighl not be able to arthlàte if.  Then also 

when you're younger, disagreement is su much hmder, or ii wer for me, to disagree wzth 

people. wherecls now 1 c m  say tu people: I dimgree wzth you" (Conversation, Lyn 

Daniels). 



Janice was doing a Masters in History. She decided not to complete her thesis, 

because to do so would have b e n  to A t e  in an "inauthentic" and cornplicitous voice: "I 

give this mative] woman [who 1 was helping] sorne credit for openirlg my eyes to the 

reality that the ucademic work thal I war imoived with then wamV mhentic and r i t  

w m  't arcthentic. thm it w a s  not writede. So it never got wrïtten" (Conversation, Ianice 

Simcoe). Janice explains M e r :  

Part of the reufity of being in ed~cat ion  is the s l i p p e y e s  of the definition of 

succesr. I don't consider not finishing my thesis IO be unnrccessful; I corisider 

it to be a very g w d  decision and 1 think that hav~ng done graduate work w m  

a realiy good thing. Ir woiild de nice sometimes to have a M.A. behind my n m e .  

it would probably open some doors for me that are not open right now. N>d if 

wmid make my dad real prorrd of me. But if I had pubiished, if I hadjhished 

writing what I was writitzg, and the universiîy had decided to do what it had 

clone a liftie bit, which wm: ''ûky, hm ' s  our Native star, " they may h m  

k e n  encmrraged to t& an imuîhenîic version ar tme and thaï would have 

been a nage&. So I'm r d  ghd  t h  Jidn't happen. [Laughter] (Conversation, 

Janice Simcoe) 

An inauthentic version, Janice clarified, is one that subordinates comunity to self-interest 

(Conversation, Ianice Simcoe, Reflective comrnentary) . For Ruth Cook, iife is for Living 

on purpose (Conversation, Ruth Cook). Life cannot be lived for an inauthentic purpose. 

The voices of resistance are about the ethical daily decisions the individual makes in tàce 

of and on behalf of community. 





evolved into a way of bringing people together and creating a common interest, some 

might even say, a common language. It is inextricably tied with hnd-raising, which is the 

back-bone of many First Nations cornmunities. 

Lyn Daniels and I were talking about Aboriginal educators. As a humorous kind 

of aflerthought, Lyn threw in a reference to playing bingo. It is the cornplicitous nature 

of humour to both jog us into seriousness, into paying attention to what we al1 do because 

we are al1 human, while at the same time taking us out of our seriousness to see things in a 

truer and broader perspective. The substantive point Lyn was making is that there is no 

clear direction in Abonginal education and that that is a by-product of not having enough 

Aboriginal educators to fonn a "critical mas" (Conversation, Ianice Simcoe, Reflective 

commentary) around education. This point ties in closely to Lyn's agreement with Eber 

Hampton's t hesis about sur generis education. 

Lyn: îhere's no clem direction, and like. h m  cmild there be? Ym cadi 

make people w m t  the same things y m  want, or the hings you wunt them 

to rinderstund 

Teresa: What kin& of other things me they concerned with? 

Ly]: Igues  theirfmily. Of course you have to have a fmi i j .  And thafs 

tkir lije too. And so I don? know. It's not that I think the people aren't working 

hard enough. l guess thal's the thing, there just aren't enough of us. Watchiiig tv, 

or playing bingo [she laughs]. (Conversation, Lyn Daniels) 

The reference to playing bingo and watching television defiects attention f?om one of the 

real roots of the problem that the BCTF First Nations Education Task Force has also 

tackied: employment equity. It is not because First Nations educaton are not working 



hard enough; it is not as if they are "out there" (Conversation, Nella Nelson) dunng the 

day watching tv or playing bingo instead of doing the graSSToots and leadership work they 

were hired to do. At the same tirne, the reference is an indicmient of the generai lack of 

direction within Aboriginal education: we might as well be out there watching tv or 

piaying bingo because what we are doing now is not making enough of a dserence or the 

nght kind of difference; it's not enough just to be Aboriginal and to be "out there." The 

humour cuts across both communities: the systern for not doing enough, and Abonginai 

educators for not doing enough of the right thing, whatever that right thing is. This 

innocuous-looking humour, which makes the point sharply but indirectly, is preceded by a 

more senous ironic perspective that makes the point more clearly and directly. Beneath 

the surface of the ironic perspective lies Lp's belief in the inextncability of the politicai 

with the personai: "il's so ironic. when y m  start ozrt in education, you're doing a certarn 

kind of work so that evenh~aii'y you may nut have to do th t .  but then here it isfifieen 

years iater, you're stifI duing the sarne thing. So th@ even though you grow. there'v 

m b d y  growing afong with you. nie rest of the popr!ation just stays stiII. I dodt jtrst 

mecm the non-Aboriginal poplarion. I meun the AborigimI educators too. Theyh 

concenied with orher thzngs" (Conversation, L yn Daniels) . 

Embedded within Lyn's ironic perspective is an atfirming vision of Aboriginal 

education, as the foiiowing reflection on our conversations discloses: 

L p :  men y m  are articttiatiing Aboriginal education for &mfurn or fessom, 

ymr fmrs is on h m  to teach Aboriginaf stridents. becairse thar is ahuays what 

y m  me asked to do. Ym have IO put it within a framework thar has to do with 

Western educution. and you h o w  t h  it doesn't go there. n e  stnrctures have to 



e v o l v e m  Aboriginal knowledge. If [Hmpton's mgirmrntl made a lot of seme 

tu me that if wmI4 und ir cm14 and it c m  

Teresa: How do you see your role in achieving thal? 

Lyn: WdZ if's realIy interesting becmrse someone recentb . . . asked me, 



Indian education sui generis is Indian education as 'a thing of its own kind' 

(National Advisory Council on indian Education, 1983), a self-determineci 

lndian education using models of education structured by Indian cultures. 

The creation of Native education involves the development of Native methods 

and Native structures for education as weU as Native content and Native 

personnel. It is the tension felt by Native educators, teachers, 

administrators, and curriculum developers as they attempt to fit their practice 

into non-Native structures that generates the creativity necessary for the 

development of the new Native education. (Hampton, 1995, p. 10) 

Hampton is clear that sui generis education does not imply segregation. He aiso 

acknowledges DeIoria's influence, whose ideas 1 reco-e in Hampton's vision: "The 

recognition of the uniqueness of indian education and the contniution it has to make to 

society does not Unply a kind of segregation. Most Native cultures have tended toward 

inclusiveness and have valued diversity (Deloria, 1 970)" (Hampton, 1995, p. 10). A mi 

grneris education also agrees with the seminal paper put out by the National Indian 

Brotherhood (now called the Assembly of First Nations) in 1972, a manifesto that is often 

cited (BCTF First Nations Task Force, 1999; Kirkness, 19%). The distinguishing 

characteristic of sui generis education is its incorporation of the values of traditionai 

Indian education within a contemporary setting. Hampton (1995) defines traditional 

education as more or less tribally specific, linked with the particular histories of each tribe 

(p. 8) whereas a sui generis Indian education comes about thmugh Abonginal educaton 

who are from Merent nations trying to corne to grips with working within a systern that 

does not feel right. Wtthin this crucible, positive change cornes about. 



Lyn's ironic perspective brings out the illusion of movement in a situation she 

describes more as stasis. It points to the necessity for Aboriguial educators to concentrate 

their efforts on creating Native structures. The fact is Aboriginal education exias within 

that ditficult place beîween a rock and hard place, where the rock is the mainstream 

system, with ail of its silent Ianguage as weli as its funding rules and bureaucratie 

manoeverings and the hard place is the vision, the ideal space, the space of belonging, the 

place of safety, where many Aboriginal educators want Abonginal education to get to. As 

1 tried to show in the section on Affirming Voices, many contemporary Aboriginal 

educaton are already dweiling in that space where traditional values or teachings and 

contemporary reality meet, at least in terms of their philosophy, which is what they try to 

put into prmis. What the ironic voice shows up is that the exiaing structures are not 

supponing that perspective. When in a Iater conversation we retumed to the question of 

achieving an authentic voice, Janice Simcoe said: we are not there yet (Conversatioh 

Ianice Simcoe). She meant that the structures are not in place yet to allow for the 

presence and freedom of an authentic First Nations voice. 

Bridging Voice 

A bridging voice retums us full circle to an affirming voice. The bridging voice 

a£fïrms the possibility for mutual understanding and respect. It ernanates optimism but 

within a carefùlly conceived framework. It is about what we - both Native and 

non-Native educaîors and leamers - can teach and leam h m  one another. I am reminded 

of the sipi£icance of the circle within First Nations thought, but 1 alsa recall, kom my 

world, a syrnbol alluded to in English herature and used by the medieval mystics, of the 

ouroboros, a snake encircled, its tail bound Ui its mouth, representative of wisdom. The 



ouroboros, in one interpretation, stands for "the binding force of the universe, which 

interrelates the parts" (Chetwynd, 1982, p. 364). 

Bridging is a word that NeHa Nelson and Ruth Cook use to communicate the felt 

imperative to not remain enclosed within parochial boundaries set by self or society, but to 

"reach out" and "share" with other peoples, societies and cultures (Conversation, Ruth 

Cook). The notion that First Nations educators have a responsibility to fulfill this more 

expansive pedagogical role is carried by certain phrases that NelIa Nelson, for example, 

has adopted. One such phrase is "social conscience": "l've becorne part of the social 

conscience of the shvt t h ' s  happening, the awareness thcrt's happening. A social 

conscience for all people. rtot just Firsr Nalions. 1 thid what we have here wherz d l  

rhcie people are saying'ke need to Iook ai ~his" is a lot ofstrong political and social 

will. Pr~ncipals and district administration ore recognizing: this is nut a First Natior~ 

issue; this is a sysîem's issue. We ail have to Io& at out role in it and whai we cm do to 

make a difference. I think thut rhat l've never felt that rnomenrum as strong as I do rtght 

now" (Conversation, Nella Nelson). A bridging voice tracks the inevitable points of 

convergence between a First Nations perspective and a non-First Nations one, inevitable 

because both are human perspectives. This voice is rooted in the social ends of education, 

where the vision or end is eniightenment, understanding or awareness and concornitantly, 

freedom. In the context of human identity in this thesis, the &dom consists in being in 

society who you are, as an individuai and as a nation or people. That vision is ideally 

attainable within a society that accepts the inherent wonh of a mutual understanding of 

differences. 



A bridging voice reminds us that a Fust Nations perspective is fundamentally a 

human - and humanistic - worldview, humanistic in that it is and has generaIiy been open 

to the teachings of others not versed in its ways of looking at and experiencing the world. 

Ianice Simcoe says that she has often thought that "some of the things that are corrsidered 

to be Firsl Nations knowledge are humm knmdedge btrt we [as Firsf Nutiompeopies/ 

haverz't forgottrn it. I m t e d  of knming more. we have forgotten less" (Conversation, 

Janice Simcoe). Janice Simcoefs statement is two-pronged. It is an evaiuative judgment 

of the modern penchant for accumulating knowledge within a Western worldview, and an 

aphoristic suggestion of an alternative way of looking at knowledge, a suggestion that 

connects with a tradition that & strongiy embedded within Western culture but whose 

conternporary relevance has been concealed in favour of more technocratie forms of 

knowledge. Plato's words on knowing as remernbering, or most recently, Rony's ( 1998) 

on understanding as an act of putting oid wine into new bottles, are shards that corne to 

rnind. An Abonginal perspective is inclusive. It can speak meaningfully across to 

individuals or cultures outside of itself, as it has to me, even while remaining a mediating 

of the world through First Nations eyes or values. The aspect of First Nations 

contemporary culture that d o w s  me to "belong" to it, using Gadamer's (l975/1998) 

language, is the humanistic voice that reaches out to anyone who is Liaening and 

receptive. As Frank Conibear puts it, First Nations educationd issues speak to 

"everybody" (Conversation, Frank Conibear). 

Statements hom the educators that point to the presence of a bridging voice are: 

'A Fûst Nations approach is not only successful with T i  Nations children but with all 

children' (Conversation, Nella Nelson; Conversation, M m e ;  Conversation, Ruth Cook) 



or 'If universities want to become more authentic places for knowledge, then they need to 

include First Nations voice in rneaningfbl ways' (Conversation, Janice Simcoe) or 'A sui 

generis First Nations school would be open to al1 chiidren, not just Aboriginal leamen' or 

'A First Nations angle on teaching is about seeing the world through multiple perspectives' 

(Conversation, Lyn Daniels). 

This bndging voice is also present in the BCTF Fust Nations Task Force's (1999) 

recommendation that 'AU Fint Nations tasks or projects in schools should not 

automatically devolve on First Nations staff. Why is that? A non-Native person might 

think that if the goal of Fint Nations education is to get First Nations voices and 

perspectives into schools, First Nations staffought to handle Fust Nations issues. But 

arguing in this purely logical way, as Garver (1998) points out, misses the point. if 

genuine cross-cultural dialogue is to happen, then teachers from different cultural 

backgrounds need to be working together and alongside of one another. rather than 

stepping out of each other's way. 

Lee Maracle (1  989) told Anne Carneroq a popular non-Native author. to move 

aside and make room for Native authors. She compiied, dutifùlly silenced for a few years. 

She has now reentered the writing field but in collaboration with a First Nations writer. 

Her mod recent children's book is a CO-authoring with a Siiammon eider, Sue Pielle, 

whose narne appears fin on the cover (Pielie with Carneron, 1999). These kinds of 

collaborations can tuni out to be, as LeCompte (1992) would argue, instances of 

"double-description and double consciousness" (Lecompte, 1993, p. 17): "the 

consciousness, or embrace, of the 'other' in ways that change" educators and researchers 

and those they study or with which they work alongside "so that their destinies are 



inextricabiy Iinked and shared" (Lecompte, 1 993, p. 1 7). Learning that constnicts 

cross-cultural bridges needs to be recipmcai and reciprocated. Maria Campbell tells of an 

experience that she had of CO-authoring with a non-Native author in which the effort 

required to infonn the other person of her perspective was grossly disproportionate to 

Maria's own acquired learning, which tumed out to be minimal (Lutz in conversation with 

Maria Campbell; Lutz, 199 1). The effort at understanding did not result in a converging 

of cisering perspectives but in a benign occlusion of voice. 

Frank Conibear thus clarifies what he means when he says that the issues raised by 

First Nations education apply to everybody. He is wary of diluting a Fim Nations 

perspective into a multicultural "we are al1 one big family" ideology (Conversation, Frank 

Conibear). With the evaporation of boundaries, selfdetermination, as the primary goal of 

a sri generis education, fades. The distinctive cultural aspect of identity ne& to be 

foregrounded in order to create the possibility for hearing an authentic First Nations voice. 

Out of belonging to (Le., Ieaning towards) and attending to distinctive worldviews 

cornes the recognition that individuais are attached to communities that are greater than 

themselves. Some of those communities cany particular responsibiiities. In a tribal 

setting, those obligations can be exclusive and very specific. Frank uses the example of 

canoe pulling: There's a certain way of putting the canoe in the water, the canoe has to be 

blessed before you set out in it, you have to be in a 'clean' nate of mind while in the came 

(Conversation, Frank Coniear). The responsibdhy to the wider human community, 

though, is to bridge and somehow, as Nella Nelson says, those apparentiy disparate acts 

of connecting to communities iink (Conversation, Nella Nelson). Frank Conibear's 

joumey, speaking out of his own experiences as a "Bill C-3 1 baby", to reclaim his "right" 



to be who he is as a Native person withui Coast Salish culture, comects with his work 

withui the BCTF, which is oriented towards the broader cornmunity of educators: he 

reminds himseif "not to exclude" others (Conversation, Frank Conibear) as he himseif 

once felt excluded. 

Among the educators, f therefore found a perspective of openness existing 

alongside the recognition that understanding is culturdly and individuaiiy specific. This 

perspective is endemic, I would think, to educators, who are cornmitted to something 

analogous to an firrning vision of literacy, one that rests on Iifelong leaming. Each First 

Nations educator articulates fiom a perspective of their own panicular tmth, as Nella 

Nelson reminded me (Conversation, Nella Nelson). Their bridging voices express that 

more universal teaching, that if people choose to hear it, can be powefilly infonning. In 

that respect, the bridging voice is not confinecl to statements of bridging. It embraces al1 

of the teachings, particuiar and universai, of First Nations educators and a contemporary 

Aboriginal worldview, that can speak across to and link up with other cultures and 

individuais, as in Lee Maracle's rnetaphor of the arc (see next page), or Nella Nelson's of 

the bridge. 

In the introduction to chapter t h e ,  I described my own me?hodology as beginning 

in Western thought and building bridges to First Nations thought and voice. Willinsky 

(1998), in hîs Leamuie. to Divide the World, catalogues the cumulative effect of 

irnperialisrn on the subject areas of Western education. His book is informed by a vision 

of a de-colonized Western education no longer held within the thrail of unrecognizable 

attitudes of polarized, hierarchicdy separated woddviews. These calcifïed attitudes are 



woven so deeply within our language, says W'isky ,  as to be invisible, especiaiiy to 

ourselves. 

In education, through a new self-genesis, we are in danger of enacting yet another 

subtraction story, resurrecting ourselves from a colonking past instead of, as Willinsky 

(1998) argues, appropriating it as our own and rnoving on from there. The bridges that I 

am speaking of constructing are nrictly metaphorical. They are built for the purposes of 

creating that open space within which dialogue can occur. The bridges do not broach a 

newly conceived First Nations frontier. A necessary correlate to a bridging First Nations 

voice is my own voice. The bridges have to be built from both ends, meeting in that 

potential space of understanding so as to become tangibly realized in the human world: 

"the redity of the world is guaranteed by the presence of others, by its appearing at dl ;  

"for what appears to ail, this we cal1 Being", and whatever lacks this appearance comes 

and passes away like a dream, intimately and exclusively Our own but without reality" 

(Arendt, 1958, p. 199; Arendt quotes from Aristotle's Nicornachean Ethics). Or as Lee 

Maracle ( 1992) says: "Inspired by my need to experience oneness with you at the crest of 

an arc of our mutual construction in a language we both understand, I build my end of this 

arc, word by word, dream by dream. This arc becomes the meeting place of our two 

worlds. The desire for this arc, this meeting place, this oneness does not negate the 

existence of both our worlds. The arc pre-supposes the harmony of both: not inviting the 

invasion or the suppression of my world by yours. It invites sharing between them" (p. 

15). 

DeIoria's ( 199 1 a) vision is of Native intellectuds being "pded . . . hto the 

western worldview and . . . ernerging on the other side, having transverseci the western 



body of knowledge cornpletely. Once this path has been established it is almost a certainty 

that the rest of the Indian community wiil walk right on through the western world view 

and emerge on the other side" (Deioria, 199 1 a, p. 60). An analogous vision underlies this 

thesis for Western intellectuals such as myself, except that "the other side" is contained 

within a Western worldview, a worldview that has yet to bridge within itself fiom a 

de-colonizing education to its own afbning humanistic voice, voices that I have identified 

as conveyed within the writings of scholars nich as Gadamer, Arendt, Taylor, and Rorty. 

Conclusion 

Although these four - firming, resistant (quietly raging), ironic, and bridging - are 

the voices I became attuned to, there could of course be others or different ones. To 

return to the metaphor of the three-way mirror, continuing conversations with the 

educators might bnng out undisclosed aspects of their being or thought. 1 noticed 

modulations and shifts in the conversations over time. Certain events in the educators' 

lives provoked thought: Janice Simcoe reflecting on Phi1 Fontaine's visit to Camosun 

College (Conversation, Janice Shcoe); Frank Conibear's ruminations on subtle changes in 

perspective within the BCTF membership (Conversation, Frank Conibear); Nella Nelson's 

subdued anger at political challenges that detract from accomplishrnents in First Nations 

education (Conversation, Nella Nelson); Lyn Daniels' optirnism for literacy as a way to 

develop voice, which overlaps with her recent involvement in Aboriginal Head Start 

programming. Maggie shared that her idealisrn in the Native Language program was 

f a l t e ~ g  until the community received a needed infusion of energy through a series of 

workshops for Native Language instnictors (Maggie, Personal communicatio~ March 

2000). Rather than taking these vûices as standing in for the educators themselves, they 



are more representative of contemporary First Nations education as a whole as 1 have 

come to understand it through these conversations: its successes, its obstacles, its 

challenges, its ironies, and its movements. 

1 close this chapter with a quote fiom Maria Campbell that helps to put this 

chapter within an appropriately humbling yet optimistic perspective. 

I don't believe that those stories should be recorded by anybody except 

us. I don? think that you have any right to come into my comrnunity and tell 

my stories for me. I cm speak for myself I share them with you, and you can 

read them. And ifyou corne hto the circle, and I tell you the stories, then you 

should respect that you're invited into the circle. 

You know, when you go to visit somebody, and they make you t a  

you don? walk off with the ta-set - the aories are the sarne thing. Either you 

are a fnend of the people, or you're not. And if you're a fnend of the people, you 

don't aeal . . . You don't go walking into somebody's persond places and pick 

through their stuff and decide what you're going to walk off with! It doesn't 

matter what culture you come fiom, it's bad manners to do that! . . . 

I believe that in your culture, there are the same beautifil thuigs that 

are in mine, and that we should be sharïng those things. And as artkts, writers, 

if we reaily are healen and teachers, and we're committed to that, then we have 

to be responsible for the things that we give back to our cornrnunity. Othenvise, 

why are we talking about aying to create a better world for ourselves? . . . 

the way we cm change that is to have a dialogue that's meaningful and honest. 

(Maria Campbell in conversation with Harmut Lutz (1 99 1 ), p. 57) 



Conclusion 

DeIoria (1 99 1 a) envisions educators walking through the system to the other side, 

carryuig their teachings with them and, Ianice Simcoe adds gathering new and usefùl 

knowledge dong the way (Conversation, Ianice Simcoe). The other side means both the 

"broader world" of contemporary society and a world informed and transfoneci by the 

Aboriginal knowledge of the Fim Nations educators/"carriers" ("broader world" and 

"carriers" are Janice Simcoe's words; Conversation, Janice Simcoe). The source for the 

arength to walk through contemporary syaems is community. Education is one such 

system. The comrnunity of First Nations educators is enfolded within other communities 

that support their work directly and indirectly. Individuals do not and indeed cannot stand 

alone, in isolation or even in self-genesis: 

I have to go to my aJopted commzrnities for re~enatiun. I know I need 

to go to ceremunies. . . mdjust be in the presence of a lot o f  hrown people and 

hem the souni& of Imghter. ami hem the s-ciaI soundr. d smeli the special 

~mells; t h  energy is there . . . I need to go to those things and just s h t  up and 

listen. Not c q  my job. 

And I need tu go tu the community of Firsr Nations edrrcators ond First 

Nations ehcution service providers thot speak each otherk lmguage . . . 

Somrtirnes I think we get together as much to be wtth each other. not that we dodl 

do lots of work, but we don't conduct meetings in the same w q ;  it's also a 

coming together cmd holdhg hm& ami looking at each ofher. and then getting 

on wÏth w h  m*miùt changes need tu be made . . . 

Tnen I have nry own mdear fami& and extended faz ly .  A place where 



race und biwd quantum armd academzc credenrials me iefi at the dmr. Ifs 

necessory to go there because. again. we qeuk each other's Ianguage. Ni a home. 

like rveryone does, in a way h t  y m  don? see anywhere else. 

!t would be reaiiy Imd /O not have those commnities. (Conversation, 

Janice Simcoe) 

Nella Nelson and Lyn Daniels talk about the movement generated from creative 

tension (Hampton, 1995): the necessity to "figure out a way", as Nella Nelson says 

(Conversation Nella Nelson), within a system that is indBerent or resistant to 

authentically including First Nations thought and voice. Or, as Frank Conibear likes to 

point out, does not yet have the knowledge to know how to authentically include: we 

have to teach them how, he says (Conversation, Frank Conibear). 

Certainly within this thesis, I have sometimes felt iike Ponelli (1991), where t am 

the one being unobtrusively studied (p. 54). Ponelli (1 991) daims we are entering a time 

of Bosio's "upside-dom intellechial", who "give[s] up the privilege of being a depository 

of culture and accept[s] the possibility of recognizing and receiving cultural messages" 

(Bosio cited in Porielli, p. 42). The directional metaphors corne from a Marxh 

framework and suggest a power differential that 1 have avoided in my study, I prefer (and 

practice) a language of reciprocity that rests on establishing a relationship based on human 

equality: the capacity to be and act iike genuine human beings. Genuine in this context 

means knowing that research involves teaching and leaniing, transactively. Native people 

have aiways asserted about research: we know our own truth, and we can see yours too. 

One of my purposes in this thesis was to assert: we do bave a tradition in phrunesis of 

paying attention to respecthl behaviour, and 1 liaen to b. To add to Frank Conibeafs 



point, we need to teach one another from our own standpoints; standpoint is ike Lyn 

Daniels' use of the word 'ethnicity', as the background within and against which we define 

ourselves. It aiso incorporatesGadamer's (1 975/ 19%) enabling prejudices or historicity: 

our knowledge of who we are, in time, and in the world. It is synonymous with identity, 

which is simultaneously public and private. It is because we h o w  who we are that we c m  

bridge, reiterates Nella Nelson (Conversation, NelIa Nelson). 

When 1 asked Nella Nelson infomally what she thought of chapter five, she said: 

"It was interesting. It's an interesting perspective." I wondered: How should I interpret 

that remark? 1 clarified with her: "Did you like it or did you think it was way out?". Then 

she said 'Wo, I Wted it. It was interesting." She expanded on how she felt reading her 

mom's words and the words of many colleagues who make up the cornmunity of First 

Nations educators she works with (Personal communication, Nella Nelson, April 18, 

2000). I mused a Little more, and a day later, in the middle of revising another section of 

the thesis, Ponelii's experience al1 of a sudden came back to me. I thought: Even as I am 

paying attention and Iiaening and watching, the educators are also doing the sarne with 

one another and with me. Understanding flows frorn being able to apply it to our own 

situation; this is Gadamer's teaching. For cross-cultural education, I have corne to the 

conclusion that this is a tiuidamental truth. We, especidy but not exclusively in the 

dominant or privileged syaern, need to re-ground ourselves as leamers so as to become 

better (Le., more humanly grounded) teachers. 

On a similar note, another thing that occurred to me while I was re-reading my 

thesis (the part in chapter three about Taylor's identity argument) is how tortuously long 

the fom of argument is. It takes up a lot of space. In proposing the intùsion of moral and 



spintual ends into living, dong with a focus on what makes a good person, Taylor creates 

a complex series of arguments to say a tnith that I have observed and Native people 

themselves have noticed, their elders say in a few words. This is not a criticism; it is an 

observation. The nature of argument is to show dl the steps it took to reach that point. 

My thesis is no exception. Chapter two on phronesis rads üke an argumentarive defense 

of the value of kinship, drawing on the sources within my own 'cultural' community of 

like-rninded people as weli as bridging to Native writers. 

As he contraas Indians with Anthros [anthropologists], DeIoria ( 1997) niggeas 

that assertion is the quintessential mode of Abonginai epistemology and First Nations 

thought: "lndians did do, and will continue to express what they feel they are, and this 

feeling is a wholly subjective presentation. Anthros expect Indians to have the same 

perspective as they do - to have an objective culture that can and must be studied and that 

Indians themselves wili study" (p. 2 18). Deloria's point makes an attnbute of Western 

thought usefully aand out, as Western authors have sometimes done with themseives and 

one anothets work. Deloria goes on to comment on the reIationship between knowledge 

and standpoint: "But knowuig what others have observed about another culture does not 

mean that the scholar emotionallv understands that culture, and this point many anthros 

miss cornpletely" (Delori4 1997, p. 2 18; my emphasis). Notice how DeIona ( 1997) 

phrases this: not ernotionaiiy feels, but emotionaily understands Frank Conibear says: 

When theü hearts and minds are on board, then reai change will start happening; by 'their' 

he means non-Natives in education and society (Conversation, Frank Conibear). In a 

recent Füst Nations education community meeting, someone observed that administrators 

and principals aiways ask First Nations leaders in eduation: "What can we do?" inaead, 



says Frank, they should be asking: "What can 1 be? What are my values as a human 

being?" (First Nations Cornmunity Advisory Meeting, S J Wiilis Centre, Victoria, Apd 1 8, 

2000). Bridging and leaniing frorn another are more readiiy accomplished when cultural 

seif-awareness is present. Ody then, in the presence of self-knowledge, Gadarner 

( 19751 1998) argues, does phronesis corne into being: a radical openness to new 

experiences. We can only engage in that openness of considering alternative visions if we 

have stood far enough above Our own standpoint to see it as one possibility. One genuine 

possibility. 

Deloria ( 1997) strongly believes that Aboriginal teachings cm offer things of 

immeasureable practical worth to what he caüs "the industrial world" (p. 220). In the 

academic forum of a collection of essays, he uses the provisionai language of academia to 

suggea a possibility that ironicdy and sadly continues to be with us since the first contact 

between Europeans and indigenous peoples. He uses words Iike 'primitive' to make that 

ianguage bridge to the cornmunity of (some) anthropologists; by tribal, he rneans 

contemporas, tribal peoples: 

We might further suppose, as do a significant number of people today, that 

the pnnciples of organization and the values of these tribal or primitive 

societies might offer a new way of looking at the problems ofindustrial 

societies. Would not then the matends describing the behavior of tribal 

peoples and the tnibd peoples themselves, whatever remnants now exist, 

be in a position to speak rneanlligfidly to the modem world? 

Could îhere, for example, be something in the kinship relations - 
a p ~ c i p l e  whereby civility codd be restored to Amencan society? Could 



the festivals by which people reestabiished relationships with the natural 

world provide us with a vehicle for making our concem about the 

environment an actual change of behavior instead of a vague sense of 

warm sentiment about chipmunks? Could the docation of roles and 

Functions between genders practiced by tribal peoples enable us to resolve 

some of the gender problems of the modem world? Could principles of 

balancing emotional states and the naturai environment become a new way 

of assuming responsibilities for Our cities and neighbourhoods? (p. 220) 

Could non-Native educaton and scholars read my chapter five so as not only to 

better understand the First Nations educaton they work with and the Aboriginai lemers 

they serve, but so as to l e m  something for themselves and for educationai praxis as a 

whole? We know about teaching the whoie person, but how can we place that idea within 

a comrnunity context, where the values that we are attempting to teach leamers - 

acceptance, confidence, respect, autonomy - become instilled because we know they are 

fundamentaily interco~ected? Do we understand the implications of practicing and 

emulating those values in Our own behaviors: on ourselves as well as those we serve? 

Do we understand the interconneetion between the professionai and the personaf, the 

academic and praxis? Do we know what partnership with parents and community means? 

Is raising funds tied with the raising of children and the raising of ourselves? What does 

comrnunity mean in a society predicated on diEerences? Tnese are questions that t 

envision could corne from an alongside Wace within education. 

What I notice is that these questions tend not to arise when we are disaffected, 

when we respectfùily defer Fint Nations teachings to F i  Nations people and First 



Nations learners without tuming that inquiry inward and asking: What does this mean to 

me or to us, sociaiiy and culturaiiy? How can knowing this make me a better person? 

How can ifising this knowledge authentically into the system improve education? Once 

these matters are broached, the question can then be further asked: How do I 

acknowledge where this teaching came from? How do I respectfully work alongside 

another culture and people? Phronesis enfolds self-knowledge and knowledge of another 

within it. 

The question that 1 prornised to answer in this conclusion was who benefits frorn 

this study. My general answer is that we al1 do. 1 cannot speak &r the First Nations 

educaton; their benefits are elusive in the sense that 1 cannot appropriate their own 

understandings: their real or potential 'fusions of horizon'. also cannot know what 

effects these words will set in motion for whoever cornes to read them, except to say that 

my intent is to set things in motion. i hope that these words, the educators' and my own, 

will encourage Fust Nations and non-First Nations ducators, principals, administrators, 

school board members, researchers to activeiy seek out a cornmon ground of 

undentandhg that begins from distinct yet potentiaily shared standpoints. I will carry 

these messages with me and show how through my own research expenence a space of 

aiongside cross-cultuml understanding can be created. 1 wiii share the message that al1 

understanding is applied understanding and that this self-knowledge is fundamental to 

prmis in education This is one of my ways of giving back. Other ways have yet to be 

envisoned, in dialogue with others; others here means everybody . 



Acknowledging the First Nations Educators 

Frank Conibear (Coast Sdzsh) teaches high school at Esquimalt Secondary School. He 

has been at Esquimalt Secondary for thirteen years, During rnost of that t h e  he 

has acted as the First Nations Counsellor. He recentiy shifted inro a teaching role, 

and has been involved in coordinating prograrns like the Fim Nations Leadership 

classes. As the eldest son in his f d y ,  he is a speaker at cultural gatherings and 

public meetings. He carries that knowledge and applies it appropnately in other 

roles such as CO-chair of the BCTF First Nations Task Force. He is writing his 

Masters thesis at the University of Victoria; his research question is: What does it 

mean to be a First Nations educator?. 

Janice Simcoe (Ojihc) is the Coordinator of First Nations Programs and SeMces at 

Camosun College, Landsdowne Campus, Victoria. She came into this position 

many years ago after leavïng the University of Victoria. She compieted a 

Bachelor's degree in Hiaory and went on to graduate work. She did not complete 

her thesis because "if it was not authentic, it was not writeable." She resisted 

becoming "the system's" "Native star." She is actively involved in inter-agency 

work with First Nations organizations and educaton and, like al1 of the educators 

represented here, also bridges her perspective into cross-cultural workshops and 

courses. She also teaches at the College. and is also a guest lecnirer at 

the University of Victoria. 

Lyn Daniels (Cree) is Coordinator of First Nations Prograrns and SeMces in Comox. 

Upon graduating from the SUNTEP program at the University of Regina she 

taught for a few years then moved t o  British Columbia, where she taught 

secondary school for several years. She was secondai to the B.C. Ministry of 

Education's Abonginal Initiative Branch, where one of her main interests was 

evaluating Fist Nations titerature, resources, and curriculum for authenticity. She 

developed a checklin for the Shared Leamïngs curriculum, one that she uses for 

cross-cuituraj workshops. She recently retumed to her district (Comox) as 



Fust Nations Coordinator, and continues to be involved in evaiuation of 

cumculum, such as revising the First Nations 12 IRP. She alço engages in 

cross-cultural teacher education. Moa recentiy, she has been supporthg the 

Aboriginal Head Start prograrn in Comox 

Maggie (Northwest Coast) returned to school d e r  her family was grown up to pursue her 

dream of teaching young children her Native language. She has been teaching for 

many years in her community and continues to look for ways to b ~ g  the Native 

language hto the school and into the community so as to create a generation of 

strong role models and speakers. Her mother trained her to be a speaker, and she 

often spoke on her behalf in potlatches and feasts. She is a mother, grandmother, 

geat-grandmother and an elder. 

Nella Nelson (xwukwaka'wakw) has been the Coordinator of the FNESD pirst Nations 

Education School District] in Victoria for ten years, since its inception. She taught 

secondary school for many years and har been a sessional instructor at the 

University of Victoria. She continues to be involved with the University as a guea 

lecturer. Nella Nelson believes strongly in actively seeking and living connedon 

with communities. She is actively involved in First Nations communities and 

inter-agency meetings as wefl as reaching out to the broader society in a role she 

calls being a social conscience. 

Ruth Cook (1YwakwakaWakw) is an elder, retired fiom teaching but very active in going 

out to the First Nations school community and sharing her teachings. She has 

fulfilled several roles during her MetUne: Native Language teacher, Home-School 

coordinator, Coordinator of Fira Nations programs at the Friendship Centre in 

Victoria For many yean, she was a teacher aide. She voluntarily gave up her 

full-time position at the Friendship Centre to work with First Nations leamers in 

schools, to be a role mode1 and nippon to especiaily the First Nations children. 

She has always been actively involved in supporting her own children's education- 

She is a mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother, and she is Netla Nelson's 

mom. 
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Amendix A 

Conversation korn~ t s  

Promots that focus on First Nations Identity 

What has been the influence of your own tribal nation or identity in your education as 

a human being? 

Did you grow up on or off reserve? Has where you grew up shaped you? In what 

way? 

Of the many ways to refer to First Nations people, which word do you prefer to use 

and why? [1 ask the participant to respond to terms in common use, such as: First 

Nations, Aboriginal, Indigenous, Tribal, Fust Peoples, Native ArnericanKanadian, 

Native]. Which word should we use for this conversation? 

What does the word "identity" mean to you? 

What do you understand the word "authenticity" to mean when speaking of First 

Nations culture and people? 1s there a comection between authenticity and identity? 

Whose recognition is important? 

Does being First Nations relate to a particular way of experiencing and understanding 

the world? 

Can you describe any sigruticant moments, times of great confusion or great clarity, in 

knowing or findhg out about yourselfas a First Nations person? 

What would you ident* as the essential elements or aspects of your First Nations 

identity? Have these elements always been important, or have they changed over 

tirne? 

Promots that focus on First Nations Identity in Education 

What kind of schooiing did you receive? What kind of education have you had as a 

child, Young persoa and adult? 

Were there any particdar people who were important in your education? What about 

other influences? 

How has wlonialism affect4 you as a First Nations person? How has it affected the 

education system? Are we in education in a difEerent space now, or are colonial 

practices conbnuing? If so, in what way(s)? 



Why and how did you becorne involved in teaching? 

How do you think your identity influences your students? 

What kinds of assurnptions do your midents make about you as a Fîrst Nations 

person? 

What is and has been the role of the elders in schools - in the classroom, in designing 

curriculum as weil as in the formation of your identity as a Fust Nations person and as 

an ducator? 

How do you see your identity influencing your approach in education? 

Do you reflect on yourself as a First Nations educator? What kinds of reflections do 

you engage in? 

What do you think is the relationship between culture and identity in education? 

How does your relationship to your own cornmunity enter your practice? 

1s yow identity something that infoms your practice continually or are there times 

when you see yourself simply as an educator or a human being? 

What are your goals and aspirations for Fua Nations education? What challenges lie 

ahead? 

What is your responsibility to yourseif as a First Nations educator? 



Conversation Samde 

Cornersution between Sheiia Te Hennepe (UBC prufessor) cnld 

NI W students who have faken Anrhrupoiogy at UBC (Te Hennepe, 1993, p. 253) 

Leona: We are taiking about rny elderg my dad, who has lefi life, and then she [the 

Anthropology professor] says ifhe knows more than the books. I mean where do they get 

the snifffrom in the books. My dad is a aorytelier. He has taught me a lot and 1 feel iike 

he, well, he doesntt read or write and what he does is through his stories. So, in a sense, I 

am sort of the book that he has written . . . So there is nothing I can give her after that. 

Joe: Yes, that whole issue, what about ow stories? Why aren't they considered really 

valid in anthropology? If anthropologias aren't reaiiy interested Ui our versions, why are 

they studying us? That is what it boils down to. Are they always able to manipulate the 

variables to fit their hypothesis of the research? We screw up the wheels because we have 

this unexplained idea that cannot be explained with material evidence. 1 asked if for this 

paper 1 could use what the people have told me. They Say you can use it for information 

but it is not really appropriate to put it in the paper. My argument was, What is wrong 

with that? "How did you get your PhD? Did you incorporate what you picked up in the 

field through your interviews, and you incorporate that into your paper?" He said, Yes, 

but he had a methods course on how to do research . . . printed stuff, it is d l  so linear. It 

is a nice little package. But when you are talking oraily with someone they are able to 

divert into dEerent directions and pick up other ideas. Where with the printed word you 

have to go with what is there. We are not going to get any more ideas. 

Sheila: When you are talking your hands are going ail over. You are taking the words 

out of your head and putting them down on the table . . . So what would you do? 

Joe: You mean in terms of research? 

Sheila: Uhhum. 

Joe: I would use that [tape recorder]. You would be able to get more clarification. 

Whereas when you are doing research with printed matenal you are Illnited. There are a 

lot of questions that you cannot find the answer to. 

Sheila: It is h z e n  in time? 



Joe: Yeh, it is frozen. It cannot be revived and you can't thaw it out, make it corne back 

to life. 



Appendix C: 

Comment Note Example 

I have placed the comment note below the text instead of in the margin so as not to 

interfere with thesis guidelines on margins: 

The woman t h  I came to work with didn't have those survivai mechanisms 

uround her mtd she was drowning in isolation and conjüsion. She questiuned the 

questions thar the institution mked more th01 I dia! The more she quesrioned. the more 

she reaiized she dicin't have a due how to m e r .  She wasf[wnng * aimg trot 

having mly idea whor she was doittg there. I wus supposeci tu help her learn how to be o 

brtter student. She helped me to be a better student a d  nut a better student in tenns of 

doittg whut the universzty wanted me to do, because I never didfnish my thesu. l gve 

this womm. *ah, some credii for opming my eyes to the rratity thut the a c d m i c  work 

lhat ï was imtoived wirh then wam't uuthenric d &fit wam't authentic. then it w m  not 

*Another word that you use several Mies: 
a metaphor: floating. For you it has a 
negative meaning. It means not h a h g  a 
conscious purpose. It means feeling Iost 
or at a 105s. Fioating: if you're floating 
here and there, you are Mitnerable to 
whatever dangers corne dong. 
9/02/00 Further Conversation with Janice: 
Image is of behg in the middle of a 
lake,too fàr away âom any shore. 
lmmobilized 
Lack of choice, lack of control (over 
limbs). Positive tw, if you're f l o a ~ g  in a 
strong tide floaîhg keeps you alive 
[instead of resisthg]. 

* *If it wasn't authentic, it 
wasn't writeable. Maria 
Campbell said very much the 
same thing She went to an 
elder. He told her that the 
English language bas no 
Mother. Her task is to put the 
Mother back into it, Didn't 
happa ri@ away even then; 
she was going about it in a 
conscÏous way. How do I do 
that? But then it happened. 
She imilitively knew that this 
was what the elder had meant. 



Conversations with First Nations Educators: Selections 

The selections are arranged alphabeticaily by kst name: 

1. Frank Conibear; 2. Janice Sirncoe; 3. Lyn Daniels; 4. Maggie; 5. Nella Nelson; 6. Ruth 

Cook. 

Frank Conibear 

"The speuker is my metaphor" 

Teresa: Ym're ofaid of Coast Sulish culture being lost if i f  inl't rrnphclsrzed. 

Frank: It is ackr10wIedging my comecrioj~, my identity and what I was born b~to. I think 

rhnl-i why I emphanre it . . .One is I wanted io l e m  more abolît it. on a persmal levei: 

the other is thnl if we dontr speak utrr own metaphors, like we don 'i speak orcr langîage. 

we will [ose thar. ! don? speak the lmigmge. I dontt hiow if 1'11 ever be able m. 

Teresa: Whar do y m  memi by metaphors? 

Frmk WelI* there's metaphors that people me. partia~lur w q s  of wyiing things . . . 

We 're (i shari~tg people. Ihcrt's jtîst a very simple exuntple becmse I know a lot of people 

sqy t h .  But the context in which it is said comesfrom otîr own worlhiew or 

philosophies or valtres. We begin to iose ihut, like sometirnes trs educated people lose 

t h  when we remove mrrselvesfrom the h e m  of the aîlture into the institiitio~~ of 

educmion . . . I f s  an image for me, that 's probubi'y why I m g g l e  with it: it 's connected 

to memory, to [feeling' and maybe to [the/ spiritual [aspect/, to an image of how wottld 

the eiders say this if they were il1 lhis imtihrtion . . . what metqhors wmcld they retain in 

their speech, how wmld they stnîcttîre their speech. Edication hm to be from the heud 

andfrom the heurt. . . 

Teresa: It's the Imguage. 

Frank: 111's the teuchings. It 's the Imguuge, it 5 ali of the things t h  we want to p s  on. 

We pas it on by M g  a.  . . Some of these rhings I'm finding out thut I h e w  about but /7 

w d  not aiwuys os conscious ar I should be. We sort of .y it's Întuimte but Ï t  har been 

~ e d  on, repeated, done, we cmz practice tu a certaiin degree . . . 

Teresa.. Whnr coltsn-tutes a sbmg voice, a strotig First N ~ ~ o m  voice? 



Frank: There Js a physcai side to it, that you have to be heard The way our speakers 

talk about it, you speak with yorrr heart andyour mina! It's not un intellechfa[ speaking. 

Z'm trying tc find out whar h e m  memrs according to al1 oirr teachings. There's emotion 

ZOO. Ozir teachings ieach [us] how to feel, I giress thut's what 1 me01, they don? [ose 

their feeling ûr they're not abstract. They're about air history, m d  ancestors, and about 

oirr hopes and &ems as well as w k t  we do, whar rnakes a good lijie and what makes a 

g d  person, nor being seljsh* b i n g  respect -for orher people. 

Self-respec~ is respecting ymme[fand not hiding yourserffrorn other people . . . 

My aunt says: stand up and - y y w  nome, sa), it lmd m d  cteur so everyone kriows who 

yuu me, and thar roiis cverybody which fmily y m  cornefrom, how you 'rr related and 

thal gets buck to some of the protocois about which fmiiy is where mld who ha. rights to 

whar. ï3at'r respect. . . Yai sholtid never put anyb0dy down. Y m  hem that a lot. n e  

eiders me very humble people; there's a gentieness about them; they how how ?O treat 

people. The strength dwm't corne from what yo?r have: it coma f ron  respect, treating 

others with rejptxt. 

Teresa: nose kinds of[teachings/, do yoit translate them into the classroom? 

Frank: [laughs a lirtle] f dodt know . . . I have an i m e s t  in English so I enjoy reuching 

stories and poetry. 1 ee,qcy writing fhem. Ir> the leadership clam, we 're able to talk about 

the reserve: we're able to talk aboui what wg can't talk about elsewhere and we're able to 

joke mou~id. . . Khere I s e  the mie a~i~alties and the role of mezaphors or 

whatever you ~ ~ a n t  ro call them come mit is at rimes Iike ut a fuiierui, y m  don 't do this, 

y m  dori't let babies near the body becmse the spirit is nipposed to be iri the r m ,  the 

spi& of the deceased, und actuaI&jj if c m  do hmm. Now t h  mighr smînd Iike a IittIe 

superstition luoked at from the tnctside but attacheci tu it, fram where I nt. is what the 

heck dues thai mean in a iarger context ? what about aii the other spirituai experiences 

that we have? Includingjust hming breakjùst in the moming tu gozngfor a walk 

Tnere 5: How to protect ymse[f .  How to 6e saje. How to take cme. How to respect 

yoirr spmt or your bo& fierek a whole reatm of things that we jiist let slip by, we use 

a dzfferent im~guage now . . . Sometimes we k forgotten because we don'? use the vaiues 

or the Imgiage. II,, English we dm't use them. 



I was sirprised at the speech I made [cir the B C F J  and the response thor I got. 

It was something that I was propelled into: I was in the place to speak andfelt I hcrd to. 

1 stooù up und started to speuk; I was doing a motion to change the order ojspeaking . . . 

[pakingJfrom my own First Nations perspective. First Nutiom protocol. I was tired of 

wazting [lmghs]. 1 was more shocked by what I was IooRing at f h m  by what 1 did: it 

opened somethi~g up and there wm a iistenzng . . . That speech opened a door. 

Brrl it cnmejkom a cenain place. And I c m  remember waihg  urmînd zhe snects 

of Vancoiver the day before, wazting for h w  I wes going to qprocch it, and every time I 

walked d m  the street there'd be a dfirent speech. By the time I went to thej7oor. it 

was whutever ail thai was. 7here wum't a wrzte-up. bzit there w m  a lot of prep work that 

w q .  . . 

Teresa: You talked abmt being a C-3 1 baby . . . 

Frank: [Zaughs]. Oh yeah! 

Teresa: Is that important in the way that yorc thirik abmt yourself, Was it important in 

thefonnatio~~ of yorir ihltity? 

Frunk: It war a legd recognition. But the kgai recognition war ako comrngfrom a 

community perspective. Thete was ahvqys a qicestzon of whether I had a right lo daim 

that, and that wm' t  just my own thing; it was being teased on reserve and not feeling 

welcomr . . . The more I refecr on t h ,  thnt's reaily a product oj the I~zdian Act. niat's 

h m  we were defined . . . why are we in a situation like this where we deme ourselves 

based on a foreign Zaw? Rarher than doing it ourselves? I think tht 's comzng motmd a 

lot. ntere's more acceptance m. It certain& shupes my expwïence and my 

under~mdir~g. 

Terem So you seem to be q ï n g  that it's t~ot as important anymore in the commzinity . . 

- uttihiaks have changed 

Frank: No but I think if1 hocoi't done mrything on my own, understmding the history 

ad making contact with fmzlies, I woiîld strstrfI have no cotmection . . . So t h  is more 

whPt I came to tenns with in that sîrïpped statuspart of me . . .II's m a stage where. itk 

not a question of, is it legrgrtirnate, but now if's a question of: who I want to be. f i e  other 

parr is the seme of being respom-ble for who I m ar a human being, for pSmg on thar 



knawiedge and what is important to me tu my fmniiy, as weii as to non-Natives. Don't try 

to exciude. 

Teresa: Do yolrr uwn ki& have a stronger seme of t h  t h  what yoic did when y m  were 

growzng rrp? 

Frank: Absolutely! Very much more open . . . Biît I think we're al2 open to it now. 7hat's 

the dzfference. There is that door open across society. 

TZ~SQ: Do p u  h > X -  i/>ul's brcww Firsf Xuiioru. people ure iaking Suck Ùefi~rng 

ide~iti~y? 

Frank: I think il's had a h g e  impact . . . I mean, it gets red& cornplex. mether it3 

b i d i n e s  or whether y m  know the culture. I don 't know if I l i  ever wm~t 10 etrter h to  

rhat. It certain& opers the net rîp, that people have rights, the chii&e~i and the wonte)? 

are n part of if. 

m e n  ! dzd get d m  to applyit~g for staizrs, m d  understanding whal my 

responszbility is, it w m ' t  jzrst a [Iegal] priviiege thut i gel. My aunt suid to me once: 

"The songs md dmces are ymrs" and I wani'r sure what she w a î  rejèrrirzg to ut the lime. 

Whether she was refeming to the mask dance or the beur song or the more traditzonai 

dances or ceremmies. She said ym couid be p m  of that, and thut's when dtimately 1 

clzied in, I couid be. ï b t  just shped my whole thinkrng. Before thar I never included 

myself: No one ever scrid: you cmid be part of it if you chose to. Growing up, 1 recall 

mînts the most; they were ahuays inchditg us in the fmiiy . . . My thinhg is: $1 hme 

a right to thm, or tfl'm asked to do that, I better know what that is. That sturted a 

growingprocess ofi Look, y m  have a right tu be there . . . I didn't have to argrie. It was 

jiîst cfss~~rneh l seem to be 'ca[2ed' to do this . . . 
Post-Conversation 

Teresa: mat is the dzfference ( i f q )  betweeri un educator and a Fkst Nations 

edi(cutor ? 

Frmk: I teach from whpt l'm interested bi: EngIish. I'm ohvays bying to figure out 

myseifwhut kind of re~ponse or contexi I am trymg to elkiffrom the -dent. We are jzrst 

tying to get from them who they are. Tn1 is /hqpening] whalever content I am using. 

I dm't have fo be Firsi Nutiom to do fhat but thut infoms what ISn dohg [because] 



t h ' s  who 1 m. When it d m  c e  mi ,  I am s b i n g  about rnyseIf: The content is not 

lemzing information about First Nutiom. The distïncticn seems mbtle . . . 

Teresa: To me what's sign~@cant 2s t h  ir is a worlhew t h  is shaped by all of these 

values. 71te EzirocenHc or Western worldview is not shaped by the same valzres. 

Fraizk Na 

Teresa: They muy be in there somewhere but in an AboriginuI epistemology, they me ail 

inrerconnecled W b  Ijmnd when 1 was wnhng the fi'h chqier is tha~ 1 could not t d k  

abmt one withmt talking about cmother and mtother; they ail were together 

simultmearsiy. To me that is the disti~ictive aspect. Aboriginal people focus on these 

values because of the importance those values hold within their worldview. In my 

ndtzrre, rhey don % 

Frank: It's a very dzfferent kind of ernphasis. n e  question is: how to get it into the 

system? The dornitmtt cuittire h a ~ r o  change. I recogrtize that. It's >tut just a matter of 

putting it into a lm; you hme to c h g e  peuple's mir& mid hearts so that it will work 

for thern . . . 

Terem: n e  other thzng thar car? huppen, m ~ d  I don 't k m  ifymi k noticed it, being in 

the BCTF, but I have, is that tendency, as soon as you wry the word First Nations, you 

are placed in a box instead of others wrying, o k q  this is a teaching that we can l e m  

from First Nations md qp iy  in Our own conte~r . . . 

Frank: Y i  zrsed the word box. m e n  I think of a box, i think that rhey're hiding their 

~grtorance, which they dm't have to do, especially where there ure d~fferent cultures. 

Imtead they s M d  be saying: 'i don? know about t h '  or 'I have never had the 

opportunity to l e m  that ! Or they in a sense Rnaw a lot, btrt they tend to box people and 

things in10 categories. in which case the p d g m  is fm tm small. Part ofmy work [in 

the BC TFJ Îs breaking paradigms abmt First Natratrom people and creuting understmding 

thrmigh reaching a mutual grmmd . . . I think it involves the whole ofsociety. I get 

fnistrated becmise thete's too much emphQsis on making political decisiom . . . 

Teresu: Whut sholdd be hqpening then? 

Frank: Inere s h d d  be more of m emphasis on edircatratron. On open didogue. 

A&essing the rczcist issue und exmining our attitudes and msumptiom. 1 donPt tell 



people i f w h  they're mying is racist bzct if they ask me. '7s what 1 said racist?" then I 

will .y, "Yeah, it t a s "  and explain why. I think ij we cmld haw that kind of dialogue 

imtead of a high-powered dialogue about whose power and whose jtrrisdiction. 

Teresa: I was going to askyou a questiorr abmt how al2 the dzfferent roles y m  have in 

ediccation corne together or converge: teaching. wtiting ymr thesis, co-chairperson of 

the B C V  FN Task Force. Do you have a sense of al1 of the work thut y m  do comerging 

in a cornmon pupose, /or e m p l e ,  your refectims on ymr zhes~s qtrestzori 01- what ~t 

memls to be a First Nations educator? 

Ftonk: It's interesting becmse they've ail corne abmt at armnd the m e  rime. When 

you mk thal question of what it rneans to be a Firsl Nations educator, whut ymr are really 

mking is what does it mean to 6e a First Nalions persori within any institrinon. 

Teresa: How did that question corne to you? 

Frank: I really wanted ro use the literaticre to get at my experieme of how I gaimd my 

idetitity, becairse in just teaching content, I was rnissing the mark. There's or1 

experiential component io teaching, ami I didntt know what it was. and theri I realiaxi 

th& whar it is, is fami&. I have an obligation, a responsibili~, I'm pan  of something. 

The srrbtle things that f om  the busis ofidentity . . . Thnr's where I talk about metuphors 

and lmgrrage and rrnderstanding . . . I realized that I realiy didn't want to look at the 

litermre ar all, thut I was getting boxed in. Wha! I really wmzted to look ot war ~dentity 

This came out when I was t a h g  a course in the evaluation of a~mctrltrm . . . I 
md: I know how to present this. I just stwd rcp mtd staned speahng. And you kriow 

how eiders achowiedge the wu& of other people, well t hds  w h ~ r  I did I stmted 

acknowledging the work that the previous groip had done in the class, a presentmion 

that was ves, rnovntg. I d~&'t knaw [what I w m  going to suy] hrt I j u s  got rrp cmd 

stmted to speak and acknowIedge them. Thal's when I reaiized: okay now I am speah~g 

from theflwr . . . 

Teresa: Ymi had told me about prepm-tg for the B C F  and h m  thai speech carnefrom 

a partlpartladm place. 1s t h  the place? Is il like a b i g h s e  voice ? 

Frank: I c d  zt rny bighouse voice. It's the kind of voice t h  you use in ceremonzes. 

Teresa: Ym merm. big, as in powerful? 



Frank: Lmrd strong prooably lots of entution. As in when someone stmids up in the 

b i g h s e  and says 'Tm going ro speak now, cm? I have your attentio~~ pieme?" But I've 

bzown that not only as a bighorrse voice bat it also cornes from teaching. rfyotr 're doing 

u workshop, someebody has to take control . . .that's their roie . . . When my supervisor 

looked at my thesis, she s& the whole thing is a speech; that3 the structz~re of it . . . 
Teresa: How didym come IO know the traditions? At one time yoir did not have direct 

clcc'ess io /lie culiurr, whrrms r ~ u  w ir serrns iiwl yutr du. fi w did th chmzge corne 

about? 

Frank: Like I suid in firnerafs, there were things that were not said directfy but thut were 

zrnderstood. f c m  remember one of my mmts sqing ut a funerd, 'Yeah, I lost my 

emings. n e y  mrrst have reafly liked my earrings. " I was thinkrng: ' W ~ a t  me y m  

t a ihg  about?" "Yeah they must have realiy liked them ami taken them with them. " Ami 

then I realired: taken thern to the qvirit world And things like thal jzrst started to due 

me in to this other worid J m  szories like that that they wotild b shuring. Ami muybe 

mz apprwch to ive. It wam't ever mzythingfonnal . . . 
I reaiized a lot of the things were in place for me to zitrderstmld. but it's jz~st thar 

&(ring a part of my lije, I had never recognized it. I coirldn't mhnaiIate il. I'm still 

stnrggliing to mtictilate it nav. It wm much more just the process of Ive mosti) wttii I 

actually gauged enoicgh (fb example, rhrmgh courses) to rrrtderstmd the history anci 

pofitics. Reading enmrgh books to say. well these me )rot wrïtten by First Nations 

mthors; the tone doesn 't malch. II's sitting d m  with friends and relations andjzisr 

people who come to the house who come fur a visit und sqy. 'We've got some bldian 

bread". Itk mit of that the littie teachings come through . . . It 's the parilparilaim ways of 

handhg thhgs. . . I've learned a iotfrom the Cunoe Pulling Races. You have to iake 

cme of the came. Be carefiil whaz you say. Y m  can 't -y any &ad wordr while yoa 're in 

it. Ym have to buthe yutirself: Hme a ciem mind. . . I ahvqys say tha? y m  can't teach 

thaî h d  of knowiedge in a iectwe, but once yuti 're in a c m ,  it 's dflererzt; y m  c m  see 

and feel it in action. I cafl it siideways teaching becmse when y m  cmtoe-pull, you have 

to have strength. n e  message is that when you do this. y m  have to respect that. And so 

y m  go. Ah yes. t h ' s  the teaching; that 's why you have tu do il this way. M k  when it 



all made u lot of sense to me. r f ym give them [people, lemers] something to do, it 

creutes a concennarion. So then you usk: what do we do in the classroom to create t h  

con cent ratio^^? Ifymr can set a Zone where ym 're havingfun in the class~oom, ît creates 

a kind of relmed concentration . . . I'm Qing tu think of: whut practicd t h g s  can we 

do t h t  are Iike t h ?  Right now we 're teaching speaking for a potlatch. Birt what you do 

on a day to day bm-S, I don't k n w .  

Terew: Thur 3 the dz#iwtzce beween having First fiarions feachrrs feachttzg as opposed 

to riort-Native teachers. 

Frank: I suspect thal we're ail leaming. I keep saying that xi's not the content. If's how 

you teach the cotztent. 

Teresa: Werve used - you've irsed and I've i d  - the word anthentic pite a bit. How do 

you think mrtheizticity is connected to zdentity, First Nmiotn ideiltity . . . for yu«? 

Janice: Weil. First Nalions idetltity, for me, isym~r viewpoint of where yotr sit otz ihe 

c o n h u n  in the utziverse, the pluce b~ that cot~titnrtrm where yair are. mzd so from that 

place y m  have a viewpoint that y m  look at things, and it might be that yoiir place is to 

look at the details, cmd it migh f be thm yow place is tu look at a really broad picture. I 

think that the core of First Nations identity is being in the place we recog»i=e that you 

are sitting morgst ymrr ancestors m d  thut you 're sitting amongst the ancestors of the 

people whosoever territory ym're 011. I think thut t h ' s  ihe core and ifyoti iirzderstand 

that on one side of yotrr me the mcestors and on one side of y m  are your grm~dchi(dren 

or ymrr metaphoricai grandchildren thar you ccnderstand that y m  are a purt ofa broader 

picture thut's tied to thzs lmd: tied to this land either d I y ,  by bezrg tied to the 

territory, or greatly. by being tied to T i d e  Island, North America. It comesfrom there, 

from that cornecrion. 

Teresa: When p i c  talked obmt ymrr mcestors, were yov rhinking of partiailm 

uncestors, or me you thinking of a First Nations philosophy, or are yolr thinhg of yotrr 

own commity? Where does that cornefrom? 

Jmice: Hmmm. F e  both lmigh at h i c e ' s  pre-are~*m~lato~ hummsl. 

Teresa- Ir soumis Izke a dfferent hmmm. 



Jrmice: Yes it's a dzflerent hmm: if's how to describe if. I realize more mid more rmd 

more that 1 wish 1 cotild speak Ojibwe becmse I think ihat there are ihings thnt are real[y 

. . . I think thaî there me things that I ki1ow . . brit I dodt kmw how to speuk Ojibwe so I 

don? kiow h m  to .y them . And that's really from a non-qpeaker. I h e w  Smlteza 

when I was a baby. 

Teresa: Do yorr understand Ojibwe when it's spoken? 

h i c e :  hb. 1 know wordr, bnur i iove the sow~d of' lt [Jmtce says each word separateiy, 

'7 love the sound of it " ar if woring the smnh as she qeaks], it sozc~~dr like flowitig 

water to me, it sounds realiy really beautifd; but no I do&, I don 't tinderstaiid Anyway. 

when I talk about ancestors, I think Itm tuiking about the spiritual worid, the layer t h  1 

know thut we waik in. I believe that the spirits of the territories mrd mcestors are where 

we are and in my heczrt or in my being. I ~ I O W  tha! they me t h e .  I bitnv that they me 

there in some places very mzrch stronger than in other places, but I kitow fhut they are 

everywhere und I know thut th& physical remains are part of the earth. I knmv we 

interact physically with uncestors every tirne we step BI chist or every rime wr tmch a m e  

t h  hm g r 0 ~ 1  mit of the mrnients that are made from the physical remaiin of those who 

are nuw spirits. I think h t  there 's fusion across the l d  Thar's why l say rhat VYMI 
look in the big sense of Twtle Island that there 'sfusm of ail others, wir>cis thut carry 

thxngs, rivers thut c q  soii aird there 's fusion even thmigh there 's sepamteness. So 

there's ail of that physicaf relatiorzship with mcestors thm is there, that IS w q  smlger 

when you 're ut home. 

Lake Superior is home. I've Iived mit here since I was a Iittie k d  I went back a 

real lot when I was young and I knw since I was a very little kid that us suoti as we got 

within a certain pmt of geogrqhy that there wm something about my feet being ut home 

and they will onlv be home there. By the way I started wnting a story rhis moming when 

I W(LF s q p e d  tu be reading the m e r  so it mtrst be afoot &y [We both laugh]. 

Teresa: Wus if  connected to whar you were just taking abairt ? 

Janice: We fi I di&? hm whcir it was connected to. It w m  a iine. '711 winter I rareiy see 

my feet " and I know t h  that m e m  somethg tu me and something will graw from it 
m g h W 1  



. . . So there's the physicul stuflaiid the spirits t h t  [ive on the Z d  We carry the spirits 

of m r  ancestors with us and maybe we carry it in m r  DNA or maybe we carry it in some 

physicalpurt of us. I have h e d  of people who were adopted when they wrre very yotrng 

and didn't know that they were Native iintif they were older. s q  that their hefief is that 

they c q  being I n d m  in their DNA m d  they ahvays biew, they uhvqys acted (ike it, 

they a h q s  t h g h t  it, they ahvays believed it mid then as smn as they foind it, it was 

!ike. Oh! [ e x c h ~ i o n  of mrprise and wonder], Rzs xs wfiat fis is abozir! 1 /ICWIZ'~ 

lived their experience so I don't hiow but I hzow that there's a whole spiritual 

manifestution m m t d  us. I've been told by other people that they have seen the spirits 

wdk with me and I absohrteiy believe them. n a t k  a big purt of me. of my First Nations 

identzty, a big purt of who ï see with airdents md colleagtres thor I work with. Wr walk 

with generations mmnd i<s ail the timc. I acttraliy believe that that's not bring First 

Nations, thut's behg human. I think thut cverybodj dws that. But somehow the rnis~ake 

was made tu start rvoiving a system that stopped rrcognizing that. 

Teresa: Lzkr I was saying, Deiori~,  in the book that I was reading aboirt edrrcatzon, 

remmked t h  thai is one of the distinctive philosophies or contrtbiitions of First Nations 

people. Other people have either lost or never had [this teachingj, or [it hm/ been 

nrppressed: cormectrciress to the spirit world to living things und notl-living things. 

Jmzce: Thar's righz. 

Teresar He talks about it being there despite ail of the things gsh have hqwpened to 

Native people. The recognition is stifl there of the importance of relatiomhips. 

Jmice: I've thmighr that some of the zhings thut are considered to be First Nations 

krzowkdge me human kmwledge but we [as Firn Nations] haven't forgonen it. Ihstead 

of h w i ~ r g  more, we huvejorgonen less. We were talking cl &le while ago about being 

awme - the need to be conscious of - what ymr're writing and if's really hard to do that it. 

Teresa: It is. 

Janice: Because you forger whut yorc used to know when y m  l e m  more of something. I 

have a challenge of when I stmt spending too much tirne being m adnini~ator, 1 stmt 

talking incomprehenrible things to people who don? know the lmguoge of this 

orgmtzatiori. And sometimes it's hard to simply sqy a clear sentence because there's ail 



of these wor& t h  have become memingful to me. They sutnetimes crowd out the rest of 

my knowing. And then I become mute. And I don'! like if. 

Teresa: Pmt of you becornes mute. 

Janice: Yeah, 

Teresa: n>41 huppem to me too. Even though I feel very cornfortuble in wor& in and 

among worùs. writing wordî, l have to cwinect. My hrsbrmd is good at heiping me do 

t h ! .  

Janice: And I have t h  privilege also ofpeople armmd me who remember how to speuk 

Etiglish [Luughterj . . . 

Teresa: Deloria . . . is concenied abmt Native people who, because they're iti a position 

und they're there because they're Nalive, they are cornmirnicatitig Native vuhes. He says 

that may not be tme; they could be teachittg tmn-Native valtres. He t&d abmt his 

hope for Native bitellectuals who come out the oher side. ïhere was a partiaclar way he 

phrased it thai opened things for me becmse I have beeri concerned about that 

dichotomy or conflict between this side and that side. He tdked about going ihrmgh the 

system and comitig out stronger on the other side. like yotc said, look-xng at the wgrcmetits 

a~id ideologies and coming art mmrred with d l  of that knowledge andyet rlot losirig 

yow own. Your own hiowledge becornes strongerfrom knowing that. He says thai's how 

Native people rrsed to JO things fou: to kiow yoicr enemy, Aind of thitig. To hiow who 

yorr are icp againa. [Jmtice latcghsl. î thmght it war realiy neat when he said that. 

Janice: Oh I am really lookitig fonvard to reading thut book Books have been a sort of 

bible; they certain& were diring part of my ediicution, and when y m  asked about my 

mentor. . . l forgot to mention the books thut were avuilable also were a h g e  pan of 

commg back. There war a feur, 1 trhtnk people strstrlI have that fem. thut post-secotickrry 

edi~cution will somehaw overpower their Indmess  . . . one of the greatest teachings I've 

h a .  wm someone saying in a job interview: 'Ym cun't ehcute the Indian otct of me", 

and [l thmcghtl "Right on! Yoii're absolutely nght!" How cmdd we get su cmght up ni 

the institution t h  we were attending thnt it even wmld ocmr to us that it w m  m g e r  

than our teachings. L m k d  at it from thnt viewpoint, i fs ,lot possible. Y m  can't go put 



sornebody somewhere and give them a bzrmh of books to reud for four years and wipe out 

thmsarzds of yems of traditiori?! [Jmice lmghs]. Y m  bim, i f s  not that strong! 

Teresa: Whal do ym think about the argument thai there has to be t h  conriectzon 10 the 

community maintained? 

Jmice: I think thar there 5 a lot of d'fferent wuys of defning communiiy. I think that we 

are tempted to get very exclt~szve. depending on from where we me sitting, aiid that we 

ried /O br C'OIW'C~OII~ of crvotding thut tempïu~ion . . . Fe i e  aiways rempteti to say: She 

experietice that I have m ~ d  the road that I walk is the one that I uiiderstmld and if's the 

one from which my blessings mid privileges, and joys and knowledge, corne from and it 

c m  be hmd to see that 0 t h  people may have accessed their blessings mid spiritiral 

knuwledge in other ways. So do yorl have to stay comected to the commzmity? On the 

one h i d  I wodd say 'kzbsolufely" becmse we're encwaged ail the time to go off and be 

individt~als and ahvays compte with each other and we 're very encouraged to strive to 

be right and if we sit alone for too long we c m  fail into that trap. uwe go back to the 

commzcnity, we get reminded tha thut's riot the purpose of life und so yoir c m  stuy, 

wmiting to do g d  instead of wanting to do nght. other thing is that if we sfay alorie 

too m c h  and don'! connect with the commzmity, we cm stmt doing some of the thilgs 

that we were already taiktng about, like forgetting the words that are rneaningfirl and &y 

forgetting what it is we're duing becarcse we start tahttg on the langt~age of those motoid 

irs. It becornes incompreherrn'ble md then what is the good of thut? 

On the other han4 io make the argument that tmless y m  are connecred tu a 

partzarlm grmp ofpeople and do a particular kind and mrmber of activities itz a 

partiar l m  place with a partrpartrcuIar understanding, that then you are not able to cotinibtrre 

. . . I dodt agrec with thai. i thhk t h  that is not opening mcr vision wide enoicgh to 

recognize the grfts thut muy be coming tu usfrom other sources that we don't understand 

yet. 

Teresa n e  other night I wmched a docurnentmy made by Beu Medicine about Rzrssian 

people who have meuted their own m-be . . . How me those Rzrssim people dïflerent 

from someone who is N&e and for whatever reason becme separatedfrom thek own 



tradition, famis, communzty und now feels impelled or compelled to . . . f»d their 

zdentig ? How is thot dzfferent or is it ? 

Jmice: irhere's another film called '7 Wish I Were an Indian" p t  m t  by NFB m o n a l  

Film Board] thai I've watched really carefully. It's abmt a Czechoslovakm grmp of 

people who have done the sume thing . . . they may ultimateiyfind more~~cfillment in 

looking for trtradtiom of their own ancestors. 1 Idon't know ifitk totuily lost . . . they're 

nying tojmi: W%o was I when i w m  stdl trrbal? Because everybody nsed to be m'bal. 

And if there 's DNA or whatever it is that carries uur tribal mernories . . . I believe that 

evrrybody c&s the s m e  kind of thing mid that there's a longing, epcialiy for those 

people thut have grown up in environments where spirituality was denied to hem, ihat 

they look really hard What looks the most spiritual is Native Amencan stu8 . . br~t what 

I realiy did notice is that they moved their bodies in a way that powwow dmzcers dm't 

becmm they had the influence of their own cirltwe, their own wuy of &ce. their owtz 

way of expression. That wwas what betrayed the piece that they couf&'t get. thetr 

bodies codd ~ o t  aabpt, then uftimately their spirits wmld m t  be able tu adapt . . . 
Teresa: In First Nations ed~ccation, whose recognitio~z is important? 

Jmice: The most important is the student's. Gifis thal I have that have been mode &y the 

studerzts. I have a crocheted blmket that a sn~dent made for me; itts one of the most 

precims things rhat I have. I have efls at home and mound here thaî are iricredibiy 

important to me. Recognitzotz from my First Nations peers is . . . Nor recognition, I Jodf 

need to be praised. I hope. 

Teresa: Achowfedpeent? 

Jmice: Acknowledpent from people like Nefla [Nelson] und other peers is very 

importunt to me. It makes me feel like I'm dobig it right . . . Recognition from the 

system i s f m  but it's not as meaningFl because I'm not ever sure ifthey know what 

they're recognîzitzg When peers and students recognize work. it's becarse they h m  that 

it 's important work Sometimes I think that with exteml recognition, the words rnight 

not be right . . . 

Teresa: It doesn't resonate as deepiy. 



J d c e :  No, mi it c m  be embmming too. If1 ever have a sense thut people are 

thinking thut I'rn dozng something that I don? think that I'm doing, then I have to . . . 

Teresa: Lee M d e  in one of her interviews [with Harmnrt Lutz] talked abmt the 

au~obiography she wrote, Bobbi Lee: Indian Rebel . . . She tulked about Raverz and 

WoF Wolf is the thinker cnzd he's a loner. He cm1 go off by himseymd think. But 

Rmen is the hemt. For her Raven goes back to the commzïnity und to what we were 

ialkng aboui, of srayzng grounded She smd that those rwo things have io work together, 

Ruven mrd WoYolf: She suid that the comment her commimity made to hm was that her 

writing Iucked Raven . . . 
Jcmice: And I understand ~hat. Sorneone I know told me it is such a long jmrney we 

have 20 the h e m  and. . . someone else said. . . 'BB theiz you have tu go back. " We 

need to be doing that. Ifwe forger to do thai, and i fwe  stay in too much isolation we c m  

forget to do it, then we star2 making mistakes that impact those who we are here tu serve. 

You know y m  asked me how I wacr feeling, and I wm t e lhg  you abmit my 

shmlder got reaiiy pairzfil arid I realired one of the reasons zt got paintl war because 1 

have not creuted space in my life in the fa«few weeks to pray. My body let me know 

that. It was almost like being spoken to verbally - you know, i f ym don'! yourse(jrake 

time to pray, then zt means yoti don 't give yoiirseif time to cleanse and rfyotr don 't grve 

ymrself time to cleume, then you carry too much stuff 011 y m  and ubsoltitely. 12 breaks 

ymr shoulders. When I pruy - and I am thmyUl for the reminder to go back to that - 
my busis, my prayer fur rnyself; is: Eyes tu see and eurs to heur, moirrh to ~peak and lips 

to close. heurt to feel md head fo think, hana5 fo work andfeet to walk We need to do 

al( of those things ut the m e  time or mr work stms to become abmt lis raher than 

rhose who we service. I think maybe t h 5  why recognition by commmity and other 

groups that we're servzng is so importmt. Because they cm1 recognize when y m  m e  

doing those things and those who dun't know you or who haven't got strong teachings of 

walking wi~h the Raven and the Wolfat the same time, they can't know whether yuti are 

or rzot . . . 

Teresar Do ym comciously reflect on ymrselfus u FÎrst Nations persun in the course of 

your work? Do you comcz~tisly t h k  about : how do I want people to understand what 



I'm doing here as a First Nations person? Or is it something thatk so embedded in what 

ym're doing - like you mentioned prayer. I irnagrne prayer is one way of consciotisiy 

reflecting or remindiigyourse[fof what is important to you, staying co~mected Are 

there other ways t h y m  do t h t ?  

Janice: I ahvays wear jewellery when I'm working. 1 don? when I'm not. I f  I don 't wmt 

to take on the persona of THE First Nations person, then I don't wear jeweltery. I 

~si~iZ& d ~ i ? ' ~  X'h&? ['m a? / ? o / ~ ~ J s  

Teresa: Why don't y m  Wear it when y m  're on holidays? 

Jm~ice: Because when I'm on holi.krys, I wunf to be a member of a fmwity that doem't 

have to think abmt race, and social issues und politicid things . . . the physcal 

expressiotz of beitrg First Natzor~s is written throughout mir home and il's ahvays there 

whether I 'm on vacatioti or m t  [Lmighs]. 111's an expression of who we am. Bzit being a 

First Nations edtrcator meam that you are ahvays currybig the cases with yolr and 

ymr're always carryingymr history with yori. Ym're ahvays c-ing the issues of yozir 

people Pnri the i s m s  of the people thal s~~rrozirid yozr. For me, there ini't my tirne in my 

work whe» I am not conscio~rs of being a camtr of Firsf Nations things. nere art. rimes 

with colleagires, wwith friendî thm itjioats away for a white but I'm mver in a meeting or 

doing any thinking in any working envirommttt when I'm ,rot canying it or when I'm not 

conscims of it. 

Post-Conversation 

Jmice: [in speakmg of chapter three on ihltity] Disarssirg whose voice rnrm1.s what, 

whose defîttition of identity means what, whose way of expression memis what. Al1 of 

these questions and observations Iead back to that same problem or dilemma. 

Everythiitg that we do in the academy is done in a forezgn langi<age. Then h m  can miy 

of us muke a cl& really to be peaking in m authentic voice when we 're orct of mir 

etement? Udess we start changrkg, and ym were speaking about this tw ,  and i've corne 

to the same questions thutyou have, of hmv we redefme who it is that we are without 

gozng back znto that excltisive mode of W n g ,  A Fira Nations voice is this OR that. I f  

somebudy's voice is speakiing this First Nations voice, il's authentic, a d  if sumebody zs 

pakrng with rhzs Fim Nations voice, then they're not. How are we ro deczde on those 



definitiom? Those defnitions probably tend to be self-erving but not deliberateiy. 

Self-serving in thut we can on& describe what we &W. 

Teresa: f i t  didyou think abtnit the horizon idea? Those cornmon elements are things 

Iike being recognized by yuur famil), b loud comectiun t h ' s  linked with fmiIy, md 

h i n g  connection to the cornmunity. Ewn people who have not had that [tribar? 

experience ail refer back to something that is about the connection to the Irmd. s p i r i d  

soi~mclioizs~ s.oiuucIzoris w illr lire rwiii, likr you l d k d  uboiti. i i  i. very sirorig; ii cornes 

thrmrgh in their ianguage. 

Jmice: 1 agree that's the beginning of the definition and 1 liked the irnagery of the 

horizon. I think the irnagery of the horim needs to be there in order to be iooking at a 

further definition. If's easier to defirie what isn't thm what is. Phif Fontaine was here on 

FnaQ and I was Iistening to him really carefiiify and he waî suying the same thing . . . 

He rcllked about going back and forth t o j n d  the miswers. k fqbe that's part of aciaing to 

the horizon. Somebody hm a connection to the Iand and we have to be reaily carefiil 

abmit how we define that. 1 think some people define this maII prece ofgeogrqhy as 

being the Imid as yotir requirement to have t h  connection. We have to be comected to 

the places where our mcestors [ive and where there are mcestors' spirits su in thal way, 

there is some limitatiori to a Iand that you have to have yow heurt connected to, und it 

mi@ spread out right over Tzirtle Iskmd. Y' mi@ have a connection to t h  big thi;g 

and a reiarive cormection to where ymir ancestors are bziried 

Terem: And that's where the cornmon îhread cornes in. 

Janice: nere hm to be the understanding of who the fmily is und some bnd of 

comection . . . I think it goes back to the ancestral connection 

Teresa: Yeuh, that's a good way ufpitting it. 

Jmizce: m a t  neeak to go beyond thut, and this is where i'm gerting back to what Phil 

Fontaine w m  saying, is what you were sayiig of going back to the smrce. lRat may be 

purt of the m e r  to the dilemma . . . there'k something misring in there, and whar might 

be missing zs the obility mid the larowledge of how to go to the source to get the m e r .  

niar's where the problent cornes, of an isolatedperson, wirh all fin& of understanding of 



the I d  and history* knowledge of who they me, but isolated f r m  al2 of t k r .  Somerhzng 

hoppens to them. 

Teresa: Like? 

Jmzce: Thai connection. I mem i f y m  go ihere - andyolr were alluding to this too - 
and you're total& isolated. then something starts happening, and it comesfrom the 

isolation. gym've lost a source to go to, then you've lost some of thd tribal voice. Neflu 

iius ulwuys, ulwuys. ulways rerninded everybody: yolr have to go ro îhe cornmlrnlry. h3s 

not jzrst about going to everits or dimers or watching people dance; I know that shek 

taking uboirr doing more t h  that. More t h t  shming their expertise or bringrrtg ymr 

gr>s. It's more than thal and it's hnrd to describe. if's creating a source for yozirself; to 

find out mtswers to questiorts. 

Teresa: Weil I mess y m  'd scry a part of ymrself is in there, andyozr recogitize that, and 

others recognize it in yotr too. People listen to y m  becutrse your words carry a stroig 

message. The worak cornefrom that place [or source/. 

Jimice: And there's markers in co~zversution to show that yorc reuily are cotznected 

Ihere's wordr that you 're probabiy nor evefi mure of thal are qoken and tcnderstod I 

watched thut movie agai,~, The Gods Mm Be Crazv. H m  y m  seen il? 

Teresa: I've heard of it. 

Jànice: 115 abmi a Bzishmmt tribe in a place thut is reallj remote in Afrcu . . . I think 

i fs connected pite a bit to what ymr 're dob~g. It 's a wuy of talking about if. Someom 

Zike me wmld never be able to speak with o brrshman's voice. And it's a mistake fo ever 

think that we couid Althotcgh fymr're away from the birsh long enough, y m  may sturt 

believing t h  y m  c m  Maybe thut's m t h e r  reuson why you need to keep bringtng rrp 

the commniry as a way IO remindyou of your own location Recmse in somc w q s  yoir 

c m  be imbired with so much authority simply becmse ym're considered the on& one 

there. On the other han4 and ut the same rime, imbued with absoli~teiy no authority 

simplj becmse you're the on& one there. 

Teresa: Whai community do ym go zo for tha~ source? 

Janice: Weil I hnve to go tu my adopted cornmzmities for rejwenatiom 1 how I need tu 

go to ceremonies, undjust be in the presence of a lot of brown people und hem the 



smnds of larghter, mzd hem the special sou~rds, and smeil the special smells; that energy 

is there, and il's in adopted communities uround here. I need to go to those things and 

j u s  s h t  up and liste~l. Nor cany myjob. 

And I need to go to the cornmunity of First Nations edticators and Fint Nm'om 

education service providers thut speak each other's lw~guage . . . Sometimes I think we 're 

doing t h  as m c h  to be with each other, not t h  we dun't do lots of work. but we don? 

~~urtctuc~ rncdrrgs in the m e  way; i r  S ais0 a coming rogerher aM hoidilzg han& and 

looking ut each other, mmd then getting on with [disaission]. 

Then I have rny own mciear fm i l y  and my own efiendedfamiiy moimd. '4 place 

where race and blood qiantum mtd acadernic credentials are lefi at the door and itk 

t1eces.w-y to go there becunse we speak each other's langtrage. in o home. likr everyone 

does. in a wuy thm y m  dm't see anywhere else. It wodd be reully hrad to not have 

those cornmunities. 

Teresa: men ym're in m1 intellealid setting, you have to cortmct back to ihat place. 

Or those places, because ymi described more thmz o m  phce where p u  go. for 

nolirishme?lr, r gl<ess 

Jmzice: l 7d . s  exact& it: where y m  go tu feed I've hemd the m e  kr,>cis of things 

coming mrt of the Universiîy of t'ictoria m the ktnak of thi~gs thai yotc 're sqyittg* rhat 

there hm to be this voice wzthin the hmitzrtion, and cverybody's having a reul hard tirne 

definirtg whar thai is . . . Maybe ~'hat we 're talhng about is getting ro that place where 

we c m  q v  with confidence fhat the white vstem isn't neces~~117~& going to ahuays win. 

We Ye'd Iike fo get to a place where the result of a dialogue im 't a wimer ancl a [oser. I f  we 

gel there, and the teachings are heededand made m o ~ t g  enough so that we c m  get fo the 

place where when we make changes, we don? muke someone eke ihe [oser, then maybe 

we c m  siart ~ufkiing about h g  developed an authentic voice. Becmse we tmght that 

voice to sotnebody eise. 

Some ojthose cornminees thut I belong to, we make decisiom by consemus. It's 

not a long protd-laden process; we sir in a circle acrossfrom one another, und if 

soand-so says, 'We need this . . . ': we l e m  to trust thut person wld whpt she's talking 

about, ami so we'll strpport t h  . . . I f  t h  kind of communicatior~ could s m  to tuke 



place within the imtitutiom, where we have Firsr Natr-onspeople being equal parmers at 

both tables, 1 rhink we would haw some outheutic First Notions voice. If the dis&om 

at the institution's tcrble h e  to ahays Iake place pl@g by the Nzstihution's rules. then 

the Fira Nàtïom vozce is ai a di~~hl~a7tage: it m e m  ahvays being ut1 the defe~zsive, and 

I don 't thznk t h t  you cmn have an airthentic co~wersaton with anybody when ym're up 

against that attitude. Maybe thor-i part of the problem. When y m  get on the defernive, 

p a  vrully huve lu $fur/ clefenhg who ymr allies are. A way to cio t h  1s hy dejinrng 

who yow allies men't . . . 
Teresa: It secms t h  what ym're sqying is thal most of the work needs to be h e  on my 

side: on Our side. Cross-cuIhrraily. That reaching out. 

J h c e :  Yeah. Yeuh, 1 do. 1 t h id  lhat the institutions themselves have to be wtllii~g to 

make some sign~ficant chmges. Ir's just layer Mer b e r  d e r  luyer @ter layec I dodt 

bmw where the core of the onion is yet. Ym gel that big brown thiitg @[the onion/ and 

you think you've won. [Janice lmghs] . . . Imtiit~tzons [iwigrtl fabels m d  therefore they 

don't see the value. I ofien have this dis&oin wtth my hcsbmmdabouî the kitchcrn. 

there k something in there thai he doesn't see a use for. he thruws it uway. I am more 

expertmental when I'm cwki tg  so I'll go buy wnrces and  pice es caad mixtures. you know, 

umis~ai things, and he'llfind them in the arpbwrd and he'il chuck them out because he 

doem 't use them. w e  fmgh f. I think there 5 a goai lesson 111 that. 2 think it hnppens 

reaily. really easily. We 're in places where if what we 're doing t m  't zrnderstood, they '11 

throw it away, which means we're constmtiy warchirrg. which afso mems that we cmft go 

out und get new things imd guther new tdeas. 

Terescl: Constant M'grgriance. 

Jimice: Yes, and constant vigilance is irriiating. It's irritating to have to deferui over 

and over and over and over again, arui t h d s  wI)Y 1 s q  we'll have really made sume 

progress ifwe uol get it d m  to tnrs~. rfyuu trust, yau dodt do rhnt. 

Lvn Danids 

Teresa: What does ir rnean for people ro become echicuted? Whai dzdym mean by thut? 

Lyn: I guess I mean understand the whole histoty. where C d a n  society th* 

Aboriginal people sharld be. becomzng mure of t h  and thinking about how that plrrys 



out in your own Ive and in the life of yyour fmily members mdyour cummnity. And 

h m  ro chmge it. It's like a mwgiti- They want you to be on a rnargin. Thatk the 

expectatioii is t h t  yozi not be part of it, that y m  be margrgrnaIized . . . Jirst like son of the 

ptirpose of residentiul schuui. Not sort O$ That's what l think it is. Was. n e  ptrpose 

wes not to educaie people hit to marginaIize them and to destroy their sutse of who they 

were as Aburigikal people. Have them iake their places on the margim ofsociety. Otrce 

j ~ r i  U I I ~ ~ I . . S ~ C U I ~  ~ I w I .  yu14 JI& /O de vekup u persona1 phiiosopiry - the pirriosophy yotr 

have in your work t h t  ycni do - that tries to get people to see that und to go beyond that, 

and not just live irp to those low eqectatiors: those expectations t h  teliyou rhat, "irhis 

isal lym c m  do." . . . 
Teresa: Do ym think that happens in contemporary education as well? At one tzme I 

remember we were talhg abart yottr role in the school ar a Coordinator mmd whether 

being First Nations is the District's way of iinmargi,~alizing mmgi~malized people. or 

whether that change is realiy getting into the mincis und hemts of people? 

Lyn: No 1 think it centimes to murgina/zi=e people. d iid the rem012 why people me stili 

able to corne art of that expenetice with their digniiy 111 the seme of themselves czs 

worthwhile. is becmse of their fmily . . . 

Teresa: When you were growing up, wus there anyboCry who was really formative for 

you? 

Lp: 1 w a  just wnmting a puper on the things that i@re,iced me, and they were book, 

like books about b luck people. hi Grade 4. this teacher read us this book about this 

person called George Wiwhington Carver, he wus this black scientist. l t  was also about 

the kinds of barriers he faced in tenns of being bhck person I coirld see the pardel 

then I idenrifid with him. Ye& it was h d  to 6e dijfent,  tu be a dzfferent color fhm 

the kids at schotd. ïhey worrld ask you questions or they wmdd say things tu yozi: "Are 

y m  on welfme? or 'Why don 't you go back to your reserve?" . . . my mom wmd dad 

moved [to the reserve] when I wasfifteen f remember people askR~g me things about 

resetves and I had never lived on a  reserve mui so ï never knew. Even teachers worrld 

crsk me, 'Ym men't allowed to &ink on reserves, me you L p ? "  And I wmildjust be 

totuiiy quiet, I warlh't -y anything. I wmld 6e one of those passive students where I 



warldjust not sqy anything. And then we moved to this reserve . . . I c m  remember 

asking my mom, 'Where dws  everybody work on reserve? They don't work" and she 

& 'Weil a lot of people don 't work " And I scnscnd, 'Wtere do they gel al2 zheir rnoney 

then?" Cause my parents uhuays worked That was just so h d  to understand, that you 

could live withoirf working. There were jzist all these things thar I noticed thai I knew 

were so wrong. So I was in Grade IO then. There war about thirp-five sticdents in Grade 

i0, muybe ~rt~ty-eighr. In Grade i i it war iik flfieert. And rhen i n  Grade 12, there 

were nine. And it was the biggest c h s  of Aborigrnai kids t h  had ever gradr~ated; five 

non-Aborigi'naI stzrde,tts and severz kids from the reserve even thmïgh I want 'Z from the 

reserve. I knew there was sumethhg wrong with t h :  W y  dzd they drop out so suon? 

Why du& they just do the work? I remember we wmdd get bock a Science test and somr 

people wmld have 4% on it and~~ozi knew it was jzlst passive [reszstmzce/. I hiew it 

w a s . .  . 

Teresa: They corïld have done better. 

Lyn: But they didl't wmt lo. I kmw that fhey weren 't hm&. But l jusf tcsed tu thiizk: 

Whyisthat? . .  . 

Teresa: Did yotïr parents grow up on reserve ? 

Lyn: My mom did . . . she spent most of her time in residentzal schwl. Arrd my dad. 

they were non-sratt~s, so they never Iived on rrserve. They h e d  on the m w q m  of the 

little t o m  m n d  Saskatchewan. They were really poor. I think he went tu Grade 7 or 

something like that. They went to schooi with ail the white kids, mid they were al2 

tonnented . . . becmse thezr mcestors were realljpor. 7hey were teared about their 

clothes m d  their food 

Teresa: LLike Mmà Campbell. 

Lyn: Yeah. .And then my dad never wmted to idenhfy . . . iike. he nied to get awayfrom 

things like going to pow-WOWS. 

Teresa: Because of t h  experience. 

L p :  Yeah. He felt realty negarn>e about hzs heritage. 

Teresa: Does he nill feel t h  way about it? 



Lyn: He was ambïvuient abmt it. He died about ten e s  a .  As he gof older, he 

becme more @sfUnctionai. Ym kriow. Ifeel really badfor his fmiiy becûuse they M 

such a hmd time, because they didn't [ive on reserve, they di&? have a holcse. I 

remember when I m e d  t a h g  N e e  Studies and t a ihg  tu his morn. she was telling 

me about whar she remembers and I started tuiking to her abmt what I was ieaming and 

she said: 'Why are you learning that? Indians are no go&! Don? y m  h o w  that? 

irrdiw ure no goid *' i thaiighr: Fwi Thar4 why my dad t h i n  the way he does . . . 
about himseif and about Indan people. 

Teresa: Did your mother think t h  way? 

Lyn: No, I think she didn % Y m  biow, she went to resideritiui school and when ymï go 

through that erperience, that is what they feuch ym. thut yoti are a bad person. Indimts 

me no goud. She gave rlp her statirs and moved away, so a lot d i t  was reaily negaiive 

to her. Site di&? w m t  to have rhat life eiîher. niat's why she tried so hard She ahvays 

workd  she di& 't wmit ils to be poor. she encourageci us to do well 01 school but like I 

wes .ying, the [Cree] Belief abolit rtotz-hiterjrenct., she woid&'t ury: Do yuil have arly 

homework? Ifwe said, oh I have tu do this report therz she rnight remind us, oh y m  

better get going on that report. . . I c m  jzist remember her mking one time: ' m e n  you 

get older, me you going to get married md have chilaken or are going tu do somethirig?" 

I don? think she rïsed the word career bzit it wcrs somethillg iike t h .  I said: Weil, 1 dotft 

want to get mcwried and have chiidren: I want tu have a career. . . 
Teresa: Do yoic think thal those experiences of discrimination, the stereotpes about 

Nutzve people i k t  were directed ut ymïr parents, the imtihitionai racism. roc ieîy's racism 

h m  been formative »>fzïerrces? I k m  from the time I've hm1 yozï, one of the 

constmit . . . I don7 want to sny 6 d e s .  . . 
Lyn: (Ih. h m  

Teresa: But ahvqys OF? the fiotlt fines of eaUcatratrng people abmt Firsi Nations, abmt 

mthenticity, havmg airthentic resources Ni the schooIsS Do you think those e e e n c e s  

plqed into t h ,  or did that cornefrom a dzperent [pace J? 

Lp: No I t h k  they did I rememberfijnends open saying to me: 'Ym're not realiy a 

Narive." And l wmdd scay: 'Tes i m. My mom knms h m  to do beadwork She knows 



how to make mucklucks. My darl &inh a lot " Aflerwards I thmight: Oh god. im't that 

rem-ble. nUlt stereorype. 

Teresa: Did you actually sqy that to them ? 

Lyn: Oh yeuh. Because what else me ym? M's a stereowe thu~ y a u  intemulize and 

that-i what l saw. Ail these fmilies were alcoholics. That% whut l thorrght. I knew il 

had something to do with being w Indian. 77tat-i what if seemed like and so thut's w h t  I 

thmght il w u .  

Have yoli ever read James Bmih when he talks about lewls of ethicity? . . . He 

created this model about how people identlfy [with] or have d~fferenzt degrees of 

ethnicity. Umal@ they start with the stereotpes because of the pressuresfrom 

maiitstrem society and the lack ofany infornation in the white school cirltzire . . . Yoic 

don 't exist; y m  oniy exkt on the rnmgtns: y m  on& exist in these stereotypes . . . People 

/ive out the stereoîype: Drinking is what I do ami so thut-2 who I am and that-2 if. 

Education abmt your ethnic grmp cal1 move y m  to the next kvel, where yori brcome 

ethnocennic. In the process of leaming about yorrr mi1 identity, you assime t h  yorcr 

cziltzire is better. But people have to go throiigh that stage, to feel al1 that przde in who 

they are and their hislory and their people. But then yocr move tu mother level, where 

y m  % clm~fuirig, and tden the next level is when ymi 're bi-ethn ic, when you feel 

cornforttable in two worlds. menever Ipresent this, people ask me: WeY, are yozr 

biethnic. I gwess to a certain degree, I cocrlri be. Bzit most of the people men% MOSI 

people are in the first utle. and I think it's called the ethnic encaps~dation. How I see 

they're eticqsulated is ihat they can't see beyond the stereotypes, t h  the decisiom they 

are m a h g  me keeping them there . . . 

Lyn: [speakriig about o recent meeting she uttended on First Niztions 121. We had 

ideiirijed al2 the lemning mitcontes and we 're re-writing the 1 .  . . . one of the strategtes 

sorneone suggested is that you could compare First Nutzoiis culhfre with Greek 

mythology. . . bot I suid: 'Wo. I don 't think so. " And it 's interestiing how as y m  get 

older, people sqy: "Oh, okay. " I c m  remernber hovmg arguments when I wus younger. 

Mvbe it was because of the way I said things when I wasyuunger. M ~ b e  because now I 

have thought things through und I have experience und the rationale whereas before y m  



jmt have a feeling, y m  might not be able tu mtictdute it . . . Now Z c m  say to people: I 

disagree with you . . . 

It's so irmic, wherr you stari out in ediicatiorz, ym're doing cl certain kind of work 

[so that] eveuituah) you muy not have to do thaâ, but then here it isfifieen yems later, 

you 're stiil doing the m e  thing. So th011g?1 even thoirgh y m  grow, there 's nobody 

growing along with you. The rest of the popdation jmt stays still. I don'? jzrst meml ~ h e  

rrorr-A borigi~iul pop~~Iuiiur~, 1 m r m  rhe A borigiitai edicators roo. 13eylre concemed with 

other things. i%ere's no clear direction, m ~ d  like, how could there be ? Yozr cadt make 

people want the same thirigs you want, or the things you want them to zrnderstautd 

Teresa: What ktnak of other things are they concenred with ? 

Lyn: I giress their fmiiy. Of cuzcrse y m  have to have a fmiiy. And thatk their lrje too. 

And so I don't kmw. It's not that I think t h  people arentt wurking hard enotcgh, I e e s s  

that 's the thing, there jtrst are,itt enmgh of zis. [We 're/ Watchbtg tv, or p(ayng bingo 

[she laughs] . . . 

Teresa: One of the most important things Deloria emphmbes is relatioriships ancl 

interrelatiomhips. Just becmse this happened aid that happene4 that does not mem 

that they are rrnreluted. Have to tmst thaf ihose two cvents me related in some 

mysterious way. 

Lyn: I think I know what ymi meart. Weil that's jzist the way l ahvays think . . . Like when 

yotr're going thrmigh a dttfiaift thing. Like tulhiig to older people. I remember Nella's 

mom taking abait her job, goitig throzrgh a diffmlt tirne, and she said: well I know I'rn 

going to l e m  something from this, and Itm going to figure orrr what it is. niat-i what I 

think too. Z kiow I h  stipposed to leam somethingjrom this once I think it through, then 

1 c m  p i  i f  into perspective. 

Post-Conversation 

Teresa: How h m  this research process and these conversations on identity, how have 

~hey Mected you? 

Lyn: WelZ becairse 1 have this po[iticui perspective on people, and I ahuays ask, 'W3a1 

dms this mean for me?", there were a lot of things thut yotr wrote in there [chapter three 

on i&ntityJ thut I recognized in The leaving home. Thut har been a big part of 



my thinking and my li$e because I 1 0  Saskatchewan . . . Na allowing that part of it to 

corne to the surface but now I reaiize that yeah, that's what it real& is: t u f i d  oict more 

about myselftoo . . . 

Teresa: You reaiized that yoti were in the same position as . . . 
Lyn: As ali of the people who leave home: the patteni for the mainstream society. At 

the m e  time. becairse I've been dohg al2 thut work with First Nations Studzes I2. and 

jmt beitig in a place a d  a p c e  of mind where I'm total& thinhg abair hmowlge: 

Aboriginal knowledge and how y m  want to ~each that. It 's u realiy comfonable, exciting, 

and motzvating place. 

Itm in a reiatiomhip wzth a non-Aboriginal person. and I started to think about 

h m  the politics is personal, that I am not beirig true to my identity . . . I realiy begm to 

pestiotl whether this is w h t  I reafly wmit to do unci to question the whole refationship. 

Jist the things that have happened over the past year overfmily, and conflcts over 

values. came to the nrrjae in my rnirzd to the point where I felt thut, yotr knuw, 1 have ro 

make a deczsio,~ about whether this zs the righî thirtg to do, whether this is the way I want 

to sperrd the rest of rny Ive. 

With the Aborigmai people [at FN 121 the experience war so good [rewmding, 

Lyn iarer cimfied] t h t  (1 thmght about what it would be likel to have that experience 

all the lime. 

Teresa: 5'0 it relates back to what y m  were Wing about your job, how yoti 've been 

doing i f  for the past fifreen years, you're always explainzng things [and explaining 

ymrselfl. Y i  feel thut there isn't growth moirnd yorr. How you are ahvays ewplai~~ing ir 

rather thcm iiving it or livÏng inside of it. 

Lyn: Thatk it. G d .  [she lmïghs really hard]. me other thing l thmght when I read 

the [îranscript] war that here is a really howledgeable person [we lmgh] . . . 

Teresa: Didym see that ironic perspective t h  you brîtig? Did you recognize that in 

your words? 

Lyn: [no&] Y d ,  because that's h m  I think I nrt thut pmi off when I'rn talking to a 

lot of non-Aboriginal people I try to be a snaighfor~arddperson. I don? share the 

Ïronic things because they mzght not know where 1 ' .  comingfrom. 



Teresa: Zhey might not understand yuu. Like [your reference to] bingo. 

L p :  Yeah, right. [She laughs hard again]. lfeel like in my work Itm ahvays haxing tu 

be this other person in a way. lt 's not my m e  person. It 's suppressing those other 

[ironie. himorms] commetzts. Imtead I just ahays tiy to be c h .  It 'î ahuays a delight 

just to be who y m  are. 

p e  retumed to the topie of Hmpturi's sri generis Indiml edircation]. 

Lyn: R'hrri you cire mriruluting Aborigrnai eûucatiori jbr aim-culirm or lessons. your 

foais is on how to ieuch Aboriginal stzrdents, because that is ahvays what ym are asked 

to do. Yarr have to put it within a framework that has to do with Western edtication. and 

you know that it d m t t  go there. The smictiires have to evolve from Aborigrgrruti 

knowledge. It [Hampton's argument] made a lot ofseme to me that it would. ami it 

cuuld, mrd it c m  

Terem How do y m  see your role in [achieving] that? 

Lyn: Weil if's reali'y irileresting becmse someonc recendy asked me, 'W?zat woukdym~ 

ihink of the ideu of a Fimi N~ti011.s school?" He said: '7 dodt want you tu thitut thut I 

beiieve in segregmion or wvthii~g like that br(t what do yorr think of that idea?" ! suid '7 

think it's a greut idea. Can I be the prir~cipui?" [she lat~ghs / . . . 
Teresa: n e  distinctive thing is that the st@are Aboriginal 

Lyn: And fhe knowledge. The snirctirres would be AburipnuI . . . It woirid be ope11 to 

other members of society btrt with otrr knawledge, m r  smcnires, mr  ieachers . . . 

Teresa: What about my own resemch qvproach? m a t  has been ymir respotise lo thut? 

Lyn: I was ahvays  onderi ring about how yoü, being non-Aborigiml, were gang to do 

this. Ymi 're hming these conversations with A burigmul writers, and there 's ahvays the 

fem that yoir worh will be opproprîated Ym hww, the whoie disctrssim about 

qpropriation and voice. mzd whose words me they, ami who's benefirng. I jirst 

wo~dered how p u  were going to deul with t h .  Btrt I dicin't suy arrything. [she Iatigh]. 

%t being pan of rny non-confrontatrmal nature. Once I read ymr chapter I m thut 

ym weren'i prete&g to be sorneone who you weren't. Ym were achowledging the 

place where y m  were comingfrom, und t h  was a big relzeJ When l read that pan or 

when I realized where you were guing with IM, I thmght: Right on! 



Teresa: How about the fuct that I rely a lot on Native mthors? Did you notice thar? 

Lyn: l k t  made me want to read some of them. For exmnple, the part abmrt P& 

Gum> Allen when she's t a lhg  about one of her mrdents who's mying the reason there's 

al2 this wnring now is because we realize we 're gozng to diqpear .  I had corne to thut 

point in my position as Coordimtor . . . I'm ahvays trying tu thinkr Where dws this go? 

Whut wmld be the purpose of doing this? We have to sturt wrzting Our OWFI stories und 

Jfizdiirg our owz voiczs. B~acaiisd rig& iîm orrr ki& urr ii~vclly gel fitg ury~i~itig, irr lrrrns 

of what's represerited in books . . . k t  [pasuge] helped me to realize that we need to 

develop a literute mutive] comm~ity. 

Teresa: I read Gunn Allen d~fferently . . . She pestions her own Indzmness: of how she 

qpears from the outside. Whai she said reminded me of the myth of the j'anishing 

Indian* mtd I wondered whether it was rhe 'rame' myth but comirzgfrom a d~fferent 

direction . . . It's interesting thut you had u dgerent take m the s m e  passage from Guntt 

Allen. 

Lyn: Well y011 kzow I thmght about ~hat whe~l I read thut pan m ~ d  I thotight this is the 

Yanishing Indiun myth. But t h  I thought, no, if's coming from this A bongr~tal m'ter, 

so in a sense they're ri&. S e ' s  nghr. I mean, I can see that happening with my own 

famziy mui my own child Ihat's pmrly whut led me to usk al1 of those hard pestions. 

So no, I didn't think t h  On the one M i  know there me a lot of things that are being 

replaced but on the other h d  there is an increasing popkition. Somebody said 

something interesring: '"Pretty soon we 're ull going to be white." A m i  then someone else 

& 'Yeah. but we won? hme the same culture. " I thought, yeah we coirld al1 be 'white: 

but we wm't ail have the m e  culture. Crrlture will make the d~fference. 

I don? think I Imk anyîhing dzferent from Cree or Aboriginal. Nome ever 

assmes t h  I'm anyone else. It makes me wonder whai t h  experience ts like for 

someone who dwsn't look Aborïgmul. It mrst be really hmd . . . [Sorneotze I hm/ said 

that when she'i with Aborigimrlpeople, she recognises them but they dm't recognzze her. 

She soys thar it S reullyfnr~rruting atui h a !  

Teresa: But when she starts talkntg, do they recognire her? By the kmcLr of things that 

she says? 



L p :  Yeah. Eventually, maybe. mat reminds me of a question 1 M thut a guy mked 

me: "Do you have any White ance+?" I 'Wo. No, I don't think so. " Now that I 

think about it there probably was, because I have Metis ancesty so there must have been 

a white person way back t h e .  I ~hought to myse& "Gee, I h e n ' t  been &d that 

question for a long tirne." I wonder what they're thinking when they ask that question, as 

ifthey're q i n g :  She must have some white blwd in her to be thar sntart. 

T~I-~Y;  GUWZ M m  iîtks ubui~~ vwlishirig (11 l ems of where she IS in rhe irniversity. O j  

beirig marginalized. or being put on the mmgins . . . It's vanishing as a biending or 

mixing of al/ these dgerent identities that I disagree with . . . I guess I see a danger in 

that. 

Lyn: Yeah. I do too. 

Teresa: A cianger t h  is al1 the more insidiutrs becmse it is comingfrorn a Native 

persun. 

Lyn: Yeah. I thutight: it'sfine for her ro be miiitiniltrrrai, b~it I'm not. 

Teresa. C m  you claborcite on t h ?  Why do yoic reszst being called or calhg yoirrsrlf 

thal? 

Lyi: Becmise that is what is pit out there, thai the Aborigtnal perspective is jzrst one of 

rnmy nrlîures t h t  make rrp Canada . . .if we're jusr one of mmy nhires. rhere's no sich 

thing as haMng a right. Mt~itiairlt~rullism is not recognizing mir A borigtrtal rights . . . 

Teresa: m e n  yoir were talking abour Banks' dis~rssion of identity and how thut made 

some sense to you, the question I had when I rend that part over was: Do you thirik First 

Nations identity is mi ethnic identity? How do yau interpret fhat word 'ethic'? 

Lyn: I think if's a bridging word It probabij developed in the sinies und seventies when 

Indm people were demnnding to be heard: Indian Cunttol of  Indiun Ea4icmatlon . . . 

EIhnic is just a word some academic came up with [Teresa laughs] to describe some 

process t h  we cmld d l  relate to, the non-Aboriginal to the Aboriginal person . . . To 

me ethnic helps y m  get to thut place where you c m  say, yeah 1 have a culture. I have 

ethniciq I thmk it's maybe use@ t h  way. When henm teaching First Nations Snrdies, I 

don 't q: let's look at all of the A borïgiMI ethnic groups in B. C. Inreuà l say: we are 

going to look at the Aboriginal ridons. 



M d  

Teresa: Whm do yau see m the role of a Narive Imiguage program in a First Nations 

commtmity ? 

Maggrè: I think it 3 a big, big, major role becaise we've had such a hard rime. We're a 

lost nution cmd we don? have mir identiiy. Kherere's lots of major things thut took m r  

identity cmoy. It w u  the schools t k t  we were put into and we were not allowed io speak 

our iaquage. Fe Ùidn'r Know mcr nanve w q s ,  we never wenr q e r  ourfood like mir 

pareltts did becmse we were taken awuy, so weheri we dori't have an identity, a lot of 

people me killing themselves. they 're dying because of the loss of who they me. &y 

don't know who they me or where they belorlg. &tk why I think - I dodt think, I know - 
t h  we're pshirig so hard to speak our langiage. We're makrng lots of mistakes doirig 

it. We're lemitig ari we go along. One Jay we're goma hit the jackpot and do the right 

thing, like ihe N w  Zealanders me doing [with the Maori Lut~gircge nesis]. Muybe t h ' s  

whai - really need to do. But it h a  to have support. It rnekes me feel good when I hem 

our leaders speahng our l~ngiages. They need io keep speahng otrr lm>giage so that 

ihey c m  kiow that mir language & important und it & a part of zts und it & a part of 

whrre we cornefrom and of who we me as a First Nations people. 

Teresa: So it's very important to contempormy echucation. 

Maggie: It is. 

Teresa: It's nor eriolrgh to leam English or do well in schwl. If's who you are as a 

person, 

Muggk: That's rinht waggie q s  forcefll'y]. Ifyot~ dorz't feel good ubmt who y m  

are, you're not going to do anything. rfymi start feeling good about who you are, then 

yolr star? lean~ittg. But as long asyori don? k m  who yoti are mdym have a block 

there of who y m  are, ym're not going to huve an eary time RI yutir lemzing. In fact a 

lot of students &op out. They're a lust tzation. I have some chikiZen and the 

grdchz[dien thPt me los  because o f  thut, and that's where I feel thut if's a realiy big 

 mon^ word thut we need to find out who we really are amibe prmd of it but some kids 

don 't wmt io be Nmives, iIhey're ashamed to be N i e s .  

Terem Here? 



Muggie: I uked them and some of them said "I'm not Indian.." 

Teresa: Where do you think they get that from? 
M m e :  They're not p r d  ofwho they are. AII they see is bad Natives or hem bad 

things about what we me, t h  we 're nothing but cihuzksks So we need to begin to ratFe up 

strong w o ~ l e ,  get them to go over io aII the schools ami tell them who they me and 

where they are and why they becmne the way they are. 

Tttr2sa; Rok nrdels 

Magge: Role rnodels. Strona role models. Becairse it's mtzird for us as people to have 

someone to look up to. We need more of our own people to build zcp mir esteem. II's 

really imponant we do. Y m  really need that supportfrom the home tw.  Every home 

tzeedr to support accornplishments even if theytre small. When my grar~&idF would take 

paintings home, I wotrld tell my girls. "Don't throw it awqy. hmx  it r r ~ ,  let them see how 

proudym are of whnr theytve done." Whe>zyou encourage hem so rnvch, they wml to 

do more. ahuuys. Th7haits what I've watched the linle ones do al/ these yems. It's a really 

big important thitig for them to be praised for theiheir little accompldishme~~ts and as they 

gruw bigger, y m  just keep on praising them and they know when it's naturai and they 

know when it '.Y faRe; when if's jzîst wordr aiid when ymi really mean it. 

Teresa: First Nations Schwl Boarh want childien to l e m  their naditiotu but they a h  

want them to be nrccessjiil in the "mitside" [motioned in quotes] worid Do those îwo go 

toge ther ? 

Maggie: It's good.  YI^, they do, they do, but they hove to know who c m  do it and who 

cm~% They have to be able to help those that cmz?,fi,d out where those mrdents are at, 

m d  help them in those arem where they're good at. They're not al1 going to become 

teachers and they're not al1 going to become mirses md doctors. Ym listen und you 

watch whcir the kidr are good at, a d  thut's the native way. And then y m  encourage it. 

When the elders hzuw there 's a speaker, they do eve~ything to he fp shar speaker, f dit's in 

their fmily. 

Teresa: Encourage them. 

Ma*: Yeah. L z k  rny mom did tu me. She ahuays made me - or more or Iess almost 

Wzd of ptrshed me - into being her puker. 1 ahays  had to qeak for my mom. I was 



very uncornfortable with it, but it !s okay. I c m  ~ e a k  to you and it 's because of what she 

kept pushing me into. I keep encouraging anyone that I know thut can be a speaker, or 

whatever they 're good at. 

Teresa: And what they're not so good ut, to help them with it us much as y m  can. 

Maggie: Ym have to encourage them and not discoiruge t h .  I say to them: " 1 knw 

ymi c m  do it. " I huve utle grcnhhghter who keeps suying, "7 c m  't du if, I c m  't do it! " 

"Oh. t rhznkyri cm, ymi jtm h e p  prilctici~~g. Praciice m&s p @ c ~  3/iJL, kr 's@iJ 

mrt what y m  can't do and let's try it. Shaw me whut y m  can 't do and then work with 

that. " Just k e p  doitig it. îmd then when they do it. y m  see the light iti their eyes and 

then they're rem& to keep Qing. They may get discmraged again but yorr just keep 

doing it. Those me the ones thut we keep losing in the schooi, the ones thut need that 

Iittle e m a  eticuz~rugement. 

Teresa: People tuk abmt the Jzfference between native ehcatioti. I mem. traJitiot?af 

ways of teaching in native comrnunities, and mains~eam ehcation What do ymi feel? 

Do yoir feel they're dzflerettt, simiim or is rhere m overlap? 

Mugge: I think there ncedî to . . . yeah. I think there's a di@rence, I thit~k yorc need to 

reach buth, und I think that-i the goal of mrr commirniv is to teach both becmise lhey 

m t  our kidr tu be sirccesg5firl wherever they chmse, like if they choose to just /ive here 

or to move out. so they need both. I f  they go mit, rhey have to kmw the other, t~ot jzrst 

First Nations traditions. But those t h  are good ai whatever goes ot1 in out= communiity, 

they would benefirfrom i f .  

Teresa: And be successjùl here. 

Maggïe: And be successfi here. 

Teresa: Ir's kind of gomg back to what their snength is. encouragirtg whatever it is . . . 

that grfr you see in them. 

Maggie: And it doesn't happe11 ovemight. Il's a iongprucess. So it goes bock to the 

pmetjts. They're the ones that biow the kids. Thev're teachers. P m i t s  me teachers. 

K k y  knm whm rheir kids cm do and whar they cm'r do. 114 their respons-biiity ?O 

infonn the teachers. 

Teresa.- Do you think they do thotigh? 



Maggie: Clh-uh. 7%eyfre afraid of the school. 

Teresa: Why is t h ?  

Maggie: Becmse of the residentiai school and incidents thar hcippened with some 

teachers, not al1 teachers, just some tha were mthority frgures. Whatever rrpbringing 

the teorhers had. they brotght it with them. So some of m r  kidF mffered Theyplfed 

right act of schoolI They don't want to be involved with it. My brother had an incident 

where k jolrght rooih ma' nazi wrth iiimseif ro mer1 come m and confro,tt one oj'the 

teachers . . . 

Teresa: To actually come in the building? 

Maggie: And to confront him with what he did He cried and cried because of how he 

felt about school. It's jnst thi,igs like that that cmse them to not want to be here. Not all. 

Some have a realiy sirccessjïil experience in the school. so I giress it 's jzrst whoever ym 

are or whatever happened 

Teresa: O w  parent remernbered coming down ihe halhvay of the old part of the school, 

and had overcome ihat fear, but still remrntbered rn>d had strong . . . 

M a g e :  Fhhback. kind of; eh? 

Teresa: Yeah. we sperzd so much a par! of mr  early lije in school. I remember my 

elementary school really vividly und if the experiettces were bad, then . . . 

Maggie: Yotc don 't forget. 

Teresa: Yeah. Ym do& forget. 

Muggie: Uh-hhh So thafs a big issue, the residential school. a big, major isme. That 

rnakes yolr who you are . . . tmhv. 1 feel like it's tzot your tme identiiy becairse ihings 

were taken away from ym. But I think a lor of oin people are gone already. the orles thut 

are real hurt. But men the kiak have the effect of it. 

Teresa: You mean gone. y m  memi they're parsed a w q  

Maggie: Yeah, passed away. Brit il's Gected the kick too because we 're the w q  we are. 

Teresa: The attitudes. . . 

Muggie: Everythzng &îbrggie wys in a & m t  m t  voicej. Haw we are as a person. Brit 1 

thznk thclt's something that m r  people h g  onto. m e  ones that were lefl behind niey 

h g  onto extended fmily. Aflmyfirst crnsim are my sisters. Even if l have jnst 



biological sister, they're my Mers, su I'm not alone. Like my sister is sick right now, so 

I'm not really alme because of my other sisters. îRut's the way of ol<r people. It's a 

g& good way and if's a good thing that they inmg onto h i  cause it 's something thut 

m r  people ahvavs do, they ahvays support one anoiher. 

Nefla Nelson 

Teresa: So w h a ~  is communi~? W?mt does it mean for ym? 

1Vella: Commun1 y 1s a word that everybody bandies abmrt. 'Ym 've got IO get the 

commzrni@ [involved] . . . ': but for me comrmrniiy meuns living it, being out there, 

mpporting other agencies, attendingfi4nctions m d  being there to show thut yozr are part 

of the community. 1 thid ifymi talk about community from a distance, then yorr don't 

fee l the connection. 

Y m  have your comrnunity thut y m  work with, y m  have ymr commwtity thut y m  

[ive with, you have y w  community thai's attached to nrltrrre. I think thar there are ways 

to pull rhem together. But rfyor tulk aborlt cornmrmi~, as an mchuir  cornmrrnity 

person, by ihar I mean yozr talk about community but you don't go out there. then y m ~  

have a real problem with connection For me community is being out there, being 

involve4 doing things and corvteciing it ro y w  home, ymr fmiiy, your workp(ace. and 

recognizing thut we hate tons ojwork to do. With ail the agencies thar we have, we're 

not getting the job done. The needr are greater thun the ammcnt of people . . . A phrase 

rhat I constrmtiy use is creating a sense of place and belongrng . . . It's airnos Zike y m  

have to go in with three or four or five people becmse ifymr don't gel t h  seme of 

beionging, ym leave. î l e  other erpect I think about m r  people and h m  they see the 

world is lhe fact t h t  when y m  go tu do your work andyou go to do ymr training, y m  do 

it for your people, you do it becarcse ymi 're rnoving into service for your people. na t k  

not to suy that you don? want to creare a better lifeqle for ymrself - thafs definitefy 

piut of it - but when I'm interviewed abmct my people, I -y: I'm here to work for my 

people; t h k  the ultirnate g d .  

Teresa: Cm y m  tell me more about thal? How dws what you're doing in service for 

your people come buck to theni and come back to ym? 



Nella: As a First Nations person, I think I uhvays recogni& and again it 's come 

thrmgh the teachings of my parents, and in an interesting wqy - the older I get, the more 

I recognize it - ~har sense of service, faimess andjustice. Growing irp in commercial 

fishing. Being i~ntolved on a fish b a  where y m  worked us a rem. Everybociy needed 

euch other to make the set and get the job done. Male mui female roles were totally 

b lended Everybody worked on deck and did the st ig they t~eeded to do. We hired 

peopiejrom the comrnuniy who haa'dtf/ictdry gemng jobs m other areas. Bose were 

rhe kind of teachings that laid a foindztioon for me. 

I look at my great-grcurdmother, Jme Cook, and her picttîre with the A Ilied 

Tnbes of BC, and she was mît there with a political voice at that tirne. So il's been there, 

thut movemetzt, md ym do it for ymr people. 1 wonder sometimes what it wmld bc like 

to go to a job, do the job cmdyolrr job is finished for the dq: you jm Iive yozrr own fife. 

I can't comprehend it. Il's just not in my reulm . . . 

Well, the oorher thing is havittg come from A Iert Bay, arid my hsbundfrom 

Kingcome, I ihittk t h  for me otw of the stro~lgest things ir~ beirig corutectrd to my home 

was ulI those chiI&en that have lived with zis. Ali the chz/&en that came, that became 

part of our fives. 7 i b  became spirit-fefiderr. supporters* rmrhrrers . . . 

Teresa.: Thar's a beairtiful phrase. Spirit-lenders. 

Nella: I doti't like to cul2 it foster parenting. I do fuster, h i  I h l  4 Iike the term. Maybe 

becmse we're SM comected . . . what Ifind really neat is sometimes whetz I'm walki~tg 

down these halls or I go to meetings, 1 see, for example, kidçfrom Kingcome. We 're: 

"Hi': Sometimes evetybody's a bit more formui but what's neat is when they go home in 

the summer and l go home, (we ?el going dom the r d ,  going up the river. 1 thirik t h  

corinection hm been as important a thread flor them] er it hm been for me. Ym think, 

%ey that 's great ': to be in those two enviroriments; you go back and forth. I think thar 

haî developed a reul strong thread for me and sense of connectiott. 

It 's also iri senice. 

It's also in hmnng m r y m g  kids . . . [one] grda ted  when he was 16, and hm 

gone back and forth, and aII the time. he's teaching, teaching teuching; teuching sortgs, 

stories. h i m .  He's been here for three weeks and l've leamed three new songs. That's 



a reol gifr of culture lied in with community md eùucation. &t's living for me. All of 

the feasts. i??~atL living. 

One of the things is when we bought mr house we hadfive chzldren We botrght a 

really big house for our kih. If's ended up that we've hosted a lot of feasts. a lot of 

gatherings in our hmrse. and I've thought, i f1 had a linle hmse I wouldft be able to do 

this . . . It's so important. and I realire I wmld be so lost withmt it. 

i f i d  w i w  yuir do h l ,  srri,rg LUIJ kirtg involveti in the culnrre, 1 can ab rhis 

kind of work, il giws me the strength to do fhis kind ofwork Sometimes when yozr get 

your grha tes  and they're not moving, thal's w h  gives me the snength tu go on. Some 

of those young people. they may t~ot have gradüuted, but they knmv w h  they are. At a 

later point, they wili go back . . . 
Teresa: I was looking ut the @finisny/ stan'stics thar y m  gave me tu read I'm sutprised 

by the mmber of off reserve studenis thal me in school, you know, cornpared to the 

rnimber of on reserve. It seems like a lot. 

Nella: Yeah, l i h  Kictoria i fs  10 % on and 90 % ofi 

Teresa: I know before ym've told me abmct the diflc112~ ojthat ~attsition from reserve 

to the city. I wanted to askyou abour t h .  But I also wanted to ark y m  about ymr 

experiences, becairse you grew zrp otz reserve. How have those experiences inflrmced 

yoir as a Firsr Nations person? How are those experiences dlffereni from or similor to 

some of the stzcdents'? 

Nella: I thinkfor me, Ifrn glad I grew tcp on rez . . . Ifve leurned so much from cornmzcnity 

and the connecrion to the land and the water. . . I mean when ymc 're ymngyou dodt 

realize but when yorr're older. y m  totally reaIize the cornection t h  hqpens. You're 

going: Oh my god 

inose are t h g s  tlaarym c m  &ring to the cig tu he(p y m  slrvive . . . We used to 

go up to ffiight Inlet (rsawudi) with our fmily every yem from the time I was six years 

old to fireen yems old to make edachon oïl and that was & highlght of our lfe. The 

fifieen of us p c k d  on a boat going rp to make euluchon oil . . . When you've had that 

experience, you c m  go to thPt quiet place in the city; you know thai feeling. Ami 

sometimes it's that feeimg or t h  place that @es p u  the strength. 



Like I said, the other rzight my dad was toiking about travelling across the smd,  

it was rnicihight anù he thmght we'd fallen overboard We were on the bow of the bout 

looking in the water. we were just gening ready to go to bed It 5 u beuutl~d night. AI1 of 

a sudden everylhing shuts down, and my brother and me say: "Gee. what's going on? 

Sotrnds Zike dad is runni,tg armnd " He thought we'd fallen overboard But wht  

facinated irs was we had our blankets, and we were hangng over the bbow of the bout 

u ~ d  wu~chifig ~ h e  water lhut was lir up, yolr hmv, the lire-warer nrgh, with the spmkii~~g 

lights in the wmer. We were so enthrafled by that pichre that we were there for horrrs. 

My dad wes saying: "Oh, h m  I am gobtg to tell Mother the kids huve died" me Iût~gh]. 

I remember thut moment, and I remember the trmiquility of the ntght and the water 

wm' t  rough, it was just beatinw. . . 

As for the childrrn in the city, the connecrion . . . Thar's why ir becomes really 

critical to offer those opportunities for them to get art, even ifitk for a day. to get out on 

the canoe. a crrltural event, to start tu open their eyes mxi what they experietice will 

awaken something . . . 

Teresa: Do y m  know about Sheila Te Hemep and that article she wrote -7 [Nella 

indicutes nu/. M TEP d e n t s  who were tahng Anthropology at (IBC broicghr a c o m m  

to her. There was a pattern emergi,tg of cornplaints abmt how it was being fmght, and 

how they as Nmive people were being apprwched in ciass, so I was kind of inrerested to 

heur abmit ymr awn experiences in Anthropology. How har that trai~iing shqed the 

way that y m  see education now, and research too? 

NeiZu: WeYell if's interesting because when I went htto Anihropology. ii came mri of a 

desire to know other pans of my history, which you know in the e a d j  to lute 60 's. we 

were just being allaved to corne out of the closet. . . It was certain& inieresting times f i1  

the process becatise in one of my courses 1 wrote a m e r  for, I used some of my 

experïences in the ViIhges - dflerent aspects of ismes refated to the l a d  and the burial 

sites md the beliefs arutmd the viirits, about how they were in the trees; I c m  

remember when I war y m g  and we used to do the h tdedyard  &h - d y o u  were 

jut brought up ail the time with fhe m e s ,  right? So I remember there were times when 

. . . and 1 wam't verbal at thal rime, not at all, but I sat down and looked at the pen on 



paper and the profssor had faiied me, ami l thmght how could he fail me? My hisrory 

is nothing relared to the books and to the m e s ,  and i'm t e lhg  you, I'm te lhg you oirr 

story. It wus the one time I really took that challenge to meet with the prof: I said, I 

disagree with this. niese are rxperiences of my people! î 3 s  is what Irve written, these 

ore my experiences, this is whar Ifve been told. these are the stories t h t  go with this. 

Then I go tu him and .y: I wunt yarc to re-red this, to re-read this und re-mark this btrt 

-/ lu r e d  il /rom my perspective. So k look if away and* he ciid He carne back and he 

gave me anoiher grade. But it wmld have jirst been lep. It was ahuuys a chuiImge 10 do 

the mthropological perspective and to g h n  m t  what injiict was your reality . . . 

A lso with m r  own people. Y m  know, ir wamlt something yotc advertised. 'Yeah. 1 

have a degree in Anthropology, or Socioiogy ': II was ail silent kind of stitf/; otrr people 

were stiii angry with the grave robbers. And then trying to move thirtgsftom that 

perspective . . . it was then I reaiked how critical it w m  for them (m~thropologists/ to 

mzderstmtd what wmt on i r ~  the psi .  The rliflailties in relaling to the present md the 

firrzrre. 

Teresa: Ifve seen rhat, btit I imagine ym've seen that too, i~z designing arrriczdtin?. 

Neila: Especially yes. De key is to &aw the thread through. Il's bue we need PJ 

understumi where we've cornefrom and h m  werve lived but alsu we need to irnderstand 

the transition und the change so yolt don't have a cal1 like they received at the Frieridship 

Centre the other d y f r o m  a lady in E~~gIand, 'We were wonderit~g ifyoti could take ils on 

tour to visit the Indium in their natzrral setting'! Is this n jok?.  The question kind of 

strmmarises the dtflculty of trying to make anthropology a living, djnamic process . . . 

Energy never dies, emrgy trm~$orms into miother shqe. As they say, zs there 

mry other nutzoriality or race thal is jiidged by stuying in their part? Like the First 

Nations people me? They hm>enft beeji a l h e d  to change. and so that becomes the 

challenge. 1 I d  a young Masters student corne to interview me on racism. I said it's 

becmse y m  know who you are that yuzi c m  bridge, and to have her final statement tu 

be: '%%a does it feel Me for ym to be assimiated? H w  does it feel?" After this 

great b~teniew. It proves that t h e ' s  this mindset that gels stuck. 

Teresa: W h t  is the place of resistrmce in First Ndi0n.s identity? . . . 



Nella: If's. . . having the strengrh to say: I needym to hem whut I have to say. Even 

now if i'rn in certain situations and I'rn confident 1 hw who I am and 1 know where I'm 

at, there me still times thut I'm silenceci, becmrse maybe if's not CI safe time. I will never 

dispute it in the sense that I will ahuays think about it andfigure mrt a wway to bring the 

issue fonvard, if1 cm't do it in t h  verbal way at thut time. For m srudents. thar hm  

been u real challenge. We 're still dealit~g with dlffering perceptions. We hud an incident 

recendy where a chda' did vey  well on some resting und one of rhe sa# brotrghr rt to one 

of the teachers and t h t  person ma': Oh, she's pretty smart for a . . . [Nella leaves off 

the end but we know how thut phrase jinishes]. It 5 still there. Again. as we know 

non-verbal messages are so powerfirl. It 's hard to battle them . . 

Teresa: Do ym jînd thut yoir c m  change people within thut framework. Is the 

framework sh~j?ing becmse yolr me there to say, with yoirr voice. okny thzs is m e  and 

this is m e  and this is not tme. Is there a shifr happening? 

Neila: I think there 's a general, h m  would you say it? A social conscie~tce. I've becorne 

part of ihe social corscieme of the shij ihut's happening. the awarrrtess thut5 

happening. A social conscience for ail people. ml jirst Firsr Nations. 1 thiibtk what we 

have here when ail these people are saying, 'kte need to look at this': is a lot of strotig 

political and social will. Principals and district adminiistratio~z are recognizhg: this is 

not a First Nations issue; this is a system's issue. We afl have fo look ut ozrr role i~ it and 

what we c m  do to make a diflerence. I ihink that thar I've never felt that momentzrm as 

strong m I do right now . . .Itm not saying fhat il's not challengtng to work wirhin a 

system thut is very concrete, seqrrenttai. and orgunired. But I think t h t  's when your 

creativity c m  corne . . . 
Post-Conversation 

Nella: It was interesting to read it [the ~ m s c ~ t p t /  in a wnwntten fonn and see it framed 

t h  wuy. It îriggered some things too, seeing how it was written. How do I move thal 

concept out, how do I e-d on it . . . I c d d  also see where nty threah ran rhroirgh 

over m extendedpenod of conversatlSatloti, how they wmld cornefdl circle and weave 

together. 



Teresa: Have you had thut sense before? Wm it because of being able to see in a 

wrïnen fonn in the tmnsctipt? 

Nelh: No i hw the wïzy i speak. That is my style, to pull things together and weave 

them through. I thirik when it cornes to a literd sense of lookrng at if. it brings a 

dzflerent perspective because there's a dlfferent voice when y m  say i f ,  and there's a 

dzfferent voice when itk written. 

irreso; Otrr of h e  h i f ~ g s  /iWI 1 r~utice, und il's frmed in the wuy ihar i'm wnnng rhrs 

chapter, is the language; the words rhat people choose, iike plZing or thrending or 

ptrlling the thread thrmgh. i pay  close attention to those wordr became those are the 

worris that make the connections or where connectior~s start to pull together. They start 

to fom a &ïnd of 

Nella: Pattern. 

Teresa: Righr. Pattern. 

Neliu: Yeah, mzd I think that's m e  that there 's themes and work und wuys and 

metaphors, the way t h  yotr express yotrrselfmzd yorrr experierzcc . . . whm I'm spraking, 

I usz~ah'y use a lot of rnotqhors from commercialfishing, like brailing, ba~ling mid the 

nets and the weaving of nets. 

Teresa: mat was mother question 1 had As I was readi~zg the transcript and ail of the 

tirnes I have ever tdked to you, I have had the sense thar your identity is something, I 

don't want to use the word resoived. but something that you feel senrre about md stmng 

in. i was going to ask ym if that was a process of getting to there, or whether it w m  

ahuays there? 

Nella: No it wusn't ahuays there. It w m  ahvays there in the sense of knowing I'm ml 

Indicm person, and growing irp on reserve. ïihe ~lnrggle came in the name-caIling; being 

cailed Nigger, Aunt Jemima, Midnzgh. 1 think it brmght me into corzfict with he  colour 

of my s k  i ahuays thznk about t h  I wani 't ashamed 10 be indian, but I didn't Iike the 

c o l w  of my skin. 1 never ever denied my race or the fact ttmt I wm Indian; I jzist wished 

t h  my s h  were ligh~er. Another part of my identity w m  the fact that my g r h o t h e r  

was an interpreter ut the potlatch muls. 23ere war a lot of s h e  attached that was 

commun@ s h e  put on the fmiiy because theit belief was. y m  helped to wipe out the 



potlatch. 1 I d  to struggle being a part of the C d  family yet Fom] al1 the research or1 

the potlatch trials and on Gr-, a lot of the wordr were taken mtt of context; whoie 

sentences or paragraphs weren't included by people doing research or ztsing thar 

docirmentation. When we go home. we do take the time to go Msir our dzfferent elders 

m ~ d  it's ma-ing hmv mmy of them will say: "Oh your gramy, I lovedymr gra~m~y, she 

wm such a qecial woman . . . " . . . Even the elders called her Granny. So it was 

curnitrg [O grips wifh /hu/ bukurce und coming ro rems wish saying maybe her roie wmi't 

h m  people saw it: maybe there was another context. She w m  not opposed to the 

potfatch per se bat what it had evolved into: how chiidet1 went withmtt . . . 

Teresa: Whal abmt tenninoiogy? I've been asking everyme abmt this . . . First Nations, 

Aborigivtal, Nutzve . . . 
Nella: I prefer to be called First Nations. Il's not to exchde anybody. It's inclt~sive of 

ail indigenms people and that's ahuys been air [FNESD] philosophy . . . With Ittdiun, 

some of mir elders say, ' h m  born an Indian, Ifm going to die an Ikiian. " . . . It 's a 

legal word. . . but the eiders zise it i~1.7 dzflere~lt wuy . . . We SV: 'We're goi,lg hrdiun 

cLmcing. 'Vt's still hurd to SV, ' We 're going First Nations dmlcing. " Tkre are certain 

contexts where if's okay to use it . . . 
Teresa: I wanted to ask y m  again aboiri the social co~wcience and how big of a role that 

plays in what pu do. 

Neila: We m Fimt Nations people cati work to mobzlke thi~lgs brtt . . . because we're 

nrch a minority (a d l  part of the population) we need people to recognize what the 

soczaf issues are. And that there is a coriscimts level for understanding what the issues 

me. And it is for the bettemit of all. 

Teresa: So social comcience means the consc~~t~sness raising of the people in society: 

colonization, discrimination, racism. So when y m  're acting as a social conscience, whar 

me you doing? 

Nella: Part of it is increasing the awmenesr. bringing fonuard knowIedge on issues. I 

strongly believe for myself t h t  when I veak in pirbfic . . . e~peciaily in a general 

context, the key is to maintain an open mi& heuri md spirit. When you're doing that 

sociaI comcience, you 're not throwing people agaimt the wall and dimping collective 



gzdt on t h  because we can't move them t h  way . . . And so being a social conscience 

is about bridge-building . . . 
Teresa: When you use literature, you can't heip but have a reprise, and thet1 in sharing 

about that respome, issues and msurnptio~zs mid prejudices rise to the suvace. 

Literutwe is an effective vehicle for teachhg. One prejudice that I nhvays encounter is: 

First Nutzons people apprwch things thar way because they're comingfrom an oral 

/ rd i l io f~ .  I"nings me ariribufed to the jbm: oral vernrs wrtnen, zsreeczd ofreah 

liaening to whal is being said Zhar prejudce slnrts art mi awureness of; for exumpie. 

contemp0r.y First Nàtions literatzrre. The oral hadition is pmt of it, but il's rlot the 

whole of it. 

Nellu: . . . There's mother pmt for me in public speukîng of going to thut pluce for 

spirit. Ym pray every time . . . one pmt of rhai is rny morn's teachings: You pray every 

tirne before you public speak . . The other part is for protection. because you're 

vulnerable when y024 speak. 

Ruth Cook 

Teresa: mu t  I'm wondering is how your idetitity became part of what yoir were doing in 

edicution, for example. ufl of the things thut shqed yoir m a person when y m  were 

growing up? 

Ruth: It carnefrom my mom's teaching ffm the rime I was little. I carried on the vnhes 

of our people. I went to reszdentiai schwl when I w m  seven und the transition was pretty 

mild compared to some people. We had choiccir. My mom had choices whether to send 

us or not. She herself went to a Mission School b1 Alen Bay under a principal - I think 

his name wer Mr. Corkey. By the time we werzt it was Mr. E. Anfied I hink because 

Mr. AMeId w m  so repcrftll of First Nations people und the fmi ies  t h  it set the m e .  

Teresa: Xkat must have been trtn~sual at t h  time. 

Ruth: Oh very. lrhe Iitrle villuge I c m e  from is called Village Isfimd. MmaliIikaIa. We 

had two rnissionm-es who settled there and they were su rerpecrful of the people that they 

woulh't even put their hotlse on I d :  they pur their hmse on stiIts by the rmd. . . ntar 

w m  myjkst interaction with non-Nmes and it was positive because they respected our 

people. 



With my mum !s experience being positive with schml, the second generation also 

îooked fonvmd to going to school. Mr. A~lfield - r d  I don 't think ym heur this 

anywhere else, I may be wrong - cmne tu our village twice tu introchcce himself to my 

sisrer ami I becmse they were p r e e n g  us to go tu residential schwl u year before we 

went. Twice he went out of his way to corne and visit us, rnuke himselfknown to zrs .  to tell 

ris about the routine und their expectations of us. whut would be going or? there at the 

iL'/100I. I dot1 'f fItitlk yuu gel rnuy prit~c~tpc'Is dvig h l .  

Teresa: No. The opposite. 

Ruth: Tora&. So we h k e d  fonard to going. Even t b g h  we reailj missed mir 

fmilies, we coufd go out wzd visit them OF, Saturihys when they were home. At certain 

times they would be out travelling and trapping and doirtg other things. î'ïte other 

thing îhal I didfindfnistruting was mi being able to speak arr Ianguage. i f  we were 

cmcght, [Rzcth demonstrates on her h a d  it was a tap with the mler, nof beaten fike olher 

people's sturies. Of course we spoke it when we were out in the yard plqing they 

cmîdlrz Stop that. 

II is normal thut y m  miss ymr famil'y and I war a ctiriotis kiJ. I was uhvqc. 

asking questions: 'Why is air imgrrage so bad?" My mpervisur said, 'Well. . . ': She 

was stumped for a while; for a good amer .  l gtgue. Then she m'd, 'Weil, we don? thin& 

yuir'll leam ar well rfyodre stifl speakrngyoirr imqpage." Of cmrrse I was bilingtial 

beccnrse l was aire* speuking English. i had no problem when I got rhere. So in my 

heurt, i knew what she said wem't right. But I had to ask t h  question. 

I ahpted becmse I went f i 1  with my ulder sister and I knew some of the ka3. they 

were from the Alen Bay areu and all up and d m ?  the C O C I S ~ ~  That was a good 

expetieme. of gening along with chîkdre)tfrom other nibes alung the caust. It ».as u 

good thing because so mmy rribes had little resertments aguinst one mother. 

I wczr forrumte that I wax well prepared beforehand I t h g h t  ail schwls were 

positive experiences l i k  mine. I wer absolu te!^ drrmbfouded md shocked when I hemd 

about ail the abuse that was going on in those schools. lt blew me away. It's su rare now 

thut people hem a positive e*penence. ïhey .y to me: "Are you in deniai?" 'Wope. I 

j u s  hppened to be vety blessed hming a goodpn~~cipal." 



Teresa: And he w a  there the whole time? 

Ruth: Thut I wm there. yes. He lefr a few yems later. From then on that school went 

downhill. Even the ministers abused the girls. 

Teresa: It jzrst gws to show what we were taiking about before, thut individ~als make a 

dzyerence. 

Ruth: Yes. oh definiteiy. 1 kmw my mother was very grfrd with a good voice. In fuct, 

d l t?  u s d  io br ubk îo sitg irf fhrre ucluvrs. One of rhe supervisers wmfed io i d e  hW ro 

Englmd for firrther training and of course the Iridim agent said, NO. I ~hznk that was 

one of my rnom's deepest sorrows and disoppoïntments in her I i j e .  that she couldi't go tu 

get this training for her beouhful voice. The Indian agent had total corztrol over ymr 

whole lijk; you had zo go ask permission. It was iike concentration camp in our villages. 

Il was horrible. 

Like I sqy. to ease their conscierice, todoy they have tu keep Native people's image 

d m n  to jus@ why they had to take ow l m 4  wh~t they had to have say over m r  [ives. 

because they diah't hiow how to run their own [ives. niat happerieci for centrcries, y021 

bmu, forcing us to stay in one place when allyem we worked With the dïfferent 

semons, we moved to differerii p a c s  It wm pleawmt, it was happy for 21s. 7hey wcmted 

to stop that too undput us ail in one village. niey culled us lay  Indians. Yet we were 

busy ail yeur rmind, gathering m r  food. bartering, socializing. jzrst havilg u go& lfe. 

I war fortirmte that rny rnuther wus ahuays very open-mimied I waç ahuaysfitll 

of pestions. She never & "Oh wmldyou s h t  i p  and go play mtszde!" She had 

putience and m e t e d  to the ben of her abiiities. 1 wm ahvays visiting the eiders and 

they never chased me away either. ïhey ahvays mzswered my questions. 

Ifeit sajé wzd h a p ~  und contented in mir M'Ikzge. I never wcmted ro go to Alen 

Bay. Thar was the big town where we w d d  go shoppirig. uwe hud a choice. we woz~id 

stuy with our mnties in the village; we didn't wmt to go tu Alert Bay. A lot of rimes otrr 

parents lefr us with mrr relatives and wenr shopping. We ddidt have to have mty toys. 

because we were coltstmitI~ making zrp w own gmes in the village andplq-ng d m  

the beach. it was so clemz. me beaches a k y s  had those ntce white shells. We Ye'dplq 

with the Relps und the sheils. We never ran out ofgmes to play. We wodd go ouf in the 



boats. Rere were md linle islands armmd Our viflage and we wodd go- islrmd to 

i s l .  p i c h g  the fresh plants t h  were edible and the pretty lirtle +ers. Oh, it was a 

paradzse . . . 
So together with the strong teachingsfrom my mom rmd the eelders. y m  cm1 adpt  

miyuhere when y m  feel guod abotrt who y m  are. Ym've got ymr teachings mrdyotr just 

takz what's good for yoic oicr of both cultures. Inere's nothing wrong with thu~. because 

everybocjr does rhar. h i  know whch part 1s good for you md which isn% 

I was tat~ght never tu ahvavs want. Y m  htuw h m  everybody nrm mmnd 

sometimes, I sh~~lah ' t  sqy everybody, but yorr b o w  how some people go for all the 

advertrsing: Oh I gotta try this und 1 gottu try that. My pments tmght me tu be 

discipined in rhal area. . . Otit of thar I grew up trot to wmr wiutt everybw'y else wanted 

h i  I ahvays chose surnething dtfferent [she Imghsl. 

So. my values and teachings were very snong. 1 more or fess chose what wus 

goud for me from sociey and blended it into my Ife. Because of my good experience. I 

think ~hat was why I cuirid mix with anybody . . . 

Teresa: So when yozr were a T A .  [Teacher Assistant J ,  whm kindr of values did y m  pass 

on to the sttrdents? Ymc were concerrted abmt attitudes. 

Rzrth: Uh, hrmm. 

Teresa: So how did yow presence there rnake a dtfference to the stzrdents. the school. the 

teachers? 

Rrith: Afer rhey gor to k m  me. thut 1 was dependable. that I wotrld be there cvery doy 

and not take off dter the f i t  paycheck as they viewed First Nations . ~hcit 1 coirld he 

sociable and talk IO cmybody and not h g  back. I got involveci with things thut were 

going on ut the schooL I was blessed to work with a wonde@[ teclcher. She loved 

First Nations valzres mxi the artwork. She tmrght choir t h e .  Our Native kiak would put 

wz plays. She was just so talented and I was so Zircky tu work with her. She trained tcnder 

the Hzint fami@ as an artlartlst. I felt her ncpport right from the beerning: the acceptaice 

of out people. 1 jzdst had the uddperson who Iooked at me as 'Wh~hat is she doing here? 

She -i probably not qt~ahfied" No I wam't qtraIz$ed in iheir tems bat I was quaItfied in 



living it, rmd experiencing it ami bringing up rny own childen. 1 merm. what better 

expience and diploma wouldyou need? [Ruth Iaugh]. 1 Iived it ail my life. 

I think for the First Ndiom childen, it wmld good for t h  to see a First 

Nations person there . . . Yoic hm, jtist to be there and do those things is saying a lot to 

them . It was saying: y m  cm do this kitrd of work ad  enjoy it. With her right attitude. 

we did a lot with the children. Y m  know, First Nations mtwork and bririging in resmrce 

people t h  cmdd Ùance and sng jor them. Ym cmdd tell, it just opened [hem nght rrp, 

becûuse they relateci to zhose thzngs because il had meaning; it was reai. 

Teresa: Do you think Fkst Nations teachers have a dzfferent mmmr of teaching because 

of the values that they have been brought up with? 

Ruth: ! think most of them. if they q p i y  il. the chikiren are richer for it because you 

teach the chi lhn to be more c h g  and sensitive tu other people armndym. By 

feeling good about yourself: ym paxr that on to the chiidren . . . Yoii give them thut 

message and try to biitld more and more confidence that they can do it. Thai's wha~ we 

would do in our classroom. Xhe kids worild sqy. '7 wmir to do this, '' 'Y want to do thart: 

She wodd q, "Of corrrse I'll show yorr how to do it. " She w d d  never suy, 'Yozr c m  't 

do il." She would a l h  them to Q and wmdd show them how to do it. computers 

came in, we got them going on it right away. Anything that the children wmted to do, ut 

mry age, whatever they were interested in. we wmld allow them to do it mdshow them 

the steps how to. We wozdd never say, "Oh yoir're too yoting ro do that. " Ymi woiild 

show [hem how to do it, and il's mnaring h w  pickly they picked it up. We eericolrraged 

them and dirin't tell them. "Oh, itk too much for you. " Thar was a putdown. 

Wilh our plùys, there w m  one boy, a big boy. î2at's probubiy whut it was, being 

the biggesr in the clas, he wodd have a bad behaior and bzrllyng. We put him into the 

p l q  and pur him into the pmt of the head chie$ What a difference it made in thuî boy! 

It trcnied him Hght around. We told him: 'Ym c m  do il. Y m  're gocd enough ro do it '! 

We encouraged him. He pur his whole heurt md sord into those practices. That play was 

so good that we were usked to go to other schools to show the other students whPI we 

were doing with our boys mtdgirls. 



It was jrcst a red thdI to work with this teacher and to have someboày who was  

so respectful of olrr children. The childen picked it up. n e  sky was the limir once they 

had confidece und trust in us t h  we wmld back them. 

Teresa: For a First Nations person. where does confidence cornefrom? 

Ruth: Weil I pess I c m  on4 veak for myseK for my own famiiy and comm~rnity, of 

accepting me for who 1 wm. Like l said going to visit the elders every dq. They had 

rime for me und never c h d  me away. Accrprunce. Righr in ymir owti home, jor Goaoa% 

d e .  

Teresa: Y m  told Lyn Daniels this, and I have also heard it from Nellu UIZU' Janice 

Simcw. Things will ahvays be revealed in time. c f y ~ r  don? understand it m w .  you will 

tinderstand it 

Rlrth: When it is time for yotr to cinderstanù it. That 's right. Tibat's where yoir leum. 

where your mahwity cornes from. of sitting back cnld waiting for it to happen. We c m 9  

do it ~iow,  so wait for the right tirnefor it to be shown. When y m k  young. yuti 're 

impatient. yorr q. '1 ~ v m t  to do it mw. " Itk like a lot of tirnes whm yori read 

something, it doesn 't corne. it doesn 'r comc. and then it does. lhut was one of the 

teachings thut was so important to mir people. patience. lem,ting to wuit for thitigs. The 

seasons told ris that. Nature tofd us what to do m d  when to do it. Tbchy's worfd: ymi 

have to jump ahead. beat it. scrmnble rrp. merem what yorr have to do is wait for the 

righr time. 

Teresa: Ym also have to be observant diring that wairzng tirne. 

Ruth: ï7tat's right. 

Teresa: When I qoke with Skip Dick. he talked about the dzflailty he hm with these 

teachings being put into a program. being tmight as part of a nrrriculrm. 

Ruth: Right. Right. 

Teresa: Whai me your thoughts on t h ?  

Ruth: Weill Ijhd it d~f lmi t  too because y m  just [ive it. It's hmd to put it in little 

categories. But in order to get in there and stay in the school system, I say yoti have to 

do w h y o u  have to do in order to get that diplma even i f y m  know itk no1 the right 

way. Ir's important to be t h e  for the chzldren wui teach them. Thut is the way it is done 



for now and hopefully a h g  the w q ,  y m  wilijind something that will be meaningjid to 

them, how tu appruach those teachings, and how to aï#cst to the changes. Becairse 

change will ahvays be there. You c m  kick aguinst it but the hmder and the longer yorr 

hck agaiwt change, the more it cornes. Once ym say, ookay Creator, 1 uccept what is 

here ami l will wait for you to tell me what I should do, c h g e  Cumes easier. Ijind in 

my ow» life that my stmggles and trids last Ionger if I'm resisting. hstead of saying, 

"O& ihis is W ~ C I Z  is iluppetiitg ri& tww,  Creutor, but show me h m  ro deai wirh ir and 

when. " 

Teresa: Yes, l feel as if I've been thrmgh that process in my research. 1 became mare 

o j  it through my association with Native people. 

Ruth: Yes, we ail learnfrom one imother when we share. You still heur su much of thai 

rnind-set of First Nations. . . 

Teresa: I rcsed to hear a lot of strperstitiotrs when I w m  growing irp. Superstitions are to 

me one of the spiritual vestiges of my cuitare thut has Iasted into the present. Imtead of 

tDkrng revonîibi[iv for yoirrseywhen something bad hqpem, you siry: this mus1 have 

hqpend  to me because 

Ruth: A black cul walked across the road 

Teresa: Or I walked under a ladder. l had to resist those w h e n l  got older. ne-y wodd 

corne automaricaii) into my heud. 

Ruth: It % like de-programming yoicrself. It 's like the old negative tqes  rhat we heard 

when we were growing trp and we need t o m  a wuy tu do awuy with those. because 

they're hmnfiiI or they don't work Btrt ipray in the monting- Iprayjor grridance. We 

forge? io ark him for help to help us do it because sometimes we cadi do it on oicr m. 

n e  besr pmr of lije is challenge. Do y m  Iike challenges? 

Teresa: C/h-humm. 

Ruth: I trsed tu 6e ofruid of it but I 'm not now. I mess I should be leanlzng a few thirgs 

by rzow [we Imgh J. f'm s&y-ezght years oId So. Iivzng life on purpose. It's whu-t y m  

make y m  life to be: hep  it challenging and lNe it without fear. WeYe're ahays 

bombarded by the media with negutive messages of fem, fem. fear. mere me a lot of 

gwd people 01d good things happening art there . . . 



Teresa: In my letter, I tdd you I w d d  mkyou abolît research, a d  whether yoiî have 

some thotighis on how research should be condtrcted. and how Native people have been 

treuted in research. 

Ruth [breaks in a d  exciuims]: We'e're jzist fed iip withil! Because l think: whut are 

they doing wzth it? Are they getting money from it? Is thal why they're doiltg if? 1s it 

money again? And ifthey 've done the proper research, why do they keep havi,ig tu do if  

~gmiz? Iik ;kir w q  u f wyirrg, well, yvrt 'rr 110r r e d y  h~rnarz. To me, thnrk what it s 

saying. lihere's a lot of inuca~racies when they're doing the reseurch and n lot of times 

the people have not said these things. Do y m  k n m  what I mean? Yet the resemcher 

p t s  it in to make it sound more exciting. 1 pess Itm just tired of the research going on. 

I think things me noi chmging, nothing's been realb dotle with if. With all the rrsemch, 

what do ihey aim ro do wzth it? Y m  btaw, we 've been resemchrd tu de&. And yoir 

h o w  why I think they keep doing it? They're not getting the answers they wmit [I imgh]. 

"Yàu know, we 're jzîst at the animal level. " i f  we said something like that, thar wmid 

picase them. but becmise we dont they dotft biow whut to do with 11s. d i  least thut S how 

I'm beginiling to figure it mît [we lmîghf. 1 ~giress yotc 've had a lecture on prorocols, have 

you? I don? know rf they told ymî thzs but you ahvays brtrg a M e  giifr. 

Teresa: Yes I did britig one. 

Rzlth: Ym bmv why? Becmse it proves and solid@es thut y m  are a winms tu these 

worh. 

Teresa: I dich't know whether rogive it right away or ofrerwark. I brmght y m  a jar of 

suimon. I'm sure y m  probabiy have jarred salmon. 

Rlîth: Yes but we never hmz it dwtz . . . Before, otir diet was very irnportmt. Our people 

were very parsive people, yorî h o w  we weretft rushing mmnd al2 the tirne. I think thut a 

lot of it was because of our diet. 




